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ABSTRACT 

Violence against women has a long history built on patriarchal social constructs 

routinized over time through outright misogyny and tacit societal acceptance. Women have 

been derided continuously in western history by Greek philosophers, Christian theologians, 

during the Middle Age (asceticism) and the Restoration (reason replacing illusions), by 19
th
 and 

20
th
 century artists and literary authors, signers of the U.S. Constitution, anti-suffragettes, 

modern religious denominations and, even in the 21
st
 century, excluded from opportunities in 

medicine, business, government, academia, religion, science, entertainment, politics and most 

other careers. 

Violence against women continues at unconscionable levels despite legal sanctions. 

More than 23 million women have been raped in their lifetime and a woman is assaulted or 

battered every 9 seconds in the United States. Over 70 percent of sexual assaults against women 

and 90 percent of sexual assaults against juveniles are committed by non-strangers. Women are 

ongoing victims regardless of ethnicity, religion, geography, income, and education. Attitudes 

of privilege, presumptions of superiority, boyhood miseducation, homosocial enactments to 

power and control, male peer support, and tacit societal acceptance all contribute to continuing 

oppression and violence against women. Contemporary male social constructs reinforce 

patriarchy, misogyny, and even more virulent acts of violence against women. 
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Violent acts against women are crimes of control and intimidation committed primarily 

by men known to women -- the very men who women should be able to trust for their physical 

safety, moral support, and respectful interactions. Intimate relationships, in particular, engender 

the highest level of trust and should be the most dynamic, interactive, supportive, and life-

reaffirming. Our closest relationships are those where we perceive the minimum likelihood of 

vulnerability to betrayal and have the highest expectations for trust, hopeful futures, and 

reciprocity. Hope speaks to future possibilities, the elements of life that give us purpose and 

points the way to future possibilities.
 
When hope is diminished or betrayed, it is difficult to 

imagine a future outcome.  

Patriarchal views, narratives and actions are so thoroughly embedded in our society that 

traditional approaches to justice and increasing awareness of women’s oppression have not 

reduced the pattern or prevalence of physical, sexual, and psychological violence against 

women. Significant change in patriarchal attitudes and violence against women will occur only 

when there is a fundamental shift from society’s existing male-centric duty, fairness, and justice 

model to include a more integrated fairness-social-care model. A more relational form of social 

justice is needed to redefine women’s self-identity, views of others toward them, and obtain 

greater influence over decisions affecting their lives.  

Linking social justice and an ethics of care is needed to bring women’s voices more 

fully into men’s traditional views of justice and duty. An ethics of care with its focus on 

responsibility and relationships is
 
a relational moral construct that builds upon trust and mutual 

caring. Combining care and social justice has the potential to create a moral paradigm shift 

incorporating women’s socially-connected and caring orientation with virtues such as self-

respect, sincerity, generosity, and trustworthiness. The result would hopefully be a meaningful 

shift toward a more humanist society. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Education should be a journey to enlightenment, awareness, and understanding. It 

should also provide a window into human fulfillment. Education has the potential to 

dramatically alter preconceived notions, biases, misconceptions, and blissful unawareness of the 

realities and circumstances that people in many sectors of society are forced to deal with 

through circumstances of birth, gender, ethnicity, poverty, health, and society. 

Participating in the Doctor of Liberal Studies (DLS) program at Georgetown University 

has been a capstone experience in gaining an understanding and awareness of the preconceived 

notions and misconceptions that I carried about women and their role in society. I came into the 

DLS program hopeful about renewing my interest in philosophy gained earlier in my education. 

I entered the program prepared to discuss the philosophical implications surrounding perceived 

progress that women have made in certain commercial sectors, particularly pharmaceuticals, 

biotechnology, medical devices, and the life sciences. My worldview of women’s evolving 

progress was further informed by examples from conferences and publications describing how 

the majority of undergraduates and graduate school students in the United States were shifting 

toward women and an increasing number of academic leaders were women. This seemed to 

portend potentially sustainable progress! 

Journey to Awareness 

This is where blissful unawareness came in. Two distinct events during my DLS course 

work changed my preconceived notions of women’s progress in society and the barriers that 

have and continue to exist against their achieving equal status with men. First, my wife and I 

had recently moved to a high rise apartment in the Washington, D.C. area from a single family 

home when I soon learned that we had different instinctive and experiential definitions of what 

constituted safety and awareness of security in an urban environment. My wife expressed 
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concern about her safety on a more “desolate” floor in our parking garage with fewer people to 

monitor the area, witness a violent act, or intervene if necessary – my view clearly being a 

male-oriented frame-of-reference with respect to safety.  

While my wife has never been the victim of a violent crime, she nonetheless knows 

women who have been victimized, she is affected daily by media reports of violence against 

women, she knows that most violence-on-women crimes are perpetrated by men, and she 

perceived an inherent physical disadvantage against men who would commit sexual or other 

violent crimes. My wife’s concerns were not without a basis in fact. The continuing and 

pervasive extent of violence against women means that all women continue to be victimized 

psychologically, or at least live in a state of continual apprehension. Women need to be alert 

constantly for real or potential situations that could represent potential harm.  

Second, during my coursework I also had the opportunity to study the cultural, 

psychological, and other barriers that women face in achieving equal status with men. At some 

point, I turned to examining crimes of violence against women, aware of the problem from 

newspapers and television, but never feeling a direct connection with women’s reality. I was 

soon overwhelmed by two major issues: 1) the extraordinarily high prevalence of violence 

against women globally and in the United States, and 2) the pervasiveness of violence by men 

who are known to victims of sexual and other physical violence.  

As the evidence from my research accumulated, I was struck by the enormity of 

violence against women, both domestically and globally, its horrific impact on women, and an 

awareness of my own privilege that allowed me to avoid confronting the reality of men’s 

violence against women. Similar to Jon Krakauer’s description of research for his 2015 book 

Missoula, describing a culture of acquaintance rape at the University of Montana, “I had no idea 

that rape was so prevalent, or could cause such deep and intractable pain. My ignorance was 

inexcusable, and it made me ashamed.” 
1
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Violent acts against women are crimes of control and intimidation by men against 

spouses, partners, family members, friends, and acquaintances -- the very men who women 

should be able to trust for their physical safety, moral support, and respectful interactions. High 

prevalence of violence against women has a long history built on patriarchal social constructs 

routinized over time through outright misogyny and tacit societal acceptance. Social constructs 

and their narratives over millennia have led to male privilege, which allows violence against 

women to continue and does little to alter women’s reality.  

Betrayal of Trust and Hope  

Trust and hope are essential elements of human existence. We trust that those with 

whom we interact will treat us in ways that conform with accepted social norms and in ways 

that we would like to be treated. For those with whom we have more recurring interactions, 

such as acquaintances, classmates or colleagues, or where we have interpersonal relationships, 

such as spouses, significant others, family and friends, the expectations increase for trust and 

reciprocity of goodwill. Higher levels of relationships, including intimate relationships, 

engender increased expectations for trust and feelings of beneficial hope from the relationships. 

When these higher levels of trust are shattered by acts of interpersonal violence, the results can 

be disastrous and erode the very foundations of a hopeful future and human flourishing.  

Through my involvement in commercializing precision medicine technology to help 

clinicians select medication treatments for patients with depression, anxiety, posttraumatic 

stress disorder (PTSD), and other neuropsychiatric disorders, I learned firsthand about the 

isolation, unrelenting anxiety, depression, flashbacks, nightmares, hypervigilance, and suicidal 

ideation resulting from PTSD that women experience following severe emotional trauma from 

rape and other forms of violence. Violence against women breaks all of these trusting 

expectations.           
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Coercion, sexual violence, and battery – brutal and abusive acts perpetrated to control 

women physically and psychologically – have adverse moral consequences. These are crimes 

that can diminish or extinguish hope and trust that are so vital to human flourishing. In a society 

that values self-agency, crimes of control and violence expropriate women’s confidence, self-

respect, and belief in others that are required to establish and maintain trustful relationships – 

the very core of our humanity. 

Framing the Issues and Methodology 

 The purpose of my research was to explore the social constructs that have fueled men’s 

patriarchal and misogynistic behaviors throughout western history, highlight the past and 

contemporary narratives that consistently reinforce women’s exploitation, examine the 

egregious breaches of trust and their consequences that result from violence against women, and 

assess the moral impact that these crimes of violence have on both the victims and broader 

society. My central hypothesis is that patriarchal views, narratives and actions are so thoroughly 

embedded in our society that traditional approaches to justice, improving educational and 

employment demographics, and even increasing awareness of women’s oppression and men’s 

privilege are not likely to significantly alter the pattern or prevalence of physical, sexual, and 

psychological violence against women without a concerted effort to adopt a more inclusive 

framework of social justice and care ethics, accompanied by active support from men.  

While women have seemingly made progress on some measures of equality over the 

past one hundred years, embedded discriminatory practices continue to diminish women, 

trivialize the crimes against them, and marginalize their opportunities to achieve full 

participation in society. I believe that significant change will only occur when there is a 

fundamental shift from society’s existing male-centric duty, fairness, and justice model to 

include more encompassing social justice and care ethics’ models. 
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To build the case for a fairness-social-care model, I sought to answer four principal 

questions to support my hypothesis that an integrated approach to linking social justice and an 

ethics of care will be required to fundamentally change societal actions and beliefs that support 

violence against women. 

1. What practices and narratives continue to promote patriarchal behavior against women? 

2. How do these practices support violence against women in contemporary society? 

3. How do major abrogations of trust affect hope and human flourishing? 

4. What justice, moral and societal shifts have the potential for transformational change? 

 

My research utilized a multidisciplinary ethnographic approach to uncover, understand, 

and draw conclusions about violence against women based on historical religious views, art, 

literature, newspapers, books, journals, interviews with clinicians and health science 

researchers, direct observation, and other sources to support the long-standing direct and 

indirect approaches used by men to perpetuate patriarchy, misogyny and specific patterns of 

behavior that limit women’s full participation in society. The lingering effects of patriarchy, 

oppression and abuse were further examined in the context of contemporary social constructs, 

frequent newspaper reports, changing demographics, visual narratives, genetic technology, 

medical science and recent advances in neurobiology, psychiatry, and psychology.    

My research focused on constructing a broad description of the origins, causes and 

lingering effects of violence against women to better understand and interpret the metaphors 

and symbols of the contemporary world in which women are abused for who they are. 

Qualitative methods were used throughout the research to understand the interactions of beliefs, 

reinforced social practices and the asymmetrical interactions in relationships that lead to acts of 

violence against women. My research approach was designed to tell women’s story of violence 

from multiple historical and contemporary contexts that continue to support violence against 

women at alarmingly high rates. In the face of extensive evidence that patriarchal attitudes and 

violence against women have not subsided, I believe that we must look to social justice and care 

ethics for solutions that can more positively impact the lives of women. 
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Prevalence of Violence Against Women  

In exploring the effects of patriarchy and misogyny, it was important to understand the 

societal significance of violence against women, the patriarchal underpinnings and narratives 

that reinforce men’s violence, and the social constructs that continue to condone violence 

against women. In Chapter 2, I explore the extent of violence against women, with emphasis on 

the prevalence of sexual, physical, and psychological violence in the United States. 

Epidemiological studies confirm that violence against women in the United States 

continues at unconscionable levels despite legal sanctions, with millions of women victimized 

by multiple categories of gender-based violence. Intimate partner and non-partner violence 

against women remain at lifetime rates of more than 35 percent, while psychological aggression 

from an intimate partner continues at a 47 percent lifetime prevalence. Women are ongoing 

victims regardless of ethnicity, religion, geography, income, and education.   

Crimes against women include abusive or threatening behavior by men to take 

advantage of women physically or emotionally, gain or maintain power over them, and control 

their freedom, activities, or well-being. Women and girls are victimized to reinforce men’s 

masculinity or to counter feelings of inadequacy in a patriarchal world. Women are victims of 

violence committed by men because they are female, 
2
 primarily by men who are known to 

women. Over 70 percent of sexual assaults against women and 90 percent of sexual assaults 

against juveniles are committed by non-strangers.  

The U.S. Center for Disease Control (CDC) estimates that more than 23 million women 

have been raped in their lifetime and nearly 2 million women reported being raped within the 

past year. A woman is assaulted or battered every 9 seconds in the United States, yet only 25 

percent of physical assaults are reported to police annually. 
3
 The closer the relationship 

between the perpetrator and the victim, the less likely the crime will be reported to police. 

Approximately 65-75 percent of rapes, attempted rapes and sexual assaults are not reported, 
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usually for reasons relating to the crime either as a personal matter “in private,” out of fear of 

reprisal, or to protect the perpetrator. 
4
  

Chapter 2 also discusses how patterns of violence against women vary by ethnicity, 

cultural norms, age at the onset of violence and type of perpetrator, how men gain access to 

victims, the extent of intimate partner violence, and the problems associated with perpetrator 

accountability. In describing these patterns of violence, I have focused particular attention on 

battery and coercive control, since the number of battery and non-violent psychological abuse 

cases have increased substantially during the past decade. These are crimes of persistent 

psychological control and threats that can destroy the foundation of trust and a hopeful future.  

The deleterious psychological effects of these assaults are further compounded by their 

classification as misdemeanors because most acts of violence against women are adjudicated on 

an incident-by-incident basis and evaluated each time by the level of harm incurred, with 

“somewhere between 85 and 97 percent of all abuse... missed and/or turned into a second-class 

misdemeanor.
” 5

 Furthermore, societal attitudes continue to ignore, tolerate, or provide tacit 

approval of violent acts against women by ignoring the problem, trivializing the extent of 

violence against women, dismissing them as domestic quarrels committed in private and, in 

many cases, blaming women for the violence perpetrated on them by men. The result is a major 

public health problem and a fundamental human rights failure.   

Patriarchal Narratives from Religion, Art and Politics  

In Chapters 3 and 4, I discuss the religious, social and cultural underpinnings of western 

attitudes toward women that have led to second-class treatment, patriarchal attitudes, 

oppression, subtle or outright misogyny, and actual acts of physical or coercive violence against 

women. In conducting my research, I examined three aspects of western culture that influenced 

evolving societal views of women, namely: 1) negative religious attitudes and teachings 

concerning women; 2) art and literature from the 18
th
 through the early 20

th
 centuries reflecting 
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men’s belittling view of women and their role in society; and 3) political discourse, particularly 

in the 18
th
 and 19

th
 centuries, that culminated in the suffrage movement before and at the 

beginning of the 20
th
 century.  

For nearly three millennia, women have been derided in the writings and teachings of 

Greek philosophers, Christian theologians, artists, 19
th
 and 20

th
 century literary authors, signers 

of the U.S. Constitution, anti-suffragettes, and modern religious denominations. The Greeks 

held a misogynistic view of women dating back to the eighth century B.C. Plato and Aristotle 

described women as inferior to the male standard, subordinating women to a male-dominated 

family, and relegating women’s roles to procreation, raising children, and performing domestic 

chores. 
6
 Patristic writers from early Christianity into the sixth century emphasized the need to 

keep women in subjugation, insisted that virginity was preferred over marriage, castigated 

women for their seductive tendencies, and expressed contempt for their mental or moral frailty.  

Overt hostility toward women occurred during the Middle Ages (asceticism of the 

Christian church), the Restoration (reason replacing illusions), and into the twentieth century 

(reality and competition replacing idealization). 
7 

Antisuffragists declared that women were 

mentally unqualified to vote, lacked any sense of justice, were physically and mentally inferior 

to men, were closer to lower animals, and were incapacitated by menstruation and childbearing. 

Art and literature further reinforced the dominant role of men and the aesthetic, subordinate 

view of women. Subtle, indirect belittling of women was used to reinforce their proper 

intrafamily social position beholding to a husband for protection, moral guidance, and financial 

support. Rather than supporting equality, education and independence, men actively maintained 

women’s “unquestioning obedience to law and orthodox religion.” 
8
 

The art world was a comparably closed forum controlled by men and the visual 

narratives that they created to reinforce how women were and should be viewed. Art was a 

visual record of men’s achievements, their world view and their musings about religion, 
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conquests, society, myths, and women. Men’s assumptions about women and their need to 

control women have been expressed in the visual and thematic choices that they painted, 

commissioned, or purchased. Throughout history, men dominated the visual symbolism of 

women through art and literature, essentially controlling the full gender-class discourse. 
9
 

Men’s portrayal of objectified women was particularly pervasive during the nineteenth 

century. Nineteenth century paintings, in particular, spoke to men’s common view of power, 

authority, and ownership of women. Objectified women were often portrayed as passive, 

sexually available, helpless, vulnerable, and powerless. 
10

 In the mid-to-late 19th century and in 

the early 20th century, art and literature were used to effect social change, a means to symbolize 

change through a multidisciplinary linkage of art, literature, social conditions, education, 

religion, politics, and philosophical views that tempered or opened the debate about women’s 

equality with men. Women used visual art, particularly commercial art, to portray their 

subjugation and their aspirations. Proceeds from photographs, posters, flyers, other visual 

representations and art exhibitions were used to support the suffrage movement and counter 

views of women’s weakness and inability to defend themselves.  

 Western democracies, including those of the United States, were built on the 

assumption that white male property owners were superior to women and slaves, thus skewing 

the concept of liberty for all from the very beginning and, as a result, excluded the vast majority 

of the population from participation in the American democracy. Women, Blacks and Native 

Americans were all viewed as property, with no inalienable rights of their own. Gender and 

racial discrimination had their roots in patriarchal societies, were made explicit in Christian 

writings and theology, and ultimately found their way into our secular justice system, so 

completely in many ways as to appear behind a veil of normalcy. An unbroken chain of men’s 

discourse about women throughout Western history has, in both direct and subtle ways, become 

embedded in the attitudes and behavior of modern society.   
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Contemporary Manifestations of Patriarchy and Privilege 

In Chapter 5, I discuss the contemporary manifestations and social constructs that 

continue to promote patriarchy and misogyny. Despite a more interconnected society over the 

past century, narratives reinforcing the exploitation, belittling and devaluing of women continue 

throughout society – from medicine, business, government, academia, religion, science, 

entertainment, politics and most other careers. Seemingly dramatic changes in women’s broader 

participation in society are still limited by cumulative dividends of men’s patriarchal privilege.   

Many men benefit from access and privilege by virtue of birth and societal 

constructions of gender. Cumulative male privilege has become society’s norm, a pattern of 

thinking, behaving, and experiencing solely around a male frame-of-reference. Men recapitulate 

the conditions of their privilege in ways that encourage the use of “difference to include or 

exclude, credit or discredit, elevate or oppress, value or devalue.” 
11

 In the same way that men 

had historically defined women through religious text, secular literature, paintings and 

sculpture, so too men have defined and limited women’s participation at the highest levels of 

scientific, academic, technology, and other professional levels of achievement.  

Gender disparity in medicine, life science research, and information technology 

continue to accentuate gendered personality traits among employees: women being empathetic, 

emotionally vulnerable, and good communicators versus men who are good negotiators and 

decision-makers. These are cultural images and narratives that keep women from pursuing 

careers in computer science, engineering and mathematics, which are at odds with women’s 

educational demographics and their scores on aptitude tests. In a different professional context 

of movies, fashion, entertainment and media, women continue to be affected by prescribed 

views of appearance and behavior – pressure to look, act, and present themselves in ways 

acceptable to a male view of the world and women’s role in it.  
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Miseducation and Reinforcement of Power and Control 

Patriarchal attitudes continue to be reinforced in the 21
st
 century through men’s clubs, 

social organizations, sports, and other gatherings. In Chapter 6, I describe contemporary male 

social constructs that reinforce patriarchy, misogyny, and even more virulent acts of violence 

against women. These are social contexts in which boys learn the lessons of masculinity and 

aggression from early ages at home, at school, and through friends – lessons that get reinforced 

through boys’ gender-oriented games and rituals, video games, sports, visual and other media 

that portray men’s power and women’s vulnerability and availability. Boys learn aggression and 

lack of sensitivity in a culture of cruelty based on societal stereotypes, with ways of acting and 

thinking that are scripted by peer groups.  

Boys become men in a series of male interactions and struggles, emphasizing contests, 

where toughness and winning are valued, and where feminine traits of tenderness, empathy, 

compassion, and emotional vulnerability are devalued. Emotions are considered anti-masculine, 

the opposite of power and control. The socialization of boys to power has been described as 

emotional miseducation. 
12

 Rather than suffer or admit to feelings of emotional need or 

isolation, fear of failure, shame, or sadness, boys’ emotions often get masked under patinas of 

brashness. Boys want to be “big instead of small, to have power… instead of (being) a 

powerless child, and to be the arbiter of right and wrong rather than a negotiator or an 

observer.” 
13  

Some boys become men who lose empathy, connection, nurturance, relationships, 

care and, in some cases, their conscience.  

Masculinity is essentially a homosocial enactment in which men parade the markers of 

manhood for the scrutiny of other men and to raise their status in the eyes of other men, 
12

 

whether through exclusion, trivializing treatment, innuendo, objectifying behavior, physical and 

sexual violence, or verbal abuse. Sports, in particular, form homosocial bonds through a 

common language codifying the essentials of manhood – strength, control, belonging, and 
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competition. The social miseducation of boys and adolescents has led to debilitating 

consequences for women, played out through a substantial increase in sexual assaults, rapes and 

attempted rapes on college and university campuses. “Rape and other violence against 

women… are part of the structural violence women face throughout the world,
” 14

 with the 

United States reporting the most population-adjusted rapes in the world. 
15 

Men who commit sex crimes in the U.S., for the most part, are men whose violence is 

directed specifically at women. Perpetrators of violence against women copy and rationalize 

abusive behavior through other like-minded men, male attachments and peer support resources 

found in a broad array of settings, including bars, sports arenas, rural gatherings, public 

housing, fraternities, military, college campuses, internet websites, and cyber pornography. 

Extensive research has also shown that “certain all-male peer groups encourage, justify, and 

support the abuse of women by their members” and that male peer support is responsible for a 

substantial portion of violence against women in North America. 
16

 
 

Many acts of violence against women involve psychological or emotional abuse, called 

coercive control. Men who exercise coercive control over women use various forms of 

microregulation to control women’s activities, restrict access to friends and family, employ 

constant criticism, threaten harm to children, and restrict freedom. 
17 

Coercive acts of violence 

can have lasting traumatic effects, are 3-5 times more prevalent than violent physical attacks, 

and account for more than 50 percent of women seeking help for domestic abuse. 
18

 Whether 

acts of physical or psychological violence, these are the acts of men who perpetuate 

misogynistic views and are responsible for continuing high levels of violence against women. 

Trust, Hope and Reciprocity 

In Chapter 7, I discuss the nature of trust, the benefits and obligations of trusting, our 

expectations for trust at various levels of interactions with others, the obligations for trust in 

close interpersonal and intimate relationships, and the interconnectedness of trust and hope. 
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Trust matters because it is the core from which all transactions, shared knowledge, and personal 

relationships evolve. Trust is essential to being human, to developing a meaningful existence, 

and a critical factor in relationships at all levels of society, ranging from daily impersonal 

interactions to close interpersonal relationships and typically include expectations of intentions, 

sincerity, knowledge, and trustworthiness.  

Our routine interactions require the reliance on performance, completion of specific 

actions, or compliance with certain norms. Our more relational lives involve the added trust and 

confidence we place in friends, acquaintances, and colleagues, while increasing levels of 

interpersonal trust require progressively more acknowledgement of our connection with and 

interdependence on others. Our closest relationships involve extending trust and expecting more 

trustworthiness from the object of our trust. These relationships capture the expectations of 

reciprocity and the highest assumptions about trustworthiness.  

 Trust is a continuum that extends from self-trust and reliance on the goodwill and 

behavior of others to interactions of increasing care, commitment and reciprocity among our 

closest interpersonal relationships on the other end of the continuum. Viewing trust as a 

continuum, which I discuss in Chapter 7 as Circles of Trust and Trustworthiness, provides a 

means to describe multiple levels of human interaction. The Circles encompass increasing 

levels of trust that build from an inner core comprising self-trust, familial trust, and societal 

trust, which are the trusts that we learn as children, cultivate through family interactions, and get 

reinforced through local customs. The outer rings comprise situational trust, interpersonal trust, 

and intimate trust, which represent higher levels of personal interactions in work environments, 

community participation, social activities, acquaintances, close friendships, and intimate partner 

relationships.  

Mutuality, reciprocity, and goodwill are key attributes that foster increasing levels of 

trustworthiness in interpersonal and intimate relationships. Intimate relationships typically 
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engender the highest level of trust. These are relationships that should be the most dynamic, 

interactive, supportive, and life-reaffirming. Honesty, harmony, acceptance, loyalty, and moral 

decency are essential for building and maintaining intimate relationships. When accompanied 

by kindness, acceptance, empathy, care, generosity, and fidelity, these relationships achieve the 

highest level of human trust and trustworthiness.  

As I will argue, hope is an integral component of trust; trust engenders hope and hope 

leads to a futurity of possibilities. Walker describes hope as a “state of mind” involving 

“perceptions, feelings, and dispositions to feel, think, and act in some ways that move the one 

who hopes in the direction of having what is hoped for come about.” 
19 

Hope speaks of future 

possibilities – family, health, friends, job, peace, security, welfare – the elements of life that 

summon us to seek those possibilities or to improve upon less favorable circumstances. The 

benefit of hope is that it renews the human spirit. It gives us purpose. It points the way to future 

possibilities or a future that has value.
 
In chapter 7, I will further explore the connection 

between trust and hope. When we trust, and that trust is returned, hopeful behavior is 

reinforced, our expectations are enhanced, and we are more open to future possibilities. When 

hope is diminished or betrayed, it is difficult to imagine a future outcome.  

Biopsychosocial and Moral Consequences of Betrayal 

In Chapter 8, I discuss the risk and vulnerability that are involved in trusting 

relationships, together with the biopsychosocial and moral sequelae that result from egregious 

betrayals through sexual, physical and psychological violence against women. When we trust 

others, we accept a certain degree of vulnerability as a result of our trusting decisions. We hope 

that those we trust will reciprocate in kind, yet we know through instinct and experience that we 

are vulnerable when we trust others. We perceive that our casual, routine, and more impersonal 

interactions involve lower levels of trust and, therefore, may require higher levels of vigilance 

and correspondingly higher levels of vulnerability.  
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The need for vigilance against the risk of betrayal and feelings of vulnerability decline 

as our relationships become more recurring, trusting, and reciprocal. Our more personal 

interactions involve increasing levels of trust and reciprocity and, as a result, vigilance and 

perceived vulnerability to betrayal decline in direct proportion to increased trust. Our closest 

relationships, characterized by an increasingly larger reservoir of attention, care, loyalty and 

reciprocity, engender the highest expectations for trust and feelings of beneficial hope from the 

relationships. These are the relationships where we perceive the minimal need for vigilance and 

the minimum likelihood of vulnerability to betrayal. As a result, crimes of violence against 

women perpetrated by acquaintances, friends, and intimate partners are the most egregious 

betrayals of trust. Violent crimes against women smother the very essence of women’s 

humanity – the feeling of a hopeful existence, hope in future possibilities, and trust in the 

decency of others.  

Interpersonal and intimate relationships suffer the most devastating adverse physical, 

mental and moral consequences resulting from physical and psychological violence against 

women. These are the situations in which women have the highest expectations for trust, 

hopeful futures, and reciprocity, are willing to accept higher levels of vulnerability and `lower 

levels of vigilance, and where they should be able to expect justice and societal support. Hope 

can be destroyed by acute violence, loss, or abrogated trust, leaving little or no reason to trust. 

“Without hope, there is little reason to trust… despair…is the opposite of hope.” 
20

 

 Complete disregard for human respect, trust, autonomy, and the expropriation of hope 

constitute serious moral lapses against human dignity. Victims of sexual, physical and 

psychological violence are degraded by diminishing trust, hope, and feelings of being less than 

human. 
21

 Traumas from these crimes create vast psychological and moral fissures that limit 

victims’ abilities to flourish as confident, self-fulfilled women. The lives of sexual, physical and 
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psychological abuse survivors are characterized by destruction of basic landmarks upon which 

our civilization is based, i.e. “basic trust in human worth, basic confidence, basic hope.” 
22

 

Victims of sexual, physical and psychological violence often experience severe near 

and long term adverse physiological and psychological symptoms. Violence against women is a 

major risk factor for depression, anxiety, substance abuse, suicidality, and other mental 

disorders. Depression, extreme anxiety and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) are common 

reactions to horrific traumas from rape or sexual assault. Between 50-70 percent of women who 

are raped or sexually assaulted develop symptoms of PTSD. While women are nearly twice as 

likely as men to develop PTSD, the disparity is related to sexual victimization of women rather 

than basic gender differences. 
23  

  

In Chapter 8, I propose that the deliberate destruction of hope and trust resulting from 

violence against women should be considered moral battery. Crimes of violence against 

women clearly meet the definition of battery where the fault element, or mens rea, consists of 

intentional use of force or violence against another person. Sexual, physical and psychological 

violence are purposeful acts by men designed to control and humiliate women. Violent acts 

against women are committed intentionally, with full knowledge of the consequences, and 

committing the crime nonetheless.
 
These are crimes that are deliberate and in direct opposition 

to the most foundational elements of morality – accepted societal principles of right and wrong 

that are concerned with avoiding and preventing harm.  

Crimes of sexual and domestic violence cut at the very essence of acceptable human 

behavior. When the most fundamental principles of human behavior are intentionally violated 

in women’s most trusted relationships, these violations constitute both legal and moral battery. 

Victims often lose their sense of trust in others and self-trust is severely or permanently 

compromised. Dignity is imperiled because women are deliberately humiliated and 
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dehumanized. Under these circumstances, the very moral foundations of humanity are shaken, 

if not crumbled. 

Role and Impact of Social Justice 

The focus throughout my research is on women and the historical perceptions, 

assumptions, narratives and behaviors that contribute to a continuing “crisis” of misogyny and 

violence against women. I recognize that other socially repressed groups, such as elderly, gays 

and lesbians, disabled, and ethnic minorities continue to experience injustice and, in multiple 

ways, overlap with my focused discussion of women’s repression. While multiple groups have 

experienced repression, hopefully my gender-focused discussion will resonate in understanding 

common problems and possible solutions.  

Despite the language and intentions of law, women continue to experience both overt 

and covert discrimination that exclude them from job and other opportunities, unequal share of 

resources, marginalization, inadequate access to health care, housing, and education. Formal 

“equal protection” has not remedied structural injustices of society, such that the “threshold for 

equal protection scrutiny (merely) perpetuates social inequality.” 
24

 In Chapter 9, I discuss the 

limitations of the formal justice system and explore features and potential benefits of social 

justice as an approach to addressing legal constructs that still limit women’s equal access, 

freedom, and full participation in society. 

Over thousands of years, women’s oppression has endured through limiting actions 

habituated over time that reinforced the myth of women’s fragility, incapability, unimportance 

and irrelevancy. 
25

 Women have been oppressed on the basis of their gender and indifference to 

women’s mistreatment has endured over time. To overcome embedded discriminatory practices 

and to fill the void still left by traditional means of justice, I will discuss a more relational form 

of social justice building on the approach proposed by Iris Marion Young, which extends 

current approaches of traditional justice to an expanded concept of social justice that focuses on 
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self-respect, opportunity, and empowerment through broader decision-making procedures, a 

socially-oriented distribution of tasks, and greater focus on cultural messaging.  

In the same way that verbal, iconographic and written narratives have been used by men 

to impugn women throughout history, narratives and counterstories about women by women 

can be used to recalibrate one-sided patriarchal narratives and bring women’s unique 

contribution more clearly into focus. Social justice recognizes the importance of experience, 

symbols, images, and stories of our culture. Rather than an agent of oppression, I will discuss 

how culture could positively redefine women’s self-identity and the views of others toward 

them, resulting in increased respect and greater influence over decisions affecting their lives.  

Integrating Care Ethics and Social Justice  

In Chapter 10, I discuss an approach to morality that links an ethics of care with social 

justice in order to bring women’s voices more fully into men’s traditional views of justice and 

duty. Over thirty years ago, Carol Gilligan identified gendered patterns that describe men’s lives 

as bound up in individuation and achievement, while women’s lives focus on generativity, a 

process emphasizing responsibility for growth, leadership, and well-being of others. 
26

  In 

Chapter 10, I propose that balancing men’s orientation on control, objects, power and 

achievement with women’s orientation toward caring, empathy, compassion, relationships, and 

nonviolence has the potential to contribute significantly to improved gender equality.  

An increasing acceptance of the benefits of an ethics of care with its focus on 

responsibility and relationships is
 
a relational moral construct that builds upon trust and mutual 

caring. Care is a fundamental building block of trust, whether within family or community. 

Caring, trust, and their application to relationships foster hope rather than tolerance, and 

imagination rather than skepticism. We need to have confidence that the trust we have in others 

is built on a caring mutual concern. 
27

 A caring society requires a shift from a rational justice 

construct and a focus on individuality to a relational moral construct and a focus on social well-
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being. When individuals view themselves as interconnected with others, their concern for the 

well-being of the group will, in turn, inform their own personal moral development.  

 A combined care and social justice morality links women’s view of life’s essential 

values and forms the basis for a more encompassing moral philosophy centered on care and 

broadly implemented social justice. The ethic of social justice incorporates women’s socially 

connected and caring orientation and includes additional virtues such as self-respect, sincerity, 

generosity, and trustworthiness. Combining an ethic of care with an ethic of social justice goes 

beyond the similarly-situated standard of traditional justice and recognizes the equal worth of 

all persons. Linking an ethic of care with social justice brings women into full participation in 

the community of humanity -- essentially a fusion of social justice and care ethics. 

In my final chapter, I propose an integrated Circles of Morality concept that builds upon 

increasing concentric circles starting with core, universal, justice and duty requirements of 

traditional moral constructs. Outermost Circles encompassing care ethics and social justice 

define “proactive” moralities that speak to self-fulfillment and our interactions with others. 

Women’s increased emphasis on care has the potential to create a moral paradigm shift that 

incorporates women’s socially-connected and caring orientation and includes additional virtues 

such as self-respect, sincerity, generosity, and trustworthiness.  The result would hopefully be 

an approach to justice and duty that is more compassionate and relational in its application.  

Women’s voices are beginning to be heard through narratives that speak of caring, 

empathy, relationships, interconnectedness, and concern for others. Women view morality 

through a life lens of inclusion and connection. The replacement of men’s power and control 

narratives with women’s care and social justice narratives would be transformational. Women’s 

narratives and positive examples of care, empathy and inclusion need visibility to demonstrate 

that they are critical components of human flourishing.  
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CHAPTER 2 

ENDEMIC NATURE OF VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN 

Gender Subordination and Violence 

Women have been subjected to physical and mental abuse by men throughout history. 

They have been systematically subjected and oppressed for men’s control, pleasure, and 

political purposes. Men have collectively viewed as their right the ability to control women, 

both physically and mentally. “Women are seen as needing to be subdued and controlled… 

(they) must be kept powerless; if not locked up, kept down and in place.” 
1
 Women have been 

marginalized or subjected to physical violence as a dominated class, either directly or indirectly. 

In its 2005 report on domestic violence against women, the World Health Organization (WHO) 

pointed out that violence against women is “both a consequence and cause of gender 

inequality.” 
2 
 

The history of women is replete with the reality of rape, torture, battery, terror, 

humiliation, and killing. Most women know women who have been victimized and they are 

affected daily by media reports of violence against women. They understand that crimes of 

violence against women are perpetrated overwhelmingly by men, and they perceive an inherent 

physical disadvantage against men who would commit sexual or other violent crimes against 

women.  

Defining Violence Against Women 

 Crimes of violence against women, also referred to as gender-based violence (GBV), 

encompass sexual, physical, and psychological violence. The 1993 United Nations Declaration 

on the Elimination of Violence Against Women defined violence against women as … “any act 

of gender-based violence that results in, or is likely to result in physical, sexual, or 

psychological harm or suffering to women, including threats of such acts, coercion, or arbitrary 

deprivation of liberty, whether occurring in public or private life.” 
3, 4, 5
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Violence against women constitutes abusive or threatening behavior at any time or in 

any level of relationship that is used against women to take advantage of them physically or 

emotionally, to gain or maintain power over them, or to control their freedom, activities, or 

well-being. These include physical, sexual, emotional, economic, or psychological actions or 

threats of violent action. According to the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ), violent activities 

against women include behaviors that “intimidate, manipulate, humiliate, isolate, frighten, 

terrorize, coerce, threaten, blame, hurt, injure, or wound” an individual. DOJ definitions of 

domestic violence include sexual, physical, and psychological abuse. 
6 

 Physical Abuse: Hitting, slapping, shoving, grabbing, pinching, biting, and hair pulling 

(also referred to as battering). 

 

 Sexual Abuse: Forcing, coercing or attempting to coerce any sexual contact or behavior 

without consent. 

 

 Emotional Abuse: Undermining an individual’s sense of self-worth and/or self-esteem. 

 Economic Abuse: Making or attempting to make an individual financially dependent 

by maintaining total control over financial resources. 

 

 Psychological Abuse: Causing fear by intimidation; threatening physical harm to self, 

partner, children, or partner’s family or friends; destruction of pets or property; and 

forcing isolation from family, friends, school, and/or work. This is also referred to as 

coercive control.  

 

 Sexual assault is not sex; it is a “violent humiliation ritual with sexual elements,” 
7
 

essentially definitive acts of “sexualized power and masculinity.” 
8
 Violence against women is 

“systemic, meaning socially patterned, including sexual harassment, rape, battering of women 

by intimates, sexual abuse of children, and woman-killing in the context of poverty, 

imperialism, colonialism, and racism.” 
9
  

 The fear of rape, sexual, physical, coercive and other forms of violence against women 

is pervasive, even affecting many women who have not been directly victimized. The endemic 

nature of gender violence inhibits and limits the perceived freedom of all women, forcing them 
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to live with the potential threat of terror. As Susan Brownmiller noted, “(rape) is nothing more 

or less than a conscious process of intimidation by which all men keep all women in a state of 

fear.” 
10

 Unfortunately, high levels of global and domestic violence against women continue to 

support women’s concern about these crimes of male power and control.     

Global Pandemic of Violence Against Women 

Gender-based violence continues at pandemic levels worldwide, affecting women and 

girls in every single country of the world. Globally, millions of women have experienced 

gender-based violence and continue living with the consequences. Based on a comprehensive 

analysis by WHO in 2013, over 35 percent of women worldwide have experienced sexual or 

physical violence by an intimate partner or a non-partner. A disproportionate amount of 

violence against women crimes are committed by current or former partners (intimate partner 

violence or IPV), friends, acquaintances, family members, and strangers. As many as 38 percent 

of women have experienced intimate partner violence, and over 7 percent of women have been 

sexually assaulted by someone other than an intimate partner. 
11 

The worldwide lifetime prevalence of “ever-partnered” intimate partner violence is 30 

percent. More than 42 percent of women worldwide have experienced injuries as a result of 

partner physical or sexual abuse. Depending on country, from 38 to nearly 50 percent of all 

murders of women were committed by intimate partners or family members. A number of 

regional or country studies have also shown up to a 70 percent prevalence of sexual and/or 

physical violence against women by intimate partners. 
12 

 

The lifetime prevalence of intimate partner violence ranges from approximately 23 

percent in higher income regions, such as the United States, to nearly 38 percent in south-east 

Asia. The lifetime prevalence of non-partner violence ranges inversely from over 12 percent in 

higher income regions to a low of nearly 5 percent in south-east Asia, as shown in Table 2.1. 
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While there are other forms of violence against women, sexual or physical violence by partners 

or non-partners comprise the majority of global violence against women. 
13

  

Table 2.1. Global Prevalence of Intimate and Non-Partner Violence, 2013 
 

 

 Regions                           Lifetime IPV Physical     Non-Partner        Combined IPV & 

                                            or Sexual Violence     Sexual Violence     Non-Partner Violence 

   

    Africa                                         36.6%                        11.9%                        45.6%                      

    Americas                                    29.8%                        10.7%                        36.1%                         

    Eastern Mediterranean            37.0%                            -                             36.4%           

    Europe                                       25.4%                          5.2%                         27.2% 

    South-East Asia                        37.7%                          4.9%                         40.2% 

    Western Pacific  
a
                     24.6%                          6.8%                         27.9% 

    High Income 
b
                           23.2%                        12.6%                         32.7% 

  

    Overall Prevalence                   30.0%                         7.2%                         35.6%         

 

Source: World Health Organization, 2013. Global and Regional Estimates of Violence Against 

Women. a Recent studies show prevalence rates between 60-68%.  b Includes the United States, 

Canada, Western Europe, Japan, South Korea, New Zealand, and Australia.   

 

United Nations and World Health Organization findings confirm that intimate partner 

and non-partner sexual violence is widespread and affects women globally. Cultural differences 

lead to variations in the form of violence that women experience. Child abuse, childhood 

marriages, and female genital mutilation are common occurrences in many parts of the world. 

More than 700 million women worldwide were married before age 18, of which 250 million 

(one in three) were married before the age of 15, leading to higher rates of sexually transmitted 

diseases and early riskier pregnancies. 
14 

Worldwide Gender Inequality and Violence 

Approximately 120 million girls worldwide (1 in 10) have experienced forced sexual 

acts or intercourse. In addition, more than 133 million girls in 29 African and Middle Eastern 

countries have been subjected to female genital mutilation (FGM). Over 10 million women and 

girls have been victims of sex trafficking. 
15

 Gender inequality is also maintained through sex-
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selective abortion, female infanticide, and deliberate neglect of girls. An estimated 60-100 

million girls and women are missing worldwide as a result of these gender selective activities. 
16     

Further results from a 2005 study undertaken among 24,000 women in 10 countries by 

the WHO Department of Gender, Women and Health (GHW) -- involving diverse cultural, 

geographic, and urban/rural settings in Bangladesh, Brazil, Ethiopia, Japan, Peru, Namibia, 

Samoa, Serbia and Montenegro, Thailand, and the United Republic of Tanzania -- clearly 

demonstrated that violence against women remains a major global social problem. Women 

having ever experienced physical or sexual violence from a current or past intimate partner 

among the 10 countries ranged from 15 to 71 percent, with most country settings ranging from 

30 to 60 percent. 
17 

The proportion of women from the 2005 study who had ever experienced physical 

violence ranged from 23 to 49 percent, with a low of 12 percent in Japan to a high of 61 percent 

in rural Peru for physical violence and a low of 4 percent in Japan to a high of 49 percent in 

Peru for severe physical violence. Intimate partner violence ranged from 6 percent in Japan to 

50 percent in Ethiopia, with most settings ranging from 10 to 50 percent. Acts of physical or 

sexual violence against women within the past year range from 3 to 54 percent, with most 

country settings ranging from 20 to 33 percent. A further International Violence Against 

Women Survey (IVAWS) of 23,000 women in 11 countries reported at least one incidence of 

sexual and/or physical violence from 16 years of age ranged from above 35 percent of women 

in most countries to as high as 50-60 percent in Australia, Costa Rica, the Czech Republic, 

Denmark, and Mozambique. 
18

  

Despite increasing focus by the United Nations on violence against women, these 

crimes still continue globally. In a July 2015 New York Times article, journalist Somini 

Sengupta reported on the efforts of Zaina Bangura, the United Nations special envoy for sexual 

violence in conflict. The UN envoy remarked that “it is still cost-free to rape a woman,” 
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referring to rape in conflict as a “deliberate strategy to terrorize and humiliate” other men. 
19 

Her 

most recent report indicated that there are 45 armed groups around the world that use violence 

against women as a deliberate weapon. She also commented that, despite the end of the Balkan 

war 20 years ago, the Bosnian court only this year compensated a rape survivor and that no 

single war crimes’ suspect has yet to be convicted of rape in the International Criminal Court 

(ICC). 
20

 Finally, after 20 years, former Bosnian Serb leader Radovan Karadzic was convicted 

of genocide by the ICC for the Former Yugoslavia in March 2016 and sentenced to forty years 

in prison for his role in the murder of 7-8,000 Bosnian Muslims at Srebrenica. The chief 

prosecutor of the ICC commented on crimes of murder, rape, and other sex crimes. 

There is nothing heroic about raping persons, about sexual abuse in camps…. 

There is nothing heroic about executing 7,000 prisoners which have been 

detained in impossible circumstances. There is nothing heroic to kill with 

snipers children who are playing. 
21

  

 

Worldwide violence against women continues to reinforce the pandemic nature of 

gender inequality and the means by which gender inequality is maintained. Whether the 

violence is explicit or implicit, “women’s unequal status helps create their vulnerability to 

violence, which in turn fuels the violence perpetrated against them.” 
22  

Prevalence of Violence Against Women in the United States 

Violence against women in the United States continues despite legal sanctions and overt 

societal approbations. Substantial public health, mental anguish and human flourishing 

consequences result from these acts of violence. A woman is assaulted or battered every 9 

seconds in the United States. Nearly 1 in 5 women have experienced rape at some point during 

their lifetime; 1 in 20 women have experienced sexual violence other than rape; 27 percent 

experienced unwanted sexual contact; and approximately 13 percent of women have 

experienced some form of sexual coercion. 
23 

In approximately 80 percent of rape cases the victim knew the perpetrator 
24 

and nearly 

60 percent of rapes and sexual assaults occur in victims’ own homes, or the homes of relatives, 
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friends, or neighbors. 
25 

Nearly a third of women are injured as a result of being raped, yet only 

about a third of women injured during a rape receive medical care and only 16 percent of rapes 

are reported to law enforcement officials, making these assaults among the least reported 

crimes. 
26

 Approximately 70 percent of rape victims who did not report their rapes to police did 

so because they felt that nothing would be done or that it was a private matter. 
27

  

Among rape victims, over 36 percent reported physical injuries, 32,000 pregnancies per 

year result from rape, and over 100,000 women received emergency department care for sexual 

assaults during 2004-2006. Over 80 percent of women stalked by a former or current male 

partner are physically abused by that partner. However, despite the prevalence of violence 

against women in the United States, only 25 percent of physical assaults are reported to police 

annually. 
28

 Approximately 44 percent of U.S. women experienced other forms of sexual 

violence in their lifetime and over 5 percent experienced other forms of sexual violence within 

the past year, as shown below in Table 2.2. Lifetime and annual prevalence of severe physical 

violence against an intimate partner was over 22 percent and 2 percent, respectively. An 

estimated 15 percent of women have been the victims of stalking in their lifetimes, with an 

incidence rate of over 4 percent. 
29

  

 

Table 2.2. Prevalence of Violence Against Women in the United States, 2011 

 

  United States                      All Lifetime     Total (M)    Annual        Lifetime Intimate  

                                                  Violence                         Prevalence     Partner Violence                        

   

    Rape                                        19.3%            23.5            1.6%                    8.8% 

    Sexual Violence                      43.9%            53.0            5.5%                  15.8% 

    Sexual Coercion                     12.5%                               2.0% 

    Unwanted Sexual Contact     27.3%                               2.2% 

    Stalking                                   15.2%            18.3            4.2%                    9.2% 

 

 

Source: Center for Disease Control and Prevention, National Intimate Partner and Sexual 

Violence Survey, 2011.  
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The CDC conducted a survey in 2011 of 7,758 women over 18 years of age to 

determine the extent of sexual and other forms of violence. Results of the study indicated that 

over 19 percent of women in the United States, or greater than 23 million women, have been 

raped in their lifetime and nearly 2 million women reported being raped within the past year. 

The lifetime prevalence of rape by an intimate partner was nearly 9 percent for rape and 16 

percent for other forms of sexual violence. 
30 

All forms of violence against women continue to be major personal, societal, and public 

health issues in the United States. While the types of violence against women in the United 

States may be different than other parts of the world, sexual violence, physical violence, and 

intimate partner violence are on par with other regions. In fact, overall violence remains a key 

issue in the United States, which is ranked as only a medium peaceful country at number 94 out 

of 162 countries on the 2015 Institute for Economics & Peace Global Peace Index. 
31

 Gender-

based violence continues as both a major developed and developing world problem.   

Intimate Partner Violence in the United States 

 Intimate partner violence, involving abuse by a current or former partner or spouse, 

affects women regardless of ethnicity, religion, geography, income, education, age or sexual 

orientation. 
32, 33

 Intimate partner violence accounts for 15% of all U.S. violent crimes. Over one 

in three women in the U.S. have experienced sexual, physical or psychological abuse from an 

intimate partner during their lifetime; one in four women will be abused sexually by an intimate 

partner in their lifetime; 
34 

one in five women have experienced severe physical violence by an 

intimate partner during their lifetime. 
35

 A woman is physically abused by an intimate partner 

every nine seconds in the United States. 
36

 An estimated 5 million women experience intimate 

partner violence each year. Over 60 percent of stalking victims are stalked by a current or 

former partner or spouse.
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 Intimate partner violence is typically perpetrated by an individual as a means of control. 

Nearly 10 percent of women in the United States have been the victims of sexual violence by an 

intimate partner. As many as 60 percent of women physically assaulted are also sexually 

assaulted by their partners. 
37, 38

 In 2011, over 4 percent of U.S. women reported forced sex, 

nearly 9 percent reported forced sex and physical violence, and over 12 percent reported forced 

sex, physical violence and stalking. 
39

 These figures reflect a continuum of violence from 

psychological intimidation, threats, verbal coercion, and sexual assault at one end of the 

continuum to further sexual assault, physical violence, rape and homicide on the other end of 

the spectrum.  

Increasing levels of intimate partner sexual aggression are often a sign of more severe 

IPV cases that often lead to serious injury or death. More than three women are murdered by an 

intimate partner each day in the United States and intimate partner homicides account for one-

third of all female homicide victims. 
40

 In fact, nearly one-half of femicide victims had just 

recently left their intimate partner or spouse. 
41

 States such as South Carolina have been among 

the top 10 states for women killed by men, with a domestic violence rate at twice the national 

average.
 42 

 Over 35 percent of U.S. women have been raped, physically assaulted or stalked in their 

lifetime. About one in three women have experienced multiple forms of intimate partner 

violence. Nearly 10 percent of U.S. women have been raped by an intimate partner, nearly 25 

percent have experience severe physical violence, over 10 percent have been stalked by an 

intimate partner, and nearly half have been victims of psychological aggression. 
43 

Millions of 

women in the United States have been the victims of multiple categories of gender-based 

violence, as shown in Figure 2.1 on the following page.  

Approximately 11 million U.S. women have been raped and stalked by intimate 

partners, 19-33 million have been subjected to other sexual or contact sexual violence, 38 
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million have experienced various forms of physical violence, and nearly 57 million women have 

been the victims of psychological aggression. Over 17 million women are psychologically 

assaulted annually. These numbers are staggering both for their personal health consequences 

and broader societal implications. The very conditions in which women should feel secure often 

turn out to be the most physically and mentally challenging. 
44

   

 

 
 

Figure 2.1. Estimated Number of U.S. Intimate Partner Victims, 2011. Source: Center for 

Disease Control and Prevention, 2011. 
 

 

Rape, Sexual Violence, Physical Violence and Stalking 

Federal and state crime statistics indicate that women are consistently victimized by 

men. According to the CDC, nearly 2 million women reported being raped within the prior year. 

These numbers contrast with other sources claiming that approximately 300,000 reported rapes 

and sexual assaults are committed against women annually, with as many as three to four times 

more rapes and sexual assaults going unreported, inferring that there are over one million rapes 

and sexual assaults annually in the United States. 
45, 46
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The problem of acquaintance and partner rape continues to be a major problem 

nationwide. The CDC reported that stranger rapes accounted for 14 percent of all U.S. rapes in 

2012 and half that rate in New York City during the first half of 2015. 
47

 The CDC numbers 

suggest that 3-4 rapes or attempted rapes occur nearly every minute in the United States. 

Furthermore, over 50 percent of victims have been raped by an intimate male partner and over 

40 percent by an acquaintance. 

Sexual assault is not sex; it is a “violent humiliation ritual with sexual elements,” 
48

 

essentially definitive acts of “sexualized power and masculinity.” 
49

 Rape and battering are 

sexually-motivated crimes about which virtually nothing is done; the sexual assault of children 

(is) endemic to the patriarchal family; (and) battery of women… is systematic in homes.” 
50

 

Over the past 10-years, there have been approximately three million reported rapes and sexual 

assaults in the United States, with as many as 10 million when unreported cases are included, 

and an even higher number of batteries on women. Females – adults and children – account for 

90 percent of the victims of sexual assault. Men do this to women and to girls; women hardly 

ever do this to men. 
51

 

Abused women “tend to know with real clarity that… abuse has everything to do with 

being a woman.” 
52

 Battery, in particular, is the single largest cause of injury to women ages 15-

44. 
53

 A woman is beaten every 10-15 seconds in the U.S. by her husband or partner. 
54, 55, 56 

 

Besides striking women, battery includes acts of burning, stabbing, dislocating limbs, choking, 

confinement, and various forms of withholding basic privileges and necessities. 
57

 Over 85 

percent of protective orders are issued by courts against men. 
58

 

A recent article by Garay-Serratos in the Chicago Tribune described the effects of 

traumatic brain injury (TBI) that her mother suffered until her death as a result of ongoing 

physical abuse by her father. The prolonged brain injury effects left her mother, at the end of 

her life, “bedridden, unable to speak or recognize her children.” Garay-Serratos quoted a 
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2001study indicating that 67 percent of women seeking medical care for injuries resulting from 

domestic violence had symptoms of TBI and a 2002 study found that 92 percent of women had 

been hit over the head by their domestic partners. The author suggested that, based on these 

statistics, as many as 20 million women are at risk for TBI annually and “millions more 

children.” 
59 

 Factoring in unreported assaults, there is an overall incidence of approximately two 

million batteries annually, 
60 

and as many as four million batteries of women per year based on 

data cited by Bartky from the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU). 
61 

Other reports indicate 

that over half of women – covering all socioeconomic, cultural, ethnic, and religious groups – 

will be victims of domestic violence in their lifetime. 
62

  

Approximately one in six women in the United States have experienced stalking. Over 

two-thirds of female stalking victims were stalked by former or current intimate partners. 

Unwanted telephone calls, voice or text messages comprise nearly 80% of tactics used by male 

stalkers. A study by Black et al reported that over 75 percent of stalking victims reported 

unwanted calls; nearly 40 percent reported being tracked with electronic devices; over 60 

percent of victims were stalked by intimate partners, nearly 25 percent by acquaintances, while 

13 percent were stalked by strangers. Obsession, jealousy, revenge and control are principal 

reasons that men stalk women. 
63, 64

   

While the number of murders by intimate partners has decreased by two-thirds during 

the past 30 years, 
65

 four women still die at the hands of a male abuser each day. 
66

 Of the nearly 

1,500 women murdered by their intimate partners each year in the U.S., at least two-thirds were 

battered by their partners before they were killed. 
67

 Intrafamilial battering beyond the partner is 

also common. 
68

 At least 70 percent of men who batter their wives also physically abuse their 

children. 
69 

According to the Women’s Center at Southern Connecticut State University, there 

are an estimated 28 million women in the U.S. who have been battered by a spouse or partner. 
70
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Cultural and Ethnic Considerations 

 Cultural context is important in understanding how violence against women affects 

different populations. Cultural differences are determined by traditions, prior customs, and 

local/regional experiences that define women’s realities. 
71

 In the United States, non-Hispanic 

white women and non-Hispanic black women experienced similar rates of lifetime rape and 

sexual violence, while multiracial women experience higher levels of both forms of sexual 

violence. The CDC estimated that 9.6 percent of non-Hispanic white women, 8.8 percent of 

non-Hispanic black women, 6.2 percent of Hispanic women, and 11.4 percent of multiracial 

women were raped by an intimate partner during their lifetime, as shown below in Table 2.3. 

The lifetime prevalence of sexual violence other than rape by an intimate partner was 17.1 

percent for white women, 17.4 percent for black women, 9.9 percent for Hispanic women, and 

26.8 percent of multiracial women. 
72

   

 

Table 2.3. Lifetime Prevalence of Intimate Partner Violence Against Women, 2011
a
  

 

       United States      Overall    Estimated   White   Black   Hispanic   Native   Multiracial 

                                                    Victims (M)                                          American       

  

Rape                               8.8%         10.6          9.6%      8.8%       6.2%             -         11.4%  

Sexual Violence           15.8%         19.1        17.1%     17.4%       9.9%             -         26.8% 

Physical Violence        31.5%         38.0        30.5%    41.2%     29.7%       51.7%       51.3% 

Stalking                          9.2%         11.1          9.9%       9.5%       6.8%             -         13.3% 

Psychological 
b                     

47.1%        56.8        47.2%     53.8%    43.9%       63.8%       61.1% 

Contact Sexual 
c
           27.3%        33.0        28.0%     31.8%    24.2%       42.4%       43.1%  

           

 

 

Source: Center for Disease Control and Prevention, 2014. 
a 

Self-identified race/ethnicity. 
b 

Includes expressive aggression (name calling, insulting, humiliating) and coercive control 

(behaviors to monitor, control, or threaten an intimate partner). 
c 

Includes rape, penetrating a 

perpetrator, sexual coercion, and unwanted sexual contact. 

 

Higher rates of physical violence and psychological aggression are experienced by 

women across all ethnic groups. However, black, multiracial and native American (American 

Indian and Alaska Native) women experience disproportionately higher rates of physical 
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violence and psychological aggression than white and Hispanic women. The lifetime prevalence 

of physical violence by an intimate partner was 41.2 percent for black women, 51.7 percent for 

Native American women, and 51.3 percent for multiracial women, compared with 30.5 percent 

for white women, and 29.7 percent for Hispanic women. The lifetime prevalence of 

psychological aggression by an intimate partner was 53.8 percent for black women, 63.8 percent 

for Native American women, and 61.1 percent for multiracial women, compared with 47.2 

percent for white women, and 43.9 percent for Hispanic women.  Lifetime prevalence for 

stalking ranged from approximately 7-13 percent across all ethnic groups.   

Cultural context is important in viewing different ethnic groups. African American and 

Native American women have the highest risk for domestic violence, yet white and black 

women experience similar rates of domestic violence when controlled for income levels. 
73

 

Different forms of violence against women may be similar across ethnic populations, yet how 

they are perceived by the victim, perpetrator, and the community may differ substantially. 

Different ethnicities and communities can have different values with respect to women’s roles, 

family dynamics, income levels, cultural values, fear of or cautious interactions with police, 

skepticism of the court system, and historically ingrained behaviors. 
74 

Victim Ages at the Onset of Violence 

Approximately 80 percent of rapes and sexual assaults are experienced by victims under 

25 years old, and 94 percent of all rapes in the United States occur to women under the age of 

35 years. Approximately 40 percent of rape victims are under 18 years old, 38 percent are 

between the ages of 18 and 24, and 15 percent are between the ages of 25-34 years, as shown 

Figure 2.2 on the following page. The U.S. Department of Justice National Crime Victimization 

Survey estimates that 29 percent of children between the ages of 12 and 17 are subject to sexual 

assault, with as many as 15 percent of children under 12 years old sexually assaulted. Briere and 

Elliott reported that nearly a third of women in a community survey reported being sexually 
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abused before 18 years of age. 
75 

A large CDC study in a Health Maintenance Organization 

(HMO) reported prevalence rates of over 20% for childhood physical and sexual abuse. 
76

   

Girls ages 16-19 are four times more likely than the general population to experience 

rape or sexual assault, with 44% of sexual assault victims under the age of 18. Other research 

reports that 80,000 U.S. children are sexually abused each year. More than 10 million children 

are exposed to domestic violence each year. 
77

 In addition, approximately 1 in 5 teenage girls 

have been in relationships in which boyfriends have threatened violence or self-harm from 

break-ups. Stalking occurs to a broader range of women across multiple age groups. Among 

stalking victims, 16% of victims are under 18 years old, 37% are between the ages of 18 and 24, 

29% are between the ages of 25-34 years, 12% are between the ages of 35-44, and 13% are over 

45 years of age. 
78 

 

 
 

Figure 2.2. Age at the time of first act of violence against women, 2011. Source: Center for 

Disease Control and Prevention, 2014. 
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Recent studies have focused on the rate of rape, attempted rape, or sexual assault by 

men on U.S. college campuses, with 1 in 4 college women victimized at some point in their 

lifetime. A 2006 DOJ report on the sexual victimization of college women documented an 

annual incidence of rape or attempted rape of over 3 percent among undergraduate women. 

Other studies have documented annual incidence rates of between 4-5 percent for rape or 

attempted rape of college women. 
79

 Krebs et al reported that 19 percent of college women 

experience attempted or completed sexual assault during college. 
80

   

Early Childhood Neglect and Abuse 

 Childhood neglect and abuse, particularly in newborns though 5 years of age, can also 

have a profound effect on the propensity for violence among adult males and can serve as a risk 

factor for women who are abused as adults. Child abuse, in the form neglect or physical and 

sexual abuse continues to be a major social and health problem in the United States. According 

to 2014 figures from the Children’s Defense Fund, over 1,800 children in the U. S. are abused 

every day, leading to over 2,000 child deaths per year. 
81  

Every year more than 6 million U.S. children suffer from what has been called a 

“hidden epidemic of child abuse and neglect.” Yet these numbers are probably higher, since 

most of child abuse and neglect cases go unreported. Of those cases that are reported, 

demographic data from the National Child Abuse and Neglect Data System (NCANDS) indicate 

that around 75 percent of children are victims of neglect, 15 percent are physically abused, and 

10 percent are sexually abused. 
82 

Over half of abused children are younger than 5 years old and 

nearly a quarter of child abuse victims are less than a year old. Children 3 years old and younger 

are the most vulnerable to abuse or neglect at over 27 percent of the cases, with an additional 20 

percent accounted for by 3-5 year old children. Ethnically, 44 percent of abused children are 

White, 22 percent are Hispanic, and 21 percent are African-American. 
 83
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The Every Child Matters Education Fund reported that the United States has one of the 

highest rates of child abuse deaths, with over 3 times that of Canada and 11 times that of Italy. 

Approximately 15 percent of all U.S. murders are filicides, meaning murder of a child by a 

parent, with more than two-thirds of child victims younger than 6 years old. 
84 

In addition, most 

child murders occur as a result of child abuse. 
85 

Children who are abused and survive grow up 

at risk for aggression, violence, depression, and other behavioral health conditions. 

Over 90 percent of abused children are abused by one or both parents, with over half 

(54 percent) of those children abused by women. Non-parent male relatives and male partner of 

the child’s parent accounted for 13 percent of abused children. Approximately 80 percent of 

child abuse perpetrators are between 18-44 years of age. Over three-quarters of child abuse and 

neglect fatalities were caused by one or both parents and nearly three-quarters of child abuse 

fatalities were younger than 3 years old. Parental or caregiver financial problems and/or low 

socioeconomic status can be risk factors for child abuse. Physical or mental disability of the 

child and exposure to domestic violence can also be risk factors. 
86

  

Survivors of child abuse are prone to a range of negative consequences as adolescents 

and adults, ranging from chronic to severe depression, risky or violent behaviors among males, 

other mental illnesses, trauma, and susceptibility to domestic violence. These sequelae of abuse 

and neglect costs the U.S. healthcare and penal systems billions of dollars a year and contribute 

to multigenerational depression, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), violence and further 

abuse. 
87 

Abused children can become abusers and be predisposed to being abused as adults. 

Abusive behavior can be passed on intergenerationally through both copied behavior and 

environmental or epigenetic factors that can adversely affect genetic expression, brain 

neuroanatomy, and normal functioning. 
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Perpetrators of Violence Against Women  

Media reports of sexual violence and stalking frequently refer to violence by strangers; 

however, the reality is quite different. The vast majority of violent crimes against women are 

committed by intimate partners or acquaintances of the victims. Less than one quarter of sexual 

violence or stalking crimes are committed by strangers. Men commit these crimes and they are, 

for the most part, not strangers. 

According to CDC statistics, nearly half of all women in the United States were raped 

by an intimate partner. Intimate partners were also responsible for 36 percent of other sexual 

violence, including sexual coercion, unwanted sexual contact, and noncontact unwanted sexual 

experiences, as shown below in Table 2.4. Over 58 percent of women experienced alcohol/drug 

facilitated rape by an acquaintance. Over 43 percent of women experienced sexual violence 

from an acquaintance and over 47 percent of women experienced unwanted sexual contact from 

an acquaintance. In the case of noncontact unwanted sexual experiences, nearly half of women 

were victimized by strangers – the only sexual assault committed primarily by strangers. 
88 

 

Table 2.4. Reports of Violence Against Women by Type of Perpetrator, 2011 
a 

 

      United States         Current/Former    Acquaintance      Family       Stranger 

                                             Partner                                        Member      

 

   

       Rape 
*
                           45.5%                   46.7% 

b
            12.1%          12.9%           

       Other Sexual                36.0% 
c
                 43.4%              16.7%          43.0% 

d
        

          Violence 
** 

       Stalking                        60.8%                   24.9%                6.2%           16.2% 

 

 

Source: Center for Disease Control and Prevention, 2014. 
a 

Multiple perpetrator categories 

result in row percentages exceeding 100%. 
b 

Higher levels of alcohol or drug-induced related 

penetration. 
c
 Higher levels of sexual coercion and made to penetrate. 

d 
Higher levels of 

noncontact unwanted sexual experiences. 
* 

Includes completed or attempted forced penetration 

or drug-facilitated penetration. 
** 

Includes made to penetrate, sexual coercion, unwanted sexual 

contact, and noncontact unwanted sexual experiences. 
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Over 65 percent of rapes and sexual assaults are committed at the hands of known 

males; 93 percent of juvenile sexual assault victims know the offender. 
89, 90, 91, 92, 93

 More than 

50 percent of female rape victims were raped by an intimate partner, while 40 percent were 

raped by an acquaintance. 
94

 

The closer the relationship between the perpetrator and the victim, the less likely the 

crime will be reported to police. When the perpetrator is a friend, acquaintance, or partner in a 

relationship, 65-75 percent of rapes, attempted rapes and sexual assaults are not reported, 

usually for reasons relating to the crime either as a personal matter “in private,” out of fear of 

reprisal, or to protect the perpetrator. 
95, 96

 Even when sexual crimes are committed by strangers, 

nearly half of the crimes are not reported to police. 
97

  

Violence Based on Access and Convenience 

Over the past 10-years, there have been approximately three million reported rapes and 

sexual assaults in the United States, as many as 10 million when unreported cases are included, 

and an even higher number of batteries on women. Females – adults and children – account for 

90 percent of the victims of sexual assault. Men do this to women and to girls; women hardly 

ever do this to men. 
98

 

 Crimes against women are committed by men who are known to women – friends, 

husbands, boyfriends, relatives, partners, acquaintances – the very ones in whom women place 

higher levels of trust. According to the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) and the Rape, Abuse, 

and Incest National Network (RAINN), two-thirds of rape victims know their attackers, 73 

percent of sexual assaults are committed by non-strangers, and 93 percent of juvenile sexual 

assault victims know their attackers. 
99, 100, 101, 102

   

 Rape, sexual assault, and domestic violence crimes against women are committed by 

men whom women trust and in settings where women should feel safe. Approximately 85 

percent of crimes against women occur at or near the victim’s own home or the offender’s 
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home. 
109

 Furthermore, 60 percent of these crimes occur in the home of the victim or in the 

home of a friend, relative, or neighbor. 
104

 Even higher percentages of batteries occur in 

women’s homes, a sobering realization considering that there are nearly 600,000 reported 

batteries of women each year in the United States.  

Coercive Control and Psychological Abuse 

 
 Significant levels of rape, sexual and physical violence still occur in the United States, 

more often by men known to the women they abuse. However, acts of psychological violence 

against women, particularly by intimate partners, occur at even higher rates with equally 

devastating consequences. The preponderance of intimate, friend, family member or 

acquaintance physical and psychological abuse has led to the use of domestic violence as a 

common descriptor, and more recently referred to as domestic abuse to encompass the high 

prevalence of non-violent verbal and emotional abuse that either predominates or accompanies 

patterns of physical violence.  

In 2007, Evan Stark expanded on the concept of coercive control to encompass various 

psychological tactics that include degradation, isolation, mental manipulation, and micro-

regulation of routine activities (e.g., dictating dress, phone monitoring, friend and family 

contact, food preparation, social activities) for the purpose of control through an ever-changing 

set of rules, expectations, and unachievable accomplishments. Coercive control may or may not 

be accompanied by physical or sexual violence. 
105

  

As we saw in Figure 2.1, the CDC estimates that over 17 million women in the United 

States experience psychological aggression (coercive control) each year with a lifetime 

prevalence in the United States of nearly 57 million women. Given the high prevalence of 

coercive control, equating to 3-5 times the prevalence of rape, stalking, and other sexual 

violence, I believe that all physical and psychological abuse should be categorized as violence 

against women and violations of their human rights. The CDC National Intimate Partner and 
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Sexual Violence Survey (NISVS) reported that approximately 50 percent of women in the 

United States were victims of at least one form of psychological abuse, with 55-65 percent 

being called stupid or ugly, being insulted, humiliated, derided, or ridiculed. 
106

   

Coercive control is a pattern of ongoing, multidimensional behavior that is designed to 

control and humiliate an individual, the vast majority of whom are women. It is behavior 

designed to deliberately strip individuals of their dignity, self-worth, liberty, relationships with 

friends and other family members. Coercive control can involve physical threats, financial 

threats, economic or employment blackmail, and threats against family and friends to enforce 

isolation. Coercive control is further supported by the significance that isolation, intimidation, 

verbal abuse, humiliation, fear creation, threats and other microregulatory manipulations play in 

the lives of abused women. 

Women who experience coercive control become captives in their own relationships, 

essentially hostages to ongoing violence that can destroy ones sense of self and limit normal 

human connections. Coercive control leaves women intimidated, exploited, humiliated, isolated, 

deprived of privacy and autonomy, cut off from friends, family, and financial resources. The 

goal of coercive men is to subsume women into a world of fear, contradiction, indignities, 

mental anguish, and unfulfilled personal goals. It is as though coercive control provides an 

ongoing platform from which increased acts of physical and sexual violence can be used to 

reinforce the power and control that violent men exercise over women.  

While the prevalence of violent attacks against women in the United States has 

remained relatively constant over the past decade, the number of non-violent psychological 

abuse cases has increased substantially. Between 50-80 percent of women seeking help do so as 

a result of coercive control. Battering of women, particularly partners, remains a “continuing 

course of malevolent conduct that places them at great existential risk.” 
107
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The vast majority of domestic abuse cases are now either noninjurious or cause minor 

injuries, at least from a medical standpoint. Approximately 60 percent of partner violence 

against women, or at least that portion of women who seek help, involves coercive control with 

intimidation or threats of violence rather than violent physical attacks. “Frequent but minor 

violence that has increased so rapidly has a cumulative effect on women’s entrapment that can 

be more devastating than injurious assault.” 
108  

Recurring episodes of coercive control involving ongoing surveillance, ridicule, 

humiliation, surveillance, and threats of violence can cause the same or more psychological and 

philosophical damage to victims than physical violence. Threats of personal violence or threats 

of violence against children, other family members, and friends keep women trapped in abusive 

relationships. Financial controls further inhibit women’s freedom and intensify barriers erected 

by coercive control perpetrators. Surveillance is also a characteristic feature of coercive control 

that “makes intimidation portable... and gives coercive control an intensiveness found in no 

other form of oppression” against women. 
109

 Given the extent of coercive control episodes, 

there is a compelling need to recognize and track these acts of violence against women.  

The hallmarks of coercive control serve to destroy physical and psychological security, 

family ties, personal interests, relationships with friends, and almost anything else that victims 

of coercive violence would care about – essentially complete abrogations of basic human rights. 

Walter DeKeseredy in Violence Against Women: Myths, Facts, Controversies cites a study by 

Follingstad and colleagues in which 72 percent of women “reported that psychological abuse 

had a more severe effect on them than did physical abuse.”  He further commented on a rural 

Ohio study in which women said that “physical wounds heal, but the damage to their self-

respect and ability to relate to others caused by emotional, verbal, and spiritual violence affects 

every aspect of their lives.” 
110
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Men who perpetrate physical and psychological violence against women are, for the 

most part, repeat abusers with offenses recurring within weeks or months following interactions 

with police, often in violation of restraining orders. For example, in a study conducted in 

Charlotte, North Carolina, over 30 percent of women were re-victimized within two weeks and 

over 60 percent had been assaulted again within six months. 
111

 Most victims of partner violence 

are physically separated, rather than in continuing same households, which can cloud their 

designations as domestic or intimate violence. NVAWS data indicate that 75 percent of women 

who experience partner violence live separately rather than in same household marriages or in 

cohabitating relationships.           

The deleterious effects of coercive and psychological assaults are further compounded 

by their classification as misdemeanors rather than the tortuous felonies that they are in 

women’s reality. From a legal standpoint, most abuse is both considered and treated as minor, 

because acts of violence against women in the United States are adjudicated on an incident-by-

incident basis and evaluated each time by the level of harm incurred. As a result, “between 85 to 

97 percent of all abuse is missed and/or turned into a second-class misdemeanor.” 
112 

Furthermore, “only 10 to 20 percent of perpetrators of violence against women are arrested even 

when victimized women suffer serious injuries.” 
113

 If we continue to treat each episode of 

violence as an isolated event, we suffer the risk of diminishing the broader impact of these 

crimes on a significant number of women. 

Implications of Ongoing Violence Against Women 

 Twenty years ago, the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action described a global 

blueprint for gender equality. Unfortunately, no country has yet to achieve gender equality. 

Discriminatory barriers, negative gender stereotypes, violence, and broad misogynistic views of 

women and their role in commerce, politics, family life, freedom of movement, equal rights, 

and other aspects of human fulfillment continue to be deeply entrenched globally. 
114 
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Societal attitudes continue to ignore, tolerate, or provide tacit approval of violence 

against women – even in high income countries. A 2010 European Union survey found that 

over 50 percent of respondents agreed to a statement that women’s behavior was the cause of 

domestic violence, with as high as 86 percent agreeing in some countries. 
115

 Acknowledging 

the gravity of the problem would require a change in societal attitudes from ignoring the 

problem and blaming women for the violence perpetrated on them by men to recognizing 

violence against women as major societal failures, public health problems, and fundamental 

abrogations of human rights. In trying to address the severity of the problem, the U.S. CDC has 

developed a Youth Violence Prevention curriculum that helps young people “build 

communication, boundary setting and other relationship skills” to reduce the impact of 

adolescent and adult sexual violence.  

Violence against women and girls continue at historical levels. A 2015 UN Women 

report summarized the lack of progress over the past 20 years and continuing challenges to 

women’s equality. 

Overall progress… has been unacceptably slow with stagnation and even 

regress(ive) in some contexts. Change toward gender equality has not been deep 

enough; nor has it been irreversible…. Violence against women and girls persists 

at alarmingly high levels in many forms in public and private places. 
116 

 

 Violence against women is a stark violation of their human rights. This is not merely a 

problem affecting women in developing countries and regions experiencing conflict or 

extremism. Violence against women is a global problem that continues at pandemic levels in 

politically-stable and high income countries. Nearly one third of women in high income WHO 

countries have been the victims of physical and/or sexual violence in their lifetime. Intimate 

partner violence continues to be the most common form of violence against women; nearly half 

of all female homicide victims are killed by partners or family members.  
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Blaming women who are raped or sexually-assaulted because they behave, dress or act 

inappropriately, did not resist, or fail to leave abusive partners shifts the responsibility from the 

perpetrator to the victim. 
117

 Women are reluctant to report perpetrators when violent crimes are 

tolerated, trivialized, blame-shifted, and either not prosecuted or treated as misdemeanors. By 

ignoring or blaming women for the violence against them and its consequences, our collective 

responsibility is diminished. We become removed from the offenses and the ensuing damage 

that women face, in part, because crimes of violence against women are so prevalent. These 

crimes have been a part of women’s reality for millennia, and their reality has not diminished. 

We are in denial as to the continuing scale of the problem.  

Violent actions against women are all crimes that women face alone, both during the 

assaults and for years thereafter. The pain felt by women who are victims of violence is not our 

pain, but theirs to face alone. As French points out “…denial takes the shape of attempts to 

explain the assault(s) in ways that leaves the observers’ world view unscathed. Even those who 

are able to acknowledge the existence of violence try to protect themselves from the realization 

that the world in which it occurs is their world and so they find it hard to identify with the 

victim…. We are not taught to empathize with victims.” 
118

 We, instead, become acclimatized to 

the harsh realities of women’s oppressive reality and remove ourselves from their experience 

and fear on an ongoing basis. 

Men’s Violence and Women’s Caring 

 Unconscionable levels of violence continue against women in all corners of society. 

Intimate partner and non-partner violence against women, both globally and in the United 

States, remain at lifetime prevalence rates of more than 35 percent. In the United States, sexual 

violence, physical violence, and intimate partner violence remain on par with other global 

regions. Intimate partner violence in the United States continues to affect women regardless of 

ethnicity, religion, geography, income, and education.  
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Furthermore, an overall 47 percent lifetime prevalence of psychological aggression 

from an intimate partner continues to reinforce the endemic nature of gender-based crimes. 

Violence against women starts at an early age with over 70 percent of rapes and intimate partner 

violence occurring under 24 years of age, with 29 percent of children between the age of 12 and 

17 and 15 percent of children under 12 subject to sexual assault, respectively.  

Violence against women and girls are gender-based crimes of power and control to 

assuage men’s need to reinforce their masculinity or to counter feelings of inadequacy in a 

misogynistic world. Women are victims of sexual, physical and psychological violence 

committed by men because they are female. 
119

 The goal of these crimes is to intimidate, 

control, and strip women of their freedom and human dignity.  

Women are brutalized by men because they are women, either because they are viewed 

as threats or possessions by the very men with whom they should feel varying degrees of 

comfort and safety. The vast majority of sexual assaults against women and juveniles are 

committed by non-strangers. These crimes are committed by men whom women and juveniles 

have developed varying levels of trust, ranging from basic feelings of friendship, comfort and 

safety to the highest levels of trust from a partner or family member. 

The actions of violent men place all women on notice that they are still considered 

inferior to men and subject to their control. As Konner stated in Women After All “most men are 

not guilty of violence, rape, promiscuity, or warmongering… but the minority that is guilty of 

those things are dangerously large and… has put a very strong (negative) stamp on human 

history.” 
120

 Men have committed most of the atrocities of history and continue to commit 

nearly all of the atrocities against women to this day. Civilization has been formed on the 

violence, theft of assets, enslavement, and genocide caused by men.  
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Women, on the other hand, “do not narrow, label, and destroy. They broaden, (care), 

protect, and build.” 
121

 Konner further points out men’s destructive nature over millennia has 

resulted from continuing coalitions and conspiracies. 

What we call civilization literally arose from the mire of flooded fertile soil 

spattered with the blood of conquered peoples. Men killed men and seized 

women or enslaved both. Wealthy hereditary aristocracies had standing 

armies and allied with priestly classes. All were coalitions – conspiracies – 

of men. 
122 

 

It is precisely this dichotomy between men and women that I describe in chapters 3 and 

4, beginning with religious and cultural conditions leading men to oppress women, minimize 

their participation in society, and commit acts of violence against them. Patriarchy and women’s 

oppression has been consistently reinforced through the narratives of literature and artistic 

imagery, particularly over the past three centuries. The reinforcement of women’s use for the 

benefit of men’s power and pleasure was a central literary and iconographic theme that has left 

a lasting societal imprint to this day.  
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CHAPTER 3 

CULTURAL UNDERPINNINGS OF PATRIARCHY AND MISOGYNY 

A male-dominated and generally hierarchic social structure has historically been 

reflected and maintained by a male-dominated religious pantheon and by religious 

doctrines in which the subordination of women is said to be divinely ordained.    

                                                                         -- Riane Eisler, The Chalice & the Blade 

 

Patriarchal Patterns in Society 

Western civilization is organized as a patriarchal social construct, in which men control 

and determine the relative rank of women in terms of status, power and authority. According to 

Kate Millett, “Our society, like all other historical civilizations, is a patriarchy… (because) the 

military, industry, technology, universities, science, political office, and finance – in short, 

every avenue of power within the society… is entirely in male hands.” 
1
 

 Patriarchy refers to the social organization of a culture that is essentially “male-

dominated in terms of value and power.” 
2
 Patriarchal social constructs, in which power is held 

primarily by men and developed over centuries, are at the root of sexism. 
3, 4

 Over time, self-

conferred male authority, asserted through warfare, control over assets and populations, 

intimidation, education, legislation, and religion became socially-acceptable. Patriarchal social 

constructs have led to attitudes and behaviors that promoted stereotyping of women, 

assumptions about male superiority, claims about men’s role in society, as well as their assumed 

preferred access to society’s opportunities and benefits.    

Under patriarchy, women’s value has been secondary to men and their role in society 

has been determined based on sexual difference. Women have “access only to so much power 

or influence as the patriarchy is willing to accede… and then only for so long as (women) pay 

the price for male approval
.” 5

 The tasks men allot to themselves are valued more highly by 

economic, political, and cultural criteria. The accepted values of patriarchal societies center on 

“male perceptions, interpretations, experience, needs and interests.”  
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In The Lenses of Gender, Sandra Bem describes the historical beliefs that have exalted 

men’s status and undermined the role and value of women. Throughout the history of Western 

culture, three beliefs about women and men have prevailed: that they have fundamentally 

different psychological and sexual natures, that men are inherently the dominant or superior sex, 

and that both male-female difference and male dominance are natural. Until the mid-nineteenth 

century, this naturalness was typically conceived in religious terms, as part of God’s grand 

creation. Since then, it has typically been conceived in scientific terms, as part of biology’s – or 

evolution’s – grand creation. 
6
 

Men have been and continue to be at the center of power and control in nearly every 

avenue of commerce, economics, religion, education, science, and government. As Bem further 

points out, men’s roots of power in the United States stem specifically from “rich, white, 

heterosexual men, for it is they who originally set up and now primarily sustain the cultural 

discourses and social institutions of this nation.” 
7
 Yet despite substantial progress over the past 

75 years, embedded patriarchal social constructs continue to negatively affect women, people 

living in conditions of poverty, as well as ethnic and sexual minorities.  

 The long term effects of patriarchy continue as the “hidden assumptions about sex and 

gender (that) remain embedded in cultural discourses, social institutions, and individual psyches 

that invisibly and systemically reproduce male power in generation after generation.” These are 

the embedded cultural views of men, or at least a group of men at the core of society – men who 

lead, govern, create wealth, discover breakthrough technologies, and cure diseases. These are 

the embedded cultural views that Bem describes as androcentrism, essentially a social and 

cultural lens of “males and the male experience as a neutral standard or norm, and females and 

female experience as a sex-specific deviation from that norm.” 
8 

In androcentric societies, men are at “the center of the universe looking out at (a) 

reality” that they divide into self and everything else, including women. 
9
 With this kind of 
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thinking at the core of men’s preeminent role in society, men can exclude women as a matter of 

course because they are marginally relevant for consideration at the outset. Male authority and 

the “othering” of women ultimately become societal norms – patterns of thinking, behaving, 

and violence organized around a male control of society. 

Millet’s definition of patriarchy centers on men’s behavior and actions that reinforce 

their power, control and authority. These are the behaviors, which I describe throughout 

subsequent chapters, that men use to reinforce their authority over women in subtle or more 

overt ways. Bem’s definition of androcentrism encompasses a broad set of male-oriented 

“lenses” through which both men and women view the world. These are the male-oriented 

views that have been enculturated in society, not only through men’s actions, but through 

religious doctrines, stories, monuments, paintings, iconography, and various narratives that 

contribute to an ongoing theme of men’s centrality in nearly every aspect of society.  

Androcentric social systems remain endemic in society today, such that the mere 

thought of another social or cultural paradigm has already been co-opted psychologically. Even 

in technologically advanced societies, both men and women regard androcentric cultural views 

and laws as accepted norms, otherwise high levels of differential employment opportunities, 

social positioning, and violence against women would not continue at current levels. In gender 

repressive societies, women must adapt to androcentric behavior and laws to merely survive.  

Evolutionary Roots of Violence Against Women 

 The evolutionary history of violence against women is based on multifactorial 

interactions of biology, genetics, socialization, and culture. Melvin Konner, in his book Women 

After All, describes a human evolutionary pattern that has been dominated by horrific patterns of 

violence perpetrated by men. Throughout history, men “cause poverty, drain public coffers, ruin 

reputations, impose forced intimacies, slay children, torture helpless people, or reduce cities to 

rubble. These disasters are literally man-made… (and) when men get together in groups that 
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exclude women, their higher average level of these emotions (violence and egotism) produce a 

toxic dynamic that has poisoned the stream of history.” 
10

    

 Men have suppressed women over the course of ten millennia, using greater biological 

strength to control women. Throughout history, men have “defined women downward and have 

invented and promulgated an ‘essential’ inferiority of women as a part of femininity itself.” 
11

 

As populations evolved from hunter-gatherer, to foraging, to agricultural farming, on to cities 

and aggregations of cities, and on to empires, women became increasingly disadvantaged as 

greater male strength was required to plow fields, herd livestock, tend crops and other aspects of 

agrarian life. Social pyramids of men were formed to protect families, assets, and their 

communities. Other predatory men’s coalitions arose to conquer people and acquire the assets 

of neighboring lands and, in the process, dominant men ruled women and weaker men. 
12

  

Structural violence across the globe became the norm as “civilizations” arose on the 

bloody battlefields of conquering armies. Even the masterpieces of civilization’s art, 

architecture, and literature “were made in the service of violent male hierarchies, not for the 

simple sake of beauty.” 
13

 Men in nearly all emerging cultures who controlled cities, societies 

and regions built monuments to themselves and subjugated both men and women to their 

service. Great monuments were built, not for aesthetic purposes, but to demonstrate power and 

control. Egyptian and Mayan pyramids, Chinese terra-cotta soldiers from the Shang Dynasty, 

the Greek Parthenon, and the Roman Colosseum were constructed through forced slave labor, 

often accompanied by human sacrifice, to honor the “ascension and power of new rulers,” and 

to intimidate a ruler’s subjects and enemies. 
14

 From earlier tribal wars, newer kingdoms were 

formed through more organized tribal power struggles. Men sought to gain power through 

violence and subjugation of aggregated tribes. The world has not changed much since! 

Women were key assets in the ascendency of rulers and paraded as symbols of men’s 

power. Rulers and wealthy men had multiple wives; fertility was a symbol of masculinity and 
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status. Judeo-Christian literature is replete with references to Abraham, Jacob, Moses, David 

and Solomon with multiple wives and concubines, with tribal wars involving kidnapping and 

rapes that even led to formation of the tribes of Israel. 
15 

Eisler noted that throughout history, patriarchal, androcentric societies have governed 

based on domination, violence, social injustice and chronic wars. From the Huns, Romans, 

Vikings, Assyrians, and Christians (Crusades and Inquisition), to modern military (Nazi 

Germany) and fundamentalist (Islamic terrorist) societies, men have exhibited a consistent 

pattern of repressive behavior. These societies – ranging from preindustrial and prescientific to 

industrial and hyperscientific societies – view strength, dominance and violence as social norms 

(or at least tolerated), and issues associated with women are relegated to lesser importance. 
16 

Women were subjugated, used for status, taken as the spoils of war, and sexually 

violated to humiliate men conquered in battle. War was a central theme in emerging cultures 

and the “great literary and religious works of all civilizations gave a central place to war.” 

Slaughtering men to confiscate their wives and daughters was commonplace among ancient 

warring armies and women were frequently the reason for initiating a war. Konner noted that 

biblical texts described many of these offenses against women, which have been passed off as a 

different time and circumstances, divorced from the reality of a modern world. 

The difference – fairly described as much greater violence between men over 

women and much greater abuse of women over men – persisted across the 

globe for thousands of years… reflected in the cherished literature and sacred 

texts of all civilizations. The stories were told in such a way as to justify what 

was done, and they served as excuses and models for ongoing conflict and 

abuse. 
17

 

 

As Eisler points out, the root of the problem lies in social systems that reinforce the 

association of masculinity with dominance, control and violence, while denigrating or 

misprizing more feminine characteristics associated with caring, empathy, compassion, and 

nonviolence. 
18 

Women can be mean to each other, can belittle other women and girls, can bully 

other girls (usually by words), as well as display wealth, looks, and status to humiliate other 
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women. However, unlike men, women do not use their emotions to preclude, harm, and destroy 

others – almost universally the province of men.   

Misogyny in Context 

 Misogyny, from the Greek miso- or misein (hatred) and gyne- (woman), refers to a 

pattern of exaggerated patriarchy and antipathy toward women.
 19

 In its more virulent 

expression, misogyny can take the form of downright hatred toward women, even to the point 

of more sociopathic violence. Over many centuries, patriarchy has been reinforced and justified 

by misogynistic behavior, laws, decrees, superstition, and violence. Scholars of women’s issues, 

such as David Gilmore, believe that a more normative misogyny has been institutionalized in 

society based on the extent to which women are devalued socially, their continuing secondary 

status in society, and the enduring systemic violence against women. 
20

 

 Misogyny can even be described as a “political ideology” similar to racism, which is 

embedded in the fabric of society in both symbolic and overt forms. Most societies continue to 

be stratified along gender, racial, and ethnic lines. Gender stratification, in particular, occurs 

when society’s resources – social, material and political – are distributed in a hierarchical 

manner by gender, such that males have a disproportionately greater access to society’s 

resources. Grusky noted that once in power, men hold onto power and do not want to give up 

these perquisites easily. 
21

 Violence against women is tolerated because men continue to benefit 

from their privilege as men.  

 Gender identities become “reproduced and modified in key social institutions, such as 

the family, the workplace and schools.” 
22

 These institutions “create gender difference and 

reproduce inequality.” 
23

 According to Kerbo and Sekhon, “once sexism is established, much of 

(the) discrimination operates through the established class system.” 
24

 Men retain higher status 

and economic power than women on a global basis, as reflected in men’s greater economic 

wealth, political power, and a higher value placed on men’s occupational and other activities. 
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Conversely, women continue to be underrepresented politically, underpaid for comparable 

work, or face limited employment prospects due to laws, cultural norms, religious practices, and 

patriarchal customs. 

 From the Greeks to patristic writers of early Christianity, through the Middle Ages, the 

Restoration, and into the twentieth century, women have been viewed as inferior to men, the 

scourge from the Garden of Eden, mentally and physically inferior to men, lacked judgement, 

and aestheticized to maintain women’s marginal role in the religious, political, and economic 

world. Religion, art, and politics have reinforced misogyny, either directly or indirectly, for the 

better part of three millennia. Women have been marginalized and subordinated by Greek 

philosophers, in the teachings and writings Christian theologians, in books written by 19
th
 and 

20
th
 century literary authors, in articles by anti-suffragettes, through images in paintings and 

sculptures, and in laws and political speeches. Each medium had as its purpose the maintenance 

of men’s dominance and women’s subjugation and othering.   

 The art world was a comparably closed forum controlled by men and reinforced by the 

visual impressions that men made of how women were and should be viewed. To a certain 

extent, art and literature became elements of social change, a means to symbolize “progress” 

through a multidisciplinary linkage of art, literature, social conditions, education, religion, 

politics, and philosophical views that opened the debate about women’s equality with men.    

Historical Perspective of Women’s Subjugation 

 Patriarchal subjugation of women has a long history dating back to precursor societies 

of western civilization, societies according to Rogers that associated women with derogatory 

stereotypes ranging from the whore of classical antiquity and the Renaissance, to the 

unfeminine woman of the nineteenth century and the devouring mother of the twentieth century. 

25
 In all of these periods, women were cast in either antithetical roles or variations on the 

subjection theme that fit social and religious mores of the time.  
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The subjection of women as evil in Christianity was blamed on the fall of Eve, while 

the “elevation” of women in the secular nineteenth century was designed to reinforce their 

domestic roles with a more gentile approbation. The nineteenth century covert subjection of 

women turned more overt at the turn into the twentieth century with increasing women’s 

education, suffrage demonstrations, and other signs that women were beginning to achieve 

some of their equality goals. 

 What women were and what they thought, or were deemed incapable of thinking, over 

the centuries were socially constructed by men. Women were kept dependent on men 

financially, the only discourses about women were developed by men, and descriptions of the 

very essence of women were viewed from a male frame-of-reference. 
26

 Rogers further 

described that overt hostility toward women occurred during certain periods such as in the 

Middle Ages (asceticism of the Christian church), the Restoration (reason replacing illusions), 

and the twentieth century (reality and competition replacing idealization). 
27

 

Pre-Christian Roots of Patriarchy and Androcentrism 

Man has been perceived as the archetype of the human person, the “neutral” 

embodiment of humanity. Woman has been perceived as the subordinate or assistant person, 

relegated to procreation and care of offspring. Furthermore, men have been considered the 

reference standard for humanity, while women have been defined by “negative… limiting 

criteria, without reciprocity.” Humanity overall, according to de Beauvoir, is defined in an 

androcentric context as “male and man defines woman not in herself but as relative to him; she 

is not regarded as an autonomous being… she is the incidental, the inessential as opposed to the 

essential.” 
28

 

In the exercise of power, men have co-opted religion, material goods and women’s 

well-being to shape life and the outcome of history. For at least 3000 years, men in Greek, 

Roman, and Judeo-Christian societies – the core precursor societies of western values and 
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society – have consciously developed masculine gods, interpreted religious doctrine, 

constructed rules of behavior to maintain power, allocated resources to benefit the ruling class 

of men, and relegated women to inferior status in the exercise of these powers and prerogatives.  

Even the Greeks, thought to be the “founders of Western civilization,” held a 

misogynistic view of women dating back to the eighth century B.C., one in which the “fall of 

humanity from a state of paradise” was blamed on Pandora in a construction similar to the fall 

of paradise through Eve in Judeo-Christian writings. Plato described women as inferior to the 

male standard, subordinating women to a male-dominated family, and relegating women’s roles 

to procreation, raising children, and performing domestic chores. Greek women were 

subordinate to men and female slaves were not even categorized as women. 
29

  

Aristotle expanded on the concept of women’s inferior status, according to Lawrence, 

through a hierarchical view of the natural order of things that placed men as superior to women 

“in virtue of a certain capacity and the female in virtue of an incapacity.” 
30

 He stated that the 

“female character must be looked upon as being a sort of natural deficiency… an impotent or 

‘mutilated’ male.” Not only were women considered inferior and therefore subordinate to men, 

the inferior position of women was assumed to be a natural difference. Women existed to serve 

their male superiors, a dominant-subordinate relationship that has persisted over time.  

Violence Against Women in Western Civilizations 

 The social context of religion and its use as a defining cultural element is brought out in 

Emile Durkheim’s description of religion as the “practice of a community of believers who 

affirm both their idealized vision of society and their own social relations through ritual action 

in relation to positive and negative cults of the sacred.” 
31

 In other words, as John Hall 

explained, the “sacralization of society delineates cultural boundaries” 
32,33

 Religion binds 

communities of like-minded individuals, establishes a common frame-of-reference, serves up a 

common cause, identifies a common evil, and establishes rituals to expunge out-of-group or 
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marginal factions -- the devil, other ethnicities, other religious sects, women, etc. With respect 

to the identification of a countervailing evil in religion, Hall refers to a study by Girard that 

describes the pervasive ritual cleansing so pervasive in religious ceremony as a “sacrifice that 

destroys a representative bearer of evil… a core ritual practice… (defining) a process of 

scapegoating.” 
34, 35, 

   

 Religion has the capacity to rationalize the means to an end and to justify any manner, 

including violence, as a legitimate tool for achieving a religious goal. In an essay on “Religion 

and Violence,” Hall asserts that “religious violence is embedded in moments of history and 

structures of culture,” despite the fact that religion is generally heralded as the inner sanctum of 

individual and social peace. 
36 

The concept of a justified cause when God is on the side of the 

oppressed or on the side of the potentially oppressed is an elixir that binds and sustains the 

appropriate degree of righteousness. Ideology plays an important role in social movements and 

religious movements that challenge a specific social order sometimes arise on the basis of a 

shared commitment to ultimate values that links participants across social cleavages in a 

déclassé alliance.” 
37 

During the Christian era, violence against women continued in ways that were not too 

dissimilar from pre-Christian wars. Men with power and wealth sought to accumulate females 

and control female reproduction as a currency of status. During war, violence against women 

was used as a currency of defeat and humiliation. Even during the Crusades, both Christians and 

Muslims would capture and rape women at will, despite the seemingly religious motives of both 

parties to the Crusades.  

In a 2011 study, historian Kathy Gaca concluded that the assault of women was an 

integral part of waging war in Western kingdoms. She concluded that “the violent subjugation 

of women and girls through sexual assault and torment has been an integral and important part 

of Western warfare over the millennia from the Bronze Age to late antiquity… (with) the 
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objective of taking captive girls and women as subaltern wives, concubines, prostitutes, and 

slaves remain(ing) central.” 
38

 Konner noted that hereditary aristocracies consistently used 

suppression, violence and threats of violence to maintain control over their subjects. The seizure 

of women, rape, and other forms of violence against women remained constant and legal 

throughout the millennia that formed today’s modern societies. 
39 

Atrocities against women, 

once considered acceptable forms of conduct and control still continue illegally in many parts of 

the world to the present day.  

Patristic Writers and Misogynist Doctrine  

 The roots of androcentrism in Christianity center on the fall of Adam and Eve from the 

Garden of Eden. The story of man’s fall from God’s favor through the direct intervention of Eve 

justified women’s subjection “both explicitly and implicitly” and provided the necessary 

“conviction that woman’s attractiveness is the greatest possible peril to a man’s soul.”  If Eve 

had not succumbed to the serpent, Adam “would not have yielded and thus brought misery on 

all his posterity. Adam’s primary fault, indeed, was hearkening to the voice and his wife…but 

she, as the greater sinner, was in addition punished with labor pains and subjection to man.” 
40

 

 Judeo-Christian traditions and thinking were hindered from the beginning by views of 

women’s relation to men and the social norms existing in the formative years of the Christian 

religion.
 
Paul of Tarsus (3-67) was one of the first biblical writers to place substantial emphasis 

on the fall of Adam and Eve, a key element of his theology – one that placed the need for 

Christ’s redemption on the fall Adam and Eve. “The more catastrophic the fall was, the more 

important it became to exonerate Adam as much as possible by placing the major guilt on Eve,” 

and at the same time increasing the importance and urgency of Paul’s mission. 
41

 
 

 Rogers points out that “the foundations of early Christian misogyny – its guilt about 

sex, insistence on female subjection, dread of female seduction – are all in…Paul’s epistles.” 
42

 

With this emphasis on Eve’s sin, Paul sowed the seeds of misogynistic Christian behavior and a 
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plethora of future theological writings that would exacerbate Christian misogynistic views until 

well into and beyond the nineteenth century.  

 During the third to the fifth centuries, early theologians and Fathers of the Church 

(Patristic writers), nearly without exception, were responsible for some of the greatest tragedies 

of early Christian thought, particularly with respect to misogynistic treatment of women. 

Tertullian (160-225) wrote that “you (women) are the devil’s gateway: you are the unsealer of 

that (forbidden) tree: you are the first deserter of the divine law… you destroyed so easily God’s 

image, man. On account of your desert… even the Son of God had to die.” 
43 

 In search of Christian perfection, the theologian Origen (185-254) so abhorred sex and 

women that he castrated himself; he claimed women were lower than animals and disapproved 

of sex even in marriage. Later, according to Bloch, Ambrose (339-397) emphasized women’s 

derivation (and inferiority) from Adams’s physical being and not from his soul, thereby linking 

men with the infinite and women with the corporeal. Ambrose taught that women were 

essentially inferior and flawed, particularly with respect to female sexuality. He believed that 

sex and marriage should be avoided altogether and, even within marriage, sexual intercourse 

was only for the purpose of procreation. To Ambrose, virginity was the highest ideal of 

spirituality, yet even virgin nuns could not hold Church office, an aberration that still exists in 

the Catholic Church seventeen centuries later.  

 Jerome (340-420) went even further in castigating women for their uncontrollable 

passions, their lack of reasoning, and their degradation of men. Jerome looked down on 

marriage and glorified women’s virginity, viewing women as the “root of all evil.” To Jerome, 

Eve was a virgin in the Garden of Eden, and marriage was only necessary after the fall. The 

indulgence of sex in marriage was only condoned to avoid some unspecified worse outcome. 

John Chrysostom (347-407) further enhanced anti-women and anti-sex attitudes by painting 

women’s beauty as nothing more than phlegm, blood, bile and the fluid of digested food. 
44 
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 It was Augustine (354-450), however, that linked the fall of Adam and Eve with the 

theology of original sin, an error of both judgment and theology that placed women 

permanently in the status of secondary Christians. Augustine was so misogynistic that in his 

“Soliloquies” he asserted “How vile, how detestable, how shameful, how dreadful… the 

embrace of a woman.” Since it was sex that transferred original sin to subsequent generations, 

sex for any reason other than procreation within marriage, which was pardonable, was mortally 

sinful. The fall from the Garden of Eden was Eve’s fault exclusively because Satan was able to 

tempt the weakest of the pair and Adam succumbed to the love of Eve. To Augustine, the only 

use served by women was for procreation, the very act of which replicated original sin. 
45

      

 According to Bloch, patristic writers were consistent in their view of women, relying 

upon “radical binary oppositions between good and evil, spirit and matter…” Even the 

association of women with ornamentation and artistry implied different things to different 

writers. To Tertullian, it was a matter of sexual ethics; to Ambrose, it represented sexual 

deception; and to Jerome, it represented a weapon to counter religious heresy. As Bloch notes of 

the Church Fathers, they were quick to move “by association, from sins of imagination, such as 

vainglory and pride, to the symbolic (artifice, idolatry) and the erotic (allurement, 

voluptuousness, concupiscence, fornication, adultery), as if representation itself were, always 

and already, an offense within the givens of the Pauline dictum.” 
45

 

Medieval, Renaissance and Enlightenment Misogyny 

 Patristic writers from early Christianity into the sixth century emphasized the need to 

keep women in subjection, insisted that virginity was preferred over marriage, castigated 

women for their seductive tendencies, and expressed contempt for their mental or moral frailty. 

Christian writers dwelled on the moral frailty of women, the anti-Christian aspects of marriage, 

denigrated the body, and abhorred sexual desire.  
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 The misogynistic attitude continued to pervade and accelerate in the medieval church. 

Women were viewed as sexual beings exclusively, existing solely to fulfill the function of 

procreation. The medieval Christian construction of gender was one in which the flesh was 

feminized, women are aestheticized, aesthetics were condemned and women were suspect if not 

condemned outright. Rogers noted that the medieval period was virulently misogynistic.  

Virtually all the patristic writers from the first century to the sixth insisted that 

virginity was a state greatly superior to marriage and emphasized the propriety 

of keeping women in subjection; most of them repeatedly expressed dread of 

women’s seductiveness and contempt for their mental or moral frailty. They 

referred to the Fall again and again, and managed to interpret many other 

Biblical texts as divine condemnations of the female sex. 
46

 

 

Rogers further pointed to repeated themes of medieval writings including women’s unbridled 

passions, their inability to keep secrets, and their propensity for “flattery, greedy, extravagant 

dress, pride… (and) shrewishness.”   

 Typical of medieval Church teachings, the Decretum, written in the twelfth century as a 

legal canonical textbook by the theology teacher Gratian (1140), stated that “the image of God 

is in man… and woman is not made in God’s image.” Similarly, Innocent III (1195) in On the 

Misery of the Human Condition, stated that “a woman during her menstrual period is considered 

unclean… because of this uncleanliness it is further commanded that a woman keep away from 

the entrance to the temple for forty days if she bear a male child but for eighty days if she bear a 

female.” 
47, 48

 Normal female functions were deemed unclean, childbirth required that women be 

ostracized from participation in Church rituals, and a female child was viewed as the unclean 

gender. The Gratian formula for canon law published in the Decretum was based on the 

assumption that women were inferior without any historical precedent or documentation. Even 

Gratian references from earlier Roman laws restricting women were largely selected for their 

negative treatment of women. 
49
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 Misogynistic attitudes were prevalent during the second millennium, whether 

proscribed by pontiff or prelate. Misogyny continued unabated through the scholastic thirteenth 

century. The Dominican theologian, Albertus Magnus (1200-1280) stated in his own writing 

that “woman is less qualified (than man) for moral behavior… and that a woman is a 

misbegotten man and has a faulty and defective nature in comparison to his… her feelings drive 

woman toward every evil, just as reason impels man toward all good.” 
50 

Similarly, Thomas 

Aquinas (1225-1274), a student of Magnus, posited that women were “nature’s second 

intention” (men being the first), which corresponded to “decay, deformity and the weakness of 

the age.” To Aquinas, men had better intelligence, reasoning, and stronger virtue. Women were 

considered equivalent to children and the mentally ill. 
 51 

 The subordination of women was accepted almost universally during the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries. Again, extreme expressions of misogyny are found among religious 

writers, especially Puritan writers. Reacting against the Catholic Church, the Puritans reverted 

to the patriarchy of the Old Testament. Christian misogyny (both Catholic and Protestant) 

reached its zenith through the bleak period of sixteenth and seventeenth century witch-hunts. 

During this period, an estimated 100,000 women were tried for the crime of witchcraft. Most 

trials were accompanied by brutal beatings to extract “confessions” and approximately half 

were executed, usually burned at the stake – all for the crime of being a woman!  

 Emile Durkheim viewed religion in a functional sense, based on what religion does -- it 

binds people together with a common set of beliefs. Durkheim’s view of religion is one of 

community, a unified social experience of beliefs. 
52

 These beliefs can be used for the common 

good, can be used as the means to an end, or it can be used to achieve other ends, such as the 

conscious subjugation of women. Substantial human capital has been expended on the 

formation, maintenance and expansion of certain religious beliefs over the centuries. When 

certain social beliefs are reinforced by religion, such as the inferiority of women, their messages 
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become woven into the fabric of society, even when the more overt expression of the belief has 

long expired. 
53

 

 The backlash against Puritanism at the Restoration brought about a change, if not the 

visible appearance, in the predominant attitude toward women. Overt patriarchal feelings 

weakened, women were viewed as able to select their own mates, set the terms of courtship, 

engage in intellectual discussion with men, and make many of their own decisions. As a result, 

overt historic vindictiveness toward women was replaced by a more subtle paternal guidance, 

but nonetheless effective patriarchal misogyny. In the periods preceding women’s suffrage, 

harsh criticism of women was reserved for unfeminine women who dominated their husbands, 

studied Latin, or pursued a career.  

 Rogers again captures the essence of women’s position. She states that the “nineteenth 

century was the era of women’s apotheosis; they were the nobler half of humanity, whose role 

was to elevate men’s sentiments and inspire their higher impulses. Women were “purer than 

men, more religious, more altruistic, more devoted.” 
54 

However, the ascending view of 

nineteenth-century women had its limitations. Women now needed to be protected because, by 

nature, they were incapable of looking after themselves, leading to a proscribed life involving a 

self-sacrificing devotion of ministering to men. If women were weak naturally, as the thinking 

went, they were also incapable of living independently, thereby leading to a de facto dependent 

life and subordinate role to men.  

Social Construction of Gender Through Religious Reinforcement 

 Religion “is an interpretive category that human beings apply to a wide variety of 

phenomena, most of which have to do with notions of ultimate meaning or value.” Religion is 

as varied as the differences among human societies and cultures. According to Beckford, 

religion is a “complex and variable category of human knowing, feeling, acting and relating.” 
54
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Over the centuries, religion had the power to move entire societies; its relevance and positioning 

has led to intense social control and even bloodshed. 
55

  

  The history of disputes about what constituted religion, true religions, or true doctrines 

have led to bloody skirmishes and wars throughout recorded history. 
56, 57

 Religion has been the 

source of social upheaval, religious doctrines have altered social conditions, and religions have 

themselves been altered by social transformations. Substantial human capital has been expended 

on the formation, maintenance and expansion of certain religious beliefs over the centuries. 

Jeffreys points out that certain religious beliefs, such as the inferiority of women, are reinforced 

when their messages become woven into the fabric of society, even when the more overt 

expression of the belief has long expired. 
58

 

Christian Restrictions on Women’s Rights  

 At every turn in recorded history, religion has been the cause or the catalyst for social 

change or corrupted ambition. For a good portion of this period, Christianity has been used to 

control its faithful, most notably women, carried out wars in the name of true religion and true 

doctrine, and engaged in colonial expansion in complicity with monarchical and other secular 

governments. While morality and social order are obvious reasons for religious institutions, 

their expressions over time and at any point in time are subject to social tensions.  

 Ideology plays an important role in social movements and religion is often used to 

create a sense of divine intervention or to justify righteous beliefs. As Dillon notes, religion 

possesses an “emancipating property” that can bind groups in their “struggles against 

institutional and social inequality.” 
59

 Conversely, religion can be used to subjugate and 

disenfranchise groups as religion was used to subject women nearly throughout the entire 

course of Christianity. 
60

 

 The enslavement and sexual violence against women have their origins in societies 

from the time in antiquity that major religions were formed, similar to descriptions of women’s 
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slavery in the Bible and similar to the way in which Biblical passages were used to justify the 

slave trade in the United States. At every point in history, religions have been co-opted for war, 

control, and the acquisition of property and people. Women have repeatedly been the victims, 

property, and barter of men’s quest for power and control.       

 The monotonous repetition of misogyny and gender exclusionary practices throughout 

Christianity cut a swath across “the writings of canonists, theologians, Fathers of the Church, 

and even biblical writers,” 
61

 a “repetitive monotony” that Bloch asserts has “hardly varied for 

two thousand years.” 
62

 At every turn in recorded history, religion has been the cause or catalyst 

for social change or corrupted ambition. Religion has a long history of being sacralized for 

men’s ambitions to achieve power and control.  

 All of these restrictions on women were and continue to be social constructions 

designed to restrict Church participation (sacramental, doctrinal, teaching and administrative) to 

a certain group of men, advance the development of the institutional Church, and 

protect/support the Christian religion through centuries of European turmoil and colonization. 

As men’s colonial ambitions expanded, so did Church coffers and prestige through a Church-

monarchical symbiosis that Eisler describes as the “dominator model of society.” 
63

 

Fundamentalist Islamic Restrictions on Women’s Rights 

 Similar restrictions exist in countries where fundamentalist Islam has taken control. 

Women are deprived of their rights, hounded back into their homes, re-subjected to male 

dominance, and redefined as unequal and biologically inferior to men. Under ultra-conservative 

Islamic control, women become enslaved to men, subject to extreme control, exclusion, 

injustice, and brutality. 
64

 Since the increasing wave of Islamization that has occurred in the 

Middle East since the 1980s, even more focus has been placed on the sexual virtue of females, 

or as some have suggested, “obsession with control of female sexuality.” 
65 

Women who are 

viewed as having violated strict Islamic social norms of appearance and conduct are open to 
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embedded punishments for shame and breaches of honor, even to the extent of what is referred 

to as “taharrush gamea,” or the “public shaming” gang rape of women to reinforce the themes 

of “honor, shame, power, sex, Islam” and men’s absolute control over women. 
66

 

 More recent extreme interpretations of Islam have been sacralized to achieve 

geopolitical goals governed solely by men. Under more virulent forms of Islamic control, literal 

reinterpretations of the Qur’an by ISIS in Syria and Iraq has further radicalized Islam to justify 

an expansive view of a “unified (Mideast) caliphate,” formed through mass murder, torture, 

theft, and the destruction of all pre-caliphate sites of significant historical significance. In the 

course of seizing control, these radical implementations of Sharia law promote sexual slavery, 

rape and sex trafficking of young girls and women who are deemed Kafirah, or infidels. 
67 

 Young men are recruited and encouraged to rape pre- and post-puberty Kafirah girls 

and women as an act “pleasing to god”, reviving a practice dating back to the time of the 

Prophet and origin of the Qur’an. Rules for sex slavery resulting from women captured by ISIS 

in battle have been documented more recently by the ISIS Research and Fatwa Department and 

justified on the basis of theocratic principles. 
67 

Sex slavery contracts have been notarized by 

ISIS-run Islamic courts. 
68 

Ennoblement, Suffrage and Secular Reinforcement of Patriarchy  

 Overt expressions of women’s subjugation waned in middle eighteenth century 

England, replaced by patronizing but gentle assertions of feminine imperfections and misplaced 

affectations of women’s comparable intelligence with men. 
69 

In the late eighteenth century, the 

themes of women’s limited abilities, their confinement to domestic duties, their specific role to 

cheer and comfort men, and their overall subjection continued, but with a softened tone in 

keeping with social sensibilities of the time. 
70

 Throughout the period from the Restoration to 

the end of the eighteenth century, misogynistic and subjective rhetoric softened, only to be 

replaced by an even more “polite disparagement.” 
71
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 In the nineteenth century, women’s apparent status became elevated. Women were 

angelicized “objects of virtuous love” and devotion, whose purpose was to “elevate men’s 

sentiments and inspire their higher impulses.” Men would benefit from women’s nobler position 

in life and men therefore needed to reciprocate by protecting the woman’s “self-sacrificing, 

devotion of her life to ministering to men.” 
72

 However, in the late nineteenth and into the early 

twentieth centuries, women began rejecting restrictions imposed by men. They pursued 

intellectual interests, started publishing, worked for public causes, and began pursuing careers. 

They began to increasingly demand equality with men, the right to vote, and the right to own 

property. The gentile demeanor gave way once again to more open gender hostility as men 

reacted negatively to competition from women. So the battle over women’s rights was joined!  

 Men displayed open resistance to giving up or even relaxing the perquisites of power, 

knowledge, money, and independence. Tactful disparagement often degraded into outright 

censure and assertions of female inferiority. “Persuasion gave way to threat; instead of simply 

recommending soft weakness and dependence as enduring and appropriate feminine qualities, 

men told women that they would cease to be women and thus forfeit all masculine love and 

respect if they aspired to strength of body and mind, and that such aspirations would be further 

disastrous because women are weak – physically, mentally, and morally.” 
73

  

 Antisuffragists declared that women were mentally unqualified to vote, lacked essential 

qualities such as justice, were both physically and mentally inferior to men, their brains were 

smaller, they were closer to the lower animals, and were incapacitated by menstruation and 

childbearing. Biblical arguments, espoused over centuries of misogynistic teaching, were 

reintroduced to quell the suffrage movement. However, despite direct and indirect physical and 

religious threats, women began to prevail. With the rise of secular modernity, the impregnable 

religious strictures over women were beginning to be called into question.  
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During this period, an insidious but destructive tolerance of women replaced earlier, 

more overt expressions of subjection. Subtle, indirect belittling of women’s weakness and the 

righteous quality of submission were the means by which men continued to keep women in 

subjection. The approach, as exemplified in the writings of Alfred Lord Tennyson, was gentle, 

yet patronizing. 
74

 Some more direct views on the subjection of women came in the guise of 

literary attacks on the stereotypes of the domineering wife (as satirized in Charles Dickens’ 

novels), the old maid, and the bluestocking. 
75

 The old maid theme reinforced the proper social 

position for a woman as wife and mother, beholding to a husband for protection, moral 

guidance, and financial support.  

The bluestocking movement of the late nineteenth century was a visible and 

intimidating personification of men’s fears – the woman who pursued a career. 
75

 Byron focused 

his hostility on the bluestockings, referring to the “education and emancipation of women as 

‘artificial and unnatural’…. they should ‘read neither poetry nor politics – nothing but books of 

piety and cookery’.” 
76

 Dickens was quite harsh in his treatment of career women in Bleak 

House (1853), condemning women philanthropists of the time as “unloving wives, incompetent 

housekeepers, and callously neglectful mothers,” 
77 

a theme that was to be repeated throughout 

the first feminist wave. Dickens satirical message was joined by other writers who railed against 

women’s demand for greater equality, the right to vote, own property, acquire a university 

education, and pursue a career.  

Throughout the entire suffrage period, women were viewed as inferior and treated as 

such. Women who expressed a serious interest in intellectual, political, or aesthetic careers were 

censured through articles in the Saturday Review and elsewhere. 
78

 The Saturday Review carried 

on a deliberate campaign for over fifty years to malign educated, professional women, equating 

women’s financial independence with “selfish independence” (1856); the inseparability of 

women’s duties with their husband’s interests (1857); women should be kept home, forcibly if 
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necessary (1859); the absurdity of admitting women to universities (1862); ignorance being one 

of the greatest female charms (1867); higher education destroying women’s purity (1868); only 

lecherous women enter medicine (1870); condemned women’s desire to limit family size 

(1871); women are not mentally capable of voting (1875); continuation of “women’s traditional 

subordinate position” (1895); and the “submission of the superior to the inferior sex” following 

passage of the women’s suffrage amendment to the U.S. Constitution  in 1920. 
79 

Rather than 

supporting equality, education and independence, men tried to maintain women’s 

“unquestioning obedience to law and orthodox religion.” 
80

 

Challenging Women’s Push for Equality 

In the last decades of the nineteenth century, men felt sufficiently threatened by 

women’s push for equality. Arguments against suffrage were “supported by… simple 

assertion… pseudo-statistics… (and) old Biblical arguments.” James McGrigor Allen, who 

argued that universal suffrage would cause the desecration of marriage and the dissolution of 

the family, asserted in Woman Suffrage Wrong in Principle and Practice (1890) that “women 

are hopelessly incapable of practicing or even comprehending ‘the highest human mental 

quality’, where man approaches nearest Deity – Justice.” 
81

 Openly contemptuous antisuffrage 

arguments took on an aura of desperation at times, as men argued with passion for women’s 

traditional place in society – based on a fear that women would no longer be controllable and 

that men (husbands) would become a nonentity, 
82

 a fear that still lingers for many men in the 

early twenty-first century. 

In the first two-to-three decades of the twentieth century, men’s hostility toward women 

again became more overt and widespread. Women characters in men’s novels became 

caricatures of social order gone bad. Robert Herrick’s 1908 novel blames the failed marriage in 

Together on the “egotism of modern women” and the “ills of modern American life” on women 

in Waste (1924). Similarly, H. L. Menken, who noted that “the most dangerous man to any 
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government is the man who is able to think things out for himself without regard to the 

prevailing superstitions and taboos,” nonetheless retained prevailing taboos by viewing woman 

in Prejudices: Fourth Series (1928) as a “third rate man.” 
83

  

D. H. Lawrence in Lady Chatterley’s Lover (1928) bemoans the “endless assertion of 

her own will, which is one of the signs of insanity in modern woman.” Likewise, in Studies in 

Classic American Literature (1923), Lawrence interpreted The Scarlet Letter as a “great 

allegory of woman’s destruction of spiritual man,” a continuing belief that subjection of women 

is necessary for men’s self-preservation. 
84

 Even later twentieth century authors, such as Ernest 

Hemingway and William Faulkner, also “openly expressed fear of and hostility to women.” 
85

  

Intersection of Western Economics, Politics, Sexism and Racism 

 Following two centuries of religious wars in Europe, Enlightenment ideas of individual 

freedom worked their way into the French and American Revolutions. These ideas led to the 

rise of the Nation State, to questioning the role of the individual and the state, to defining the 

nature of the contract between citizens and their government, and to initiating Jefferson’s 

concept of “inalienable rights,” directed more toward breaking with European monarchical rule 

for elite white men of property and means than for women or black African slaves. Despite 

individual ascendancy, the Greek view that “natural differences justified political inequality” 

was maintained throughout the Enlightenment and institutionalized in the formative 

constitutional documents of modern democracies. 
86 

As a result, western democracies, including 

those of the United States, were built on the assumption that white male property owners were 

superior to women and slaves, thus defining a skewed sense of “justice and liberty for all” from 

the earliest days of these fledgling democracies. 

The framing of the U.S. Constitution was a compromise of male land owner primacy, 

economic interest, and capitulation. As a result, three-fifths or more of late eighteenth-century 

“Americans” (Blacks, women and Native Americans) were denied their inalienable rights 
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through exclusionary or oppressive means. The Constitution was approved to protect the 

“property and wealth of the affluent bourgeoisie of the new nation… the protection of unequal 

accumulation of property, particularly property that could produce a profit in the emerging 

capitalistic system.” 
87

 A white male superiority view of women and blacks became the standard 

for positioning women’s and blacks’ rights under the U.S. Constitution. Morality was debated 

on some level, but economic self-interest ruled in the end. 

Women and blacks were both viewed as property, with no inalienable rights of their 

own. Sublette and Sublette describe, in particular, how Black women were viewed as the 

property of their male slave owner, with the legal right to do whatever he wanted to do with his 

“property.” 
88 

The rape of black women in the South became a common practice, leading to 

hundreds of thousands of children estimated to comprise as much as 13 percent of the U.S. 

black population in 1860. 
89

  

White male authority and privilege have continued to limit nearly three-fifths of the 

population from the full benefits guaranteed in the U.S. Constitution. Some of the limitations 

remain quite visible, while others are more subtle or built into society’s view of blacks and 

women. For many blacks, opportunities are still limiting, black poverty continues at high rates, 

and racial prejudice still lingers to the point of overt violence, such as the 2015 mass shootings 

of black churchgoers in Charleston, South Carolina.  

Male and white privilege continues in America, as exemplified in acts of violence 

toward women and black minorities, or through more subtle exclusionary practices. To those 

who are excluded, the advantages of power and privilege are quite visible. For example, a recent 

article in The New York Times covered a series of interviews by NYT reporters covering voters’ 

“hopes, fears, and frustrations” about life in America today. 
 
One quote, in particular, by a 17 

year old boy struck me as a poignant reflection of the overarching role that white males still 
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play in a “land of equal opportunity.” Ebbie Banks from Palo Alto, California summed up the 

male-equality dichotomy quite well. 

I tutored a kid. This little black kid. He looked up to me a lot. One day he asked 

me, ‘Mr. Ebbie, is jail a good place to be?’ I said, ‘Why would you ever ask 

that?’ He said: ‘My daddy’s in jail, and he said he gets three meals a day. And 

sometimes my mom can’t make me food, and I’m hungry.’ I went home and 

cried that night. This is a kindergartner. Teachers told him he was going to jail. 

I looked at him as a 5-year-old. I didn’t see a criminal. I didn’t see a drug 

dealer. I didn’t see a rapist. I didn’t see a gangbanger. I saw myself, when I was 

a little kid 10 years ago. The (political) candidates, a lot of them, are from very 

privileged backgrounds and benefit from a white, male, Christian power 

structure. And that’s O.K. I don’t think that white people should feel guilty 

about their privilege. But they should feel a responsibility to acknowledge it.  
90 

 

Women’s role in America has likewise failed to live up to the equality provisions of the 

U.S. Constitution. In describing the dichotomy between the reality of unequal rights and 

rampant sexual violence against women on one hand and the inalienable rights described in the 

U.S. Constitution on the other hand, Saxonhouse, a political philosopher, noted that “the tension 

that we find in much of the contemporary debate about the place of women in society arises 

from a conflict between the egalitarian assumptions of liberalism, ‘on which the American 

political system’ has been built, and the practices of patriarchal and sexual differentiation out of 

which our society has grown.” 
91 

 

However, as practical an explanation of the constitutional intent versus the reality as 

Saxonhouse suggests, I do not agree that our political system was constructed as egalitarian – 

the principle that all people are equal and deserve equal rights and opportunities – but rather as 

a partially egalitarian construct as described by Gargarella.  
92 

The purposefully created equality 

among affluent male landowners continued longstanding patriarchal power structures that built 

America’s early economy on the backs of slaves and exclusion of women. In many ways, 

equality is still beyond the grasp of women and blacks over two centuries years following 

adoption of the U.S. Constitution.   
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The blatant othering of women has continued for over two centuries, despite attempts 

by women and a small minority of men to change the view of women as physically and 

mentally inferior to men. John Stuart Mill, the nineteenth century English philosopher and 

economist, in his philosophical work On Liberty, linked liberty with individual freedom as a 

seemingly universal principle. “The only freedom which deserves the name is that of pursuing 

our own good in our own way, so long as we do not attempt to deprive others of theirs, or 

impede their efforts to obtain it. Each is the proper guardian of his own health, whether bodily, 

or mental or spiritual.” 
93

 In 1869, Mill also proposed in his essay The Subjection of Women a 

legal structure that eliminated the subordinate position of women. 
94 

Mill argued that “the 

principle which regulates the existing social relations between the two sexes – the legal 

subordination of one sex to the other – is wrong itself, and now one of the chief hindrances to 

human improvement; and that it ought to be replaced by a principle of perfect equality, 

admitting no power or privilege on the one side, nor disability on the other.” 
95

 Franklin 

Roosevelt later expanded on the idea of four “essential freedoms”: freedom of speech and 

worship, and freedom from want and fear. 
96 

 

Freedom, unless available and applied equally to all, is either only an ideal or a shallow 

promise. Freedom, equality and liberty are linked. Liberty cannot be achieved in the face of 

externally-imposed restrictions on civil and social freedoms. Freedom cannot be achieved 

without equality, and freedom denied for long periods creates exaggerated imbalances between 

the privileged and the oppressed. As of 2016, I believe that there are still no cultural, societal, or 

legal constructs that truly support Mill’s principle of “perfect equality” for women.      
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CHAPTER 4 

ART AS A REFLECTION OF WOMEN’S OPPRESSION 

 

You painted a naked woman because you enjoyed looking at her, put a mirror in her 

hand and you called the painting “Vanity,” thus morally condemning the woman whose 

nakedness you had depicted for your own pleasure.  

                    -- John Berger, Ways of Seeing
 

Enduring Narratives of Patriarchy 

Throughout the history of western civilization, women have been viewed and portrayed 

for their passivity, physical weakness, inability to protect themselves, and the need for male 

protection, all of which were turned into virtues reinforced through literature, from religious 

pulpits, and in paintings of Victorian England and the United States throughout the eighteenth, 

nineteenth, and early twentieth centuries. 
1
  

Women have been viewed as property and as objects of men’s desire. Nochlin asserts 

that “assumptions about women’s weakness and passivity; her sexual availability for men’s 

needs; her defining nurturing and domestic function; her identity with the realm of nature; her 

existence as object rather than creator of art; and the patent ridiculousness of her attempts to 

insert herself into the realm of history by means of work or engagement in political struggle” 

were commonly held beliefs up through 1850-1920, the period defining the women’s suffrage 

movement. 
2
  

For most of western societies, graphic and verbal narratives clarified and reinforced the 

role of women in society until the early 20
th
 century. Like religious, literary and political 

writings that reinforced patriarchal and misogynistic views well into the twentieth century, the 

art world in particular served to enhance the view of male superiority and women’s subordinate 

role in life. Art has served as a lens through which men viewed their accomplishments, 

superiority, intelligence, and conquests. Men recapitulated their views of power and control 

over women and other men through the paintings, sculptures, and architecture that would 
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endure well beyond their own mortality. Wölfflin notes that each artist has been, in turn, 

influenced by history in ways that provide continuity with the past and yet leave plenty of room 

for the imagination. 
3
  

Art as a Mirror of Patriarchy 

Art has often been called the mirror of life, a reflection of humanity’s passions, 

yearnings, cultural situations, dysfunctions, beliefs, biases, and imaginings. It is not a mirror 

that “remains the same, but a living power of apprehension which has its own inward history 

and has passed through many stages.” It is a process over time, according to Wölfflin, of 

humanity’s “transformation of the imagination” and social construction.
4
  

Art is visual literature, telling stories of events, defining or reinforcing cultural symbols, 

proposing truths, defining ethics, depicting power and authority, perpetuating prejudicial 

patterns, and cataloging key beliefs in societies throughout history. Art speaks to humanity’s 

beginnings, its journey through civilization, lessons learned and not learned along the journey. 

Works of art confer meaning as a continuum of the past with the present. Works of art are a 

direct reflection of social constructions. Art, sculpture, literature, architecture and iconography 

are enduring reflections of Bem’s androcentric lenses. These have been the principal narratives 

used throughout history to catalog the exploits of powerful men, their destruction of entire 

societies in pursuit of conquest, self-monuments to dictatorial power and control, and their 

depiction of women as property and exploitable goods, either for pleasure or to humiliate 

conquered men. 

Men not only controlled the outcomes of history, they controlled the medium or mirror 

for depicting society and the messages embodied in their art for society to absorb. Until the end 

of the nineteenth century, men completely controlled the world of visual art, from the 

production of art works, their display and commerce, their exhibition, valuation, and their 

preservation, to their narrative and their interpretation in art history. Art has been used as a 
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defining narrative of gendered social construction by men to reinforce women’s weakness, 

men’s property, spoils of war, their passivity, domestic and nurturing role, sexual availability, 

identification with nature, and object of art rather than a creator of art – all subservient positions 

subject to men’s vain glory, sexual desire, aggression, and control. 

John Berger, in his book Ways of Seeing, describes how our view of the world begins 

by seeing, even before words are formed. The reality of gender differences are often reflected 

from early childhood and further reinforced in the iconographic images of art, posters, 

magazines, ads, literature, and so many other mirrors of life. In describing men’s view of life 

and their approach to art, Berger notes that men’s image is one of physicality and power. 
5
 

A man’s presence is dependent upon the promise of power which he embodies. 

If the promise is large and credible his presence is striking. The promised 

power may be moral, physical, temperamental, economic, social, sexual – but 

its object is always exterior to the man. A man’s presence suggests what he is 

capable of doing to you or for you. His presence may be fabricated, in the sense 

that he pretends to be capable of what he is not. But the pretense is always 

towards a power which he exercises on others. 
6 

 

Throughout history, art has been generated almost exclusively by men; essentially a 

visual record of men’s achievements, their world view and their musings about religion, 

conquests, society, myths, and women. As Nochlin points out, men’s assumptions about women 

and their need to control women have been “manifested in the visual structures, as well as the 

thematic choices of the pictures” that they painted, commissioned, or purchased. As a result, 

men’s art is a reflection of their beliefs, “what is unspoken – unthinkable, unrepresentable…. 

(is) presented…. as a complex of commonsense views about the world.” 
7
    

An early work depicting women’s exclusion from art was clearly demonstrated in a 

1771-72 painting by Johann Zoffany entitled The Portraits of the Academicians of the Royal 

Academy, shown in Figure 4.1 on the following page. 
8 

Two women members of the Royal 

Academy, Mary Mauser and Angelica Kauffman, were not included in an Academy gathering 

but allowed to participate only as profile portrait paintings. The walls in the room were covered 
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in parts of women’s bodies, additional women’s heads without bodies, and a nude female form 

laying on the ground as an academy member stabs her with his walking stick. The painting 

represents a consistent theme of not only women’s exclusion from art, but also men’s power 

over women’s imagery and men’s physical power over women.  

 

 
 

Figure 4.1. Johann Zoffany. The Portraits of the Academicians of the Royal Academy, 1771-72. 

Royal Collection, London. 
8 

  

Men’s art typically reflected men’s view of power, the limitations of power over nature, 

or the exercise of power over societies, women, inferior peoples, the conquered, enslaved, 

heathens -- generally the unequal. Men’s view of women’s inferiority in particular, certainly 

their lack of equality, dates back over such an extended time period that women’s inequality has 

been assumed to be natural and self-evident. The stories behind the art, the visual structures, 

thematic choices, and the narratives of their iconographic images have indisputably depicted 

http://sites.duke.edu/vms590s_01_f2012/files/2012/09/academicians.jpg
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men’s power over women, men’s superiority, men’s view of gender differences, and men’s need 

to control all facets of women’s lives. Women were outside of the process, outside of the motifs 

and iconography, indeed outside of the great socializing function of art – a direct reflection of 

historical social constructions.  

Women as Objects of Nineteenth Century Male Art 

Men’s portrayal of objectified women was particularly pervasive during the nineteenth 

century with paintings such as Eugene Delacroix’s Death of Sardanapalus (1828), shown below 

in Figure 4.2, speaking to the fantasies of men’s patriarchal “discourse of desire” or power over 

women, their ability to imagine a “limitless power to enjoy, by destroying them, the bodies of 

women,” a view not uncommon among upper-class men of the period. 
 

 
 

 

Figure 4.2. Eugene Delacroix, Death of Sardanapalus, 1827. Musée du Louvre, Paris. 
9
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Delacroix’s painting, depicted Assyrian king Sardanapalus watching impassively as his 

guards slaughtered servants, concubines, and burned down the palace with him inside 
10 

– part 

of a recurring theme focusing on graphic violence and sensuality. Delacroix’s painting was 

symptomatic at the time of men’s patriarchal fantasies of desire, sexual possession, and violence 

against women. 
11 

Manet began painting modern life in the mid-nineteenth century, ushering in the 

beginning of Impressionist paintings. Here also, the view of women as available for the control 

and pleasure of men was portrayed in the Ball at the Opera (1873), shown below in Figure 4.3, 

in which the marketing of attractive women behind the galleries of the Opera House were 

readily available for Parisian men-about-town 
12 

– a daring display at the time of women’s 

sexual availability and men’s ready access to and control of women.  

 

   

      Figure 4.3. Edouard Manet, Ball at the Opera, 1873, U.S. National Gallery of Art. 
13 

  

http://www.manetedouard.org/Masked-Ball-at-the-Opera-large.html
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Manet’s painting provides context for the artist’s and men’s view of the sexual 

availability of women for men’s pleasure, a view still applicable over 140 years later. The 

patriarchal view of women as property at the hands of and under the control of men reinforces 

the expectations of certain men that they have the right to women at the time and place of their 

choosing, whether by consent or otherwise.  

These were accepted representations of women, “perfectly and disarmingly justified by 

the noble purposes” of creating great art. Objectified women were frequently portrayed “within 

the context of passivity, sexual availability, helplessness,” lust, vulnerability, and 

powerlessness, 
14

 not unlike modern masochistic pornography. 
15 

From 1889-1894, Giovanni 

Segantini portrayed society’s view of women in three separate paintings starting with Two 

Mothers in 1889, shown below in Figure 4.4, which depicted the pointedly common “nurturing 

functions of cow and woman” reinforcing women’s natural role, rather than any alternative 

presumption of independent non-mothering activity that women would be able to perform. 
16

  

 

 

Figure 4.4. Giovanni Segantini, The Two Mothers, 1889. Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool, 

England. 
17 
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In subsequent portrayals, Segantini focused two additional paintings on the theme of 

punishing women, one for lust and the other for bad mothering. Adverse views of women’s lust 

were portrayed by Segantini in his 1891 painting entitled The Punishment of Lust. In a further 

portrayal of punishing women for breaking societal strictures, Segantini painted The Evil 

Mothers in 1894, shown below in Figure 4.5, which depicted the painful confinement of a 

young woman in a barren tree set within a stark, foreboding background. 
18 

The caricature of 

women’s punishment contained within a harsh environment setting was eerily similar to his 

1891 painting showing comparable punishment for women’s lust.  

 

 

Figure 4.5. Giovanni Segantini, The Evil Mothers, 1894. Kunsthaus, Zurich. 
19 

 

Women’s Exclusion from the Male Art World 

The exclusion of women artists (and authors) in the nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries goes hand-in-hand with their struggle for property rights, independence, voting rights, 

and equality. A few women artists made the journey to independence successfully in the days 

preceding the women’s suffrage movement. In the early twentieth century, more women entered 
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the fields of visual and literary arts. These pioneers, and the women (and men) who supported 

them, were part of and key contributors to the gender equality transformation that occurred in 

England and the United States during the suffrage movement between the late 1800s and 1920.  

Art was a mirror that reflected the temperament of the period and the artists reflected 

the social limitations and changes that were occurring around them. Some nineteenth century 

artists, such as Emily Mary Osborn, tried to expose the plight of women in general and women 

painters in particular. Her 1857 painting Nameless and Friendless, shown below in Figure 4.6, 

depicts the plight of female artists in the mid-19th century – patronized by a “pompous 

proprietor” and objectified by two patrons. 
20

  

 

 

Figure 4.6.  Emily Mary Osborn, Nameless and Friendless, 1857. York Museums Trust. 
21 

 

http://ichef.bbci.co.uk/arts/yourpaintings/images/paintings/yag/large/ny_yag_yorag_1483_large.jpg
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In the “story behind the image,” Osborn portrays the “distressed gentlewoman” as the 

object of men’s gaze and the economic power of men over women. Osborn, like other women 

artists of her period, built her reputation through purchases and commissions from an informal 

matronage network of English noble women, including Queen Victoria. 
22

 

Late Nineteenth Century Impressionists 

 In the late nineteenth century, men still controlled the art scene, art education, and the 

art market. Even when a few exceptional women artists first made their mark in French art 

circles, their presence was still ignored. The 1870 French oil painting by Henri Fantin-Latour 

entitled Studio in the Batignolles Quarter, 
23 

depicting the independent Impressionist artists 

Manet, Monet, Renoir, Bazille, Zola and Astruc, shown below in Figure 4.7, appears typical of 

the period – likenesses of the artists to promote their style or school. 
24 

 

 

Figure 4.7. Henri Fantin-Latour. Studio in the Batignolles, 1870. Musée d'Orsay, Paris. 
25 
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Notable by their absence in the Studio in the Batignolles Quarter painting, the four 

most famous contemporary women Impressionists (Mary Cassatt, Berthe Morisot, Marie 

Bracquemond, and Eva Gonzalès) were missing, typical of exclusionary social practices at the 

time. The only acknowledgement of a woman in the painting is the female statuette that serves 

as a model for the painting in progress, an “unspoken message” about the role of women as art 

objects rather than creators of art. 
26

      

While excluded from the formal inner circles of the male art leagues, several women 

Impressionists, including Cassatt and Morisot, knew each other professionally, were also 

friends, and identified closely with several male colleagues: Cassatt with Degas and Morisot 

and Gonzalès with Manet. These associations provided the intellectual and aesthetic foundation 

for their artistic success that was not available to women artists through formal education, 

associations and exhibitions, despite the number of women who came to Paris during the French 

Third Republic (1870-1940). Women artists ultimately formed the Union des Femmes Artistes 

and exhibited in the Salon des Femmes or they exhibited independently as the Impressionists. 
27 

The association of the women Impressionists with their male colleagues provided a 

continuity of purpose and a reinforcing style of painting that was substantially different from 

academic painting. They focused on contemporary subjects and “sought to find ways of 

approximating, through textured surfaces, asymmetrical compositions, broken brushstrokes and 

heightened colour, the actual sensations of vision itself.” 
28 

The four great Impressionists – 

Cassatt, Degas, Manet, and Morisot -- dedicated their lives to art and did so in multiple media. 

They encouraged each other to gain greater and greater mastery over their style, in spite of 

ridicule as outsiders by the art establishment and as vulgar by the French public. Women 

Impressionists, as opposed to their earlier male counterparts, brought to the world a view of 

women as competent, caring, and prominent in the flow of life – they brought with them a view 

of relevance versus othering, and gentleness in stark contrast to war, death, and dominance.  
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Cassatt and Morisot: Exceptions to Men’s Control of Art 

Cassatt and Morisot, like the male Impressionist artists, sought to paint contemporary 

scenes with a new visual style. Both Cassatt and Morisot painted figures and domestic scenes – 

in the garden, park, opera, parlor – generally around family and middle-class domestic scenes. 

Cassatt’s paintings covered a wide range of subjects in this genre, but she started focusing on 

mothers and children in the 1880s and 1890s. She painted her first maternité painting in 1880. 
29

  

Cassatt and Morisot were faithful to the motif and aesthetic of the Impressionists, 

serving as strong influencers of their friends Degas and Manet. However, despite their skill, art 

critics still “undermined the seriousness of their endeavors and posit the notion of an essential, 

unchanging femininity.” 
30

 As Garb suggests, “the work of the women Impressionists has to be 

considered in the context of the important aesthetic and political debates of their time…. and the 

situation in which they worked…. (to) realize the extent of their achievements.” 
31 

Cassatt was the only American officially associated with the male Impressionists and 

exhibited in four exhibitions from 1879 to 1886. 
32 

Cassatt was most noted for figure 

compositions depicting intimate moments between mothers and children, for the use of color 

and light, all of which became exemplary Impressionist works. During the late 1870s and early 

1880s, Cassatt focused on her family, the theater, the opera, later mother and child, individual 

girls reading or sewing, such as Young Girl in the Garden shown in Figure 4.8 on the following 

page, which she treated with warmth and naturalness in paintings, pastels, and prints. 
33 

Many of Cassatt’s works placed women in a more positive role as competent and 

confident, rather than in the idealized object of most American and French artists of the time. 

Women are more important in Cassatt’s work than their surroundings. Cassatt lived in France 

for 55 years, making only three trips to the U.S. between 1875 and 1908. Her life and her work 

were in France. She was an early prominent figure in the Impressionist movement and she 

remained so through her life. Cassatt won the French Legion of Honor medal in 1904. 
34

 

http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/opra/hd_opra.htm
http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/scen/hd_scen.htm
http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/papo/hd_papo.htm
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Women Impressionists, particularly Cassatt and Morisot, ultimately gained substantial 

artistic reputations in their own right, viewed as having achieved parity with Manet and Degas, 

or perhaps even exceeded both in technique and composition. What we see today in their art is 

both “serene and beautiful.” 
35 

Great art, like life, is created by people who are willing to be 

different, to break the mold, to go against established conventions and expectations. 

 

 

Figure 4.8. Mary Cassatt. Young Girl in the Garden. Oil on canvas, circa 1880-1882. Paris, 

Musée d'Orsay 
36 

 

By the 1890s, women began to play greater roles as patrons of the visual arts.
 
Louisine 

Havemeyer, in particular, became a major patron and collector of Cassatt paintings, as well as 

other Impressionists such as Degas, Monet, Courbet, Manet, Corot, and Pissarro. Havemeyer 

met Cassatt in 1874 when Cassatt introduced her to the Degas’ Ballet Rehearsal in a Paris shop 

window. Havemeyer had also collected paintings by Monet and Pissarro. 
37
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Following her marriage to H. O. Havemeyer, founder of Domino Sugar, the 

Havemeyers focused on collecting Asian art and Old Masters, returning to Impressionist and 

other French artists in the 1890s. Based on her friendship with Havemeyer, Cassatt accepted 

four commissions in pastel on woven paper of Louisine Havemeyer and her daughters, Electra 

and Adeline, in 1895, 1896, and 1898. 
38

 Upon her husband’s death in 1907, Louisine used her 

society prominence to support woman suffrage, a cause that greatly interested Cassatt.  

The Cassatt-Havemeyer friendship extended for 50 years as one of the most formidable 

“collecting alliances between a nineteenth-century patron and an artist.” Louisine Havemeyer 

became one of the most significant collectors in America of contemporary French art and 

Cassatt became the Havemeyer’s personal “art broker assisting in both the purchase and 

commissioning of works.” 
39

 Havemeyer played a visible role in the women’s suffrage 

movement. She was encouraged in these efforts by both Cassatt and her husband who “shared 

an interest in education and suffrage of women. As a model of the ‘new woman’ – educated, 

independent, and motivated – Havemeyer aided in the establishment of the National Women’s 

Party and began supporting it through exhibitions.” 
40

  

Havemeyer lent art works by El Greco and Goya for a suffrage exhibition in 1912 and 

in 1915 sponsored a Cassatt, Degas and Old Masters exhibit in New York, the proceeds of 

which went entirely to the suffrage campaign. Including Old Masters in the exhibition was 

important at the time because it “lent a certain respectability to the undertaking, signaling 

support by their upper-class owners for the suffrage cause.” 
41

 It would not be until nearly five 

years later that women would win the right to vote on a national level. 
42

 In the interim, 

Havemeyer served on the advisory council of the National Women’s Party and “spoke 

nationwide on behalf of the enfranchisement of women.” She endured arrest over burning an 

effigy of Woodrow Wilson and traveled extensively for woman suffrage until ratification of the 

Nineteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution in August 1920.  
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Controlling Access and Limiting Opportunity 

Oppositional views of masculine and feminine art created an inherent separation 

between what was perceived as feminine art compared to mainstream male art, a perception that 

was borne out of exclusionary practices against women in major art schools and art 

apprenticeships. Educational restrictions were further reinforced by women’s lack of access to 

men’s art circles, a practice that precluded women from participating in formal and informal 

networks of artists essential for professional development. Male artists also promoted 

themselves through the genre of the in-studio self-portrait to display their skill and 

professionalism, an approach that was not available to lesser known women artists.  

Equally debilitating during this period was the sheer absence of women from 

consideration in art history, a male profession, which “placed most women so clearly outside 

the better known modernist (art) movements.” 
43

 Art history monographs covered the lives and 

works of creative male artists to “illuminate their artistic personalities and avant-garde 

‘genius’.” 
44

 Female Impressionist artists, such as Cassatt and Morisot, were exceptions to the 

institutional barriers and social expectations that precluded women’s careers in the fine arts.  

Women were not expected to have careers. Women’s abilities were proscribed to 

domestic activities, all in the service of their husbands or fathers. Like Cassatt, Morisot’s 

paintings reflected nineteenth century gender restrictions, focusing primarily on domestic life, 

such as her painting The Cradle (1872) shown in Figure 4.9 on the following page, as well as 

family portraits and scenes of contemporary femininity. 
45 

Cassatt and Morisot both painted for 

a female audience according to social norms of their period. The ability to think, create, solve 

problems and attend to complex tasks was considered the province of men. Men set the rules, 

enforced compliance, reinforced their normalcy in society, and protected the privileges that 

accrued to their situation. 
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Berthe Morisot (1841-1895) was a founding member of the Impressionists. She spent 

her professional career “creating images that depict, with elegance and spontaneity, intimate 

scenes from daily life.” 
46

 Her paintings provided viewers with a window on domestic situations 

populated primarily by women and children. Morisot’s art is “characterized by delicate 

brushwork and elegant colors” for which she was identified as having a feminine touch, even 

though this was the same style as her male contemporaries, Manet, Degas, and others. Morisot’s 

versatility at handling “paint and light” would be matched only by Monet later in the 1870s. 
47

 

 

  

Figure 4.9. Berthe Morisot, The Cradle, 1872. Musée d'Orsay, Paris. 
48 
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Men were not prepared to accommodate women into the mainstream fine arts’ field. Art 

was not “women’s work” nor were women considered capable of achieving artistic greatness. 

Rather, men wanted women where they would be of the utmost service to them – in the home. 

Women were restricted in their opportunities by a social convention designed by men and 

institutionalized by men for their exclusive benefit. “Unlike other oppressed groups or castes, 

men demand of them (women) not only submission but unqualified affection as well.” 
49 

Exhibiting women’s art required the formation of separate groups, such as the Union 

des Peintres et Sculpteurs, which was founded in 1881. 
50

 The only state-funded art school for 

women was the Ecole Nationale pour les Jeunes Filles, which focused on so-called lesser 

decorative and applied arts. 
51

Even when women were able to break free of the limitations of the 

decorative arts, artists such as Delaunay, Lauencin, and Marval still made a living partly 

through commercial sale of decorative art. 

The art of Émilie Charmy and Suzanne Valadon marked a transition point in women’s 

broader art participation. Charmy, who painted in a bold style shown below in Figure 4.10, 

spanned the Post-Impressionist and Fauvism periods. 
52 

 

 

    Figure 4.10. Émilie Charmy, Femme Allongée, 1900, Paris. 
53 

http://www.askart.com/Artist_Art_For_Sale_Inquiry.aspx?adno=&artist=11022271
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Charmy was characterized by novelist Roland Dorgelès for her “bold use of color and her 

unapologetic brushstrokes… Charmy, it would appear, sees like a woman and paints like a man; 

from the one she takes grace and from the other she takes strength, and this is what makes her 

such a strange and powerful painter.” 
54   

Charmy also moved into painting female nudes and sexuality, the province of men who 

painted from live models in men-only art studios and academies. Her solo exhibition in 1921 at 

the Galerie d'Oeuvres d'Art showed a broad range of paintings with flowers, women, and female 

nudes. Both Charmy and Valadon were every bit part of the early modernist art movement, but 

the conventions against women’s participation were still operative. While their art continued to 

be defined in terms of preexisting notions of feminine and masculine art, these artists were able 

to practice in a “space” where gender notions could intersect.  

Emergence of Women’s Art and Dissension  

By the late 1800s, women in the United States and England were tired of being treated 

as second-class citizens and were rallying around suffrage as a political wedge to bring about 

changes for women. The suffrage goal was accomplished in 1920, but the social revolution 

envisioned by the “enfranchisement of women did not change the economic or political 

structure of America,” 
55

 a statement that still holds true today. During the suffrage period, 

women began to demand the right to property, the right to work, and the right to vote. Women 

wanted more than a preordained domestic existence subject to the authority of their husbands. 

Women wanted equality and independence. Women wanted more than the crumbs from the 

table of men’s banquet that they apportioned for themselves over so many centuries. 

Women wanted equality with men and their views of equality meant removal of the 

social and legal strictures that entitled men to be their guardians, removal of barriers to 

participation in various professions, open access to professional institutions and training, and a 

voice in the political process that affected them and their children directly. While their voices 
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often had particular nationalistic sounds, women nonetheless spoke with a common theme of 

female independence and equality. 
56

 Women of the suffrage movement were looking to 

improve the status of all women. “Rage, resentment, envy, above all, transcendental aspiration 

infuse the rhetoric.” 
57

 Women’s goal was nothing less than transforming the role of women in 

society, in terms of property laws, work, training, and women’s suffrage.  

Women were beginning to find their voices in an attempt to “escape from their own 

traditional limitations.” They were seeking the right to own property, exercise a greater voice in 

the household, to vote, obtain an education, to write, participate in the male-dominated art 

world, enter politics, and influence public affairs. 
58

 Art and literature became key elements of 

social change through a multidisciplinary linkage of art, literature, social conditions, education, 

religion, politics, and philosophical views that tempered or opened the debate about women’s 

equality with men.    

Women’s impact on literature preceded their impact on the visual arts. Middle-class 

women who were familiar with classical literature could write about personal or imagined 

experiences within the privacy of their own home and know that there was at least an audience 

of other women for their books. There were also plenty of examples of male literary 

masterpieces to emulate in the privacy of the home or in the company of other women.  The 

emergence of women writers such as Emily Bronte and Emily Dickinson preceded the 

emergence of women painters who had been deprived of the formal art training and rigorous 

apprenticeship required to develop mastery. 
59

 During this time, women on both sides of the 

suffrage argument produced large quantities of literature, from political pamphlets to novels. 

Both fiction and non-fiction were used to capture the sentiment of the suffrage debate. 
60

 

Women’s entry into art, literature, and political protest advanced over a fifty year 

period. Visual and literary arts were used to portray the subjection of women and their 

aspirations, while proceeds from works of art and art exhibitions were used to support the 
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suffrage movement. Various images showed women bridging the gap between power and 

independence on one hand and churchgoing and nurturing homemakers on the other hand. 

Graphic arts were used by suffragists to portray their plight, while posters and cartoons were 

used by antisuffragists to demean women and ridicule their movement. Anti-suffrage art was 

used to reinforce negative stereotypes of independent women.  

In the early twentieth century, women artists began to portray women as confident, 

powerful, and commanding. For example, in her 1902/03 etching Losbruch, shown below in 

Figure 4.11, 
61 

Käthe Kollwitz managed to portray a woman as the strong-willed protagonist 

who incited a crowd to “subvert the message of passive acquiescence,” boldly asserting the 

artist’s “rage, energy, (and) action…. a narrative of outright social disorder (through) the 

representation of a powerful, energetic female.” 
62

  

 

 

Figure 4.11. Käthe Kollwitz, Losbruch, Etching, 1903. 
63 
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 Depiction of the Russian Peasants’ War is vibrant and explosive as the peasants surge 

forward with determination. Clearly, it was the woman in the foreground who raised her arm to 

give the signal to initiate the revolt. These types of powerful women’s images continued to be 

used successfully throughout the suffrage movement to build popular and political support. 

Art as a Medium to Promote Suffrage  

Women of the suffrage movement used many visual media to convey the “rightness of 

women having the vote” and to disseminate the vote as widely as possible.  Suffrage leaders 

understood the power of visual images. Women were using their preponderant commercial art 

training to deliver the suffrage message. The Artists’ Suffrage League and the Suffrage Atelier 

were two principal outlets for suffrage commercial art. Mary Lowndes, chairman of the Artists’ 

Suffrage League, summed up the importance of visual imagery by declaring, “Who takes the 

eye takes all.” 
64

 

Photographs, posters, flyers, cartoons and other visual representations were used by 

suffragists and suffragettes to counter accepted views of women’s weakness and inability to 

defend themselves. Photographs such as the one depicting Edith Garrud, a well-known 

suffragette, in Woman Toppling Policeman with a Jujitsu Throw, shown in Figure 4.12 on the 

following page, created a two-fold image of ladylike decorum combined with “overt physical 

power.” Garrud was noted for saying that "Physical force seems to be the only thing in which 

women have not demonstrated their equality to men, and whilst we are waiting for the evolution 

which is slowly taking place and bringing about that equality, we might just as well take time by 

the forelock and use ju-jitsu." 
65 

Physical force and imprisonment were used to subdue suffragettes. While imprisoned, 

suffragettes were subjected to force feeding during hunger strikes, with rubber tubes rammed 

down their throats as they were held or tied down. The English government even passed the 

"Cat and Mouse Act" in 1913, a measure used to re-arrest released hunger strikers when they 
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had regained their strength. Arrests and physical constraints contrasted with efforts by Garrud to 

train thirty elite "bodyguards" to resist the police using the martial art jujutsu. The Women's 

Social and Political Union was then formed to protect suffragette leaders. 
66 

 

 

        Figure 4.12. Edith Garrud, Woman Toppling Policeman with a Jujitsu Throw, 1910. 
67 

 

Satirical images were also used to portray suffragettes as foolish, but the results often 

made the police look foolish as well. A July 6, 1910 cartoon, shown in Figure 4.13 on the 

following page, appeared in the satirical newspaper Punch parodying a group of policemen 

cowering before a diminutive “jujusuffragette” who had obviously just thrown multiple 

policemen over the fence with her jujitsu moves. 
68

 Other cartoon images of suffragettes served 

to repudiate the notion of independence being “unladylike” and the need to depend on male 

defenders rather than themselves.  

While physical intimidation situations were real and photographs and cartoons were 

used to reinforce women’s subjugation, women also used these media to reinforce their own 

narrative. In 1920, artist Hannah Höch created a “deconstructive and instructive” photocollage 

Pretty Girl, a form of “anti-art” deconstructing the image of women as sexual objects and 

placing her in a neutral context beyond the male gaze. 
69 

Men’s art has typically reflected men’s 
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view of power, the limitations of power over nature, or the exercise of power over societies, 

women, “inferior” peoples, the conquered, enslaved, heathens, generally the unequal.  

 

 

Figure 4.13. The Suffragette that Knew Jiu-Jitsu. The Arrest. By Arthur Wallis Mills, 

originally published in 1910 in Punch and The Wanganui Chronicle. 
70 

 

The number of young early twentieth century women who became interested in the arts, 

even the fringe areas of art, increased to the extent that women artists came to be seen as a 

potential threat to the established male art profession, resulting in defeminizing expressions 

such as “she paints like a man,” a critical reference to Charmy and other avant-garde artists. 
71

 

Even here, women artists were viewed as colorists and their use of color viewed as the less 

“intellectual” and more feminine part of art. 
72

 

Melding of Styles, Separated by Gender 

The lines separating the subject matter chosen by male and female artists started to blur 

around the turn into the twentieth century. French male painters began working in the genre of 

flower and still-life painting, recapturing some of the traditional seventeenth-century Dutch 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_Wallis_Mills
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Punch_Magazine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wanganui_Chronicle
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tradition, yet with a modern twist that disengaged the genre from a feminine perception and 

connected it with a “worthy art-historical pedigree.” Works of male artists, such as Van Gogh 

(Sunflowers and Blue Irises) were viewed as masterful works of early modernism, while women 

painting in the same genre were viewed as having a fine “feminine eye.” 
73

 These changes 

signaled the breakdown of traditional academic hierarchies and made way for crossover themes, 

lessening gender stratification, and opening more opportunities for women artists.  

Male artists of the avant-garde period, whose genre became characterized by bold 

colors, shifted the language of their art to identify bold color with an avant-garde modernism. 

When Charmy painted “like a man,” she was accused of appropriating men’s bold styles, while 

there was no corollary concept of men appropriating women’s genre – it was perceived as 

creative, original, bold, modern, even perhaps genius. Yet women painters such as Charmy and 

others were still being relegated to the l’art indépendant category of French art, in which artists 

of their genre were seen to be following a feminine pattern of artistic expression, implying a 

less serious or rigorous mode of art. 
74 

Feminine patterns of artistic expression were viewed in 

direct opposition to the more expressive works of male artists in the “artistic vanguard” of the 

male School of Paris.  

In a distinctly derogatory 1922 article, André Gybal described women artists as the 

keepers of sensuality in art, while their male avant-garde artists were bringing “science” into art. 

Gybal wrote that “Art and science have joined together. But what will become of sensuality? I 

know what: it is the women, the women painters who conserve it, vestal guardians of the sacred 

fire. The male painters have become mathematicians; the women have stayed women.” 
75 

Men 

continued to control the levers of art and other traditionally male positions. Men were the ones 

who advanced the genres of art; they were the ones who led the artistic transitions and who 

equated the changes made by men as mathematical, while positioning women in their historical 

image as vestal guardians of men’s desire and availability.   
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 Male artists of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries also retained access to 

male-only urban spaces, such as the “brothel, the café-concert and the bar,” which were all 

inaccessible to middle class women, all emblematic and iconographic representations of male 

spaces and early twentieth century modernity. 
76 

Work by male artists, such as Toulouse-Lautrec 

and Edgar Degas, came to be identified with these masculine spaces. 
77

 

As Nochlin points out, it was “institutionally made impossible for women to achieve 

artistic excellence, or success, on the same footing as men, no matter what the potency of their 

so-called talent, or genius… and the existence of a tiny band of successful, if not great, women 

artists throughout history does nothing to gainsay this fact.” 
78

 The reality of so few great 

women artists in history is not a function of their lesser talent than men, but rather an 

institutional exclusionary artifice established over centuries as part of western patriarchal 

practices. Lack of access to art schools, art teachers, apprenticeships, and artist networks placed 

inordinate barriers in front of women artists, an indictment as to why there are so few women 

artists or women’s art until well into the twentieth century. 

   Women had to literally break into the men’s art field. There were no schools, no paths 

to follow, no mentors, limited market, no acceptance, and no encouragement. Women artists 

were moving into a career field dominated by men, constructed by men, and controlled by men. 

What was good art, let alone what was viewed as a masterpiece, was defined from a male 

frame-of reference. As a female artist in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, talent 

was neither encouraged nor recognized. Even when recognition was truly earned, it was given 

grudgingly, and praise was generally oblique.     

In the course of perpetuating men’s control of art as in politics, exhibits and art history 

monographs were used to increase the prestige of individual male artists or particular schools. 

These were all means of generating myths surrounding particular artists and motifs. Acceptance 

of these myths would become a conscious or unconscious backdrop for future historians who 
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would not question the underlying institutional reasons behind the paucity of women artists 

before the early to mid-twentieth century. 

Institutionalized Denial of Equality 

What has been ascribed to certain male artists as genius was often a matter of 

upbringing – growing up in an art family or belonging to a certain social class. For example, 

fathers who transferred their art profession to their sons included Raphael, Bernini, and much 

later Picasso, Calder, Giacometti, and Wyeth – all art families. 
79

 Likewise, art required a full-

time concentration to develop an accomplished technique and motif, a dedication of time not 

available to upper-class males or women. The upper-class commissioned art, while middle class 

males painted and sculpted. 
80

 Postmodernism in the twentieth century uncovered the reality of 

men’s command over the genius of art. Broude and Garrard noted that postmodernism revealed 

the previously assumed universality of art and art history as the exclusive province of men. 

Feminist art and history helped… initiate postmodernism in America… (to 

identify) some of the most basic tenets of postmodernism: the understanding 

that gender is socially and not naturally constructed… the questioning of the 

cult of “genius” and “greatness” in Western art history; the awareness that 

behind the claim of “universality” lies an aggregate of particular standpoints 

and biases, leading in turn to an emphasis upon pluralist variety rather than 

totalizing unity… feminism had created a new theoretical position… of female 

experience…. In so doing, what had previously been considered universal in art 

to its actual essence: the position of male experience. 
81 

 

Nochlin also noted that art is not the “free, autonomous activity of a super-endowed 

individual, ‘influenced’ by previous artists…. (but rather, art works) occur in a social situation, 

are integral elements of this social structure, and are mediated and determined by specific and 

definable social institutions.” 
82

 The preclusion of women from art was “automatic, 

institutionally maintained discrimination against women,” a situation that caused an 

irretrievable void in women’s art before the end of the nineteenth century. 
83 

Deprived of 

encouragements, educational facilities and rewards, it is almost incredible that a certain 

percentage of women did persevere and seek a profession in the arts.” 
84    
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CHAPTER 5 

CONTEMPORARY MANIFESTATIONS OF PATRIARCHY 

Continuing Narratives that Devalue Women 

Through the early part of the 20
th
 century, patriarchal narratives played out primarily 

through what I like to refer to as the paintings, pulpits, and parlors of the prosperous strata of 

society. These were the images of women in prescribed and limiting roles. These were the 

sermons delivered from pulpits that reinforced the view of women as “handmaidens” of the 

Church and their husbands. These were the images of patriarchal households where men 

controlled and inherited all assets, dictated modes of behavior, and had final say on all family-

related decisions.  

Through the latter part of the 20
th
 and early 21

st
 centuries, most women worked outside 

of the home and earned increasing levels of education. Yet despite a more educated and 

interconnected society, narratives reinforcing the exploitation, belittling and devaluing of 

women continue in all aspects of society -- from medicine, business, government, academia, 

religion, and science to politics and many other careers. Seemingly dramatic changes in 

women’s broader participation in society are still limited by the cumulative dividends of men’s 

patriarchal privilege.   

Narratives ranging from comments about looks, intelligence, and fashion to 

management capability, emotional strength, family responsibilities and level of engagement all 

serve to impugn women’s capability and suitability to take on traditional male-dominated roles 

in society. More women than men attend colleges and graduate programs today but women are 

still widely presumed to be less capable than men. The narratives and rhetoric continue to 

reinforce the patriarchal privilege of men to the disadvantage of women. 
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Embedded Inequality and Structural Privilege 

 The oppression of women and the privilege of men go hand in hand; one cannot be 

sustained without the other. 
1
 Men’s privilege is enhanced because women are oppressed by the 

cumulative denial of their experience. 
2
 A world that centers attention on men results in a 

diminished image and voice for women. As discussed in the previous chapter, artistic and 

written representations of women have mirrored men’s view of women throughout history as 

the objects of control, property, desire, dominance, violence, subjugation, and diminishment. 

The denial of cumulative societal experience leaves women, in many ways, as devalued as they 

have been in the literary, art, religious, commercial, and governance narratives of men’s history.  

 Society’s resources and opportunities are distributed in a hierarchical, stratified manner 

by gender, providing men with the privilege of disproportionate access to those resources and 

opportunities. Male privilege refers to the social, economic, and political advantages that accrue 

to men solely on the basis of their sex. 
3 

A man's access to these benefits may also depend on 

other characteristics such as race, sexual orientation, and social class. Gender stratification 

becomes “reproduced and modified in key social institutions.”
 4, 5, 6

 These institutions “create 

gender difference and reproduce inequality” 
7
 -- the basis for male privilege.  

 Western society has been built and stratified on a “male privilege model” in which men 

have reinforced their status through their denigration of women, their treatment of women as 

men’s property, and their repudiation of women’s moral character and intellectual capabilities. 

Even at the highest levels of scientific achievement, women are still assumed to be less 

intelligent – How dare they presume to compete on an equal basis with men? These subtle 

effects of endemic sexism continue to permeate the very fabric of society. Not only is access to 

leadership advancement itself limiting for women, their very exclusion means that they do not 

have sufficient voice to influence the policies that would increase access and provide gender 

balance in the power centers of society.  
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 Men have enjoyed disproportionate privilege for so long that their privilege has been 

fully enculturated, their disproportionate advantage has become unconscious, and their exercise 

of privilege has become tolerated, if not accepted in society as normal. Men benefit from access 

and privilege by virtue of birth and societal constructions of gender. If men adhere to accepted 

male cultural standards and take advantage of options readily available to them by virtue of 

their gender, then men can more readily partake in the meritocracy benefit. A focus on 

individual merit “mask(s) the existence of systems of power,” conferring a measure of 

invisibility to the “mechanism that makes… oppression possible and efficient” and relegates 

oppression-derived privilege to a level of “what is normal in society.” 
8
 

 Male privilege has burdened many women with significant economic losses in terms of 

unequal pay, diminished opportunity relative to men, and limited job advancement. As I will 

discuss in greater detail throughout this chapter, women earn less than men on most economic 

levels, despite some women having achieved a measure of professional and workplace parity, as 

well as more women having surpassed men in college and graduate degrees over the past 

several decades. Exclusionary practices still favor male management advancement and, as a 

result, limit women’s full participation in professional and leadership positions that develop 

strategy, approve budgets, set policy, allocate resources, and oversee governance. Combined 

control over leadership selection and over the pool of candidates maintains and perpetuates 

male privilege.
 

Gender-selective meritocracy continues to reinforce male privilege. As I will also 

discuss in greater detail, the disparity between opportunities available to men and women in 

science, medicine, business, academia, finance and entertainment casts a clear shadow over the 

myth of American meritocracy. Male privilege confers a meritocratic environment primarily 

among males, particularly white males, without comparable access to opportunities for women 

(and minorities) to compete equally on the basis of merit. Even the disproportionate number of 
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advanced degrees conferred on women compared to their representation in senior leadership 

positions speaks clearly against the existence of meritocracy. 
 

Male privilege is nearly as invisible to men as the oppression is visible to women.   

Embedded male privilege robs women of their confidence, voice, and full expression of their 

humanity, furthering the “privileging of male experience and the ‘othering’ of female 

experience.” 
9 

The insidious nature of privilege is that society has come to accept a concept 

where men are held as “the human type; woman a sort of accompaniment and subordinate 

assistant.” 
10

 Our male-dominant culture is filled with images of men in control, demonstrating 

superior intelligence, dictating the narrative about women, flaunting authority, and exercising 

power that is used to elevate men and devalue women. 
11

  

Those with privilege can and usually do speak about those who do not have privilege. 

Some might even argue that a man of privilege like me should not be writing about the effects 

of patriarchy, misogyny, and violence against women. While I can certainly speak to the 

privilege part, I have no conscious everyday exposure to misogyny and violence against 

women. In a recent story of privilege and narrative concerning race, Lewis-Kraus wrote about 

the controversy surrounding the 2014 ethnographic biography On the Run of impoverished 

young black men subjected to mass incarceration from a West Philadelphia neighborhood 

written by Alice Goffman, a white Princeton-educated female sociology professor. 
12 

Who was 

she to write that narrative?  

Goffman was ridiculed for being a white woman chronicling the lives of black men: 

pushback ranged from being a “well-off, expensively educated” privileged white female 

researcher among poor black men, and candidly describing her own privilege, to being too 

directly immersed in the neighborhood activities and writing in a style some sociologists 

described as “swaggering adventurism.” 
13 

Goffman did, however, tell a needed story that 

evoked substantial attention. Several weeks following the Lewis-Kraus article, the NYT 
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Magazine published several letters from readers about the article, with one commenting that “if 

writers manage to shed light on what is fueling the horror show in our prisons, and in our 

criminal-justice system as it currently exists in many locales within our divided nation, they 

should be applauded and read, not demonized.” 
14

  

Between readers’ letters, a cartoon illustration by Tom Gauld, shown below in Figure 

5.1, depicted a Twitter comment by Dr. Kari Lerum, a specialist in social inequality at the 

University of Washington, which reflects a key issue in the debate.  

 

Figure 5.1. New York Times Magazine cartoon showing the inherent “rights” of 

privilege. 
15 

 

Privilege can certainly be and has been used to diminish the unprivileged, but privilege 

can also be used to shine an intense light on discriminatory issues relating to race and gender. 

The issue is less about the narrator and more about “How privilege speaks about the other.” The 

unspoken injustices perpetrated by men against women (and society against minorities), 

minimized by the justice system, and trivialized by society do not get redressed without 

continual mirrors held to society by both men and women for reflection and hopefully change. 
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As MacKinnon observed, male privilege dictates societal norms. Men can select how 

they use their embedded privilege, while women are generally placed in subordinate roles.  

Men’s physiology defines most sports, their health needs largely define 

insurance coverage, their socially designed biographies define workplace 

expectations and successful career patterns, their perspectives and concerns 

define quality in scholarship, their experiences and obsessions define merit, 

their military service defines citizenship, their presence defines family, 

their inability to get along with each other – their wars and rulerships – 

defines history, their image defines god, and their genitals define sex.  
16 

 

Men’s advantage in wealth, income, access, work, dignity, safety, health, justice, and 

quality of life define the compounded advantages of their privilege. Men recapitulate the 

conditions of their privilege in ways that encourage the use of “difference to include or exclude, 

credit or discredit, elevate or oppress, value or devalue. 
17

 Men even feel a sense of entitlement 

because they have enjoyed these privileges for so long; they identify with power as an integral 

component of manhood that confers an affirmative right to use power. 
18, 19

 Men have a measure 

of control over their lives not readily available to women; in essence, the privileged “set the 

conditions for the transmission and reproduction of their privilege.” 
20

  

Patriarchal Limitations in Science and Technology   

In the same way that men have historically defined women through religious texts, 

secular literature, paintings and sculptures, so too have men defined and limited women’s 

participation and acknowledgement at the highest levels of scientific, academic, and technology 

achievement. Professional women continue to suffer direct and indirect limitations or outright 

exclusion. Women are still excluded from the highest levels of science despite displaying clear 

capabilities to produce groundbreaking discoveries and lead research teams.  

The presumption that women are less intelligent, less committed, or cause distractions 

among male colleagues continues today at the highest level of scientific accomplishment, 

whether among Nobel laureates or university leadership. In his 1968 book The Double Helix, 
21 
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James D. Watson, winner of the Nobel Prize with Francis Crick and Maurice Wilkins for 

discovering the double helix structure of DNA, described Rosalind Franklin, who provided the 

definitive x-ray photograph at Kings College confirming the double helix structure of DNA, as 

an ill-fitting woman in a male-dominated world of high science. Franklin is shown in Figure 5.2 

on the following page serving afternoon coffee in an earlier research position at the Laboratoire 

Central des Services Chimiques de l'Etat in Paris. 
22 

Watson’s description of Franklin during her time at Kings College spoke volumes about 

men’s views of women in science and the environment in which female scientists were treated 

despite their contributions. 

By choice she (Franklin) did not emphasize her feminine qualities. . . There 

was never lipstick to contrast with her straight black hair, while at the age 

of thirty-one her dresses showed all the imagination of English blue-

stocking adolescents. So it was quite easy to imagine her as the product of 

an unsatisfied mother who unduly stressed the desirability of professional 

careers that could save bright girls from marriages to dull men. . . .  

Clearly Rosy (Rosalind) had to go or be put in her place. The former was 

obviously preferable because, given her belligerent moods, it would be very 

difficult for Maurice (Wilkins) to maintain a dominant position that would 

allow him to think unhindered about DNA. . .  the thought could not be 

avoided that the best home for a feminist was in another person’s lab. 
23 

Watson’s reference to unimaginative blue-stocking adolescents goes as far back as the 

mid-1700s derogatory description of intellectual women. Blue-stocking references had morphed 

into denunciations of professional and working women during the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth century suffrage movement. Apparently, nothing had really changed in men’s view 

of women’s role in science (or other professions) over the 50-70 years of the late suffrage 

movement and women achieving the right-to-vote in 1920. Furthermore, Watson’s reference to 

Rosalind Franklin as "Rosy", her demeaning nickname at King's College that colleagues used 

behind her back, was pejorative at best. 
24 
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Figure 5.2.  Rosalind Franklin serving afternoon coffee in the laboratory of Dr. 

Jacques Mering at the Laboratoire Central des Services Chimiques de l'Etat in 

Paris during her tenure from 1947-1950. 
25 

Franklin provided definitive evidence that led to the discovery of DNA structure, but 

her famous Photo 51 was shown to Watson without her knowledge or permission. Given the 

situation at King’s College, Franklin transferred to Birkbeck College and changed her focus to 

RNA, again using X-ray crystallography to study the structure of the tobacco mosaic virus 

(TMV), an RNA virus. Franklin published her first major results on TMV in a 1955 edition of 

Nature, in which she correctly described the structure of the virus particles despite being in 

direct contradiction to existing scientific understandings. 
26 

She and her colleagues published 

subsequent papers on spherical viruses, seminal work that led to further understanding of DNA 

and RNA interactions.  

Continuing her research on TMV and polio virus, Franklin’s team member Aaron Klug, 

later the principal beneficiary of her estate, went on to win the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacques_Mering
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RNA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tobacco_mosaic_virus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RNA_virus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virus
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1982. In 1956, Franklin fell ill and through multiple hospitalizations and convalescent periods 

resulting from cancer, spent time convalescing with family members and friends, notably with 

Francis Crick and his wife Odile, with whom she had developed a strong friendship. 
27 

Rosalind 

Franklin died in 1958 from ovarian cancer at the age of 38, ostensibly the result of X-ray 

radiation exposure from her work on DNA crystallography. 

Before and following the publication of The Double Helix in 1968, Watson created a 

firestorm of controversy over his description of Franklin and his dismissal of her role in 

discovering the double helix structure, despite the fact that her X-ray photo 51 provided the 

critical confirmation that Watson and Crick needed to analyze and describe the structure of 

DNA. In the subsequent edited version of The Double Helix, Watson commented that he and 

Crick appeared to at least nominally recognize the Franklin’s contribution.   

We came to appreciate her (Rosalind) personal honesty and generosity, 

realizing years too late the struggles that the intelligent woman faced to be 

accepted by a scientific world, which often regards women as mere diversions 

from serious thinking. Rosalind’s exemplary courage and integrity were 

apparent to all when, knowing she was mortally ill, she did not complain but 

continued working on a high level until a few weeks before her death. 
28

  

 

Had Franklin’s crucial role in elucidating DNA been acknowledged, she could have 

been a co-recipient of the Nobel Prize, but for the fact that Nobel prizes are limited to three 

recipients per category and are not awarded posthumously. Even when Watson, Crick and 

Wilkins “gave their Nobel addresses in 1962, only Wilkins uttered her (Franklin) name at all, 

mentioning her… (as having) made very valuable contributions to the X-ray analysis.” 
29

 

However, Franklin’s key role in ushering in modern genetics is finally being recognized. In 

recent homages to Franklin’s contribution to DNA discovery, King’s College London dedicated 

its new Franklin-Wilkins research building in 2000. In 2004, the Chicago Medical School was 

renamed the Rosalind Franklin University of Medicine and Science and in 2006, the Rosalind 

Franklin Society was established in New York to advance women in life sciences. 
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Continuing Limitations on Women’s Advancement  

Since the Nobel Prize was first awarded in 1901, only 43 of 826 Nobel laureates have 

been women, of which a mere 17 Nobel Prizes for science were awarded to women. 
30

 Even 

among the 2015 Nobel Prizes awarded in science or medicine, only one winner was a woman. A 

recent article in The Guardian covered a play titled “No Belles” staged at the Winnipeg Fringe 

Festival portraying the experiences of women Nobel Laureates and aspirants in navigating the 

recesses of men’s control of science. One portrayal featured Maria Goeppert Mayer (1963 

Nobel Prize in Physics) after being forced to move from university to university, told to “dumb 

down” her physics’ lectures, and then had her ultimate achievement headlined as “San Diego 

mother wins Nobel Prize.” Rita Levi-Montalcini (1986 Nobel Prize for the discovery of Nerve 

Growth Factor) cycled from village to village begging for fertilized chick embryo eggs. The 

play also portrayed the humiliation of Rosalind Franklin by her male counterparts. 
31

 

Two other women who were leading figures in groundbreaking DNA discoveries 

overcame major embedded obstacles against women in science and, in both cases, they had 

positive support from men. Barbara McClintock, a cytogeneticist, won the 1983 Nobel Prize in 

Physiology or Medicine for her discovery of the mechanisms for genetic recombination of corn 

maize during reproduction and linked various chromosome regions to physical traits. Dr. 

McClintock received her Ph.D. in botany at Cornell University and was encouraged to attend 

college by her physician father, despite concerns by her mother that sending her daughter to 

college would make her unmarriageable.  

After receiving her Ph.D., McClintock was not able to readily secure an academic 

appointment while her three male graduate colleagues secured top-notch positions. In 1941, she 

accepted a research position at the Carnegie Institution of Washington’s Department of Genetics 

at Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory (CSHL) and stayed there until her death in 1992.  Dr. 

McClintock went on to receive numerous other scientific awards, including election to the 
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National Academy of Sciences (only the third woman), as well as 13 honorary doctorates, 

including a Doctor of Humane Letters from Georgetown University. 
32

   

Evelyn M. Witkin, the Barbara McClintock Professor of Genetics emerita at Rutgers 

University, won the 2015 Lasker Award for Basic Medical Research for discoveries relating to 

DNA-damage response and the 2002 National Medal for Science for her work on DNA 

mutagenesis and DNA repair. Dr. Witkins’s training and subsequent research at Cold Spring 

Harbor Laboratory were encouraged by her male mentor at Columbia University – she was his 

first female graduate student – and by Dr. Vannevar Bush, head of the Carnegie Institute of 

Washington, who provided maternity leave and salary continuation following birth of her first 

child, enabling Witkin to continue her research career.  

Dr. Witkin was also supported by her husband, an experimental psychologist, who 

commuted four hours per day for 10 years to his job in Brooklyn. Witkin subsequently left Cold 

Spring Harbor Laboratory in 1955 for Downstate Medical Center in Brooklyn and Rutgers 

University to balance her work-life situation and repay her husband for his support of her 

research. Both women succeeded despite embedded biases from the established research 

community. 
33

   

Recognition of women at the top rungs of science (and most other professions) has still 

not advanced to a significant degree as one might presume upon cursory inspection. In 2005, at 

a Conference on Diversifying the Science and Engineering Workforce sponsored by the 

National Bureau of Economic Research, Dr. Lawrence H. Summers, then president of Harvard 

University, created a firestorm of controversy during a discussion on why women were 

underrepresented in tenured science and engineering positions at major universities. Summers 

postulated that men possessed a higher intrinsic aptitude for science and engineering than 

women, partially explainable by behavioral genetics, which he asserted as a reason for the 

disparity of men over women in high-powered science and engineering positions. Summers 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_Lasker_Award_for_Basic_Medical_Research
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Bureau_of_Economic_Research
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resigned from Harvard in 2006 from these comments following a no-confidence vote by 

Harvard faculty. 

Despite the Summers’ controversy, even ten years later Dr. Tim Hunt, a 2001 Nobel 

laureate in Physiology or Medicine, resigned in 2015 from the faculty of University College 

London over comments he made at the World Conference of Science Journalists in Seoul, 

Korea. Hunt proposed gender-segregated laboratories to avoid problems associated with 

“women who fall in love with you … and (cry) when you criticise them.” 
34, 35

 So, in a 

consistent pattern, men in power continued to assert their privilege and use it to reinforce their 

denigration of women as intellectually and emotionally unsuited for high level performance. 

Through all of these episodes and references over the course of 250 years, men have and still 

control the opportunity and narrative of women’s participation in academic and other 

professions.   

In academic medicine, women continue to experience limited advancement and unequal 

compensation. A 2014 study published in the Journal of the Royal Society of Medicine, showed 

that discriminatory practices and unconscious bias contribute to under-research in key areas of 

medicine that result in a high cost to patients and society. Only 15% of professors in UK 

medical schools are women, despite the fact that the majority of medical students today are 

women. 
36 

Based on their own biased observations, sexism may lead men to describe female 

doctors as “shrill, emotional, precious and soft” but, from my personal experience in the 

medical field, willing engagement is typical of female doctors and nurse practitioners with 

patients to hear their symptoms, understand their concerns, and express interest in their 

outcomes – an approach that favors empathetic engagement versus more traditional patient 

interactions.
37 
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In a 2006 Guardian article, Srivastava noted that a New England Journal of Medicine 

(NEJM) publication showed that women still lagged significantly when it came to senior 

authors on papers in peer reviewed journals and guest editors in the top six medical journals, in 

addition to facing resource and peer-review inequities. These inequities were in sharp contrast 

to the author’s observations about her boss as a dedicated medical doctor. 
38

 

I haven’t slept for two nights because my son is ill. I can’t think,” 

confessed my female boss before going on to supervise an entire ward 

round with tact, sensitivity and sheer aplomb. What stayed with me was her 

complete willingness to demonstrate vulnerability in a profession that 

prides itself on always being at the top of its game. 
 

 

Sexual harassment continues to negatively affect the professions and career satisfaction 

of female medical doctors. In a 2016 Medscape poll of physicians, Lowes reported that 71 

percent of female physicians had experienced sexual harassment during training or medical 

practice. Even in post-residency practice, 56 percent of female physicians reported experiencing 

sexual harassment. While rates of sexual harassment among physicians and trainees may vary 

from survey to survey due to differences among study cohorts and today’s broader definition of 

sexual harassment, such as another 2016 survey reported in the Journal of the American 

Medical Association (JAMA), even 30 percent of women in academic medicine reporting 

sexual harassment continues to be a high rate. The article further commented on a related 

interview with Dr. Kimberly Templeton, President of the American Medical Women’s 

Association (AMWA), that “women may feel vexed not only by sexual propositions and crude 

innuendo but also by comments reflecting traditional gender expectations.” 
39  

  

Sexism also continues to undermine career aspirations of female doctors and scientists. 

Dr. Claire Pomeroy, president of the prestigious Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation, describes 

instances of conscious and unconscious harassment and belittlement in the male dominated 

world of medical science that keeps many women from pursuing research careers. “It is a 

culture of exclusion and unconscious bias that leaves many women feeling demoralized, 
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marginalized and unsure.” According to Pomeroy, unconscious bias gets expressed on a daily 

basis as “microassaults,” those seemingly innocuous comments, insults, and sexist jokes that 

accumulate over time and “undermine confidence and ambition.” 
40

  

While the asymmetrical status of women in medicine and life science research may 

eventually change based on shifting medical school enrollment demographics, it remains quite 

difficult to change embedded practices. For example, life science doctorates awarded to women 

from 1969 to 2009 increased from 15 to 52 percent, yet only one-third of assistant professors, a 

fifth of full professors, 15 percent of medical school department chairs, and 16 percent of 

medical school deans were women in 2009. In fact, it wasn’t until 2007 that Dr. Nancy 

Andrews became the first female dean to lead a top ten U.S. academic medical center at Duke 

University. 
41

   

In the fields of astrophysics, physics and astronomy, approximately 20 percent of 

women ever achieve tenured status and only 15 percent of women become full professors. Urry 

describes an atmosphere of continuing discrimination against women scientists in terms of 

disparities in evaluation criteria and promotions as exemplified by lower levels of funding, 

recruitment, invited presentations, publication citations, hiring, and tenure. Women face 

obstacles that are “often invisible and usually unacknowledged.” Male scientists and engineers 

are described as genius and reliable, while their discoveries are revolutionary compared with 

women who are diminished by questioning their ability to succeed, their research as risky or 

pedestrian, and their commitment questionable. 
42

      

In a recent New York Times Opinion piece, Jahren noted that women in science are still 

underrepresented, despite gaining the majority of undergraduate and graduate degrees. Every 

year for the past thirty years, there have been more women in graduate programs than men; as 

of 2012, thirteen women for every ten men. Yet in graduate science, technology, engineering 

and math (STEM) programs, women are still significantly underrepresented and are often 
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discouraged from continuing graduate educations and careers in science due to isolation and 

intimidation. 
43

  

Women in science have suffered from long-established biases based on men’s privilege 

in academic training and scientific opportunities. Prior to 1969, a number of top U.S. research 

universities, including Yale University and The Johns Hopkins University, did not admit 

women undergraduates. 
44

 Even today, women are often presumed to not represent the best 

candidates for graduate training or for assistant professor positions. These embedded biases not 

only prevent women from full participation in science and technology, they limit the scope of 

human knowledge by not tapping the broader pool of human imagination and invention. 

Women’s talent pool is not a limiting resource, but rather lack of access and opportunity.     

The episodes above and my comments about them are not meant to imply that most 

men in power act misogynistically or want to inhibit women’s progress, but rather that the 

acculturation pattern of male privilege and assumed superior aptitude continues to dampen the 

prospects for women in science and engineering, as well as providing a plausible explanation 

for an overall rate of 35 percent women faculty across U.S. universities as compared with 20 

percent women faculty in science and engineering. The same patriarchal acculturation pattern 

also continues across multiple other professions. 
45

  

Exclusion from the Benefits of Scientific Discovery 

Not only have women been marginalized historically in the conduct of medical science, 

they have been excluded until recently from consideration as important subjects in medical 

research or as sufficiently different physiologically from men as to constitute distinct study 

cohorts. As Turna Ray described in Genome, only until recently have women been included as 

specific cohorts in clinical trials of new medications. 
46 

It was not until 2013 that the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) issued its first 

gender-specific safety warning for an approved medication, specifically advising female 
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insomnia sufferers to reduce doses of zolpidem (Ambien), citing slower rates of drug 

metabolism for the Ambien sleep aid in women. 
47

 This marked the first time that the FDA had 

ever issued a gender-specific label change with respect to dosing levels. In its warning, the FDA 

noted that female Ambien users involved in car accidents had as much as five times higher 

Ambien blood levels than men.  

Most medical training until the later part of the 20
th
 century focused on the prototypical 

40 year old white male, all but excluding consideration of gender and ethnicity. In 1977, women 

were formally excluded from clinical studies following nearly 4,000 cases of birth defects 

resulting from the use of thalidomide in pregnant women to manage morning sickness. Pregnant 

women were then excluded to avoid potential fetal adverse events and further excluded to avoid 

monthly hormone changes that might compromise the outcomes of clinical trials for new 

medications. 
48 

Substantial published research has now shown that age, gender and ethnicity are 

important factors in determining the genetic basis of response to medications, susceptibility to 

adverse drug events, familial inheritance of certain disorders, and the prognosis for patients 

suffering from certain diseases. Gender differences, not gender superiority or inferiority, clearly 

make a difference in disease susceptibility and response to treatment. 

In response to pressure from women’s advocacy groups, Congress passed the 1993 

Revitalization Act, requiring that all National Institutes of Health (NIH)-funded Phase 3 clinical 

trials (definitive studies for FDA approval of new medications) include women unless the 

experimental drugs were directed to medications for male disorders, such as prostate cancer. 

Despite these requirements, contraception or sterility remain mandatory inclusion criteria for 

women in many subsequent clinical drug studies. The FDA also issued new guidelines in 1993 

calling for inclusion of women in clinical drug trials to determine gender differences in response 

to new medications, guidelines that were further formalized by the FDA in 1998. However, 
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despite specific FDA guidelines, most clinical studies as of 2013 still did not report gender 

differences. 
 

Recent editorials in the journal Nature highlighted bias in medical research directed 

toward studying diseases and testing new medications preferentially in males. Moyer described 

multiple studies in which substantial gender differences were found in animal or human studies 

between males and females, including a 2006 Genome Research study that showed significant 

gene expression differences between male and female mice in liver, fat, and muscle tissue. 
49

 A 

2010 study in Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews showed that of 2,000 animal studies 

published in 2009, there was a considerable bias toward the use of male animals in eight of ten 

scientific disciplines, suggesting that scientists still considered gender a modulatory factor 

rather than an inherently major difference in physiological response. 
50

 
 

As recently as ten years ago, human clinical trials were heavily male-centric. A 2006 

study in the Journal of Women’s Health reported that women comprised fewer than 25 percent 

of 46 studies published in scientific journals in 2004. Furthermore, a 2008 study published in 

the Journal of the American College of Cardiology reported that only 10 to 40 percent of 

subjects in 19 clinical studies were women. 
51

 In many of these studies, a bias toward male 

subjects was used to reduce the effects of certain variables, such as women’s fluctuating 

menstrual cycles, therefore representing a more homogeneous study population than women. 

The NIH is only now developing new standards for conducting medical research. The 

NIH is developing policies that include both male and female cells, tissues, animals, and 

humans in preclinical animal studies and human clinical studies as part of a broader effort to 

investigate the differences that age, gender, and ethnicity play in patient outcomes from 

different treatments. FDA Commissioner Margaret Hamburg, who retired from the FDA in 

2015, recently pointed to the emerging science of pharmacogenomics as a means to understand 

how different subgroups of patients, including women and different ethnicities, respond to 
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healthcare interventions. The evolving area of precision medicine research, which analyzes how 

genetic differences influence individual patient’s response to medications, clearly shows that 

each patient is unique and that patients respond differently as a function of age, gender, 

ethnicity, diet, and environment. Women are different from men in both their susceptibility to 

disease and their response to treatment.           

Limited Participation in Information Technology, Finance and Art 

Recent news from the information technology industry also highlights gender disparity 

among employees of top tech companies in the San Francisco Bay area, where only 

approximately 12 percent of over 4,300 engineering jobs are filled by women. In a 2013 Forbes 

article, Cooper described an all too common Silicon Valley tech company culture that highlights 

and accentuates gendered personality traits among professional employees: women being 

empathetic, emotionally vulnerable, and good communicators as opposed to men who are good 

negotiators and decision-makers. 
52 

Reinforced male stereotypes tend to engender dominant group bonding, through such 

things as boys’ club or frat house antics, which can marginalize women and create a “lever that 

arms systemic inequality, and engraves, rather than challenges, rigid assumptions about race, 

class, and gender.” 
53

 Women at all levels in these environments are often treated with 

disrespect, snide remarks, or outright sexual harassment. A recent survey of 200 female Silicon 

Valley senior C-suite executives entitled “Elephant in the Valley” reported that 65 percent of 

women experienced unwanted sexual advances with 65 percent coming from superiors, 88 

percent had questions that should have been referred to them purposefully addressed to male 

peers, and 87 percent experienced demeaning comments from male colleagues. 
54  

Cultural images, narratives and workplace environments keep women from pursuing 

careers in computer science, engineering and mathematics, which are at odds with women’s 

scores on aptitude tests.  According to Eileen Pollack, who graduated with a degree in physics 
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but left the field, young women are avoiding computer science programs for fear of not fitting 

into the mostly male culture, perhaps partially explaining why women are four times less likely 

than men to major in science or engineering. 
55 

Continuing stereotypes of men’s and women’s capabilities and roles in society still 

portray men as more genetically gifted in science and engineering than women, reinforced by 

narratives and “portrayals of scientists as white or Asian male geeks… (and the) intense focus 

on start-up culture and male geniuses such as Steve Jobs and Bill Gates.” 
56  

Cheryan describes 

these gender narratives as precluding “an ambient sense of belonging” and fostering an 

environment that women will not fit easily into this traditionally male-privileged arena. 
57 

 Boys’ club culture, frat house antics, and exclusionary rhetoric have also plagued the 

prospects for women on Wall Street, the sweet spot of the U.S. finance industry. Wall Street has 

paid out hundreds of millions of dollars to settle gender inequality and harassment claims, but 

has yet to create gender neutral work environments. In addition, Sherry reports that female 

M.B.A. graduates from as recently as 5-9 years ago make anywhere from 20 to 40 percent less 

compensation than their male counterparts. Gender-based complaints are still, for the most part, 

adjudicated through mandatory in-house arbitrations that generally favor investment banks, 

limit harassment claims, and whistle-blower reports that could place more pressure for change 

within the Wall Street stock and bond trading community. As Sherry pointed out, women have a 

demographic advantage but men’s privilege still limits their opportunity. 

Women now receive the majority of college and graduate degrees, and we make 

the vast bulk of consumer decisions and purchases. Forty percent of American 

households with children under 18 have a woman as primary or sole 

breadwinner. For generations of women to do better, we must change the 

culture of institutions like Wall Street. 
58

  

 

Androcentrism still pervades the art world. In the “Arts, Briefly” section of a 2016 issue 

of the New York Times, Robin Pogrebin described in her article tiltled “Dean of Yale University 

School of Arts Steps Down” that Dean Robert Storr was being replaced by Marta Kuzma, 
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currently the vice chancellor and rector of the Royal Institute of Art in Stockholm, Sweden. Her 

appointment is particularly notable in the male dominated world of art education; Ms. Kuzma 

was the first woman to head Yale’s School of Art since it opened in 1869. 
59 

While this is a 

notable appointment for the Yale School of Art, women in senior positions across most 

professions continue to be underrepresented to the continuing benefit of men.    

Even when federal legislation is passed, for example, to provide “affirmative action” for 

women-owned businesses, the privileges provided to more established businesses managed by 

men still create impediments to equalizing opportunities for women. Calmes described a study 

published by the U.S. Commerce Department on federal contracts awarded across 600,000 

companies in 304 categories, of which 20 percent were women-owned companies. The results 

showed that the probability of women-owned companies receiving federal contracts were 20 

percent lower than similar non-women owned companies. The results further demonstrated that 

“even when controlling for characteristics such as firm size and age, women-owned businesses 

were less likely to win contracts than otherwise similar businesses not owned by women.” 
60 

Privilege afforded to men throughout industrial America continues to pay dividends and women 

continue to pay the price. 

In a 2016 study of 22,000 companies in 91 countries, Washington, D.C. based Peterson 

Institute for International Economics and audit firm EY reported that 60 percent of companies 

did not have a female board member, more than 50 percent had no female executives, and only 

5 percent had a female chief executive officer. Results from the same study showed that an 

increase from 0 to 30 percent of women in top management positions would yield a 15 percent 

increase in profitability. The conclusions pointed to the need to 1) increase the pool of school-

age girls with math and other aptitudes to fill the future pipeline and 2) improve male paternity 

leave policies as a means of spreading the child care burden and easing women’s return into 

their professional responsibilities. 
61
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Patriarchal dividends, control of management promotions and resources, tacit or 

deliberate exclusionary practices, or belittling attitudes about women can provide men with the 

rationale for continuing to put “women in their place” by limiting opportunities, direct control, 

or through more caustic acts of violence against women. The mere fact that empathy, emotional 

vulnerability, and good communication skills are viewed as lesser traits by tech professionals is, 

on any level, confirmation that gender bias attitudes and men’s privileging continue well into 

the early 21
st
 century.   

Imagery and Fashion Reinforcing Female Stereotypes 

In a different professional context of movies, fashion, and media, women continue to be 

affected by prescribed views of appearance and behavior. Women continue to feel the pressure 

to look, act, and present themselves in ways acceptable to a male view of the world and 

women’s role in it. In a 2015 New York Times article, Weiner describes the frustrations of 

focusing on her external appearance in preparing for an upcoming television appearance while, 

at the same time, telling her daughters that “some people would judge them on their 

appearances instead of their hearts… (but to) never lose sight of who they are, inside and out, 

and ignore the haters who saw them only as bodies, as objects, as things.” 
62 

Despite words of 

wisdom for her daughter, Weiner felt pressure to use Botox, hair coloring, and other cosmetic 

treatments, not just for her television appearance, but because every cellphone now provided the 

means to post, tweet, and retweet her images.  

 In yet another New York Times article entitled “Shoes That Put Women in Their Place,” 

Semmelhack described a similar theme of women being defined by their appearance and the 

fashions they wear to accentuate their looks and their place in the world. Despite the elegant 

gowns women wore to movie premieres at the 2015 Cannes Film Festival, some women were 

turned away for wearing flats and breaking an “unwritten red carpet dress code.” Some middle-

aged women in flats were turned away, suggesting that women’s power was directly associated 
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with youth and sex appeal, rather than accumulated accomplishments. Men of a certain age 

would almost always be considered distinguished. However, despite seemingly being a way to 

convey style and feminine allure, women’s fashion conveys power associated with their 

imagery rather than their accomplishments.  

The focus on high heel fashion solely for women began in the 18
th
 century as fashion 

moved toward somber, conservative clothes for men who were presumed to be more serious and 

proficient in reason, education, and politics compared to women’s more frivolous clothing 

(including high heels) that accentuated their “ditsy desirability… female vanity and 

deceitfulness.” Further into the 19
th
 century, antisuffragists cited women’s clothing as a claim to 

“female irrationality,” while pornography depicted “women stripped of their clothing with the 

exception of their shoes.” 
63

 The Cannes Film Festival situation reinforces a more modern 

notion of women since the 1980s that women need both acumen and desirability, an insinuation 

that “business acumen alone was not the reason for women’s success… (but a way for) 

professional women to manipulate people through… sex appeal.” 
64

 Well into the 21
st
 century, 

women’s role in society continues to be defined by a broad societal imagery of women based on 

accepted men’s views of women as objects rather than equals.  

Limitations in Film and Television Production 

At the same time that societal expectations and narratives around appearance and 

desirability define public-facing roles in movies, television, plays and other performing arts, 

women have not been able to break into the power and financial end of the business through 

management, production, and directorship roles. Dowd explains that openings for aspiring 

director, producer, and writer roles are almost exclusively reserved for “young guys in baseball 

caps who remind older guys of themselves.” 
65 

The embedded power structure of men in movies and television prevents young women 

from access to mentors, opportunities for building careers, and demonstrating abilities to take 
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on larger roles. According to a University of California study, women made up only 30 percent 

of “speaking or named characters in the top 100 grossing fictional films.” 
66 

Behind the gaze of 

the camera, women represented less than 2 percent of directors in the 100 top grossing films and 

according to a San Diego State University report, women represented 5 percent of 

cinematographers, 11 percent of screenwriters, 18 percent of film editors, and 19 percent of 

executive producers. 
67 

These rates of participation by women compare with approximately 10 

percent of executive officers in Silicon Valley, 16 percent of executive officers in S&P 100 

companies, and 20 percent in the U.S. House and Senate. 
68 

More disturbing than female exclusion from studio management and funding is men’s 

thinking behind movie selection. Male directors “caught up in their fantasy world, choose one 

beautiful actress over another simply because she has a hair color that fits their customized 

sexual daydream.” 
69 

Women writers and directors, such as Nora Ephron and Jill Soloway 

(creator of “Transparent”), “see storytelling for men by men that is always reinforcing the male 

gaze.” 
70 

Women continue to be wedged into “narrow, clichéd concepts.” Producer Shira Piven 

suggests that male producers proceed from the “view that women aren’t quite as interesting as 

men. That men have heroic lives, do heroic things, are (the) warriors in the world and that 

women have a certain set of rooms that they have to operate in.” 
71

 In commenting on the role of 

women in the film business, actress Angelica Houston likened male control of the movie 

business to the church where… “they don’t want us to be priests. They just want us to be 

obedient nuns.” Continuing barriers to progress for women include more action films targeting 

teenage boys, preference in foreign markets for male actors, and viewpoints that successful 

female-driven projects are mere “flukes.” 
72

  

Despite the embedded power of white men in the film industry, there are some signs of 

change. In January 2016, the governing board of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and 

Sciences voted unanimously to adopt changes to the 6,200 member Academy that would double 
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the number of women and minority members by 2020 through the replacement of older inactive 

members (i.e., inactive for 10 years) with younger and more diverse members. Today, about a 

third of the Academy’s 51 member governing board comprises women and Cheryl Boone 

Isaacs, the Academy’s president, is the only African American member. 
73

            

While there are some specific actions to increase diversity in the film industry, many 

industry observers suggest that the studio end of the business is not likely to change anytime 

soon, “Opportunities have been slower to come to female filmmakers, an imbalance that the 

academy’s proposed expansion is unlikely to fix.” For the foreseeable future, the future gaze 

will remain on women for their looks and sex appeal, the result of men’s continuing dominance 

and the acceptance of these societal norms by women.  

Weiner notes that the pressure for positive imagery among women has intensified in 

recent years. Social media images can now be “scrutinized and commented upon and invoked to 

dismiss you as jealous, overweight, bitter, sexually frustrated and, maybe, illogically, also a 

sexually promiscuous hag.” 
74 

Women’s looks continue to be the basis for how they are judged, 

how they are viewed by men and other women, whether or not they are credible, or whether 

they have the right “stuff” to lead, manage business and high tech operations, or govern 

politically.  

Societal Insensitivity to Violence Against Women 

A further glaring example of insensitivity to the problem of sexual violence included an 

advertisement in the 2015 Christmas holiday catalog of Bloomingdales, a Macy’s, Inc. 

subsidiary, which illustrated how common and desensitizing sexual exploitation advertisements 

have become.  The full page advertisement, shown in Figure 5.3 on the following page, depicts 

a young man with a leering glance toward a female model looking in the opposite direction with 

a caption between them reading “Spike your best friend’s eggnog when they’re not looking.” 
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Following an uproar that occurred on the web, Bloomingdale’s withdrew the ad with a 

contemporaneous apology. 

 

  

Figure 5.3. Bloomingdale’s 2015 Christmas catalog advertisement, withdrawn 

following consumer protests. 

 

The holiday advertisement, while insensitive and bordering on the flagrantly suggestive, 

is just one of multiple examples pointing to an environment in which we have become so inured 

to patterns of patriarchal behavior that can promote violence against women. Even holiday 

advertisements treat alcohol-induced nonconsensual sex in a cavalier manner, despite the fact 

that alcohol-facilitated rape remains one of the most common sexual assault crimes. 
75  

Societal insensitivity to sexual assault continues to reinforce male privilege – 

essentially a modern day expression of women as subject to men’s gaze, control, and obsession. 

The seeds of patriarchy sown so many centuries ago continue to thrive in broad landscapes of 

normality, so much so that the groves of “lax legal structures and social mores” continue to 

perpetuate weeds of sexual violence against women. Explicit expressions of situations that 

increase the risk of sexual assault in this country and elsewhere have become so common that 

they now seemingly run deep into the subconsciousness of society.   
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Overt Manifestations of Misogyny in Film and Music 

Overt expressions of either patriarchy or misogyny are still commonplace in modern 

American culture. Pop music and movie genres glorify sexual and other violence against 

women, their objectification, their treatment as property for men’s pleasure, and their role in 

raising men’s “masculinity status.” As an example, the August 2015 launch of box-office movie 

hit “Straight Outta Compton” grossed over $200 million in revenue through November 2015, 

making it number 18 in movie revenue for the prior 365 days.  

While the movie highlighted the success of a 1980s “gangsta rap” group N.W.A., led by 

rapper Dr. Dre from a poor black Los Angeles community, the movie failed to address the 

glorification of misogyny, violence, and crime embedded in rap lyrics that brought wealth and 

fame to the group. The lyrics were based heavily on “sadistic sex, misogyny, (and) gun 

violence”, even to the point of one song in the group’s early album supporting the rape of a 14 

year-old preacher’s daughter. The brutality of these and other lyrics pushed what Wall Street 

Journal contributor Jason Riley described as “vulgar nihilism that has poisoned urban America 

for decades and retarded upward mobility (in the black community).” 
76 

 

The movie was produced by two of the five original N.W.A. rappers, Dr. Dre and Ice 

Cube, but failed to mention their history of domestic abuse and glorification of violence against 

women. Even the film critics failed to acknowledge prior acts of violence and the recurring 

themes of violence against women. Vox.com writer Alex Abad-Santos did cover the missing 

misogynistic elements of the film, quoting Washington Post editor Jamilah Lemieux’s article: 

“In the wake of the movie’s success, it seems audiences across the country may cast aside 

N.W.A.’s potent brand of misogyny and focus only on the group’s willingness to speak plainly 

about their hated of police. Unfortunately, it seems they hated black women just as much.” 
77 

Kim Trent of the Detroit Free Press was further quoted as saying “You’d have to be in 

pretty deep denial to not recognize that sexism is an essential element of the group’s brand.” 
78
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Abad-Santos summed up the importance of the untold misogyny part of the Compton story in 

quite vivid tones. 

If hip-hop is about truth (inner city experience), then the truth for these men at 

this point in their lives was that women were, at best, disposable sex toys or, at 

worst, conniving traps… Not depicting the misogyny that these men are 

responsible for is essentially saying these women, especially black women, 

don’t matter. If we’re a society that sadly needs massive amounts of evidence 

of women being beaten or sexually assaulted to believe their stories, then 

Compton’s evasion of the issue again reaffirms a message that women are 

irrelevant. That’s its own kind of abuse. 
79  

  

While gangsta rap started out as frank celebrations of misogyny, delinquency and gang 

violence, this music genre has now become popular across many socioeconomic groups. As 

much as 60% of gangsta rap CDs are purchased by white suburban males. 
80 

Even black scholars 

such as Henry Louis Gates and Cornell West have described gangsta rap as expressions of black 

American tradition and culture. Gangsta rap is no longer controversial; it has gone mainstream, 

as exemplified by the popularity of the Compton expose. Popular rappers in 2015 continue to 

glorify misogyny, drug dealing, and gun violence. Urban and suburban youth across the GenY 

and Millennial age spectra listen to rap and other music as part of their cultural music 

appreciation.
 
Mainstream acceptance of misogynistic art forms and attitudes continues to 

reinforce patriarchal acculturation in the U.S. and other developed countries.   

Overt misogyny has also been increasing in the lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender 

(LGBT) communities. Despite changing attitudes toward more acceptance of varying ethnic and 

gender identities, including same sex couples, transgender, and other LGBT situations, what has 

also emerged is an increased understanding of a negative interrelationship of race and gender. In 

a New York Times article, Jennifer Finney Boylan, a transgender English professor at Barnard 

College, described the disproportionate murder rate of black transgendered women. As a white 

transgender female, she was unaware of either her “white privilege” or her earlier “male 

privilege” until the high murder rate of black transgender females began to receive broader 
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media coverage. While these murders are extreme examples of hatred, the murders nonetheless 

point to a continuing underbelly of homophobic attitudes among men – an ultimate betrayal of 

the code of masculinity – men adopting female persona or gender reassignment. 

Boylan described results of a 2012 National Transgender Discrimination Survey 

showing that transgender women, particularly transgender women of color, suffered higher 

levels of housing discrimination, employment bias, and suicides. A 2013 report from the 

National Coalition of Anti-Violence Programs (NCAVP) indicated that 72% of LGBT 

homicides were transgender women, of which two-thirds were transgender women of color. For 

Boylan, the harsh realities of discrimination do not always affect “people of privilege in this 

country, people who can find themselves insulated from injustice by dint of race or class or 

education or accident of birth.” 
81 

Implications of Continuing Patriarchal Narratives 

Women continue to be viewed through the lenses of men’s expectations, and being 

“assessed in a way that men are not” and will never likely be assessed. 
82 

Looks and appearance 

still too often govern women’s imagery, while virility, control, and power govern the privileged 

imagery of men. As Catherine K. MacKinnon, pointed out in her book, Women’s Lives, Men’s 

Laws, the women’s movement uncovered “injuries to one-half of the human race, formerly 

submerged from public view and excluded from legal systems (that) began to be recognized as 

political issues and legal claims.” 
83 

Discrimination of women had their roots in patriarchal 

societies, were made explicit in Christian writings and theology, turned virulent in the Middle 

Ages, further enhanced in literature, reinforced graphically in art, and ultimately found their 

way into our secular legal system, a pattern of discrimination so complete as to appear behind a 

veil of normalcy.  

 Whether the root cause of misogyny is societal, religious or runs deeper in the 

psychogenic recesses of men’s minds, the fact remains that misogyny exists and has wreaked 
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havoc with half of the human population throughout recorded history. Men’s pervasive ill-

treatment of women has had an incredible destabilizing effect on society, the accounting for 

which is probably beyond comprehension or calculation. The effects may be more pronounced 

in some developing societies, but they still linger in the most advanced societies that claim to be 

modern and enlightened. The issues that concern women disproportionately go further to the 

core of addressing global and moral issues that include disparities in fundamental beliefs, 

politically unstable societies, environmental disruptions, and resource imbalances.    

 The dehumanization of women, their inequality before the law, their lack of economic 

parity, and their limiting influence on the power centers of society continue women’s 

marginalization and contribute to societal acceptance of consistently high levels of violence 

against women. As I will discuss in the next chapter, men’s hidebound views of women from 

centuries past continue unabated in many parts of society. These views get transferred 

generationally through the patriarchal education of boys, and further reinforced by men through 

clubs, sports, and masculinized behavior, misogynistic and homophobic language, watching and 

reading about sports, violent movies, and alcohol. These behaviors tend to continue reinforcing 

the legitimacy of misogynistic attitudes and violence against women.  
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CHAPTER 6 

SOCIAL CONSTRUCTS THAT REINFORCE VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN  

Being stigmatized by sex is being marked by its meaning in a human life of loneliness 

and imperfection, where some pain is indelible.  

  Andrea Dworkin, Intercourse 

 

Oppression and Discriminatory Social Patterns    

In the exercise of power, men have co-opted religion, material goods, and women’s 

well-being to shape the outcome of history. Effectively half of the entire human population has 

been denied equal treatment with men. 
1 

Women were kept dependent on men financially and 

socially; the only discourses about women were developed by men. Art, literature, the 

performing arts, commerce and politics were largely the province of men. Descriptions of the 

very essence of women were viewed from the outward gaze of men. 
2
 
 

 Women continue to be devalued socially, their continuing secondary status in society, 

and the enduring systemic violence against women. 
3 

Gender discrimination can even be 

described as a “cultural ideology” that is embedded in the fabric of society in both symbolic and 

overt forms. Society’s resources – social, material and political – still remain distributed in a 

hierarchical manner by gender; males have disproportionately greater access to these resources.  

While women have made substantial progress in gender rights and achieving parity with 

men over the past 40 years, many episodes of women’s oppression and marginalization, - 

particularly sexual assault, battery and other acts of violence against women - remain 

unenforced and unadjudicated by the very group that mistreats women. According to 

MacKinnon, who has written extensively about women’s legal marginalization, “women’s 

exclusion from law and marginality within it does not make the law inactive in women’s 

subordination day to day… (women) are surrounded, defined, debased, and confined by the law.  

Their everyday lives are taken over by it. It swallows them up: their liberties, their children, 

their bodies, their community ties, what initiative and self-respect they had managed to salvage, 
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and sometimes their lives.” 
4 

Despite increasing participation of women in society, I agree with 

MacKinnon’s pointed commentary. Continuing high prevalence and limited prosecution of 

violence against women in the United States and globally limits both the progress and visibility 

women are making toward gender equality. 
 

MacKinnon further asserts that “equality is valued nearly everywhere but practiced 

almost nowhere… sex inequality is diverse empirically, ideologically… with some places far 

worse for women than others, but nowhere is sex equality achieved.” 
5
 If equal protection 

requires women to be “similarly situated,” then the “threshold for equal protection scrutiny – 

(merely) perpetuates social inequality.” 
6
 MacKinnon summarizes her views regarding the 

“similarly situated” underpinnings of equal protection for women in western society. 
7 

The subject (difference) and women is institutionalized, including in law, 

cumulatively and systematically shaping access to human dignity, respect, 

resources, physical security, credibility, membership in community, speech, 

and power. Composed of all its variations, the group women (have) a 

collective social history of disempowerment, exploitation, and 

subordination extending to the present, such that, in the words of the 

philosopher Richard Rorty, to be a woman ‘is not yet the name of a way of 

being human.’ 
8
   

 

The law remains complicit in covering or tolerating the violence against women who 

have been or will be victims of rape or attempted rape at least once in their lives, women who 

are victims of domestic violence, the denial of choice in the timing or manner of reproduction, 

the unenforcement of child support and other family justice matters -- and “in every act of 

violation or second-class citizenship” that defies the term civilized society. 
9 

Were women 

considered truly equal or had an equal political voice in society, these inequities could not and 

would not continue to exist. 

Women are controlled and treated unequally because they are women; because of their 

membership in a group defined by gender. Marginalization and sexual violation symbolize and 

actualize women’s subordinate social status to men. Women’s history is one of chronic 
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oppression, discrimination, domination, hegemony, violence, exclusion, intimidation and death. 

It is a long history with strong generational imprints, “limiting women’s access to human 

dignity, respect, resources, physical security, credibility, community, speech, and power.” 
10

  

Women’s exclusion from the conversation of history and life is de facto oppression. 

Deliberate and exclusionary oppression is the unwritten history of women, the deliberate 

limitation of women’s right to achieve their full measure of what it means to be human. Men 

oppress women because they can or because they ride the waves of men’s long privileged 

existence. The deliberate and privileged existence of men flow together in a seemingly endless 

stream of limitation, objectification, belittlement, exclusion, and too much violence.  

Men are not universally deliberate in their treatment of women, but nonetheless 

participate in the benefits. Joanna Russ points out in On Strike Against God that not all men are 

misogynistic, but it’s enough that she “sat down on the lawn and wept.” 
11

  

That not all men are piggy, only some; that not all men belittle me, only some; 

that not all men get mad if you won’t let them play Chivalry, only some; that 

not all men write books in which women are idiots, only most; that not all men 

rank on me, only some; … that not all men make obscene remarks to me in the 

street, only some; that not all men make more money than I do, only some; that 

not all men make more money than all women, only most; that not all men are 

rapists, only some; that not all men are promiscuous killers, only some; that not 

all men control Congress, the Presidency, the police, the army, industry, 

agriculture, law, science, medicine, architecture, and local government, only 

some. 
12

  

 

The embedded effects of sexism – legal, political, economic, physical, and 

psychological – continue to be felt throughout western society as the burdens of women and the 

privilege of men. Laws that purport to protect all citizens equally do not sufficiently protect 

women in reality, particularly from sexual violence, innuendo, and exclusionary practices. 

Sexual assault, physical violence and coercion continue to go unreported, unaccepted as real, or 

unenforced. Sexism is about power, control, and domination. 
13
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Systematic Overempowerment and Conferred Dominance 

The oppression of women and the privilege of men is a major issue because it “values 

and promotes dominance and control as ends in themselves.” 
14

 These are purposeful actions by 

men designed to reinforce the myth of women’s fragility and incapability and a means to 

reassert the unimportance and irrelevancy of women’s needs and desires.
15

 According to Allan 

Johnson, gender inequality runs so deep in society that it actually appears normal. A gender-

biased world is seen through a “thick ideology of images and ideas that mask the reality of 

gender inequality… (an ideology whose) purpose is to perpetuate the status quo by making it 

appear normal and legitimate.” 
16

 

The systematic overempowerment of men results in a “conferred dominance” over 

women and the privileging of men that has a generational compounding effect. 
17

 Women’s 

equality leaks through the pores of oppression, leaving behind a landscape where the oppressed 

and the oppressors appear in balanced harmony. Over time, women internalize oppressive 

attitudes and even promote them actively, contributing further to what Schacht refers to as the 

“patriarchal dividend.” 
18

 Oppression seems to be normal and stable because it limits women’s 

options, their confidence, their sense of opportunity, and their imaginations. 
19

   

 Melvin Konner, in his book Women After All, described a speech delivered by 

suffragette Elizabeth Cady Stanton calling for women’s right to vote, the same way that voting 

benefits were eventually extended to landless men, male immigrants, and black male slaves. 
20

 

In her speech, Stanton described male power as endemic destruction.  

… invading our homes, desecrating our altars, dividing those whom God has 

joined together, exalting the son over the mother who bore him, and 

subjugating, everywhere, moral power to brutal force… The male element is a 

destructive force, stern, selfish, aggrandizing, loving war, violence, conquest, 

acquisition, breeding in the material and moral world alike, discord, disorder, 

disease, and death… a record of blood and cruelty. 
21 
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 Stanton described society as a mere reflection of men and their power, “without any 

real influence by women,” to the point of controlling state, church, and home. 
22 

Konner further 

pointed out that “the weight of a thoroughly male-dominated human past continues to depress 

and intimidate women and how the peculiarly male viewpoint on relations between the sexes 

were distorted and still distorts every woman’s life every day.” 
23

  I believe that Stanton’s 

speech retains its descriptive relevance to this day. 

 When we ignore or trivialize the extent of violence against women that still permeates 

the fabric of society, we devalue the reality of women’s cumulative experience at the hands of 

violent, controlling men. Exposing the lies and ignorance of women’s denied experience is 

perhaps one of the single most important contributions made by twentieth century feminists, a 

contribution that started to bring into the open the tragic effects of misogyny and violence 

against women into the open. While the hard patina of oppression appears to have been cracked, 

the harsh underbelly of patriarchy and violence against women still remains intact. 

Contemporary manifestations of women’s “othering” remain because men benefit, their 

privileges continue, they are taught control, they are socialized to hyper-masculinity, and they 

retain their advantages.  

Inherited Archetypes of Presumed Power and Control 

As the archetypal leaders throughout history, men’s signature trait is strength – through 

force, wealth, skills, cunning, iconography, threats, symbols, and words – always couched in 

terms of competition, a battle, or other metaphors for contest. Leaders and their followers are 

organized in hierarchies and follow a chain-of-command. The language of leadership is 

militaristic, whether in business (e.g., victory over the competition), religion (e.g., warriors of 

our faith), or other sectors of society.  

Leadership traits are presumed to be masculine and described in strength-oriented terms 

such as aggressive, forceful, and authoritative. 
24

 Men are presumed to be leader-capable 
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because they have always controlled the military, geography, battlefields, goods and services, 

political agendas, domestic and foreign policies, and nearly every other aspect of society. Men’s 

control of competition and financial resources in business, academia, sports, media, science, 

medicine, technology, and government reinforce control as a defining male attribute.  

Women’s voices, on the other hand, are still heard as a supplement to men’s voices, 

rather than as a distinct refrain of their own alongside male leaders. Women lack the 

“presumption of competence,” which limits their ability to establish leadership credibility and 

subjects them to “more scrutiny and demanding requirements.” 
25

 Power looks natural on men, 

but calls for closer and special “scrutiny” of women. 
26

 Power is presumed among men; hardly 

ever among women. These presumptions and more demanding requirements continue to 

reinforce demeaning stereotypes of women and perpetuate the power privileges of men.   

Leadership is viewed as control and men retain control of most institutions and sectors 

of society. “Women remain dramatically underrepresented in formal leadership positions… 

(and) gender inequalities in leadership are pervasive.” 
27

 Leadership underrepresentation is 

women’s reality, not merely a perception. While some women have achieved local, national, 

and even international leadership positions, their ranks are still low and their overall influence 

remains barely palpable.  

Throughout history, patriarchal androcentric societies have been governed based on 

domination, violence, social injustice, and chronic wars. Global war, terrorism, poverty, and 

domestic violence continue to reinforce the reality of men’s dominance and the othering of 

women. Societies ranging from “preindustrial” and “prescientific,” to industrial and even high 

technology societies, view strength, dominance, control, and violence as social norms (or 

tolerated). 
28 

Women’s low representation in key political, business, academic, entertainment, 

medicine, research, engineering, high tech and other leadership positions continues to reinforce 

the embedded privilege available to men with similar backgrounds. 
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Homosocial Enactments of Power and Dominance 

Men’s lives are “structured around relationships of power and the differential access to 

power.” 
29

 Masculinity is played out on life’s stage as a competition, as an imagined or real 

battle. The rewards are measured in terms of personal and team achievements. Winning shows 

strength, losing denotes weakness. Contests are won through physical strength, aggression, 

intimidation, economic and political maneuvering, authority, denigrating behavior and 

language, perseverance, and individual excellence. The winners are rewarded with money, 

increased power, recognition, prestige, and acceptance by other men. 

Even “generational sensibilities” that currently allow men to be more emotionally-

expressive can confer a “superordinate status” on sensitive men over more traditional male 

phenotypes. 
30

 Sensibilities, however, do not change the power dynamics between men and 

women. Men are taught power, live power, assimilate power, work to retain power, appear 

powerful, and too often use violence to assert their power and control. While most men can 

learn to be more inclusive and sensitive, the embedded lessons of contest and the demeanor of 

masculinity are retained throughout life and passed on transgenerationally. 

Eisler suggests that the root of the problem lies in social systems that reinforce the 

association of masculinity with dominance, control and violence, while denigrating more 

feminine characteristics associated with caring, compassion, and nonviolence. Female 

“characteristics” have been systematically characterized as weak, undisciplined, trivial and non-

essential to the “proper” functioning of society – the difference between men’s work and 

women’s duties. 
31 

Kimmel describes masculinity viewed in terms of a man with power and of power as 

“hegemonic masculinity.” 
32

 Men’s power is used both over women and over other men. Men 

possess artifacts of power and display their power openly and in authoritative or menacing 

ways. Being a man means being in control, being authoritative, not appearing weak or 
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uncertain, not being emotional or sentimental, and certainly “not being a woman.” 
33

 The 

markers or currencies of manhood include wealth, power, status, women, connections, access, 

and bravado.
 

Kimmel further describes masculinity as a homosocial enactment in which men parade 

the “markers” of manhood for the scrutiny of other men, to avoid being humiliated in front of 

other men, and to raise their status in the eyes of other men. 
34

 Men act out against women in 

ways that are reinforced through homosocial enactments, whether by exclusion, trivializing 

treatment, innuendo, objectifying behavior, physical and sexual violence, or verbal abuse. 

Suzanne Pharr, in her book Homophobia: A Weapon of Sexism described how men use 

homophobic actions and rhetoric to “batter” and objectify women. 
35 

Many women say that verbal violence causes more harm than physical violence 

because it damages self-esteem so deeply. Women have not wanted to hear 

battered women say that verbal abuse was as hurtful as the physical abuse: to 

acknowledge that truth would be tantamount to acknowledging that virtually 

every woman is a battered woman. It is difficult to keep strong against being 

(called) a bitch, stupid, inferior.... It is especially difficult when individual 

assaults are backed up by a society that shows women in textbooks, 

advertising, TV programs, movies, etc., as debased, silly, inferior, and sexually 

objectified. 
36 

                                                                                                                    
 

Homophobia exists because men are expected to be viewed as the masculine male 

prototype. This includes acting manly and being attracted to women. If a man acts unmanly or is 

attracted to another man, he may be ostracized, tormented, and devalued. Conversely, sexism 

dictates that women’s main purpose is to serve and please men. Sexism requires that both 

genders act according to long established behavioral patterns – men to power and control, 

women to obedience and service. 

Generational Reinforcement of Masculinity and Patriarchy 

Boys learn the lessons of men’s actions at home, at school, and through friends. These 

“lessons” are reinforced through boys’ gender-oriented games and rituals, video games, sports, 

visual and other media that portray men’s power and women’s vulnerability and availability. In 
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the process of learning about power and assimilating privileges, boys too often become men 

who lose empathy, connection, nurturance, relationships, care and, in some cases, their 

conscience. 
37

 

Boys are taught away from empathy, which should come naturally to children. Boys are 

coached toward personal characteristics of “silence, solitude, and distrust.” 
38 

These 

characteristics are learned rather than being inherent human characteristics. For example, in a 

study conducted at the University of Chicago, in which 7-12 year old children were presented 

with images of intentionally inflicted pain, children in the study responded in ways that showed 

natural early social conditioning and moral behavior associated with care. 
39

 This and other 

studies suggest that men’s conditioning to power and control over women and other men would 

seem to come about through social conditioning, rather than any inherent human tendency. 
 

Boys are raised today to view and use competition and strength as their passage to 

masculinity and manhood. Kindlon and Thompson described the milieu in which boys are 

raised as “powerful influences that shape a culture of cruelty and perpetuate it.” 
40

 Manhood is a 

process of hardening boys to learn the ragged edge of competition, “a rite of passage that tests 

the mettle of a boy against the fire of cultural expectations.” Society’s culture of manhood can 

seemingly overwhelm the “most impressive qualities a boy can possess – their physical energy, 

boldness, curiosity, and action orientation – and distorts them into a punishing, dangerous 

definition of masculinity.”
 41

  

Boys become men in a series of male interactions and struggles, emphasizing contests, 

where toughness and winning are valued, and where feminine traits of tenderness, empathy, 

compassion, and emotional vulnerability are devalued. Kindlon and Thompson further suggest 

that “to be masculine means not feminine or (perhaps) even being antifeminine.” 
42

 Western 

cultures have historically assigned relationship work to women and, as a result, emotions are 

relegated to secondary consideration for men. Emotions are considered anti-masculine, the 
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opposite of power and control. Men, instead, learn languages and behaviors centered around 

control, criticism, and competition. 
43

 With maturity, “some men come down on the side of 

power, others on the side of intimacy, and many struggle in between.” 
44 

Boys learn aggression and lack of sensitivity in a culture of cruelty based on societal 

stereotypes, together with ways of acting and thinking that are scripted by their peer groups. 

Power, dominance, and insensitivity become modes of behavior that camouflage anxieties about 

fitting in with other boys and dealing with or avoiding rejection from girls. Boys’ learned 

macho behavior often leads to the othering of girls, a view of them as needing to be dominated, 

and available to be used or abused.  

Brown reported that boys are learning the miscues of sexual aggression at even earlier 

ages; sexual violence happens now more frequently in grammar school and high school, not just 

on college campuses. 
45 

A 2013 CDC survey reported that 10 percent of high school girls 

reported being raped, a number likely much larger considering the number of unreported rapes 

and sexual assaults. Nationwide, the prevalence of high school girls who were raped, physically 

assaulted or sexually assaulted while dating, ranged from 8% to 13%. 
46 

Multiple sociological and psychological studies have shown that sexual harassment and 

sexual violence are also increasing in middle schools, the result of boys’ miseducation to 

masculinity, increasing acceptance of sexual teasing by students, and dismissive attitudes by 

perpetrators, adults, and even the victims. Poteat and Espelage reported that among middle 

school boys, “homophobic content… (is) associated with aggression among peers… (and) is 

highly correlated with both relational and physical forms of aggression” 
47 

Increasing levels of 

tolerance, dismissiveness and
 
trivialization of sexually aggressive behavior by young teenagers 

continues to remain a problem across the U.S.  
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Risk Factors for Aggression and Violence  

Over 20 years ago, Stein reported that sexual assault by teenage boys was being treated 

as acceptable or inevitable and trivialized as a part of boys’ development process, while failing 

to deal adequately with verbal harassment and sexual assault provides the “training grounds for 

the insidious cycle of domestic violence.” 
48 

The fact that young teenagers are dismissive of 

unacceptable behavior is distressing because, as Espelage and De La Rue point out, “being 

dismissive of sexual harassment creates a heightened risk for being a later perpetrator of sexual 

violence.” 
49 

  While there are multiple risk factors for boys’ physical and sexual assaults, their 

motivation for aggression can be defensive rather than offensive, a “response to a perceived 

threat or a reaction to frustration and disappointment.” 
50 

Whether the aggression is motivated 

by parental neglect or abuse, harsh or critical treatment from parents or teachers, death or 

divorce in the family, community setting, cruel peer treatment, peer pressure, homophobic 

enactments, not being respected, or other major breach of trust during development, these harsh 

realities can lead boys to continuing aggression or violence through adolescence and early 

adulthood. 
51 

Boys who feel ashamed, rejected, inferior, or lack social status are often the ones who 

express the most aggression as a means to protect themselves. Boys whose shame turns to 

aggression and subsequently turns to violence use violence as a protective device, to secure an 

advantage, or because they lack proper childhood training or psychological resources to channel 

their anger and aggression away from violence. Kindlon describes these as “psychologically 

cornered individuals who use aggression to protect themselves.”  
52 

  

Boys receive multiple cues from family, friends, sports, and other contests that 

reinforce society’s expectations of masculinity. Sports, in particular, help form homosocial 

bonds that provide a language around which boys become men and men can connect with each 
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other. Sports represent a common language that codifies the essentials of manhood – strength, 

control, belonging, and competition. Sports, particularly aggressive male sports, provide an 

outlet for boys and men to view the rights of masculinity, to internalize the messages of 

aggression, and to reinforce men’s control and power over women and other men.  

Men use sports and male gatherings to reinforce their own masculine value and 

diminish any perceived control by women. Sports allow men to share a bond of masculinity 

viewed on a field of highly trained competition and internalized as their conquests and the 

unique accomplishments of their gender. Aggressive male sports provide “fertile breeding 

grounds for the abuse of women, especially sexual aggression,” reinforcing male sexual 

primacy and authority. 
53 

In a recent New York Times Opinion article, Almond describes sports 

as a particular way that men view the world and their role in it.
 

Sports represent an entire way of seeing the world – that beyond all the 

bromides about discipline and valor, beyond the dazzling feats of grace, sports 

remain our culture’s most pervasive and ruthless arbiter of masculinity… Men, 

as defined by our vast athletic industrial complex are aggressive, dominant, 

fearless and straight. That’s the uncompromising standard of manhood we 

worship every time we sit in the thrall of the ‘Sports Center’. 
54

  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Lessons of masculinity learned and socially reinforced through sports and other male 

settings, lead to men who “compete among themselves for dominance, status, and power.” 
55 

When boys are socialized on the fields of competition, their gaze becomes trained on winning, 

being bold, and assuming that their relative strength and presumed capabilities are the norm. 

What suffers in the process is a gaze toward empathy, care, trust, respect, thoughtfulness, and 

compassion.   

Boys learn the patriarchal gaze of men: a panoply of competitive behaviors directed 

toward dominance, status, and power. 
56 

Boys learn that they have to “talk about power, they 

have to talk about disrespecting women – they have to in order to display their strength.” 
57

 

While boys’ focus on strength, power, and competition is learned behavior, they also yearn for 
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emotional connections for which they often have little training or exposure. Where praise, 

encouragement, emotional connection and acceptance of vulnerability are lacking, the scars of 

emotional myopia can be deep and long lasting.” 
58 

Male Socialization as Emotional Miseducation 

The socialization of boys to power has been described by Kindlon and Thompson as 

“emotional miseducation,” 
59

 yet this is too benign a description for a process that has led 

generation after generation into war, oppression of women and other minorities, broken 

families, violence against women, and destroyed communities. Boys’ socialization to power has 

been more insidious, deliberate, accepted, and encouraged – a proactive process that I prefer to 

call mal-education designed to actively maintain patriarchal privilege.  

The social miseducation of boys becomes “amplified by a culture that supports 

emotional development for girls and discourages it for boys.” 
60 

I believe that many boys and 

men have been so mal-educated to power and control, and to the perquisites of power and 

control, that this cycle of reinforced privilege will not be broken without substantial external 

intervention by women themselves. Women frequently express complaints about the fact that 

men are often oblivious about the “hurt feelings or the emotional needs of others.” 
61 

Boys need 

to learn and respond to the emotional needs of others.
 

  Over time, the culture of masculinity can hollow out the very core of empathy and care 

that is essential for nurturing societies. Boys learn to be stoic in the face of competition from 

other boys – essentially how to navigate their evolving homosocial environment. Boys want to 

emulate heroic action figures because they want to be seen as strong and heroic. Kindlon and 

Thompson further describe boys’ routine exposure to “exaggerated images of stoic, violent, 

impossibly powerful supermen on movie, television, computer, and video screens… 

professional wrestlers, hockey ‘goons’, millionaire athletes… and angry, drug using, 
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misogynistic rock stars” as situations that train boys and adolescents away from values of care 

and empathy. 
62

 

Rather than suffer or admit to feelings of emotional isolation, fear of failure, shame, or 

sadness, boys’ emotions get masked under patinas of brashness. In reacting to unrequited 

emotional pressure, boys will often respond with “verbal or physical aggression.” 
63 

Boys want 

to be “big instead of small, to have power… instead of (being) a powerless child, and to be the 

arbiter of right and wrong rather than a negotiator or an observer.” 
64 

To avoid feeling powerless 

and controlled, boys often learn to become “confrontational or defiant.” 
65  

Men are further taught that empathy, interdependence, and compassion are liabilities, 

rather than human assets. 
66

 Men are taught power and they exert power. Men learn 

relationships in the context of power and struggle, extending through to their relationships with 

women. Bancroft describes men’s devaluing of women as the result of values learned 

throughout childhood.  

(Misogyny) has everything to do with values and beliefs. Where do a boy’s 

values about partner relationships come from?.. The most important ones 

include the family he grows up in, his neighborhood, the television he watches 

and the books he reads, jokes he hears, messages that he receives from the toys 

he is given, and his most influential adult role models. His role models are 

important not just for which behaviors they exhibit… but also for which values 

they teach him in words and what expectations they instill in him for the future. 

In sum, a boy’s values develop from the full range of his experiences within his 

culture. 
67

 

 

Many boys run through a “gauntlet of challenges” to their emotional development 

during childhood and adolescence. The gauntlet encompasses a range of pressures and 

disciplines designed to train and reinforce masculine behaviors. Kindlon and Thompson 

describe the range of pressures as harsh punishments, physical and verbal abuse, and threats of 

rejection, all designed to either “help make a man out of a boy” or perpetuate men’s own harsh 

unresolved boyhood experiences. Boys who have been subjected to abuse or harsh discipline 

often struggle with “shame, self-hatred, and anger,” which can turn into personality traits that 
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may not resolve with the passage of time. 
68 

Anger and poor emotional response can lead to 

future acts of violence against women who are acquaintances, friends, spouses, and partners.     

Men often seem to learn a narrow set of life’s skills, which leads to “emotional myopia 

(that) blurs emotional cues and makes boys (men) more likely to miss or misunderstand the 

meaning of others’ actions or words.” 
69

 Perhaps this is why control, cruelty and war continue to 

be the inevitable clarion calls of men’s lives; it is as though men’s “anger thunders across a 

universe of time and space.” 
70 

Emotional myopia can be learned through social cues, parental 

example, boyhood bullying, or through childhood abuse. Childhood sexual or physical abuse 

can have devastating effects as risk factors for violence in men or for depression and other 

mental disorders in women, which can be transferred genetically over multiple generations. I 

will discuss the risks and outcomes of child abuse further in Chapter 8 as a harbinger of male 

violence and women’s depression.  

Social Reinforcement of Adolescent and Adult Masculinity 

Kimmel describes the reinforcement of masculine precepts during adolescent and young 

adulthood as “Guyland” -- the ritualized space between the “dependency and lack of autonomy 

of boyhood and the sacrifice and responsibility of manhood.” 
71 

It is a space defined by gender 

polarization, crafted into defined modes of aggressive games and masculinized behavior, and 

reinforced through misogynistic and homophobic language. Guyland is what adolescent and 

young adult males do for fun: it is “drinking, sex, and video games… watching sports, reading 

about sports, listening to sports… television cartoons, reality shows, music videos, shoot-em up 

movies, sports… porn, pizza, and beer.” 
72

 Guyland reinforces actual or presumed male 

privileges, engendering a sense of entitlement designed to obscure feelings of male insecurity – 

Do I really fit in? Do I really act masculine enough? 

Guyland pervades the homosocial environments of college campuses, the military, 

police stations, firehouses, factories, construction companies, sports bars, pubs and taverns, 
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company sports leagues, and other traditional men’s work and social habitats. 
73 

Guy banter, 

homophobic and ethnic slurs, sexism and sports’ arguments are common to all of these male-

centric settings. Boys often transfer the impulsive, physical energy of childhood and 

adolescence for the “psychological boldness” and bravado of men’s homosocial conversations 

or activities – essentially preferences for “action over negotiation” and put-downs over 

emotions. 
74

 

These are the guy-centered enactments of young men that define Guyland, exacerbated 

by radical social and economic changes over the past several decades that have eroded men’s 

dominance through cultural homogenization and increasing competition from women. Staying 

steady in a crisis, gaining and maintaining status, demonstrating daring and aggression, 

encouraging sexual prowess, as well as never admitting weakness, showing emotions, or being 

perceived as effeminate are all key to men’s evaluation of each other’s masculinity and the 

mirror by which they judge themselves. 
75

 

Alongside radical social and economic shifts, there has been a recession of family, 

religion, and educational institutions over the past twenty years that had previously guided 

adolescent boys’ transition to young adults. Traditional guideposts of manhood including “being 

the head of household, having a steady job, and providing for the material needs of the family – 

are obsolete… where the racism and sexism that supported white male privilege for decades is 

taking hits left and right, where women are ‘everywhere they want to be,’ and affirmative action 

has provided at least some opportunities to minorities, the need for a ‘Band of Brothers’ feels 

stronger than ever.” 
76

 

Compounding the problem of traditional societal guideposts is a potentially broader 

issue of children “immersed in a culture of disrespect,” an orientation toward dismissive 

behavior that children learn from television, the internet, social media, and from one another. 
77 

It is a culture of reinforced disrespect for parents, teachers, and one another in which children 
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are not taught respectful skills of disagreement and self-respect by their parents, but are left to 

absorb self-protective skills from various external media and other children. Furthermore, the 

broad availability today of apocalyptic and warrior video games and movies reinforce the value 

of strength and violence as defining elements of men’s power in the world.   

The way to masculinity is now, more than ever, being coerced and reinforced by men 

over other men to maintain the benefits and privileges of manhood. Masculinity, in a portion of 

society, continues to be achieved by repudiation and dissociation with women and identification 

with men. In the process, more men may be losing some of the traditional, if not perfect, 

guideposts of manhood. 

Debilitating Consequences of Social Miseducation  

The social miseducation of boys and adolescents can lead to debilitating consequences 

for women. As described in Chapter 2, the lack of or miseducation of boys has led to a 

substantial increase in sexual assaults, rapes and attempted rapes on college and university 

campuses in the United States, with 1 in 4 college women victimized at some point during their 

education, with annual incidence rates of between 4 to 5 percent for rape or attempted rape of 

college women. 
78

 Krebs et al reported that nearly 1 in 5 college women experience attempted or 

completed sexual assault during college. 
79

 Risk factors for violence against college women 

include male peer support (discussed later in more detail), 
80 

alcohol and/or drug consumption, 
81 

hooking up, 
82 

and having experienced sexual assault prior to college. 
83  

College men who went out drinking two or more times per week and had friends who 

provided “peer support for both emotional and physical partner abuse” were nine times more 

likely to commit sexual assault. 
84 

Alcohol consumption within men’s groups also provide 

forums for conversations about women’s sexuality.” 
85

 Violence against women on college 

campuses are typically crimes of violence against women who are acquaintances or perhaps 
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even friends where there should be some measure of assumed safety. The opposite is true – 

perpetrators get away with their crimes and often do not even view their behavior as criminal.  

College students who rape and commit sexual assaults often do so with impunity. Boys’ 

and adolescents’ games of conquest can later turn into dangerous crimes of violence against 

women, essentially another sexual conquest, often alcohol-fueled, committed for men’s 

pleasure, machismo reputations, or because they are rarely held accountable. While as few as 2 

percent of sexual assaults are false allegations, victims are often blamed for being drunk, flirty, 

sexually active, inappropriately dressed, or other excuse to deflect blame from the perpetrator.  

Jon Krakauer, in Missoula, describes the unique, but unfortunately common, ordeal 

victims of college acquaintance rape or sexual assault face at the hands of law enforcement, the 

legal system, and the local community. 
86 

Missoula, Montana, the second largest city in 

Montana with 70,000 residents, experienced 80 reported rapes during a three-year period from 

2010-2012, an incidence consistent with rapes in other college towns of equivalent size. 
 

To further exacerbate the trauma for a victim of forcible rape, prosecutors accused a 

rape victim at the hands of a University of Montana junior of just wanting revenge and told the 

mother of a child raped by a teenager that “boys will be boys.” 
87 

Allison Huguet, who was a 

rape victim, spoke with eerie clarity and passion at the sentence reduction hearing of Beau 

Donaldson, convicted of her first degree rape. In testifying at the hearing, Allison described her 

ongoing pain from the rape experience.  

I don’t get to… reduce the pain I feel daily; or take away the flashbacks, 

nightmares, or anxiety; or to restore my sense of safety and security, or my trust 

in people.… I don’t get to reduce the life sentence he has forced on me. There 

is a reason why people say that rape is the worst crime a person can survive…. 

I have lost my sense of comfort with nearly every person I meet.… I am stuck 

living and remembering this feeling for the rest of my life. I am stuck with fear, 

anger, hurt, nervousness, and anxiety.  
88  

 

Coverage of the rapes in Montana portrayed themes of privilege, culpable ignorance, 

and impunity. Men controlled the parties, alcohol, and conditions that allowed them to prey on 
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young women with impunity. They threw the parties and they controlled the surroundings that 

enabled the violence to take place. Young women were in situations where they either knew 

their attackers for many years or presumed they were in situations with like-minded people 

whom they could trust. Even more disturbing was the fact that young men who rape do so 

“often without realizing that they are rapists” 
89 

– the result, I believe, of continuing social 

miseducation of boys into masculinized and disrespectful attitudes towards women.  

In a 2015 New York Times article commenting on Krakauer’s book, Kristof highlighted 

the fact that men’s impunity from prosecution for sexual violence against women only serves to 

reinforce that these are not considered crimes but mere misdemeanors or consensual events. 

Kristof noted that fighting the epidemic is to “prosecute aggressively, while recognizing that 

sexual encounters are often complex, ambiguous, fueled by alcohol… (and to have) blunt 

conversations among men and women alike about consent, alcohol, and the need for ‘bystander 

intervention’, (meaning) you don’t let a friend take advantage of someone.” 
90

   

Similarly, Alisson Wood described being raped by her boss at a diner where she worked 

as a server during college. Despite reporting the crime to the diner’s general manager and to the 

police, nothing happened. The company, the police, and the prosecutor all failed to follow 

through on the charges, minimizing the rape as either her word against his or presumed to be 

consensual. Alisson’s rape was trivialized but the aftermath of the crime has stayed with her 

ever since. 

My days (after) were broken up by panic attacks, flashbacks and startle 

responses. I took in loud gulps of air if I heard a door close behind me 

unexpectedly. My nights were paranoia and nightmares. I saw my rapist 

everywhere. Any physical touch by a man made my pulse race and my head 

spin.… Many years and hundreds of hours of therapy later, I have not been able 

to sustain a romantic relationship for more than a few months. I have trust 

issues. I still have nightmares. Sometimes I see my rapist for a second in the 

face of a stranger. I hate surprises. I hate scary movies. I can’t sleep without a 

night light. 
91 
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A more recent example of patriarchal privilege and sexual mal-education involved an 

18 year old high school senior, Owen Labrie, who was convicted of a felony and multiple 

misdemeanors for luring a 15 year old freshman girl into a ritualized graduation sex enactment 

at St. Paul’s High School, an exclusive private Concord New Hampshire college prep school. 

The victim described “isolating, suicidal thoughts and panic attacks that followed the assault” 

with further traumatizing episodes resulting from the trial itself. While the defense spoke about 

the young man’s intelligence, charisma, and popularity, the case ultimately pointed to the young 

man’s “attitude toward young women” and to the culture of sex as a game of conquest against 

women. 
92  

The light sentencing of Stanford University student Brock Turner in June 2016 for the 

sexual assault of an unconscious Stanford coed reinforce the views of violence against women 

as minor offenses and the privilege of men. Turner’s sentence is light compared to the life-long 

suffering of his victim. The all too common admonition that “boys will be boys” also provides 

excuses for patterns of behavior that classify women as possessions for conquest rather than 

persons to be respected as equals.   

Rape and Sexual Violence as Control, Dominance and Humiliation 

Acts of sexual violence and rape are not about sex, but about humiliation, intimidation, 

power, control, and violence. “Rape and other violence against women… are part of the 

structural violence women face throughout the world.
” 93

 These are not acts committed primarily 

by strangers, but mostly by men who are known to their victims, typically partners and 

acquaintances. In 2010, the United States reported the most rapes in the world and, when 

adjusted for differences in rates of reporting and marital rape exclusions, the population-

adjusted rates of rape were equivalent in the United States and India, despite the fact that India 

has four times the population as the United States. 
94
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What the Missoula, Wood, and New Hampshire rape narratives described, but did not 

deal with explicitly, was the fact that these young women knew their perpetrators. The young 

women were in situations with men where there was an expectation of safety or at least some 

level of propriety, and there was a presumed level of trust based on a shared experience at the 

same school or place of employment. Shared experiences in a common environment with like 

friends, acquaintances, or coworkers should confer a reasonable expectation of trust and safety. 

Blaming and stigmatizing sexual assault victims are also common minimizing experiences, 

further reinforcing women’s concerns about trust, safety, enforcement and public attitudes.   

As we will explore further in the next chapter, increasing levels of interpersonal 

relationships lead inherently to increasing levels of trust with commensurate decreases in 

feelings of vulnerability, or at the very least, a willingness to accept increasing levels of 

vulnerability. Betrayals of increasing levels of trust by acquaintances, friends and intimate 

partners against women have devastating consequences that last years, if not entire lifetimes.   

Need to Define Sexual Boundaries 

Hoffman described results from a New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) study 
95 

in 

which first year women at three Canadian colleges who “attended (four three-hour) sessions on 

assessing (sexual assault) risk, learning self-defense and defining personal sexual boundaries” 

showed a 60 percent lower risk of sexual assault. These young women had been taught 

originally to “be on guard against the stranger rapist,” reinforcing a common untrue view of 

sexual assault. Most of these young women were unaware that having sex with someone while 

mentally incapacitated through drugs or alcohol does not constitute consent, and that sexual 

assault without conscious consent is a crime. The article also pointed out that college women 

who had been assaulted previously were up to six times more likely to be revictimized than 

women who had not been assaulted previously. 
96 
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While the Canadian program demonstrated success in helping young women become 

aware of potentially risky situations and their own boundaries, it speaks volumes to the onus 

placed on potential victims rather than the perpetrators. Women are burdened by having to 

know their risks, prevent and defend against those risks and, when confronted with sexual 

violence, undergo invasive physical exams, testify and relive specific details of the assault itself, 

and suffer the indignities of being blamed for the circumstances and the crime itself.  

Some colleges and universities have begun to address the reality and fears that sexual 

assault victims have of questioning by police and campus officials, as well as potential negative 

social consequences among campus friends and acquaintances. To address these concerns, 

school-sponsored mobile apps, websites, and third-party mobile apps, such as Callisto by San 

Francisco software start-up Sexual Health Innovations, have been developed that allow assault 

victims to post details of their sexual assault anonymously online. 
97 

These mobile apps and 

websites provide victims with the means to document specific details following their assault, 

decide whether to press more formal charges at a later date, and to provide school officials with 

a means to track potential repeat offenders.  

Furthermore, Title IX (Education Amendments of 1972 together with subsequent 

amendments and court rulings) has substantially increased government oversight of sexual 

harassment and sexual violence complaints on college campuses, reviewing the facts of 

complaints, assisting college administrators in filing and assessing complaints, advising on 

possible criminal cases, and helping to bring about a change in the accountability culture in 

college campuses. 
98 

Considerable focus is now being directed by the U.S. Department of Education’s Office 

for Civil Rights to the problem of sexual violence on college campuses. At the present time, 106 

colleges and universities are being investigated for violations of the Title IX gender equality 

law; significant violations could lead to loss of federal funding. 
99

 Colleges are also taking more 
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proactive steps with incoming freshman to help these students understand the concept and 

impact of “microaggressions” and behaviors that constitute sexual consent and conditions of 

“nonconsensual sexual behavior,” all contributing to advances in reducing violence. 
100

 

Sexual assault and crimes against women, whether on college campuses or other 

familiar settings, have been a part of women’s reality for millennia, and their reality has not 

diminished. Violent actions against women are all crimes that women face alone, both during 

the assaults and for years thereafter. Their pain is not our pain. As French points out “…denial 

takes the shape of attempts to explain the assault(s) in ways that leaves the observers’ world 

view unscathed. Even those who are able to acknowledge the existence of violence try to protect 

themselves from the realization that the world in which it occurs is their world and so they find 

it hard to identify with the victim…. We are not taught to empathize with victims.” 
101 

Despite affirmative consent codes and laws for sex violations in approximately a 

quarter of all states, even these laws have the potential for being enforced selectively. 
102

 By 

ignoring or victim-blaming violence against women and its consequences, our collective 

responsibility is diminished. We become removed from the offenses and the ensuing damage 

that women face perhaps, in part, because crimes of violence against women are so prevalent.  

Backlog of Evidence Diminishing the Reality of Rape 

Law enforcement attitudes, inadequate training, and failure to evaluate evidence further 

perpetuate “hidebound stereotypes and invidious misconceptions about rape victims to 

undermine the effectiveness of sexual-assault investigations.” 
103

 Many women do not report 

rape for fear of retaliation, overcoming preconceived notions about consent, and dealing with 

dismissive attitudes from law enforcement and prosecutors.  

Women who do report rapes and go through invasive medical examinations and police 

questioning, should be able to feel confident that their physical and verbal evidence will provide 
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essential proof of the crime, yet the very evidence to identify their attacker remains 

unprocessed.  

When the victim reports the assault to the police, a hospital or rape crisis center, 

a doctor or nurse will photograph, swab and conduct an invasive and exhaustive 

examination of the victim’s entire body for DNA evidence left behind by the 

attacker – a process that takes four to six hours to complete…. DNA evidence 

contained inside rape kits can be an incredibly powerful tool to… identify an 

unknown assailant… confirm the presence of a known suspect… (and) affirm 

the survivor's account of the attack and discredit the suspect. 
104 

 

Even in those cases where rape kits could provide essential physical evidence, victims do not 

often achieve the justice that they deserve. In 2014, the New Republic reported a backlog of 

400,000 unprocessed rape kits in police jurisdictions or crime labs across the United States, 

ostensibly because local jurisdictions did not have sufficient budget to process them, citing a 

cost of $500-$1,500 to process each rape kit.  

The New Republic article followed a 2004 U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) study that 

reported over 200,000 unprocessed rape and murder kits across the United States. Five years 

later, DOJ reported that DNA evidence from over 30,000 unsolved rape and murder cases were 

never even submitted to a crime lab for analysis. 
105 

Clearing the backlog would take hundreds 

of millions of dollars to process the remaining rape kits for further investigation and prosecution 

of perpetrators. Yet where backlogs have been reduced, multiple arrests for rapes have 

followed. For example, after New York City processed its 2001 backlog of 17,000 rape kits, 

arrest rates climbed from 40-70%.  

Similarly, in Ohio 58 arrests resulted from processing 4,000 rape kits and in Detroit, 

processing just 10% of 11,000 rape kits led to identifying 46 serial rapists. 
106 

Funding aside, 

unprocessed rape kits have resulted from a longstanding cultural failure to recognize rape and 

sexual abuse as crimes. 
107

 Stereotypical views of women as complicit, consensual, or revenge 

seeking continue to inform legal views of violence against women as unprosecutable or of a 

more minor consequence than the reality.  
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Women, Violence and the Law 

Western laws that purport to protect all citizens equally do not protect women equally 

in reality, particularly from sexual violence. Sexual assault and domestic violence continue to 

go unreported, unaccepted as real, or unenforced. The real episodes of women’s oppression and 

marginalization remain unwritten, practiced in private, out of sight of society -- unenforced and 

unadjudicated by the very group that mistreats women. Women are raped, abused and battered 

in private on a scale that defies the term “civilized society.” The law does not intrude on the 

private where most atrocities against women are committed. 
“
Sexually abused women tend to 

know with real clarity that sexual abuse has everything to do with being women.”  
108

 

As long as male power in private remains men’s absolute guarantee of liberty, women 

will be subjected to sexual violence and their recourse remains compromised. 
109 

Equal 

protection under the law for rape is an unrealizable outcome for many women, if not an 

“outright crime in theory” only. “Rape, from women’s point of view, is not prohibited; it is 

regulated.” 
110

 It is a system designed by men to protect men when they assert their ownership 

rights over women.  

Most rape victims view the formal social mechanisms of justice as closed to 

them, and they choose not to make any official report or complaint… Less that 

one rape in ten is reported to police. Only 1 percent of rapes are ultimately 

resolved by arrest and conviction of the offender. Thus, the most common 

trauma of women remains confined to the sphere of private life, without formal 

recognition or restitution from the community.  
111

   

 

The abuses that women face on a daily basis are failures of law and morality even when 

laws are in place to seemingly protect women from the very atrocities that they face. “The law 

that purports to address them (atrocities), like the law of sexual assault, does not reflect the 

realities or, like the law of domestic violence, is not enforced.” 
112

 The laws against rape and 

battering may exist in principle, but are often neglected in fact. For victims of violence, the 

home is a prison where many women wait to be punished.  
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 When trust is shattered by sexual and domestic violence, it takes time, support, 

intervention, and compassion to rebuild shattered self-confidence. “Damages to trust, or the 

absence of trust where it should be, call out for assurance that we share norms, assurance that 

we can rely on each other.” 
113

 However, trustful reassurance is lacking when the very 

institutions of society designed to protect women contribute to reinforcing their trauma and 

humiliation by trivializing the crime, or assuming the victim’s incredulity. “Serious wrongdoing 

requires acknowledgment and assurance, rather than indifference, denial, or abandonment... 

Failures… to acknowledge the fact of the wrongdoing and injury, and to confirm the victim’s 

deservingness of repair, are themselves additional injuries to trust and hope.” 
114

 

 Failure to provide trustful reassurance is in essence “abandonment,” which can lead to 

resignation or “normative surrender.” 
115

 Equally treacherous, however, is being treated with 

“normative indifference,” a non-caring attitude that trivializes, tolerates, and perpetuates violent 

crimes against women. The failure to reassure following traumatic gender-based assault can be 

psychologically devastating, a re-violation of trust, and a further assault on hope. 

It can be unendurable… to be ignored, to be denied credibility, or to run up 

against the fact that others, including those institutions empowered to deal with 

crime and violence, do not seem to care about one’s experience of violation and 

its consequences. 
116

 

The Role of Male Peer Support 

Studies conducted by DeKeseredy and Schwartz over the past 25 years have 

demonstrated repeatedly that acts of violence against women involve multiple “male behaviors 

that include sexual assault, physical violence, psychological abuse, economic blackmail or 

denying them money even if they earn wages, harm to animals or possessions to which they 

have strong attachments, or stalking behavior.” 
117

 These malevolent behaviors often involve 

“male peer support,” which encourages belittling behavior and reinforces acceptance of abuse 

of women. Male peer support is one of the most significant contemporary determinants of 

misogyny and violence against women.  
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Men who commit acts of violence against women, for the most part, have not been 

arrested or convicted for other forms of violence or for violence other than against current or 

former partners. Violent, abusive men are “less pathological than expected” 
118 

or assumed, and 

only a relatively small minority of men suffer from personality or other mental disorders. 

Rather, perpetrators of violence against women copy and rationalize abusive behavior through 

other like-minded men, extensively through male attachments and resources that “encourage 

and legitim(ize) woman abuse.” 
119 

Peer support occurs in a broad array of settings, ranging 

from bars, sports, and rural gatherings to public housing, fraternities, military, and college 

campuses. Multiple internet websites and cyber pornography also provide ample opportunities 

for triggering acts of violence against women. These acts of men’s violence are directed toward 

women out-of-site and in private settings.  

DeKeseredy and Schwartz conclude that “certain all-male peer groups encourage, 

justify, and support the abuse of women by their members” and that male peer support accounts 

for a substantial portion of violence against women in North America. 
120

 These are men’s 

homosocial gatherings that provide group members with examples and a vocabulary that 

promote acceptance and normalization of abuse. Violent men learn a vocabulary that allows 

them to justify their actions as a normal part of their interactions with women. 
121

                                                                                                                                                          

According to Maier and Bergen, violence against women resulting from male peer support rests 

on “normalization and acceptance of gender inequality and the recognition that ‘real’ men are 

superior to women and naturally have authority over them.” 
122 

A study by DeKeseredy of 308 college age males found that a key predictor of dating 

abuse comes from male friends who encourage sexual abuse under circumstances such as sexual 

rejection or challenges to male authority. 
123 

A 1992 Canadian National Survey of 1,835 women 

and 1,307 men also concluded that patriarchal attitudes and “having male friends who verbally 
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encourage abuse under certain situations is a key determinant of sexual, physical, and 

psychological variants of woman abuse.” 
124

 

Expressions of male peer support, including values, beliefs and actions, operate within 

broader patriarchal constructs. 
125 

Dobash and Dobash described a patriarchal system comprised 

of a structural hierarchical element that allows men to maintain broad overall power, leadership 

and privilege, together with an ideological component that creates and reinforces men’s 

dominance and general societal acceptance. 
126 

Given the long and consistent history of men’s 

attitudes that emphasize power and control over women, I believe that patriarchal social 

constructs represent the leading risk factor for violence against women, agreeing with authors, 

such as Yllö, who emphasize sociocultural models in which men are socialized and assume tacit 

permission to commit acts of intimate partner violence. 
127

 Other authors emphasize 

contributing social learning factors, such as witnessing intrafamily violence; 
128 

cognitive 

behavioral factors, including hostility attribution, lower levels of decision making, positive or 

less negative views of interpersonal violence; 
129

 higher levels of psychopathology, especially 

depressive disorders, anxiety, and non-affective psychotic disorders, which factors will be 

examined further in Chapter 8. 
130

     

Within the broad social patriarchy structure, familial patriarchy confers upon men the 

power and privileges within acquaintance, domestic and intimate partner settings, the very 

settings where most violence against women occurs. 
131

 Hunnicutt further describes the multi-

tiered patriarchal system within which male peer support still functions today, stating that 

“micro- and macro-patriarchal systems exist symbiotically. Interpersonal dynamics are nested 

within the macro-level gender order.” 
132  

Acts of violence against women also continue to be trivialized – whether by law 

enforcement, criminal justice, sociologists, male peer groups, broader society, or even family 

members. Many individuals still believe that sexual, physical or other acts of violence against 
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women are only crimes if there is sufficient injury to require emergency medical attention, 

where there are sexual assaults resulting in penetration, or where there are physical injuries 

requiring wound closure, sometimes referred to by sociologists as the “stitch rule.” 
133  

Within male support groups, violence against women is also tolerated and tacitly 

encouraged through a “wall of silence” that protects men, supports and tolerates abuse, provides 

a semblance of legitimacy, and indirectly encourages assaults against women.  Male reference 

groups can also provide a guide as to frequency and the nature of sex. Furthermore, reference 

group standards promote frequent and dominant sex acts; group members can either seek to 

meet those standards or act out violently if they feel inadequate to meet reference standards. 
134

 

Having male friends who encourage abuse, directly or indirectly, or spending large amounts of 

time with male friends are key determinants of physical, sexual and psychological violence 

against women. 
135 

Many acts of violence against women are not outwardly physical, but involve 

psychological or emotional abuse, basically acts of coercive control. Men who exercise coercive 

control over women use “microregulation” on a recurring basis to control women’s activities, 

restrict access to friends and family, threaten harm to children, and employ constant ridicule and 

criticism. 
136

 The goal of coercive control is to restrict women’s personal freedom through a 

variety of microregulatory tactics, including demanding performance of specific tasks, 

conducting daily reviews, and employing disapproving looks, criticisms, and other ongoing 

manipulations. 
137

 

Whether physical, sexual, psychological, or coercive, these are all acts of control used 

by men to exert power over women. The constellation of harms perpetrated by men over women 

can be both physically and psychologically harmful, where the latter can be more harmful and 

longer lasting than physical abuse. Follingstad et al reported that 72 percent of abused women 

described the effects of psychological abuse as more harmful than physical abuse. 
138
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Male peer support groups also influence perpetrators of violence against women in 

marriage and intimate relationships. Bowker found that the more contact men who physically 

and sexually abused women in intimate relationships had with other men, the more severe and 

frequent were the assaults. As with other types of reference group pressures, men in intimate 

relationships respond to what Bowker describes as “standards of gratification,” essentially those 

reference standards that dictate patterns of dominance over spouses, partners, and children. 
139

 

These are often learned childhood behaviors that expose boys to patterns of behavior in which 

men dominate or abuse spouses and children – training that reinforces men’s role as dominant 

head of the household. 
140 

Homosocial patriarchal networks cut across all economic, class, 

religion, ethnic and occupational groups – men become socialized to roles of patriarchal control 

and the use of violence against women. 
 
   

Broadly encompassing definitions of violence against women are needed because 

women are frequently victims of multiple types of violent assaults, ranging from sexual assault, 

physical violence, psychological abuse, intimidation, isolation, economic blackmail, property 

destruction, humiliation, child and pet abuse, stalking and other behaviors. DeKeseredy and 

Schwartz conducted an Ohio study in which 80 percent of women were victims of two or more 

forms of abuse. 
141 

These are what I prefer to call “continuums of violent crimes” that can ebb 

and flow over time to terrorize, punish, and humiliate women -- all committed by men for 

power and control. As Evan Stark commented a decade ago, he has “never encountered a case 

of coercive control with a female perpetrator and a male victim.” 
142 

 

In most cultures, most of the time, all men, most men, or at least a great many 

men receive male peer support for victimization of females. Friends, jokes, 

asides, videos, movies, books, and other print material, helpful relatives, local 

leaders, teachers, and representatives of the government such as police and 

soldiers are constantly giving out such messages, and all men receive them 

more or less. 
143
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Circumstances where male peer support leads to abuse of women appear ubiquitous 

given the prevalence of violence against women. Patriarchy and privilege lead to de facto 

dominance and peer-supported physical and mental violence. The sources that reinforce male 

patriarchy and abuse are plentiful: school, parents, games, sports, male peer groups, clubs, and 

other places where men congregate and experience homosocial enactments that perpetuate the 

burden of women, whether individually or societally. 

Duluth Model of Domestic Abuse 

Published studies in sociology and psychology spanning the past 30-40 years have 

sought to understand, explain, and propose solutions to various aspects of violence against 

women, ranging from the physically and sexually violent to the psychological and coercive. A 

pioneer in integrating the continuum of violent behaviors, Dr. Ellen Spence used her training in 

sociology to co-found the Duluth Abuse Intervention Project (DAIP) and in 1984 developed 

what is referred to as the Duluth Model for intervention in domestic violence cases. 
144 

The 

Duluth Model uses an inter-agency collaboration approach to involve shelters, police, legal, 

judicial, advocacy, and batterers in bringing about behavioral changes. The Duluth Model 

helped to effectively change the paradigm of domestic violence away from victim blaming to 

focusing on the broad range of perpetrator behaviors that constitute violence against women, 

recognize their commonality, and intervene to change perpetrators’ behavior. 
145 

A key element of the Duluth Model is contained in the Power and Control Wheel, 

which incorporates a broad array of abusive behaviors that men use against women as compared 

to historical approaches that treated abusive acts as merely isolated incidents or blamed women 

for the abuse. The Wheel came about as a result of extensive discussions with women who 

survived the terror and experience of violence. The Power and Control Wheel defines the power 

imbalances in male-female relationships, integrates violent behaviors that “undermine (a) 
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victim’s ability to act autonomously,” and highlights the fact that “each abusive act (of 

violence) is backed by intent.” 
146

 

As discussed previously, violence against women is motivated by power and control. 

Power and control are at the center of the Power and Control Wheel, with various behaviors and 

tactics forming the spokes of the wheel, and physical/sexual violence forming the rim of the 

wheel. Whether abuse patterns incorporate multiple forms of sexual, physical, or psychological 

violence, these are conscious, deliberate tactics designed to diminish, incapacitate, or destroy 

women’s self- confidence, sociability, trust, freedom, and a hopeful future.  

While the Duluth Model describes the continuum of violent behaviors as contributing to 

an outer rim of sexual and physical violence on the Power and Control Wheel, the 

overwhelming significance of non-physical intimidating behaviors and coercive control cannot 

be underemphasized. As I presented earlier, psychological and coercive violence can have even 

more hurtful and lasting traumatic effects than physical or sexual violence. In a modification of 

the Duluth Power and Control Wheel, shown in Figure 6.1 on the following page, I have further 

incorporated coercive control as a major element in the outer ring of the circle along with sexual 

violence and physical violence in order to place more significant emphasis on coercive control, 

which is 3-5 times more prevalent than violent physical attacks and now accounts for more than 

50 percent of women seeking help for domestic abuse. 
147

  

The inner spokes of the modified power and control wheel speak to the behaviors that I 

believe are common to each area of physical, sexual and psychological violence. Physical 

violence based on intimidation, control and abuse covers a range of behaviors including hitting, 

bruising, shoving, slapping, violent gestures, threats of physical violence (including children 

and pets), and asserting absolute control over the household and daily activities. Sexual violence 

involves direct sexual hostility in the form of ongoing sexual pressure, threats, innuendos, 

belittling remarks, and unwanted gestures/touches. Increasing levels of sexual violence include 
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sexual intimidation, forced sexual acts, hyper-masculine advances and humiliation to gain 

sexual advantage; such behaviors often come from an acquaintance, friend, or intimate partner.  

The coercive control spokes involve emotional abuses in the form of causing guilty 

feelings, perpetrating mind games to destroy confidence, limiting outside activities (i.e., 

isolation), and repeated blaming and criticizing. Coercion and threats can involve physical 

threats, financial threats, economic or employment blackmail, and threats against family and 

friends to enforce isolation.  

 

Figure 6.1. Modified Power and Control Wheel incorporating physical violence, sexual 

violence, and coercive control. Adapted from Pence and Paymar, 1993. 
147 
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My emphasis on the role of coercive control as a principal feature across the continuum 

of violence against women is further supported by the significance that isolation, intimidation, 

verbal abuse, humiliation, fear creation, threats and other microregulatory manipulations play in 

the lives of abused women. Microregulatory behaviors are designed to quash women’s self-

confidence, their liberties, and their personal freedom. 
148 

Psychological and emotional abuse 

can cause major damage to women’s self-respect and their ability to relate to others, even over 

long periods of time. 
149 

It is as though coercive control provides an ongoing foundation from 

which increased acts of physical and sexual violence can also be used to reinforce the power 

and control that violent men exercise over women. These are men’s intimidating behaviors that 

permeate each major category of abuse and contribute in a major way to the high ongoing levels 

of violence against women. 

Dichotomy of Patriarchy and Ethology        

Crimes committed against women by men are encouraged by men, both within the 

broader context of social patriarchy and though more localized male peer support groups. These 

are the crimes and attitudes that continue to reinforce societal constructs of patriarchy and 

deliberate acts of blatant misogyny. These are crimes that affect all women, regardless of their 

social, religious, ethnic or economic circumstances. These are crimes against selected individual 

women, with separated, divorced, cohabitating, minority, and poor women at a higher risk for 

violence from men they know. 
150

 These are crimes that many still classify as misdemeanors or 

private matters, yet the prevalence of violence against women continues to prove that these 

crimes remain major unresolved societal, health, and moral issues.
 

 The social conditioning of boys, adolescents and men continues to reinforce patriarchal 

patterns that have evolved over multiple millennia. Attitudes of privilege, presumptions of 

superiority, boyhood miseducation, homosocial enactments to power and control, male peer 

support, and tacit societal acceptance have all contributed to continuing oppression and violence 
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against women. Despite a seemingly modern society, men continue to control women’s 

equality, their opportunities, their minds, their bodies, and their images.  

Barish points out that doing away with male-initiated violence would do away with 

most violence in general, citing statistics to reinforce his point: that of the 80 mass killings with 

guns in the United States from 1984 to 2014, men perpetrated 78 of these crimes, accounting for 

over 97 percent of the mass murders. 
151

 Men are more violence prone, while women are more 

nurturing – the collective societal, economic, and moral costs of men’s propensity for violence 

have been staggering – nearly beyond description or calculation.  

Men’s continuing patriarchal dividends exist in sharp contrast to women’s inherent 

biological advantages over men. Konner describes how women are biologically superior to men 

in so many ways – evolutionary biology as determined through ethology (study of human 

behavior and social organization from a biological perspective) – but have been repeatedly co-

opted in realizing their biological advantage and its corresponding privileges. Konner describes 

women as superior biologically, in judgment, and in trustworthiness.  

… trustworthiness, reliability, fairness, working and playing well with 

others, relative freedom from distracting sexual impulses, and lower levels 

of prejudice, bigotry, and violence make them biologically superior. They 

(women) live longer, have lower mortality at all ages, are more resistant to 

most categories of disease, and are much less likely to suffer brain 

disorders that lead to disruptive and even destructive behavior. 
152

 

 

For those who would impugn women’s ability to lead and cite their emotional and caring 

tendencies as inferior qualities, Konner further cites men’s nearly universally created disasters.  

Life on this planet isn’t threatened by women’s tears; nor does that 

brimming salty fluid cause poverty, drain public coffers, ruin reputations, 

impose forced intimacies, slay children, torture helpless people, or reduce 

cities to ruble. These disasters are literally man-made. 
153

 

 

Effectively half of the entire human race has been denied equal treatment with men. 
154 

Women have been and continue to be mistreated on the basis of gender and indifference to 
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gender. Women’s mistreatment over time has become accepted societal practice. Young asserts 

that oppression exists in society as a matter of “interactive habits, unconscious assumptions and 

stereotypes, and group-related feelings… not in official laws and policies, but in informal… 

conventional practices of everyday interaction.” 
155

 Demeaning, marginalizing behavior taught 

to boys and adolescents, practiced by men over generations, and reinforced in male peer groups 

continues to promote a distorted view of women as objects rather than equals and creates broad 

societal indifference to the basic health and well-being of women.  

When women are consistently demeaned, eroticized, marginalized and abused, it is 

easier to justify exclusionary or immoral behavior. Tolerating such behavior provides an 

implicit acceptability of oppression and abuse. As Young states so clearly, “to the extent that 

normative philosophy ignores these aspects of oppression enacted in practical consciousness 

and the unconscious… it contributes not only little to ending oppression, but also something to 

the silencing of the oppressed.” 
156

 

Nexus of Trust and Violence Against Women 

 Violence against women is a stark violation of their human rights. The preponderance 

of violent crimes against women committed by spouses, intimate partners, friends, family 

members or acquaintances is not only a stark violation of human rights, but an extreme violation 

of trust. Rape, sexual assault, domestic violence, and coercive control are crimes committed by 

men whom women trust and in settings where women should feel safe. Settings where trust has 

been built over time should convey an atmosphere of comfort, freedom, self-confidence, 

reasonable assurance and in settings where women should be able to share, grow, feel 

supported, and maintain a sense of self.  

 Interpersonal and intimate partner violence continues to affect women regardless of 

ethnicity, religion, geography, income, and education. Over 70 percent of sexual assaults 

against women and over 90 percent of sexual assaults against juveniles, respectively, are 
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committed by non-strangers. Intimate partner and non-partner violence against women remain 

at lifetime prevalence rates of more than 35 percent. 
157 

These crimes are committed by men 

whom women have developed varying levels of trust, ranging from basic feelings of friendship, 

comfort and safety to the highest levels of trust from a partner or family member.   

 Trusting women abused by violent men result from men’s view of women as 

possessions maintained for their control, pleasure, and self-serving pretenses of manliness. 

These are crimes that deliberately strip women of intimacy, let alone their dignity, self-worth, 

liberty, and freedom. These are the most heinous abrogations of trust. While significant research 

has explored various facets of trust, mistrust and breaches of trust, or more directly explored 

violence against women as an outcome of broken trust, few researchers have examined trust 

directly in the context of violence against women or the sequelae that result from these extreme 

abrogations of trust. Violence against women breaks all societal and moral constructs of trust. 

 To place violence against women and trust in direct juxtaposition, I will discuss in the 

next chapter various ways in which we learn to trust, rely on others, develop casual and 

relational bonds, and build more intimate relationships. These are “gradients” of trust that we 

experience at different times and at varying levels through our lives.  These include various 

descriptions of trust, ranging from everyday impersonal interactions, internet and commercial 

transactions, and more relational interactions with co-workers and neighbors, to even more 

interpersonal and intimate relations with friends, family, partners, and spouses. 
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CHAPTER 7 

TRUST, HOPE AND RECIPROCITY 

What has given me the greatest joy in life has been my family and friends who have 

surrounded me with companionship and affection. 

   -- Fareed Zakaria, In Defense of a Liberal Education
 

The Nature of Trust  

Trust and hope are essential elements of human existence. We trust that those with 

whom we interact will treat us in ways that conform at the very least to legal strictures, accepted 

social norms, and generally in ways that we would like to be treated by others. According to the 

Oxford English Dictionary, trust is “faith or confidence in the loyalty, strength, veracity, etc., of 

a person or thing; reliance on the truth of a statement etc. without examination… the obligation 

or responsibility placed on a person who is trusted or relied on.” 
1 
Margaret Walker defines trust 

as having “normative expectations of others, expectations of others that they will do what they 

should and hence that we are entitled to hold them to it” – essentially reliance on others and 

holding them responsible, irrespective of their motivations. 
2 

“Walker’s “characterization of 

trust allows us to see some instances of trusting as more cognitively dominated by assessments 

of reliability, and others as more affectively loaded with optimistic or hopeful attitudes.” 
3 
Hope 

and trust are integrally linked. Trust provides the underpinnings for a hope in future 

possibilities. In essence, trust and hope are mirrored reflections of human possibilities.   

In this chapter, we will explore the nature of trust, the benefits and obligations of 

trusting, our expectations for trust at various levels of interaction with others, and the highest 

obligations for trust in close interpersonal and intimate relationships. In particular, I will discuss 

the interconnectedness of trust and hope that are so vital to human flourishing. In a society that 

values self-agency, men’s crimes of control and violence against women can diminish women’s 

confidence, imperil their self-respect, and destroy their belief in others that are required to 

establish and maintain trustful relationships.  
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Given the high prevalence of violent acts against women by acquaintances, friends, and 

intimate partners, I have sought to reframe my discussion of trust beyond what are more 

categorical descriptions of trust involving various levels of risk, trustworthiness, authentication, 

and mutuality of interest toward a more integrated explanation of trust, which I describe as 

circles of trust, those elements of trust that begin with self-trust and expand progressively 

outward toward more involved forms of trust, focusing particularly on interpersonal trust among 

acquaintances, friends, family, and intimate trust among spouses and intimate partners. In these 

increased relationships of trust, women invest more of themselves and their moral well-being to 

initiate, maintain, and retain the relationships.  

Trust at the Core of Humanity 

Trust runs through almost every aspect of our lives on a daily basis: everything from the 

quality of the goods we purchase, other drivers on the road, our interactions with co-workers, 

doctors, teachers, neighbors, friends, family, intimate relationships, and thousands of other ways 

that are both obvious and hidden from view. Trust is essential. Trust matters because it is the 

core from which all transactions, shared knowledge, and personal relationships evolve. 

Routine interactions with others require the expectation of specific behavior, reliance on 

performance, completion of specific actions, or compliance with certain norms. These are the 

trusts that we routinely place in persons and organizations that care for us, our health, security, 

personal effects, affairs, and everyday interactions of life. Our more relational lives, however, 

are buoyed by the added trust and confidence we place in friends, acquaintances, and 

colleagues. Increasing levels of interpersonal trust require progressively more acknowledgement 

of our connection with and interdependence on others. The closer the relationship, the more 

trust we extend to the regarded other and the more trustworthiness we accord the object of our 

trust. In the process, we cede increased vulnerability without, hopefully, compromising our own 

moral agency. 
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 Many published descriptions of trust focus on the transactional aspects of trust involved 

in internet communications and commercial relationships, such as intracompany team building, 

sales, and customer service. These are the more frequent interactions that go beyond default 

trust and involve cooperation and acceptance to accomplish common goals. The importance of 

trust between doctors and patients or family members and caretakers are also frequent themes, 

both requiring even higher levels of trust involved in supporting human physical well-being.    

Trust is essential to being human, to developing a meaningful existence, and a critical 

factor in relationships at all levels of society, ranging from daily impersonal interactions to 

close interpersonal relationships and typically include expectations of intentions, sincerity, 

knowledge, and trustworthiness. The routine ways we interact personally extend through to 

higher levels of interaction and mutual dependence, including work teams in private and public 

organizations, to more personal relationships with friends and family members. Interpersonal 

and intimate relationships have the highest expectations for mutual respect, dignity, and 

consideration are required. These more trust-demanding relationships help confirm our role in 

life, our reason for being, the underpinnings of self-confidence, and the means to achieving a 

hopeful future.  

The Universality of Trust 

Trust allows us to live in the human community of family, friends, and broader society 

with the confidence that we can rely on a common set of moral standards. Trust encompasses 

expectations and reciprocal obligations on the part of both the trustor and the trusted other. 

Walker describes trust as the “ground of moral relations; our reactive responses to breaches of 

normative expectations by each other and by ourselves aim to keep us morally grounded.” 
4
 In 

trusting, we anticipate a mutuality of response, we offer our trust to others, we expect that our 

trust will be reciprocated, we entrust more of ourselves to others, and we accept a certain level 

of vulnerability to misplaced or betrayals of trust. 
5 
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Trust has been studied in multiple contexts: philosophy, business, economics, internet, 

medicine, biology, sociology, psychology, and government – all with the goal of developing 

conceptions of trust from which to anticipate or define various aspects of human behavior. 
6 

Developing trust but verify approaches have been particularly important in building internet 

systems where information and transactions flow readily among strangers. 
 

 Solomon and Flores remind us that “we need to embrace trust and connect it to our 

moods and the emotional fabric of our lives… trust is action, and, in particular, commitment: 

commitments made and commitments honored.” 
7 

Whether in business, academia, medicine, 

politics, life interactions and our most intimate relations, trust is an essential element in all of 

our interactions – the very core of human connection. Yet trust does not happen automatically. 

As Solomon and Flores describe so succinctly, “the issue is building trust – that is, creating 

trust, maintaining trust, restoring trust once it has been lost or betrayed…. “(Trust) is something 

we make, we create, we build, we maintain, we sustain with our promises, our commitments, 

our emotions, and our sense of our own integrity.” 
8
  

 The “best and most powerful relationships (are bound) together” by what Solomon and 

Flores call authentic trust, “trust that is fully self-aware, cognizant of its own conditions and 

limitations, open to new and even unimagined possibilities.” 
9 

Authentic trust requires 

judgment; it is open to the possibility of distrust and betrayal. Authentic trust is both well 

“articulated and carefully considered.” Whether in daily interactions, social situations, or 

community gatherings to more interpersonal relationships with colleagues, friends, family, and 

intimate partners, authentic trust is “first of all an openness, a flexible practice based on 

judgment, particular to each relationship.” 
10 

 The foundation of authentic trust is based on self-awareness, which at its core is what I 

prefer to call “self-trust,” essentially the awareness and confidence in one’s self to proactively 

interact with others, to reach out in a trusting manner, and to discern who is or is not 
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trustworthy. While default trust operates at the level of reliance and general good faith of others, 

authentic trust is required to build social, group, interpersonal and intimate relationships. 

“Authentic trust has much more to do with self-awareness – knowing who one is and what one 

is all about – than with simple prediction and reliance.” 
10

 

In my view, unless there are prior extenuating circumstances, default trust means that 

you accept the word of others, the sincerity of their remarks, the accuracy of articles in books 

and magazines, facts supporting news programs, the orientation of academic lectures, company 

promises of product quality, on-line advertisements, etc. until you incorporate additional 

knowledge or experience to judge the accuracy, sincerity, or competence of other persons or 

organizations. My particular view of trust as a foundational orientation to life comes from 

childhood and environmental influences from which I developed an optimistic view of others 

and their intents.  

My optimistic view, however, is only part of a continuum of trust orientations ranging 

from “I’ll trust you until you prove that you’re not trustworthy” on one hand to “Until you 

prove that you’re trustworthy, I will withhold trusting you.”  These different approaches to basic 

or default trust suggest that early life, familial, and environmental or community experiences 

predispose us to particular “trusting” frames-of-reference from the outset. While various 

approaches may help characterize how and why we trust, the interplay of rapidly changing 

societal dynamics must also be incorporated to understand trust, societal impediments to trust, 

and barriers to forming close interpersonal and intimate relationships. 

 Evaluations of interpersonal and intimate trust need to sufficiently capture the 

expectations of reciprocity, assumptions about trustworthiness, willingness to accept increased 

vulnerability, and the destructive consequences of betrayals associated with more personal and 

intimate relationships. Interpersonal and intimate relationships suffer the most devastating 

adverse physical, mental and moral consequences resulting from physical and psychological 
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violence against women, particularly when the crimes are committed by known male offenders, 

let alone intimate partners. These are the situations in which women have the highest 

expectations for trust, hopeful futures, and reciprocity. These are also the situations in which 

women extend the most care, are willing to accept higher levels of vulnerability, lower levels of 

vigilance, and where they should be able to expect justice and societal support.  

Circles of Trust and Trustworthiness  

 While various researchers have described distinct elements of trust, its loss, and 

difficulty in reestablishing trust following trauma or betrayals of trust, there are fewer 

descriptions that adequately explain trust as a continuum of human interactions. Sztompka 

describes “gradual, expanding, concentric circles of trust,” similar to Fukuyama’s “radius of 

trust,” 
11

 which radiate outward from our most interpersonal and intimate relationships toward 

more abstract social and situational levels of trust. Sztompka’s narrowest circle covers the trust 

that we place in members of our own family, with outer rings of trust focused on those we know 

personally and with whom we interact on a routine basis, such as friends, neighbors, volunteers, 

teachers, coworkers, and business partners. 
12 

 

However, my concept visualizes the expanding concentric circles of trust inversely, 

starting with self-trust and reliance on the goodwill and behavior of others that conform to 

accepted societal norms at the inner core of the continuum and extend to the interactions of trust 

and reciprocity among our closest interpersonal relationships on the outer end of the continuum. 

The cores of my circles of trust start with self, familial and societal trusts that provide the 

foundation from which we build our routine, interpersonal and intimate relationships. While 

Sztompka and I differ in our approach and reasoning that support our concentric trust circles, 

we do agree that “behind all… (the levels of trust), there looms a primordial form of trust – in 

people, and their actions.” 
13
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 Viewing trust as a continuum provides insight into multiple levels of human interaction 

and a more comprehensive perspective on how these interactions affect closer relationships. 

Trust can be an integral part of a continuum of life interactions and relationships, as well as 

isolated, compartmentalized interactions that we have throughout life. Our trusting relationships 

range from routine transactions to the most intimate relationships on the outer ring – what I 

describe as Circles of Trust and Trustworthiness, shown below in Figure 7.1.  

 

Figure 7.1. Circles of Trust and Trustworthiness incorporating increasing levels of trust, 

mutuality, reciprocity, commitment, goodwill, fidelity, care, and empathy.  
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My six circles of trust and trustworthiness encompass increasing levels of trust that build 

from an inner core of three rings comprising self-trust, familial trust, and societal trust, which 

represent individual, family and societal attitudes that underlie how we approach everyday in-

group and out-group interactions, how we form biases about who may or may not be 

trustworthy, and how we pursue more personal and intimate relationships. These are the trusts 

that we learn as children, which are cultivated through family interactions, and get reinforced 

through local customs and mores. These are the familial and broader societal interactions that 

teach us about interdependence, help us develop common bonds, and foster community 

connections.  

 Even higher levels of trust, motivation, mutuality, goodwill, loyalty, and expectations of 

reciprocity are required in our interpersonal relationships. Demonstrating good faith toward a 

trusted other with a belief that they hold us in similar regard is a crucial element of strong 

interpersonal relationships. Compatible interests, thinking and motivations also help us to build 

and maintain strong foundations of mutual respect. We expect our trusted friends to respect our 

perspectives on life, cherish our good times, support us through our trying times, and wish us a 

hopeful future. Mutuality, reciprocity, and goodwill are key attributes that foster increasing 

levels of trustworthiness in interpersonal relationships. Higher levels of trust also entail 

increased levels of vulnerability because these relationships involve “counting (even more) on 

other people and, as such, they all are vulnerable to betrayal. “ 
14

 
 

Intimate relationships typically engender the highest level of trust. These are 

relationships that should be the most dynamic, interactive, supportive, and life-reaffirming. 

Honesty, harmony, acceptance, loyalty, and moral decency are essential for building and 

maintaining intimate relationships. When these aspects are accompanied by kindness, 

acceptance, empathy, care, generosity, and fidelity, intimate partners can achieve the highest 
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level of human trust and trustworthiness. As a result, optimism about the relationship and a 

hopeful future are possible. 

Self-Trust and Familial Trust 

What we learn and experience as children have profound effects on how we approach 

trust and discern trustworthiness throughout our adult lives. Experience helps us refine what I 

call our “trust criteria”; in other words, those observations of behavior, mannerisms, speech, 

intonations, inflections, values, judgments, political and religious beliefs, attitudes toward 

others, and a constellation of other cues that lead to trusting or distrusting others. These are the 

learned patterns of thinking and feeling that inform our self-trust – the confidence that we bring 

to interactions with others and our underlying optimism or pessimism about others’ intentions. 

Self-trust is informed by the full complement of childhood, family, and environmental 

experiences.    

Basic trust learned in childhood becomes reinforced through our experiences with 

extended family members, school classmates, other social settings, family friends and 

connections, neighbors, community, work situations, new and past friendships. The basic trust 

that we learn during infancy and childhood provides the foundation for our reciprocal social 

interactions and individual relationships later in life, which become enhanced or undermined by 

our experiences with others. 
15 

The contexts of our childhood create a sense of familiarity, which 

provide a basis for trust, but familiarity is insufficient to determine whether others are sincere or 

trustworthy. 
16  

While basic trust affects our view of the world and contributes to what Laing calls 

“ontological security,” essentially a sense of self-confidence and comfort with our place in the 

world, 
17 

 it is insufficient for developing more interpersonal and intimate relationships. These 

skills are learned through authentic trust, which is “fully self-aware, cognizant of its own 

conditions and limitations, open to new… possibilities, based on choice and responsibility 
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rather than… predictability, reliance, and rigid rule-following.”  
18

 Authentic trust is not merely 

reliance on the trustworthiness of others, but a more encompassing approach to trust that 

incorporates attention, evidence, experience and judgment to determine whether to trust or 

distrust others. 
19

 Rather, authentic trust is an accumulated emotional skill that allows us the 

confidence of our own impulses, instincts, lessons learned over time in the pursuit of more and 

more meaningful relationships. 
20

 Through our accumulated experiences, we learn to extend a 

reasonable level of trust to complete strangers and to develop a broader sense of societal trust. 

This process of learned trust through accumulated experience provides a basic framework for 

dealing with others in everyday situations. We trust that others will do what social mores, laws 

and commitments require of them.  

Self-trust is a key requirement for negotiating the broad range of social interactions and 

relationships that we experience throughout life. McCleod posits that self-trust is an important 

element of autonomy – the ability to think and act on our own. However, verbal and domestic 

abuse can destroy self-trust and leave victims unable to trust themselves, judge the reality of 

their circumstances, or trust themselves to find a way out of their circumstances. 
21 

When others 

depend on us, our decisions regarding whom to trust can have far-reaching and unintended 

consequences.  

Sperber notes that children acquire the ability to discern the idea of “deliberate 

deception” by four years of age and also learn that people have differing views of life. 
22

 The 

ability to determine when to question the credibility of certain statements, expressed views, and 

the acceptance of what they are being told are the result of early cognitive development. Sakai, 

in studies of Japanese twins, noted that environment during early cognitive development rather 

than genetics explained differences in attitudes of trust and feelings of being trusted. 
23

 What we 

learn and the environment in which we learn can have profound future effects.  
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Sperber further describes the cues that we take from our cumulative experiences and 

surrounding environment as “epistemic vigilance,” those actions as simple as observing the 

behavior of people walking down the street or driving a car. 
24 

Recent research also shows that 

even with non-verbal cues, two year olds acquire an expectation that what they are being told 

matches the beliefs of the communicator, reinforcing the role that epistemic vigilance plays in 

the development of cognitive skills and executive function abilities, including the “moral sense 

in recognizing potential partners for cooperation.” 
25 

These are observations that we make both 

consciously and unconsciously to judge the competence and behavior of others.  

(The) major problem (is not with) the competence of others, but with their 

interests and their honesty. While the interests of others often overlap with our 

own, they rarely coincide with ours exactly. In a variety of situations, their 

interests are best served by misleading or deceiving us. It is because of the risk 

of deception that epistemic vigilance may be not merely advantageous but 

indispensable if communication itself is to remain advantageous… People stand 

to gain immensely from communication with others, but this leaves them open 

to the risk of being accidentally or intentionally misinformed, which may 

reduce, cancel, or even reverse these gains. 
26

 

 

We cannot, with any degree of certainty, discern the intentions and trustworthiness of 

other persons. Childhood circumstances, self-confidence, past experience, environment, 

intuition, and time can help or hinder our ability to discern trustworthiness. The propensity to 

trust that we acquire in childhood is enhanced over time through experiences of “mutual, 

reciprocated trust.” 
27

 Lewicki and Tomlinson point out that the “need for trust arises from our 

interdependence with others,” while recognizing that interdependence comes with an element of 

risk that our goals and aspirations are not necessarily aligned with others in whom we place our 

trust. 
28

 

Despite the risks and uncertainties involved in trusting interactions with others, self-

trust and childhood lessons of trust and trustworthiness are essential for hopeful human 

development. These lessons prepare us for dealing with broader society and more extended 

personal relationships. We hopefully learn that both offering and receiving trust are beneficial 
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traits and that reciprocated trust reinforces our belief in the goodness of others. Furthermore, 

Solomon points out that “as we mature, we come to recognize that trust does indeed take care 

and attention” if we are to achieve the benefits of offering and receiving trust. 
29

 We live today 

in an interconnecting world where trust is a key ingredient in maintaining social order and 

where self-trust is an essential human trait. As Barbalet points out, “confidence, trust and 

loyalty are emotions which constitute the bases of social life.” 
30

 

Trust as a Societal Imperative 

 Trust lies at the heart of every high-functioning society. While trust depends in large 

measure on culture – the attitudes, customs, beliefs and shared values that unite people through 

language, material objects, ritual, institutions, and art – a multicultural society is actually 

defined by and depends on trust. 
31 

While this may seem to be a circular argument, multicultural 

societies are formed because there are societal benefits gained through trust, but these same 

societies cannot flourish without the benefits and cultural icons that reinforce trust. The culture 

that binds societies is what Fukuyama calls social trust, the “unspoken, unwritten bond (among) 

fellow citizens that facilitates transactions, empowers individual creativity, and justifies 

collective action.” 
32 

Fukuyama points to the United States as an example of a relatively high-trust society 

based on its ability to “form spontaneous communities.” 
33 

The U.S. developed a high-trust 

society during its industrial development period, which largely replaced our heavily labor-

intensive agrarian society. New factories producing American-made products provided job 

opportunities, resulting in tight social communities in factory towns. This is not to say that 

Americans were uniformly moral or trustworthy. U.S. history is full of scams and swindles and 

rapacious business activities unconstrained, despite an increasing regulatory environment in the 

twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. But for the economic system to have worked as well 

as it did, there had to be a significant element of generalized social trust. 
34
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 It is primarily America’s economic success that fueled tighter societal cohesion and 

broad societal trust in our ability to confront business competition, natural disasters, and foreign 

enemies. Tight, cohesive neighborhoods where families lived and worked for generations, felt 

secure and earned opportunities from hard work fostered a sense of both community and 

national trust. As a result, the United States became one of the most creative, entrepreneurial, 

and successful world economies. Furthermore, Fukuyama notes that robust economic activity 

has been the means for creating tight communities and a shared vision of the United States.   

(Our) economic activity represents a crucial part of social life and is knit 

together by a wide variety of norms, rules, moral obligations, and other habits 

that together shape the society… a nation’s well-being… is conditioned by a 

single, pervasive cultural characteristic: the level of trust inherent in the 

society. 
35

   

 

However, America has undergone dramatic societal changes over the last 50 years. 

More production has shifted to international locations, we have moved to a more service-

oriented economy, our businesses have gone global, mobility has replaced multigenerational 

neighborhoods, and information-intensive knowledge businesses have left fewer opportunities 

for middle-American factory workers. Today’s factories employ fewer higher-skilled, 

computer-savvy workers. Fully-automated machinery with several operators can replace ten or 

more workers per shift, with higher production rates and fewer off-specification parts. 
36 

Computers, robotics, data analytics and other means of increased productivity have curtailed the 

incomes and upward mobility of a meaningful portion of non-college educated workers in the 

United States.  

Individualistic attitudes have also increased, while sociability has declined. According 

to Fukuyama, the evidence to support declining trust and sociability lie in the “rise of violent 

crime and civil litigation; the breakdown of family structure; the decline of a wide range of 

intermediate social structures like neighborhoods, churches, unions, clubs, and charities; and the 

general sense among Americans of a lack of shared values and community with those around 
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them.” 
37

 Traditional social structures upon which generations of Americans have relied – 

multigenerational towns, job predictability, pensions, common experiences and community 

organizations – have given way to more job mobility, lower paying service jobs, diminishing 

trust in government, and higher turnover in both housing and employment. Mobilization and 

globalization have created cultural anxiety that places greater stress on relationships.   

 The current consternation in U.S. presidential and congressional politics reflects these 

major societal and economic shifts. David Brooks, a news commentator on structural societal 

changes, cites changing social, family, mental health, religious and other factors as potential 

tectonic shifts in the fabric of American social structures that had contributed previously to 

community cohesion and social trust. One-third of U.S. adults over 45 years old now report 

chronic loneliness (a contributor to depression); 
38

 drug overdose deaths in adults over 45 years 

old have increased 11-fold since 1990 (primarily among less educated white males); 
39, 40 

social 

support systems are “fraying”; religious participation is declining; and social trust is eroding. 
41 

Americans have relied consistently on workplace, government, community, church and family 

to provide the safety, solace and support for themselves and their families – yet the very 

bedrock of societal trust is showing signs of erosion. 

 As a further indication of changing social structures, Princeton economists Anne Case 

and Angus Deaton (2015 Nobel Prize in Economic Science) reported a 20 percent increase in 

drug overdoses and suicides from 1999-2013 among white non-Hispanic Americans 45-54 

years old with a high-school or less education 
42

 brought about, in part, by “heightened 

economic insecurity and frustration” resulting from wage stagnation and income inequality. 
43, 44 

In parallel with or as a consequence of industrial decline, significant increases in the use of non-

prescription opioid painkillers resulted in nearly a million Americans using these medications 

by 2010, leading to a 40-fold increase in subsequent heroin addictions. 
45 

More drug overdoses 

and suicides have resulted from declining marriage rates and religious attendance, 
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disconnections from the social connection of work, and other customary anchors of social 

connections. 
 

Traditional guideposts of manhood in terms of head of household, steady job, family 

provider, and community participant are fading fast if not becoming obsolete. White male 

privilege is being questioned, women are more visible in non-household functions in society, 

and affirmative action has provided both more opportunity and more competitive challenges to 

those who have benefited previously from the perquisites of male and white privilege. 
46

  

More dismissive attitudes and behaviors now permeate television, the internet, social 

media, and other forms of global information that disconnect us from personal interactions. 
47 

Respect for self and others as a key element of societal trust appears to be taking a blow; 

middle-age middle-America is suffering from major societal shifts and our younger generations 

may not be getting adequate training to help rebuild societal trust and respect in a new global 

social order.  

More predictable opportunities for workers with limited education have declined in 

parallel with wage stagnation and deindustrialization, an important part of the thread that bound 

the fabric of American societal trusting. 
48 

Paul Krugman, in commenting on economist Robert 

Gordon’s book Rise and Fall of American Growth, described the U.S. economy as having 

shifted from “backbreaking toil both in the workplace and in the home (and)... replaced by far 

less onerous employment.” The result has been an economic shift from considering the extent of 

worker purchasing power to what people “have to do to get it.” 
49 

Gordon argues that the 

“slowdown is likely to be permanent.” 
50

 If Krugman and Gordon are correct in the potential 

permanency of decline, or at least the continuation of the current status quo, then the fraying of 

America’s classic industrial base will continue to place pressure on historical markers of 

societal trust.  
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Despite the turbulence that America seems to be facing, the need for societal trust is as 

strong today as ever. Seemingly greater societal shifts mean that “trust becomes a more urgent 

and central concern in today’s contingent, uncertain and global conditions… (and) the ongoing 

process of global interdependency will only increase the demand for trust as an essential 

condition for cooperation.” 
51  

As the anonymity and impersonal nature of contemporary society increases, we also 

become more dependent on the goodwill and moral standing of those who make decisions that 

impact our “very existence and well-being.” 
52

 This is why “trust at the societal level (needs to 

be) relatively open and indiscriminate,” allowing us to incorporate personal, familial, and 

community experiences into a fundamental “trust in the moral social order – the very definition 

of societal trust. 
53

 

Given the growing complexity, uncertainty, and risk that characterize modern society, 

trust gains in importance, to the point of “becoming truly indispensable.” 
54

 Human agency 

becomes a catalyst for renewed interdependency and trust.  

We have moved from societies based on fate to those moved by human agency. 

In order to face the future actively and constructively, we need to deploy 

trust… the politicians have to trust the viability and acceptance of proposed 

policies… educators have to trust the abilities of their pupils… inventors have 

to trust the reliability and usefulness of new products… and the common 

people have to trust those who are… acting on their behalf. 
55 

 

We cannot know the future so we must deal with uncertainty; trusting provides the 

means to deal directly with the uncertainties and risks of an unknown future. “Trust is a bet 

about the future or the contingent actions of others… (essentially a) crucial strategy for dealing 

with an uncertain and uncontrollable future.” 
56 

As Solomon suggests, “trust becomes 

reinforced by trusting. When we trust… we look for further reasons to trust.” 
57 

What we know about trust is that it always involves an element of uncertainty about the 

motivations of others, their trustworthiness, and the outcome of trusting interactions. What we 

also know is that our interactions and relationships with others “occur in time, drawing upon a 
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past that cannot be undone and facing a future which cannot be known... (and our) social life 

gets its edge precisely from the crucial and unavoidable fact that the future is unknowable.” 
58  

To choose among alternative courses of actions… to support this politician, to 

consult this or that doctor, to buy this rather than that product, to deposit our 

money in this rather than that bank… we have to resort to trust. Similarly, the 

uncertainty about the actions others will take, when faced with their own pool 

of multiple options… which policies the president will choose, which therapy 

the doctor will prescribe, what price the firm will give to the product, how the 

bank will invest our money… makes trust an indispensable ingredient of our 

actions. 
59

 

 

Situational and Cooperative Trust 

Trusting others beyond routine transactions involves greater degrees of reliability and 

heightened expectations. When we trust, we form certain expectations about the motives, 

behavior, reliability, and credibility of the person we trust. When we trust others, we expect 

them to fulfill their commitments to us. We trust that our doctors, lawyers, educators and other 

professionals with whom we deal to be reliable, competent, and have our goodwill in mind. But 

situational trust is not just a one-way street. Our trusted others have similar expectations of us 

well: that we are respectful, appreciate their efforts on our behalf, and that we have their 

goodwill in mind as well. 

Trust is the core around which we conduct our everyday lives and interact with others 

on a routine basis outside of family and broader societal influences. These are the daily 

“situational” interactions that occur intermittently or routinely, ranging from basic transactions 

for goods, services and information to interactions with neighbors, acquaintances, doctors, 

lawyers, caregivers, colleagues at work, and social interactions within our communities. These 

are the routine and extended relationships that require increased levels of predictability, 

goodwill, cooperation, reciprocity, and civility.  

Civility leads to cooperation, which in turn encourages goodwill and a proclivity toward 

respectful and trusting interactions. The relationship between trust and civility is an important 
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consideration because when we show accepted levels of respect for others, we are more 

positively disposed to creating trustful relationships and more encouraging of others to 

reciprocate. However, recent declines in civility may be creating difficulties in developing 

trusting interactions with neighbors, classmates, faculty, medical and legal professionals, 

acquaintances, caregivers, work colleagues, and social interactions. Pies notes that we are 

“witnessing the gradual but steady erosion of civility in American culture,” citing a Rasmussen 

Report in which 76 percent of 2011 survey respondents believed that Americans had become 

“more rude and less civilized.” 
60

 Pies further cited Lane and McCourt who viewed civility as a 

matter of making ethical choices.  

… civility is the result of a choice we make on behalf of others – disciplining 

our passions for the sake of cooperation and limiting our language to create 

community. This means that civil behavior requires us to communicate on the 

basis of respect, restraint, and responsibility. 
61

    

 

Stephen Carter, in his book Civility, points to the moral aspects of civility that we make 

for the “sake of our common journey with others.” Civility leads to trust, both of which are key 

aspects of societal and interpersonal morality. 

Rules of civility are… also rules of morality: it is morally proper to treat our 

fellow citizens with respect, and morally improper not to. Our crisis of civility, 

then, is part of a larger crisis of morality. 
62 

 

Civility as an ethical or moral precondition for trust is a key consideration in a rapidly 

globalizing society. Throughout the broad range of interactions we have with others, everyone 

is both a trustor and a trustee. 
63

 Such mutual or reciprocal trust implies that while the trustor 

places trust in the trustee, the trustee in turn places trust in the truster, both of whom expect 

trustworthiness from each other; both parties are now obliged to reciprocate trust if the 

relationship is to continue. 
64 

Mutually beneficial trust reinforces both the benefits of trusting 

and the trustworthiness of the parties. As a result, mutual trust becomes a compliment to both 

the trustor and the person being trusted. 
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Trusting those who are trustworthy allows us to experience a full range of life’s 

cooperative experiences, ranging from professional and business, work relationships, sports, 

hobbies and teaching to friendships, family, and various social activities. Yet trusting involves 

deciding who to trust and judging their trustworthiness, which entails risk of exploitation by 

individuals or groups with whom we may have wrongly judged as trustworthy. Examples 

include unreliable acquaintances, false charities, money scams, unkept promises, untrustworthy 

colleagues, and shallow friendships. Even more devastating are deliberate breaches of trust 

based on insincerity, ill will, and betrayals. 

Familiarity with an individual or organization helps reduce risks of misjudging the 

motives of others or falling prey to deliberate exploitation. Familiarity helps initiate 

relationships, where trust is seemingly easier and natural with people who we know. 
65 

However, familiarity is an insufficient measure of trust. Solomon suggests that “feeling familiar 

may provide grounds for trust, but it can never alone warrant trust.” 
66

 Most of our non-family 

interactions and eventual relationships started with strangers where we did not have the benefit 

of familiarity; we are “surrounded by strangers who we implicitly trust because we have to.” 

We trust strangers to treat us fairly, to be honest, and to be reasonable in their dealings with us. 

“We trust them to do what they can reasonably be expected to do.” 
67

  

Whether our relationships start through familiarity or with a stranger, trust must still be 

cultivated. 
68 

Beyond basic trust, which is integral to everyday interactions, building higher 

levels of trust requires both cognitive and emotional aspects – a thoughtful, evaluative approach 

to trust on one hand and a more emotional approach that allows for positive feelings about the 

outcome of a trusting relationship. As Jones points out, “trust is composed of two elements: an 

affective attitude of optimism and, further, an expectation that the one trusted will be directly 

and favorably moved by the thought that you are counting on them.” 
69 

While I agree that an 

attitude of optimism is essential to developing trusting relationships, optimism is also 
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insufficient to account for other important features of situational and cooperative trust. These 

include what Hardin describes as each party having the right intentions toward the other, 
70 

as 

well as conversation, communication and negotiation, which Solomon views as among the more 

important features of trust. 
71

 
 

While Jones and Solomon do not agree on the primacy of an affective attitude for 

trusting relationships, they do tend to agree on “what is necessary (for) authentic trust:   self-

scrutiny, caring about the long-term relationship and not just the outcome, negotiation and 

mutual understanding, a willingness to make and stand by one’s own commitments, a keen 

awareness of the risks and liabilities, and the recognition that taking on these risks and liabilities 

is above all one’s own responsibility.” 
72  

Higher levels of trust are drawn upon for relationships we have with friends, neighbors, 

roommates, schoolmates, relatives, colleagues, and social acquaintances with whom we share 

bonds of mutuality, motivational positivity, and regard for one another. These relationships 

encompass a multitude of expectations and reciprocal obligations. In trusting, we rely on others 

to conform to expected societal standards, we entrust matters and things of importance to them, 

we confer trust on them, we anticipate a mutuality of response, we expect trust-reinforcing 

actions in relationships, and we accept a certain level of vulnerability to nonreciprocal outcomes 

and disappointments. 
73

  

 Successful, trusting relationships also require cooperation and competence. Competence 

is the ability to perform as expected, according to standards appropriate to the role or the task in 

question. 
74

 Trust is a precondition for cooperation and also the product of successful 

cooperation. Various authors have described the close link between trust and cooperation. 
75

 For 

example, Dasgupta states that “trust is a lubricant of cooperation” 
76

 while Barbalet describes 

“trust (as) the emotional basis of cooperation” 
77

 Competence is a key factor in the outcome of 

our trusting interactions with others. 
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 When the stakes of misjudging competence or reliability are low, we do not need to 

gather much evidence beyond first judging such things as product quality or service. As the cost 

or potential impact increases materially, such as selecting family doctors or specialists, care 

takers for our children or aging parents, or securing a new job, we spend more time acquiring 

the information and shopping the alternatives. As the materiality of the transaction or the level 

of the relationship increases, so do the risks associated with competence and reliability.   

 Routine interactions with others require the expectation of specific behavior, reliance on 

performance, completion of specific actions, or compliance with certain norms. Huang and Fox 

summarize what they describe as the three aspects of trust comprising: 1) expectancy in which 

the trustor believes how the person being trusted will behave within a “specific context”; 2) 

belief that the trusted person will “behave as expected”; and 3) belief that the trustor is willing 

to be vulnerable and willing to accept the risk that the trusted person does not behave as 

expected. In addition, trust is what they describe as “context specific.” 
78

  

 Many recent published descriptions of trust have focused on trust involved in business 

relationships, such as intracompany team building, sales, customer service, web-based 

transactions and interactions. Higher levels of group trust in work environments help improve 

efficiency, effectiveness, cooperation, team spirit, employee morale, and chances for success in 

an increasingly competitive world. 
79 

Under conditions of increasing global competition, 

regulatory requirements, tight deadlines, and limited resources, colleagues or team members 

must be able to trust each other to function optimally and achieve organizational objectives. 

Team’s working collectively to achieve specific results must have confidence in their 

colleagues’ competence and shared commitment to the team’s success. 

 Trust is also key to managing social and commercial transactions, such as mobile 

networks, e-commerce, online social networks, distributed systems, decision support systems, 

product sites, online payment systems, and many more applications in an increasingly 
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connected global network. 
80 

Verifiable trust is an essential element in managing a global social 

community; trust, verification and authentication have become critical elements in preventing 

cybercrime, particularly for the veracity of information, payments, and business transactions. 

From a transactional perspective, trust is essential because we deal on a continuous basis with 

strangers and social/business networks of unknown groups in essentially a global electronic 

community and marketplace. Huang and Fox describe the necessary components of web-based 

trust as belief in the reliability of content and trust in performance. Transactional decisions, 

whether made in person, on the phone, or through the internet are made on the basis of a 

“mixture of bounded rational calculation(s) and trust.” 
81 

 

Simon further describes trust on the web as bounded rationality of decision matrices 

comprising cognitive limitations of knowledge, information, short decision times, and trust. 
82 

Luhmann suggests that trust enables us to function with a “reduction of complexity,” which 

provides us with a sense of trust in the function of different societal systems. 
83 

Trust models 

based on social and commercial networks have recently extended the more traditional view of 

trust to that of “system trust” based on the increasing number of interactions with strangers in a 

global cybereconomy. 
84 

Daemi et al further describe that all decisions, whether human or 

information systems, rely on trust. 
85  

Kashyap concluded that information taxonomies are based on elements of fact, belief, 

and trust: 1) fact as information that can be verified or comes from an authoritative source; 2) 

belief as acceptance of data or information without verification or authentication, as well as a-

priori belief without an underlying rationale; 3) rational belief based on consistency and 

reputation of sources such as subject matter experts (SMEs); and 4) either direct trust in the 

information based on a continuum of beliefs or indirect/transitive trust based on support from 

trusted sources. 
86

 According to Roussea et al, regardless of the nature of the interaction, “trust 
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is a psychological state comprising the intention to accept vulnerability based upon positive 

expectation of the intentions or behavior of another.” 
87 

       
 

In both social and business relationships, trust is based either on reliance that the other 

party will act in a socially responsible manner or on the interactional experience of the involved 

parties. Where there is a history of favorable interactions, there is reasonable belief that future 

interactions will continue to meet the expectations of the parties. Trust between two parties 

based on favorable prior experience is direct or inter-individual trust. As more individuals are 

involved, such as in work teams or social networks, more frequent interactions involve higher 

levels of cooperation and acceptance to accomplish common goals.  

We, in turn, have an obligation to earn the trust of others in order to develop a 

reputation for being trustworthy. Reputations are valuable when they are recognized by the 

people we interact with routinely, that we depend on, that we want others to rely on, and with 

those with whom we want to sustain a relationship. Reputation in social and working 

interactions provide an incentive to the person who has a good reputation to behave in ways that 

sustain that reputation. 
88

 Reputations are important for maintaining continuing, long-lasting 

relationships that are intended to go on in the future, and provide a basis for others to trust their 

interactions with us. 
89

 

Interpersonal and Intimate Trust  

 Increasing reservoirs of trust are drawn upon for our closest relationships. These higher 

levels of interpersonal and intimate trust require progressively more acceptance and 

acknowledgement of our connection with and interdependence on others. As a result, we have 

greater expectations for respectful treatment, autonomy, dignity, and moral reciprocity. The 

closer the relationship, the more trust we extend to the regarded other and the more 

trustworthiness we accord the object of our trust. These highest levels of relationships engender 

increased expectations for trust and feelings of beneficial hope from the relationships. When 
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these higher levels of trust are shattered by acts of interpersonal violence, the results can be 

disastrous and erode the very foundations of a hopeful future and human flourishing.     

Our closest relationships are more complex and call upon increasingly greater attention, 

care, and loyalty. Our closest relationships must be actively cultivated and nurtured over time 

with every intention of goodwill toward our most trusted others. 
90 

These are the relationships in 

which we presumably invest the best of ourselves, where we receive substantial goodwill in 

return and, therefore, have every obligation to be what might be described as “gardeners of 

care.” Similar to a beautiful garden of roses, which require growing conditions with full-

sunlight and soil rich in organic matter, so too our richest relationships in life need well-tended 

growing conditions to blossom and prosper. Cultivating our most important relationships 

includes good intentions, meeting commitments, care and the highest levels of belief in the 

trustworthiness of the trusted other. Keeping promises and commitments, demonstrating loyalty, 

extending support and empathy are all characteristics of trustworthy individuals. 

Our most trusting relationships also involve connection and compassion. According to 

Brené Brown, connection is the “energy that exists between people when they feel seen, heard, 

and valued; when they can give and receive without judgment; and when they derive…strength 

from the relationship.” 
91

 Neuroscience also tells us that the need for connection is innate; we 

are genetically hard-wired for connection. Showing kindness, caring, and willingness to help 

others are the hallmarks of compassion. Brown also quotes research on compassion by Pema 

Chödrön: “In cultivating compassion we draw from the wholeness of our experience – our 

suffering, our empathy, as well as our cruelty and our terror…. It’s a relationship between 

equals…. Compassion becomes real when we recognize our shared humanity.” 
92

 By accepting 

ourselves and our limitations, we place ourselves in a position to be more accepting of others. 

When we have higher levels of self-trust and are willing to set boundaries on what we consider 

acceptable behavior of others, we can more truly experience trusting relationships.  
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Our most personal relationships among friends, partners, and spouses develop over 

time, require higher levels of commitment, and result in the highest assumed levels of trust, 

feelings that Solomon et al describe as “comfortably submerged in trust.” 
93 

Trust built 

attentively over time seemingly blends into the routine background of life and is able to sustain 

life’s changes, receding into a “barely conscious set of habits and practices.” These are the 

interpersonal and intimate relationships where we commit ourselves intentionally to what 

Solomon describes as “evocative trust.” 
94

 We want our closest friends and intimate partners to 

trust us and accept our motivations, hopefully without reservation.  

Our most valuable relationships are built over time through respect and through a 

process of creating and actively maintaining trust. These are the relationships that we expect to 

endure through “commitments made and commitments honored.” 
95 

Interpersonal and intimate 

trust is a process that “we make, we create, we build, we maintain, we sustain with our 

promises, our commitments, our emotions, and (a) sense of our own integrity.” 
96 

Hardin 

describes the trust involved in strong ongoing relationships as “dyadic relational trust,” those 

two-way binary relationships where both parties are committed equally to build and sustain 

lasting relationships. We build our richest and most satisfying relationships with a certain surety 

about the motivations of the person we are trusting and the benefits of our continued 

involvement.  

Trustworthiness is key in developing and sustaining interpersonal and intimate 

relationships. Trustworthiness is often thought of as a moral virtue, where we extend ourselves 

to others in the hope of creating mutually beneficial relationships backed by our commitments, 

promises, and good intentions toward our trusted others. Kasperson et al identified commitment 

to a goal, competence, caring and predictability as principal components of trustworthiness. 
97

 

Covello further described caring, empathy, dedication, commitment, honesty and openness as 

key components of trustworthiness. 
98

 Our commitments and good intentions must also be 
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supported by honesty, which reinforces our belief in the trustworthiness of our close friends and 

intimate partners. Calling someone untrustworthy, therefore, becomes a moral criticism because 

promises have been broken, commitments shattered, reciprocity denied, and expectations of 

honesty have been expunged.  

Within interpersonal and intimate relationships, the focus of authentic trust is the 

relationship itself. Starting with cognitive factors, trust decisions are determined through an 

increasingly deeper knowledge of the other person, including shared experiences, proximity, 

and cooperative efforts. Lewicki & Bunker proposed that cognitive factors mark evolving 

developmental stages of relationships, taking into account a calculus of the trustworthiness of an 

individual weighed against the risks of betrayal. 
99 

Beyond the calculus of trustworthiness, 

optimism about the relationship and a trusting future help reinforce what we have learned about 

our trusted other. Optimism about a trusted other then becomes a distinctive way of seeing 

others in interpersonal and intimate relationships. 
100

 

The emotional component of authentic trust implies that the parties in the relationship 

are committed both to each other and to the outcome of the relationship. Each party in the 

relationship is fully aware of the need for mutuality and reciprocity. Each party is motivated to 

consider the shared goals, beliefs, values, and feelings of the other person. Affective elements of 

trust include confidence and hope as well – confidence in the goodwill of the trusted other and 

hope for a sense of security within the relationship. Borum paraphrased McAllister 
101

 in stating 

that “trust’s affective component leans more heavily on concepts of mutual affinity/caring and 

on interpersonal bonds.” 
102  

Whether we are involved in a friendship, intimate partnership or marriage, authentic 

trust provides us with the freedom to be ourselves, explore life’s possibilities, acquire increasing 

measures of self-confidence, and achieve a sense of belonging. 
103 

As shown in Figure 7.2 on the 

following page, a sense of belonging and realized freedom are possible because the cognitive 
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and affective aspects of authentic trust become mutually reinforcing. As we utilize our cognitive 

skills to gain a greater understanding of the trusted others in our relationships, we are able to 

engage our more emotional side. A greater sense of mutuality, care, empathy, loyalty and 

commitment provide greater clarity and depth to our understanding of our trusted other, further 

reinforcing the bonds of our most personal relationships.   

 

Figure 7.2. Key Aspects of Trustworthiness: the reinforcing benefits of cognition and 

emotion in building and reinforcing trustworthiness. 

 

In the final analysis, it is authentic trust that binds our strongest relationships together. 

Our closest relationships are based on “trust requir(ing) beliefs that (often go) beyond the 

evidence.” 
104

 Our most personal relationships involve strong emotive elements that allow us to 

seek the best in ourselves and our trusted friend or intimate partner, key factors in achieving a 

“life well-lived.” The real value is in “building trust – that is, creating trust, maintaining trust, 

(and even) restoring trust once it has been lost or betrayed.”  
105

 

 Our most personal relationships encompass the richest end of the trust and 

trustworthiness continuum. These are the intimate trusts that we share with spouses, girlfriends, 

boyfriends, and certain close friends embodying the highest levels of confidence, comfort, 
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openness, expectations for trustworthiness, and respect. These relationships should engender 

unquestioned expectations for substantial levels of care and reciprocity. Intimate relationships 

should bring us into full congruence with the highest moral hopes for human dignity, respect, 

empathy, and care. Solomon describes care as the most essential element of authentic trust,” 

care about both the short term and long term vitality of the relationship. 
106 

When we truly care 

in our most loving relationships, we are “keenly aware of (our) beloved, of his or her 

importance in (our) life. Love bestows and appraises the value and virtues of (our) beloved. 

Love makes (our) beloved beloved.”  
107

 

Even our most caring, empathetic, and honest relationships must be cultivated. 
108 

Building higher levels of authentic trust require attention to both cognitive and emotional 

aspects that permit ongoing positive feelings about the outcome of a trusting relationship, 

encompassing “an affective attitude of optimism and… an expectation that the one trusted will 

be directly and favorably moved by the thought that you are counting on them.” 
109

 “What is 

necessary (for) authentic trust… (is) caring about the long-term relationship… mutual 

understanding, a willingness to make… commitments, (and) a keen awareness of the risks and 

liabilities.” 
110 

Our highest levels of authentic trust “explain the willingness of trusters to let 

those trusted get dangerously near the things they care about.” 
111

  

The Promise and Necessity of Hope   

Hope is one of the most basic of human emotions – a defining human character. Hope 

provides context for life’s experiences, ranging from seemingly insignificant events of our lives 

to our most intimate relationships. There is a futurity about hope, a sense of possibilities, and a 

flowing stream of expectations for favorable future outcomes. Hope speaks of future 

possibilities – family, health, friends, job, peace, security, welfare – the elements of life that 

summon us to seek those possibilities or to improve upon less favorable circumstances. 
112
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Walker describes hope as a set of beliefs, desires, emotions, and expectations for a desired 

outcome.  

Hope is a ‘state of mind’…. (It) is ‘about’ a future, or at any rate a yet 

unknown, state of things…. (Hoping is) the futurity of what is hoped for in 

the agent’s perspective; the desirability of what is hoped for; the real 

possibility (non-zero probability but less than certainty) of what is hoped 

for; at least in the estimate of the one who hopes; and the efficacy of hope 

itself. 
113

   

 

Hope requires desire and imagination, the will to seek a desired possibility, and the 

ability to imagine a future outcome. Hope is an essential emotion in life, an attitude that 

motivates humans into action. Walker reminds us that hope is as “basic to us as breathing,” to 

remember the “intimate interaction between hope and trust,” and that “trust in turn is dependent 

on hope.” 
114

 yet unlike the autonomic reflex of breathing, hope requires positive action to 

contemplate a possible outcome or to perhaps influence an outcome. As Walker describes so 

eloquently, “hope involves perceptions, feelings, and dispositions to feel, think, and act in some 

ways that move the one who hopes in the direction of having what is hoped for come about.” 
115 

 
Hope is the result of a trusting symmetrical relationship or it can come as a gift from 

others “amid dim and dwindling possibilities.” 
116

 Hope is both the antecedent and the beneficial 

outcome of trust. Trust, in turn, reinforces the benefits of hope. Hope and trust together are the 

threads that link humanity to a future of possibilities. Walker describes trust as a “confident or 

optimistic reliance on another that assumes compliance is likely” and, in turn, provides a 

hopeful foundation for our shared moral understandings of how to live. 
117 

 

 We need to trust that the moral understandings we share with others are 

worthy and credible understandings of how to live…. We need to trust 

ourselves and each other to be responsive to moral standards that are 

presumably shared. It is this trust that grounds our normative expectations 

of each other. Hope is embedded in, is in fact a condition of, both the 

confidence and the trust that constitute moral relations.  
118
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 Walker further notes that when we “trust others, and ourselves, to be morally 

responsible, we expect others and ourselves to comply.” 
119 

When we trust, and that trust is 

returned, hopeful behavior is reinforced, our expectations are enhanced, and we are more open 

to future possibilities – essential what Walker calls hopeful trust.  

 That is what it means to be in moral (and for that matter social) relations 

with others; we live with them and interact with them in a mode of 

sometimes confident, but always hopeful expectation: we hopefully expect 

that we are responsive to and responsible for what our shared standards 

demand…. Hopeful trust permits human beings a degree of buoyancy or 

resiliency in their moral outlook on others in the ways that they bear their 

own responsibility…. Hopeful trust is not only possible, but morally 

essential. To lose the capacity for hopeful trust is to lose one’s grip on 

morality, for then we can only take up the demanding attitude of normative 

expectation – the attitude of holding others responsible. 
120 

 

 Solomon also links authentic trust with hope noting that when “authentic trust and the 

moods in which it is entangled are oriented toward future possibilities… then, like hope, 

authentic trust can be defined in part in terms of its positive attitude toward the future.” 
121 

McGeer further reminds us that trust and hope are interconnected and while trust promotes 

hope, “our overpowering capacity to hope… significantly underwrites our capacity to trust.” 
122 

While various authors have discussed the close connection between trust and hope, it is 

my belief that the closer our relationships, the more that trust and hope become interconnected. 

In our closest interpersonal relationships, we have higher expectations for trust and 

trustworthiness on the part of those that we trust, we have higher expectations for beneficial 

treatment, we have reduced feelings of vulnerability to betrayal, and we have increased 

anticipations for positive future possibilities. However, when hope is diminished or betrayed, it 

is difficult to imagine a positive future outcome. Hope can be diminished by “relentless 

hardship, loss or injustice... fear, stress, sickness, loneliness, unemployment, racism, (sexism), 

poverty… and the death of loved ones can kill hope or drive it into odd corners where there 

might still be something to do and control.” 
123
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Hope can also be diminished or destroyed by acts of violence, loss, or abrogated trust, 

leaving little or no reason to trust. “Without hope, there is little reason to trust… despair…is the 

opposite of hope.” 
124

 Violence against women can leave victims without even the slightest 

possibility of a better outcome. 
125

 Walker posits that “what is dangerous to hope (but not in 

hope) is the deflation of a sense of possibility and efficacy.”
 126 

With trust and hope linked so 

closely, egregious violations replace betrayed trust with hyper vigilance. Violent crimes against 

women smother the very essence of women’s humanity – the feeling of a hopeful existence, 

hope in future possibilities, and trust in the decency of others.  

Under conditions of helplessness, it is difficult to imagine an outcome based on one’s 

own agency. Without “prodigious resources of imagination, invention, insight, and resistance 

that can open spaces of possibility and images of agency even under desperate conditions,” it is 

difficult to overcome the debilitative effects of violent, assaulting trauma. 
127 

As Delbo points 

out, “there are limits to the exercise of imagination under conditions of unbearable depravation 

and brutality.” 
128

 Hope can wane and be snuffed out completely by acts of violence on women. 
 

Being wrongfully harmed in any significant way can threaten or damage (or 

kill) hope. Any wrong, especially if… the harm is serious, has collateral costs 

of a moral kind. Serious harm threatens literally to demoralize us, undermining 

the hope that lies at the living center of the sense of responsibility that makes us 

capable as moral beings. 
129

 

 

 “Hope is both an individual and a social good... yet hope can leak away in lives of 

relentless hardship, loss, or injustice.” 
130

 Hope can be quashed in a single rape or it can seep out 

slowly and wither under conditions of relentless domestic violence. When we trust, and that 

trust is diminished or shattered, hopeful expectations can be broken, the shards of which cut 

deeply into or extinguish the belief in future possibilities.  
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CHAPTER 8 

BIOPSYCHOSOCIAL AND MORAL EFFECTS OF BETRAYED TRUST 

Trust and Vulnerability 

When we decide to trust, we accept a certain degree of vulnerability as a result of our 

trusting decisions. We cannot guarantee that our trusted one will be trustworthy. Borum 

described a recent meta-analysis conducted by Castaldo, which reviewed 72 different published 

studies analyzing distinctive features of trust. 
1
 Castaldo’s results showed that a positive 

orientation toward the future and an acceptance of vulnerability were distinctive elements of 

trust. 
2
 We hope for a positive outcome but we know both instinctively and through experience 

that we are, whether consciously or unconsciously, vulnerable when we trust others.  We also 

know as a corollary that trust entails an element of risk, the degree of which depends on what is 

at stake in the transaction or relationship.  

Multiple authors have described trust in the context of vulnerability. Among the authors 

cited by Castaldo, positive expectations and vulnerability were recurring themes. Mayer et al 

defined trust as “the willingness of a party to be vulnerable to the actions of another party based 

on the expectation that the other will perform a particular action important to the trustor….” 
3
 

Boon and Holmes 
4
 described trust as a “state involving confident positive expectations about 

another’s motives with respect to oneself in situations entailing risk.” 
5 

Robinson defined trust 

as the “expectations, assumptions or beliefs about the likelihood that another’s future actions 

will be beneficial, favorable or at least not detrimental.” 
6
 Rousseau described trust as a 

“psychological state comprising the intention to accept vulnerability based upon positive 

expectations of the intentions or behavior of another.” 
7
 In each of these publications, the 

authors indicated that personal trust is characterized by a willingness to accept vulnerability and 

risk based on confident expectations that another person’s future actions will produce a positive 

result. 
8
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Solomon points out even more emphatically that all trust involves vulnerability. 
9 

Willingness to accept varying degrees of vulnerability depend on the level of risk involved or 

the level of personal commitment. Our everyday interactions, such as routine retail transactions, 

pose relatively low risks that encompass reliance and predictability; therefore, they carry 

relatively low levels of vulnerability. Other routine interactions, such as driving on crowded 

roads, carry potentially higher levels of risk, but on a probability-adjusted basis, carry relatively 

moderate levels of vulnerability. We expect that the behavior of others on the road will conform 

to established laws and regulations, as well as a mutual concern for safety.  

Our broader societal and situational relationships involve intermittent or routine 

interactions with neighbors, acquaintances, doctors, lawyers, caregivers, colleagues at work, and 

social interactions within our communities. These are routine and extended relationships that 

carry higher levels of both perceived risk and vulnerability, which require higher levels of 

vigilance. In these situations, vigilance and vulnerability decline as our relationships become 

more recurring, trusting, and reciprocal. Figure 8.1 on the following page shows that when 

relationships become more trusting, both perceived vulnerability and the extent of presumed 

vigilance decrease.  

Our more personal or relational interactions involve balanced levels of perceived trust 

and vulnerability. As the degree of trust and observed reciprocity increase, perceived 

vulnerability to betrayal declines in proportion to increased trust. These relationships are 

seemingly in balance with respect to levels of perceived trust and vulnerability. In these 

situations, the trustor has presumably assessed the trustworthiness of another person over time 

and through familiarity brought about by multiple interactions, feels less vulnerable to the 

actions of the trusted other, conditioned on continuing positive expectations regarding the 

other’s behavior. 
10 

As Solomon suggests, personal “trust involves risk… knowingly going into 

the unknown – together.”  
11
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 For our most interpersonal and intimate relationships, we have the greatest expectations 

for respectful treatment, autonomy, dignity, and reciprocity. The closer the relationship, the 

more trust we extend to the regarded other and the more trustworthiness we accord the object of 

our trust. Vigilance and perceived vulnerability decline as interpersonal and intimate 

relationships become the most trusting and reciprocal. Our more intimate interactions involve 

the highest levels of trust and reciprocity. As a result, vigilance against risk and perceived 

vulnerability to betrayal decline to their lowest levels as trust and reciprocity reach their highest 

levels. In loving relationships, the trustor perceives the highest levels of trust and reciprocity 

with the corresponding lowest level of required vigilance and perceived vulnerability to 

betrayal.   

 
Figure 8.1. Gradients of Trust and Vulnerability. Increasing levels of trust and reciprocity are 

accompanied by lower levels of vigilance and perceived vulnerability. 

 

 Our closest relationships engender increased expectations for trust and feelings of 

beneficial hope from the relationships. As a result, these are also the relationships where we 

accept increasing levels of vulnerability to betrayal. “Trust is something that you give”; 
12

 in 
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betrayal, trust is taken! Crimes of violence against women, particularly those crimes perpetrated 

by acquaintances, friends, and partners, are the most egregious betrayals of trust. When trust 

given freely to another is shattered by acts of interpersonal violence, the results can erode the 

very foundations of a hopeful future.    

Debilitating Effects of Violence Against Women 

 
 Complete disregard for respect, trust, autonomy, and the destruction of hope constitute 

serious moral lapses against human dignity. Card notes that victims of sexual, physical and 

psychological violence are degraded by “treatment that diminishes their capacities for trust, 

hope, or sympathy… or makes them appear… less than human.” 
13

 Tjaden and Thoennes stated 

that the continuing and pervasive extent of crimes against women mean that all women continue 

to be victimized psychologically, or at least live in a state of chronic apprehension. 
14 

Traumas 

from these crimes create vast psychological and moral fissures that limit victims’ abilities to 

flourish as confident, self-fulfilled women.   

The terror of rape and domestic violence destroys a victim’s feelings of security and 

autonomy: “Someone else has taken control of our lives, our property, our space. It leaves 

victims feeling vulnerable, defenseless, out of control, dehumanized.” 
15

 In the final analysis, 

helplessness and terror constitute “the essential insult of trauma.” 
16

 Susan Brison, writing about 

her own rape and attempted murder, described the effects as follows. 

The immediate psychological response to… trauma… include terror, loss of 

control, and intense fear of annihilation. Long-term effects include the 

physiological responses of hypervigilance, heightened startle response, sleep 

disorders, and the… involuntary responses of depression, inability to 

concentrate, lack of interest in activities that used to give life meaning, and a 

sense of a foreshortened future. 
17

  

 

The result of helplessness can often be accompanied by feelings of shame, a shame at 

the indignity suffered at the hands of another person or persons, the result of which is to create 

doubt in oneself and others. 
18 

In violence against women, shame and helplessness can turn 
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inward as a dependency on the abuser, a dependency that suggests a loss of hope in others and 

in one’s own agency. Lost trust in the face of relentless abuse can then lead to a form of what 

Walker describes as “normative surrender.” 
19

  

The aftereffects of sexual abuse can also result in feelings of isolation that are often 

attributed to society’s belief that the crime resulted from the secret desire of the victim and the 

affection of the perpetrator. 
20

 In addition, “rape survivors… often castigate themselves bitterly, 

either for placing themselves at risk or for resisting ineffectively. These are precisely the 

arguments that rapists invoke to blame the victim or justify the rape.” 
21 

As Walker further 

notes, “In rape… the purpose of the attack is precisely to demonstrate contempt for the victim’s 

autonomy and dignity. The traumatic event thus destroys the belief that one can be oneself in 

relation to others.”
 22

  

The lasting effects of these acute and chronic sexual traumas are “a breach of trust that 

gives the intrusive images (of the trauma) their intense emotional power.” 
23

  

Long after the event, many traumatized people feel that a part of them has 

died… Perhaps the most disturbing information on the long-term effects of 

traumatic events comes from a community study of crime victims, including 

100 women who had been raped. The average time elapsed since the rape was 

nine years… Even by the crude measures, the lasting, destructive effects of the 

trauma were apparent. Rape survivors reported more ‘nervous breakdowns,’ 

more suicidal thoughts, and more suicide attempts than any other group… 

almost one in five made a suicide attempt. 
24  

 

  

Sexual violence has substantial negative consequences for women and for society. The lives of 

sexual abuse survivors, like survivors of other atrocities, are “characterized by… the destruction 

of the basic landmarks on which the world of human beings and our civilization is based, i.e. 

basic trust in human worth, basic confidence, basic hope.” 
25

 

Compounding Effects of Trauma 

Intimate and close interpersonal relationships involve substantial emotional 

commitment, such that acts of violence are difficult to reconcile. Feelings of guilt, shame, 
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helplessness, denial, fear and loss of self-esteem often prevent women from reporting abusive 

acts. 
26 

The harsh result is that personal shame and self-blame that raped or sexually abused 

intimate partners experience is often reinforced by an equally blaming culture. 
27

 Concerns such 

as personal safety, financial dependence, and involvement of child protective services further 

complicate women who have suffered acts of violence. 
28 

Furthermore, strong attachments 

formed in intimate relationships have been shown to “supersede (even) the most basic self-

preservative drives,” explaining partially why women stay in abusive relationships.” Married 

women may hesitate to question forced sex because they believe they have no right to refuse 

sexual advances made by their husbands 
29

 or view rape as part of a marital conflict for which 

she is to blame or that her own sexual inadequacy was responsible. 
30, 31 

 

Victims of rape and sexual assault can be further traumatized by being placed in social 

isolation brought about by trivializing the trauma, showing aversion, or indifference. This 

happens despite the fact that sexual abuse of women happens to each victim as a member of a 

group. Sexual abuse is a collective experience; women are targeted for it and many women live 

with the terror of this knowledge on some level. Yet due to the prevalence of rape and sexual 

violence, indifference to mistreatment over time can become accepted societal practice.  

Trauma from sexual, physical and psychological violence can also be compounded by 

negative attitudes on the part of family and loved ones – indeed, an entire community. Similar 

to Young’s description of oppression, victims of rape and sexual abuse can be viewed 

negatively as a result of “unconscious (community) assumptions and stereotypes, and group-

related feelings… conventional practices of everyday interaction.” 
32

 As a result, victims of rape 

and sexual abuse can “live a subjectively different … experience of themselves as split, divided, 

or their subjectivity as fragile and plural.” 
33

 Feelings of fear, distrust and isolation can be 

exacerbated by “incomprehension or frank hostility” by family and loved ones to the fact of or 
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the enormity of the trauma, or the victim being viewed by family members as being incapable 

of managing their own recovery. 
34

  

Victims of rape or sexual assault can be viewed by the family and community as defiled 

based on “rigidly judgmental attitudes” about the crime, the intent, or the perceived seriousness 

of the assault. 
35

 The U.S. legal system, the healthcare system, society at large and victims 

themselves reinforce lax attitudes regarding sexual and physical violence against women. Rape 

“myths” promote negative attitudes about the victim, stereotype the victim and accept intimate 

partner violence and contribute to maintaining myths about violence against women. Campbell 

et al note that survivors of rape or sexual assault often experience “secondary victimization” 

from legal, medical and other healthcare workers who act in a victim-blaming manner, 
36 

which 

can increase the physical and psychopathologies effects from the assaults. 
37

    

In the final analysis, the lives of rape, sexual abuse and domestic violence survivors 

breach the tenets of basic confidence, trust in others, loving attachments, expectations for 

trustworthiness and other landmarks on which our civilization is based. 
38 

When women’s 

dignity is crushed by deliberate sexual violence, they experience vulnerability in the extreme 

and may suffer deep or permanent psychological injuries. Violent crimes against women reflect 

the most egregious betrayals of trust and a hopeful future. When you take away meaning, you 

take away life. 
 

Biopsychosocial Consequences of Violence Against Women 

Victims of sexual violence experience considerable near and long term physical, 

mental, and social consequences. Victims of sexual violence can experience severe 

physiological and psychological symptoms, the negative physical and mental health 

consequences of which are well documented. 
39, 40, 41, 42, 43

 Violence against women is a major 

risk factor for depression, anxiety, PTSD, substance abuse, suicidality, and other mental 
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disorders. Okuda et al, in a study of 25,000 adults reported that victims of domestic violence 

were twice as likely to experience major mental health problems. 
44

 

Depression, extreme anxiety and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) are common 

reactions to horrific traumas from rape, sexual assault, and intimate partner violence. PTSD 

symptoms can include intense horror, helplessness, fear, distressing memories of the event, 

significant impairment or distress, and multiple symptoms of increased arousal. 
45

 Some 

survivors of rape and sexual assault get so depressed that they think about ending their own 

lives. Women are nearly twice as likely as men to develop posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), 

yet the disparity is related to sexual victimization rather than basic gender differences. 
46 

An analysis of National Violence Against Women Survey data from 591 victims of 

partner aggression conducted by Cortina and Kubiak concluded that women’s increased risk of 

PTSD and symptom severity were highly correlated with sexual violence and that gender alone 

only played a small role in PTSD symptom severity. 
47

 In addition, Kilpatrick et al found no 

significant differences between marital, date, and stranger rape victims in terms of psychiatric 

disorders (e.g., depression, obsessive-compulsive disorder, social phobia, and sexual 

dysfunction). 
48

 Riggs et al also found similar types and levels of post-trauma distress when 

comparing marital rape to stranger rape victims. 
49 

According to the National Center for Victims of Crime & Crime Victims Research and 

Treatment Center, one-third of all rape victims develop symptoms of PTSD sometime during 

their lifetimes. 
50, 51 

A survey published by The Johns Hopkins University School of Public 

Health, together with a study conducted by Creamer et al, reported that at least 50 percent of 

women develop PTSD following their rape. 
52 

Golding reported a weighted mean average of 

nearly 64 percent PTSD among battered women in a 1999 meta-analysis of 11 studies, while 

Bennice et al showed that “sexual violence severity significantly predicted PTSD and (that) 

sexual violence is uniquely associated with PTSD.” Sexual violence also results in more severe 
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PTSD. 
53 

More recently, Chard and colleagues reported that as many as 72 percent of women 

develop PTSD following rape or sexual assault. 
54 

Furthermore, rape victims are three times 

more likely to have major depression, over four times more likely than non-crime victims to 

contemplate suicide, with 13 percent of all rape victims actually attempting suicide. 
55 

Rape victims with PTSD often experience uncontrollable intrusive thoughts about the 

rape, essentially unable to stop remembering the incident. Many rape victims have realistic 

nightmares and dreams about the actual rape and may relive the event through flashbacks, 

during which victims experience the traumatic event as if it was happening in real time. To cope 

with the aftermath of rape and sexual assault, drug and alcohol consumption increase 

dramatically as victims attempt to gain relief from these symptoms. Rape victims are over 13 

times more likely to have major alcohol problems and 26 times more likely to have serious drug 

abuse problems. 
56 

Mental illness resulting from childhood neglect and violence also present major 

problems, since as many as 15 million children witness domestic violence in their families each 

year. 
57 

Male children who witness domestic violence are at a thousand percent greater risk for 

repeating violent acts in their own intimate relationships than men who did not witness domestic 

violence. Furthermore, perpetrators of domestic violence are highly likely to have been victims 

of prior domestic violence themselves. 
58

 

Gender, Biology and Aggression 

 Gendered differences in behavior, including aggressiveness, nurturance and gender 

segregation, start early in development. During childhood, “children use developing cognitive 

skills to label themselves male or female, partly by identifying themselves with same-sex 

adults… (and) self-segregation by sex continues throughout childhood.” 
59

 Even before puberty, 

boys act more aggressive and girls act more nurturing. Gender traits are further “shaped by 

experience, training, and expectations” throughout adolescence and early adulthood… the sexes 
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self-segregate by age three and increase their distance throughout childhood, even as they may 

explicitly define gender less rigidly.” 
60

    

 The biology and acculturation that separates the self-identity of boys and girls early in 

life is often mistaken as evolutionary adaptation that favors men over women based on men’s 

generally greater physical strength, higher metabolism, ability in strength-oriented sports, and 

lifelong reproductive capability. However, biological anthropologists, such as Ashley Montagu, 

argue that women are in fact superior to men despite centuries of men’s narratives describing 

women as weak and biologically inferior. Women live longer than men, they have a lower 

mortality than men at all ages, and they have greater resistance to many chronic and infectious 

diseases. 
61

  

Common brain defects, such as autism, intellectual development disorder, and ADHD 

affect boys at least three times more than girls. Persistent conduct disorder, often a risk factor 

for later behavioral and criminal activities, affects boys 10-15 times more than girls. In addition, 

X-linked disorders, such as deafness, color blindness, hemophilia, hydrocephalus, mitral valve 

constriction, and other neural and mental deficiencies, are more common in males.  

By contrast, emotional disorders, such as major depressive disorder, anxiety, and post-

traumatic stress affect more women, although men are three times more likely to commit 

suicide as a result of these conditions. These biological factors suggest women’s greater 

evolutionary adaptation and inherent physical resilience than men, despite centuries of 

oppression and abuse that have occluded the reality of women’s biology and their inherent 

capabilities. 
62

 

Despite women’s inherent biological and emotional benefits, Konner has also focused 

on two negative traits – violence and driven sexuality – that have been consistent factors in 

men’s lives throughout history to justify the use of violence against all manners of enemies. 
63 

While men’s sexuality, according to Camille Paglia, 
64

 can be a source of creativity, it has been 
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used more often as a means of control and violence against women. Multiple studies have 

shown that “coercive sex is overwhelmingly male: 99 percent of the arrests for rape are of 

men.” 65  

Just as misogyny and patriarchy underpin societal oppression against women, genetic 

and environmental factors can also contribute to behavioral and psychiatric disorders marked by 

aggression, physical violence, depression, and other psychiatric conditions. Childhood abuse, 

genetic, social, and environmental factors can work in combination to increase the risk for 

aggression and violence. Konner notes that biological and hormonal differences between males 

(testosterone) and females (estrogen and progesterone) relating to aggression, nurturance, and 

sexuality have been confirmed in many studies. 
66 

Other recent studies have also shown that the 

influence of direct genetic effects, prenatal hormones, and intrauterine environment can affect 

differences in cognition, gender identity, sexual orientation, and the incidence of 

neuropsychiatric disorders.  

Furthermore, brain physiology plays an important role in tendencies toward aggressive 

versus nurturing behaviors. Females develop a larger prefrontal cortex, which inhibits 

aggressive and risk taking behavior earlier in brain development, while males develop larger 

amygdalas containing numerous testosterone receptors, which affect aggression, anger, fear, and 

sex drive. There is mounting evidence that a combination of genetics, brain physiology, and 

hormonal differences at least helps to partially “explain why men greatly exceed women in 

violence and driven sexuality.” 
67

  

Prenatal environment, neglect, and early childhood abuse can also dramatically alter 

male aggression, female susceptibility to violence, and the dramatic negative biopsychosocial 

effects of violence against women. Male sexuality and cultural conditioning drive primary male 

sexuality and lower developmental levels of male nurturance. “Human males are more 

physically aggressive in all cultures at all ages. Socialization plays a role in this, and the 
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outcome results from interactions between culture and biology… brain and hormonal 

developments are foundational.” 
68

 

Genetic and Environmental Contributors to Men’s Violence  

 Genetically, males with mutations in certain genes have a higher predisposition to 

aggression, violence, impulsiveness, depression, and suicidality. 
69 

For example, males with a 

low-functioning mutation in the so-called “warrior gene” (MAOA) experience higher levels of 

impulsive aggressive behavior. High levels of cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) testosterone have also 

been shown to induce even more aggressive tendencies. 
70 

In addition, external or environmental 

factors that modulate gene expression, known as epigenetic variations, can have a dramatic 

impact on aggression and violence. In particular, childhood abuse and maltreatment have been 

shown to increase aggressive traits in adults. A study by Caspi et al of 1,037 individuals born 

around 1973 showed that men in their thirties with low MAOA activity that had been maltreated 

before the age of 12 had the highest levels of predisposition toward violence and the highest rate 

of convictions for violent crimes. 
71  

A recent study by Långström et al of 21,566 Swedish men convicted of sexual crimes 

from 1973-2009, with nearly 50 percent convicted of adult rape or child molestation,  showed 

that genetic factors (40 percent) and unique environmental factors (>50 percent), including 

perinatal adversity, social events, etc., accounted for higher risks of sexual offenses. The 

influence of genetic factors ranged from 19 percent for adult rape to 46 percent for child 

molestation. Family aggregation involving biological first-degree brothers and father-son 

relationships accounted for the highest risks for sexual violence. 
72 

A further study by 

Haberstick et al reported results from the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent and Adult 

Health showing that environmental effects of severe childhood maltreatment were a principal 

risk factor for male predisposition to violence, even more so than genetic factors. 
73  
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Repetitive episodes of violence and impulsivity evident in adulthood generally have 

long-standing roots that may exacerbate over time. Antisocial personality disorder, intermittent 

explosive disorders, borderline personality disorder and other mental disorders can lead to 

repetitive aggression and violence, 
74

 as summarized below in Table 8.1.  

 

Table 8.1. Disorders associated with violence and impulsivity/impulse control. 
75 

 
 

Repetitive episodes of 

violence and impulsivity 

evident in adulthood 

 

 Antisocial personality disorder/psychopathy 

 Borderline personality disorder 

 Psychotic disorders (incl. schizophrenia, delusional 

disorder) 

 Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) 

 Alcohol Abuse 

 Substance abuse (especially stimulants) 

 Neurocognitive disorders (Huntington, Alzheimer 

diseases) 

 Medication adverse effect 

 Intermittent explosive disorder 

 

 

For example, intermittent explosive disorder (IED) is a psychiatric diagnosis characterized by 

verbal aggression occurring two times per week for three months and three behavioral outbursts 

over a twelve month period resulting in property damage or physical assault resulting in injury. 

Multiple neurobiological studies have shown that aggression and violence can stem from 

disruptions in the amygdala brain region controlling fear and hyperactivity, as well as reduced 

inhibition in the prefrontal cortex controlling decision making and moderating social behavior. 

Stuart Yudofsky in his book Fatal Flaws describes other psychiatric dysfunctions that 

betray trust and destroy relationships, essentially those faults in personality or character that are 

persistent and likely to result in serious injuries or crimes. 
76 

People with fatal flaws have 

significant deficiencies in one or more of key personality traits that define how people relate to 

themselves, their environment, and to others, namely: sensitivity, integrity, empathy, 

conscientiousness, responsibility, reliability, purposefulness, honesty, generosity, kindness, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decision_making
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respectfulness, and humility. 
77 

These are the characteristics that we discussed in Chapter 7 as 

hallmarks of trust and trustworthiness.  

One particular personality disorder, antisocial personality disorder (APD), which affects 

about 2-4 percent of the U.S. population, is characterized by failed moral development, 
78

 

expressed as a “lack of feelings of guilt or remorse over harming others.” People with antisocial 

personality disorder notoriously
 
“use violence to coerce, exploit, and torment others to gratify 

their own needs and desires.” Patients with APD often come from households where they did 

not feel “understood, loved, or prioritized” by parents or caregivers, 
79 

or who have brain lesions 

resulting from accidents, fights, or abuse. Genetic predisposition, neurobiology, environment, 

experience, and neurobiology all play a role development of abusive personalities. 
80  

Other studies have shown that alcohol and drug abuse increase the risk of adult violence 

almost exponentially 
81, 82 

and that exposure to community violence is a high risk factor for poor 

impulse control. 
83

 Low resting heart rate (RHR) is also a risk factor for crime, perpetration of 

violence, injury as a result of violence, and the risk of unintentional injuries. 
84 

A recent study of 

over 700,000 Swedish men by Latvala et al demonstrated definitively that low RHR at age 18 is 

one of the best biological indicators of later adult aggressive and violent behavior. 
85

   

Genetic and Environmental Effects of Child Neglect and Abuse   

Adult survivors of childhood sexual assault may experience even more intense reactions 

because their personal boundaries were invaded at a young age by someone that was trusted and 

depended on.  Many adult survivors of childhood sexual assault continue grieving over the loss 

of childhood trust and perceived innocence. They feel guilt and shame because they could not 

stop the abuse and they experience low self-esteem resulting from negative messages received 

and internalized from abusers. Other adult survivors may be left fleeing from intimacy or 

holding tightly onto a questionable relationship. Adults suffering from childhood abuse can also 

present medically with psychosomatic symptoms such as headaches, migraines, light 
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headedness/dizziness, stomach difficulties, hot/cold flashes, and sleep disorders due to the 

physical connection between the body and the psychiatric injuries to the mind. 
86

 

Solomon cites Laing in describing the importance of basic trust learned in childhood as 

“security in one’s own being and one’s place in the world.” 
87 

In this context, child abuse is one 

of the most horrific betrayals of trust. The trauma of child abuse often destroys the very 

foundation of individual or basic trust that should occur during childhood. Basic trust provides 

the foundation for each individual’s view of the world, their relationships with others, their 

willingness to trust, their future outlook on life, and their demeanor toward the world.  

Early childhood trauma and abuse have been shown to significantly increase the risk of 

depression and other psychiatric disorders, particularly in female adults. Multiple genetic, 

environmental, and neurochemical mechanisms play major roles in the development of various 

psychiatric conditions. While as much as 30-40 percent of the risk for depression is based on 

genetics, other risk factors such as family history, gender, personality and environment (stress, 

abuse, neglect) can play even more significant roles. 
88

  

Numerous clinical, epidemiological, and genetic studies conducted over the past 15 

years have confirmed the role of genetic and environmental factors (G x E factors) in disease 

onset. 
89 

Since 2011, there have been over 4,000 journal articles and books published connecting 

the influence of epigenetics and gene-by-environmental influences on aggression and violence. 

In the ongoing debate about the influence of nature versus nurture, we now have ever-increasing 

genetic and neuroscience evidence to support the influence of exposure, trauma, and stress on 

behavior and the transgenerational transfer of these characteristics. 
90

 

These epigenetic changes, resulting from gene expression rather than altering genes 

themselves, can modify how a normal gene sequence gets translated into different cellular and 

physiological traits, or phenotypes, caused by external environmental factors that can switch 

genes on or off and affect the traits of offspring without altering primary DNA structure. 
91 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Primary_structure#Primary_structure
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These epigenetic changes can be transferred from generation to generation, a process known as 

transgenerational epigenetic inheritance. 
92 

Epigenetics can also explain patients’ ability to 

respond to appropriate psychotropic medications that improve depressive symptoms and other 

psychiatric disorders. 
93,  94 

Sigmund Freud originally described the influence of traumatic experiences on the 

development of depression and other mood disorders. Now over 100 years later, our 

understanding of the molecular mechanisms resulting from trauma has confirmed Freud’s 

observations. We are indeed influenced biologically by traumatic events, which can have lasting 

negative effects on behavior and mood and cause victims to suffer lifelong effects of trauma. 

Multiple studies have now demonstrated that genes and environmental factors work together to 

influence individual predisposition, risk, severity, timing, and response to childhood abuse and 

neglect. Murgatroyd et al described the epigenetic transition of trauma progressing from a 

preliminary state of response to a “hard-coated, stable state” as a core aspect of psychiatry in 

“understanding the initiation, maintenance and progression of enduring epigenetic marks in 

response to early and later life experiences.” 
95 

Childhood trauma can lead to functional and structural changes in areas of the 

developing brain responsible for regulating emotions, maintaining vigilance, and regulating 

fear. 
96

 In a study of 494 young adolescent men in England, Jensen et al found that adversity 

during the first six years of life resulted in lower gray matter brain volume and higher rates of 

depression and anxiety. 
97 

Anderson et al found differential effects on brain development and 

volume at particularly sensitive time periods resulting from childhood abuse, particularly among 

women who suffered sexual abuse at ages 3-5 years. 
98 

Heim et al have shown that women who 

have experienced childhood sexual or physical abuse are particularly vulnerable to psychosocial 

stress. 
99

 Heim et al have also shown that childhood adversity can increase the risk for mood and 

anxiety disorders in women, particularly during the reproductive part of their lifespan. 
100 

There 
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is also a dose-response relationship between severity of childhood trauma and lifetime 

depression. 
 

Timing and type of early life stress are important factors in determining the onset and 

extent of depression later in life. Caspi et al showed that individuals who experienced “stressful 

life events that involve threat, loss, humiliation, or defeat” and have short/short (s/s) 

polymorphisms in the promoter region of the serotonin transporter gene 5-HTTLPR exhibit 

greater rates of depression and suicidality. 
101

 Murgatroyd et al reported that early life stress 

leaves victims with a lifetime risk for depression resulting from persistent memory of the 

stressful events. 
102  

Caspi et al further showed that transporter gene x environment interactions 

are not only consistently predictive of depression, but are predictive of other psychiatric 

conditions such as PTSD, suicidality, substance abuse, and anxiety based on altered brain 

activation patterns. 
103

 In a recent study of over 2,300 young adults, Rocha et al verified earlier 

findings by Caspi that the association of adult depression following childhood maltreatment is 

moderated by the 5-HTTLPR genotype. 
104 

Such interactions can lead to changes in “emotional 

processing” that increase the propensity for psychiatric illnesses later in life. 
105  

Other genetic variants besides the serotonin transporter gene have been shown to 

predict depression resulting from early childhood trauma. 
106

 Polymorphisms in multiple genes 

that regulate an individual’s stress hormone system have been shown to interact in a gene x 

environment manner in depressed patients with a history of early childhood trauma. 

Furthermore, various genes interacting in a multiplicative manner with 5-HTTLPR have been 

shown to interact in a gene x gene x environment (GxGxE) manner to predict depression, 

supporting the significance of early life trauma in the pathogenesis of adult depression and other 

psychiatric conditions. 
107 

Childhood neglect and abuse increases the risk of adolescent or adult suicide and is 

considered a major environmental risk factor for suicide, including multiple suicide attempts 
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later in life. 
108 

Significantly, any childhood adversity increases the risk of adolescent or adult 

suicide by 2-5 fold. 
109 

A recent analysis by Hoertel et al of 34,653 participants in the National 

Epidemiological Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions (NESARC) examining suicide 

attempt risk from childhood maltreatment (emotional, physical neglect, sexual, physical, and 

emotional abuse) reported a significant lifetime history of suicide attempts and younger age at 

the time of first attempt. 
110 

Among the 1,265 suicide attempters in the study, the highest risk for 

any suicide attempt and for age at first suicide attempt occurred among victims of childhood 

sexual and physical abuse. Childhood sexual abuse, in particular, had the highest correlation 

with the risk of subsequent suicide attempt, 
111

 including environmental factors such as “family 

discord and low social support.” According to the authors, childhood maltreatment can “disrupt 

developmental processes related to strengthening of emotional regulation and associated 

interpersonal skills, including insecure attachment styles, impairments in emotional perception 

and reward processing, and increased impulsivity and neuroticism.” 
112

     
  

Recent studies in social neurobiology also support the fact that low levels of maternal 

neglect and physical or sexual abuse affect neurochemical systems, such as oxytocin and 

vasopressin that regulate social behavior. Early life neglect and abuse can cause problems in 

bonding and adult interpersonal relationships. Adult bonding problems and anti-social behavior 

can result in individuals seeking alternative ways to stimulate brain reward pathways through 

alcohol, drugs, sex, intimidation, aggression, and violence. As a result, aggression and violence 

can become a substitute for normal bonding behavior. 
113

  

Trauma and the Destructive Effects on Trust and Hope 

As humans, we seek an explanation for the unexplainable or the indefinable. We seek 

certainty where only uncertainty prevails. We seek security in religion or other anchors in life 

to acknowledge concepts and forces larger than human comprehension. We try to establish a 

codified description for the chaos around us as a means of coping with the fears of the unknown 
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that grip our dreams and our realities. We seek to cope, survive and then, perhaps, seek the 

meaning of our life. Throughout that search for meaning, we hope in a future of possibilities, 

and we trust others for support and moral guidance. 

Our moral relations are anchored in kinds of trust. We need to trust that the 

moral understandings we share with others are indeed worthy and credible 

understandings of how to live… (in other words) a ‘confidence’ to distinguish it 

from the trust we must also have in human beings. 
114

  
 

              In the case of sexual, physical and psychological abuse, as in other forms of chronic 

oppression, the presumptive or default moral standard is unrealizable. “Human beings in 

desperate conditions may lose hope, including moral hope. They may lose the ability to believe 

in any future in which goodness or dignities are available, or may cease to find these ideas 

credible enough to desire their realization.” 
115 

When dignity is crushed by deliberate sexual, 

physical or psychological violence, women experience vulnerability in the extreme and may 

suffer deep or permanent limitations to human flourishing. Carse points out succinctly that… 

“Persistent devaluation or sustained mistreatment can concretize the degradation of our status. 

When this happens, human reality falls short of what morality demands.” 
116

    

Normative expectations presume that human beings live by a set of inborn and societal 

expectations, the norms of life by which we act and expect others to act toward us. As Walker 

states explicitly, “That is what it means to be in moral (and for that matter, social) relations 

with others: we live with them and we interact with them in a mode of sometimes confident, but 

always hopeful, expectation; we hopefully expect that we are responsive to and responsible for 

what our shared standards demand.” 
117

  

Walker also points to trauma’s breach of major attachments and crises of self-confidence.  

Traumatic events call into question basic human relationships. They breach the 

attachments of family, friendship, love, and community. They shatter the 

construction of the self that is formed and sustained in relation to others. They 

undermine the belief systems that give meaning to human experience. They 

violate the victim’s faith in a natural or divine order and cast the victim into a 

state of existential crisis. 
118
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Deliberate destruction of hope and trust could be considered a form of moral battery. 

Sexual, physical and psychological violence are purposeful acts by men designed to control and 

humiliate women. Crimes of violence against women clearly meet the definition of battery 

where the fault element, or mens rea, consists of intentional use of force or violence against 

another person. A person committing violence against women “acts intentionally… when his 

purpose is to cause it and he may be held to act intentionally if he foresees that the result is a 

virtually certain consequence of his action and he nonetheless acts.” 
119 

These are intentional 

crimes in direct opposition to the most foundational elements of morality – accepted societal 

principles of right and wrong that are concerned with avoiding and preventing harm.  

Card goes even further in describing violence against women as torture, “not 

metaphorically… (but) an intentional, deliberate and aggravated infliction of excruciating pain 

or suffering.” 
120

 Card cites Jones in arguing that sexual assault and battery fit the five criteria 

listed in the “chart of coercion” from the 1973 Amnesty International report, including: 1) intent 

(and collateral effects), 2) pain or suffering severe enough to break most people (i.e., pushes 

beyond limits of most people), 3) absence of reasonable consent, 4) aggravation and 

deliberateness, and 5) cruelty, inhumanity, or degradation (i.e., sadistic or insensitivity to 

suffering or vulnerabilities). 
121

 Card further cites Shue’s description of defenselessness as a 

sixth dimension of torture, a characteristic that makes torture even “morally worse.” 
122

 

Defenselessness is a principal manifestation and outcome of sexual assault and 

domestic violence because women in these situations are “stripped of power, stand no chance at 

all against their assailant” 
123 

and overpowered by physical, financial, chemical, legal, or social 

means. Torture is an accurate description of violence against women because its purpose is to 

control and degrade, to reduce women in relation to their perpetrators, and to diminish their 

value or capacity. Degradation “disables, disfigures, and diminishes… or is contemptuous of 
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one’s being.” 
124 

If defenselessness, deliberate cruelty, inhumanity, degradation, and broken 

lives characterize torture, then sexual assault and domestic violence constitute torture. 

 Equally devastating is when victims of sexual violence are treated with normative 

indifference, a non-caring attitude that trivializes, tolerates, and perpetuates violent crimes 

against women. “Serious wrongdoing requires acknowledgement and assurance, rather than 

indifference, denial, or abandonment.” 
125

 The failure to acknowledge and reassure following 

traumatic sexual assault can be psychologically devastating, a re-violation of trust, and a further 

assault on hope.  “Failures to acknowledge the fact of the wrongdoing and injury, and to 

confirm the victim’s deservingness of repair, are themselves additional injuries to trust and 

hope.” 
126

 Failure to provide trustful reassurance becomes what Walker refers to correctly as 

normative abandonment of the victim. 
127

 “Human beings in desperate conditions may lose 

hope, including moral hope. They may lose the ability to believe in any future in which 

goodness or dignity (is) available.” 
128

 

Crimes of sexual and domestic violence cut at the very essence of acceptable human 

behavior. The expectation that core and universal virtues involved in avoiding and preventing 

harm and causing no pain should be unquestionable in our most interpersonal and intimate 

relationships. When the fundamental virtue of “do no harm” is intentionally violated in 

women’s trusted relationships, these violations constitute both legal and moral battery. Victims 

lose their sense of trust in others and their trust in themselves is severely compromised. Their 

dignity is shattered because they have been deliberately humiliated and dehumanized. Under 

these circumstances, the very moral foundations of humanity are shaken, if not crumbled. 

Gender, Rights and Equal Justice 

Women’s voices, their ideas, and their contributions to society have been consistently 

maligned and devalued. Women have been mistreated on the basis of gender and indifference to 

gender mistreatment over time has become accepted societal practice. Young asserts that 

oppression exists in society as a matter of “interactive habits, unconscious assumptions and 
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stereotypes, and group-related feelings… not in official laws and policies, but in informal… 

conventional practices of everyday interaction.” 
129 

Women have been subject to men’s laws and 

oppression, the result of which has been limited autonomy and self-determination.  

According to Carol Gilligan, men have looked upon personal achievement as a marker 

of maturity and women’s focus on caring and relationships as a sign of weakness, rather than as 

sign of strength. 
130 

Men are taught to think in terms of contest, combatants, outcomes, rewards, 

status (hierarchy), reciprocity, and fairness. Reciprocity and fairness became guides to control 

behavior and aggression, strong and authoritative men dictating the ‘rules” of behavior to other 

men. In many ways, hierarchy remains the social order of men, informing their approach to law 

and fairness. Cornell further notes that the gender hierarchy continues to “privilege the 

masculine and subordinate the feminine.” 
131

  

Gilligan describes men’s view of morality as based on a “logic of equality and 

reciprocity.” 
132

 Using this logic, men have imposed a hierarchy of power and rules onto a 

system of “codified” values. 
133

 Gilligan further notes that these codified values then become 

rights and justice values, which provide the means to limit aggression, secure community safety, 

and protect individual autonomy through reciprocity of non-aggression. Fundamental justice 

“rules make the community safe” and become what is often referred to as an ethic of justice. 
134

  

Gilligan’s ethic of justice focuses on issues of “fairness, equality, individual rights, and 

the consistent application” of those rights.  While rights and justice have been used by men as a 

life manual containing “rules of engagement” that inform their behavior, boundaries, and limits 

of authority, they have also provided men with the means to retain power and privilege. As 

discussed throughout prior chapters, patriarchal behaviors and narratives have been used by 

men to denigrate women and limit their rights and equality, without reciprocity. As a result, 

men’s focus on rights and justice, while key to maintaining societal peace and order, has come 

at a cost to human progress.  
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Held notes that as a guiding principle and value, justice requires that individual rights 

be respected. 
135

 Yet when justice is based principally on the premise that seeks a “fair solution 

between competing individual interests and rights,” 
136

 I concur with Held that this view of 

justice tends to be limiting in routine societal application. While the language and application of 

traditional rights are a fundamental component of functioning societies, they are insufficient to 

incorporate respect and equality for all. Held cites work by Noddings warning of the 

“destructive role of (external) rules and principles… (so that) we become detached from the 

very heart of morality: the sensibility that calls for caring.” 
137, 138

 When care is incorporated as a 

guiding value alongside traditional justice, the impact of decisions on families and the broader 

community can be respected as well. Multiple authors have described women’s view life as an 

interconnected set of relationships that bind them together in proactive relationships of family 

and community. Our collective lives are “dependent on connections, sustained by care, and 

based on bonds of attachment versus a contract of agreement.” 
139

 

Unfortunately, society has still not progressed sufficiently to incorporate respect and 

care; women’s fears, anxieties, physical suffering and marginalization continue. For many 

women, cumulative circumstances and current realities limit their ability to contemplate a 

hopeful future or limit their ability to seek a meaning in life. Women continue to be encumbered 

by a long history of physical and mental abuse that places them among other groups who have 

experienced any of history’s atrocities. Continuing indignities associated with patriarchal 

behaviors, misogyny and violence against women should lead us to contemplate the “moral 

implications” of our actions and our attitudes, as well as the importance of “cultivating the 

virtues of healthy empathy, sustaining compassion toward others, and joining in the solidarity 

with those in need.” 
140 

Current legal principles and societal attitudes continue to keep women 

detached from the very heart of morality that calls for caring and empathy.  
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CHAPTER 9 

CRITICAL ISSUES IN GENDER-BASED SOCIAL JUSTICE 

Toward A More Comprehensive Understanding of Justice 

The rule of law is a western concept established to address societies’ inequities, to 

replace violence and unequal status with rules of conduct that apply across society, essentially 

the “maintenance of legal, social, or moral principles by the exercise of authority or power.” 
1
 

Laws were conceived as a “leveling principle that treats everyone the same, no favorites and no 

exceptions, except when distinctions can be justified.” 
2
 Justice is served through a legal 

“formal equality” based on principles of impartiality and fairness.  

Despite the intentions of law, many women (plus elderly, gays and lesbians, disabled, 

and ethnic minorities) continue to experience injustice. Women experience both overt and 

covert discrimination that exclude them from job and other opportunities, allocate an unequal 

share of resources, and often limit access to health care, housing, and education. Formal “equal 

protection” does not remedy structural injustices of society, such that the “threshold for equal 

protection scrutiny (merely) perpetuates social inequality.” 
3
  

Young proposes that a more relational form of justice focusing on self-respect, 

opportunity and honor is needed to address the inequities that women (and other groups) face 

through continuing oppression and domination, essentially an approach that gives “primacy to 

doing” rather than having. 
4
 Traditional impartial justice, which is blind to continuing inequities 

because it separates “reason from body and feeling,” does not address the cultural underbelly of 

oppression and discrimination. 
5 

Young argues that this “mechanical interpretation of fairness” 

needs to be overridden by the “principle that group differences should be acknowledged in 

public policy and in the policies and procedures of economic institutions, in order to reduce 

actual or potential oppression.” 
6  
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Young further states that prevailing accounts of distributive justice, which focus on the 

“possession of material goods and social positions,” ignore important “aspects of justice (that) 

include decision-making procedures, the social division of labor, and culture,”  embedded 

prejudice and assumptions that contribute to women’s marginalization. Like Young, I agree that 

a more comprehensive construct of social justice is required, one that deals with the underlying 

cultural aspects of women’s oppression (its norms, habits, and symbols), the privileges that men 

derive from women’s oppression, and the damaging effect on moral agency of dismissive 

intergroup behaviors. Oppression and privilege continue to inhibit women’s opportunities while 

assumptions, stereotypes, media, organizational structures, social interactions, and the normal 

“processes of everyday life” add to and prevent women from achieving social justice. 
7
  

Unattainable Threshold of Gender Equality 

The oppression and domination of women dates back to the beginning of western 

civilization. As discussed extensively in chapters 3 through 5, women were variously associated 

with derogatory stereotypes ranging from the whore of classical antiquity and the Renaissance, 

to the unfeminine woman of the nineteenth century and the devouring mother of the twentieth 

century. 
8
 Women have been cast in either antithetical roles from prior periods or variations on 

the subjugation theme that fit social and religious mores of the time. What women were and 

what they thought have been socially constructed by men. Women have been dependent on men 

financially, the only discourses about women were developed by men, and descriptions of the 

very essence of women have been viewed from a male frame-of-reference. 
9
 

A cornerstone principle of western freedom has its origin in Aristotelian concepts of 

equal treatment for like groups (“similarly situated”) and unequal treatment for non-like or 

lesser groups. These thresholds of difference furthered the chronic oppression of women and 

other minorities that still limit their freedom today. Women have been denigrated, abused, and 
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denied access to basic societal benefits due to their “unequal” status. The multi-millennial 

discriminatory treatment of women has given them neither full civil nor moral equality. 

 The current discourse surrounding the role of women in society “arises from a conflict 

between the egalitarian assumptions of liberalism and the practices of patriarchal and sexual 

differentiation out of which our society has grown” 
10, 11  

These differences lead to unequal 

assumptions about men’s versus women’s capabilities, rights, and access. “So long as (women) 

are socially constructed as different from (men)… they can be treated differently, even if that 

“difference” has meant systematic disadvantage.” 
12  

 
Women have not been viewed as similarly situated to men, so the underpinnings of 

equal protection for women in western society have been built on a presumptive shale of 

“otherness” rather than solid granite of full citizenship. According to MacKinnon, “equality is 

valued nearly everywhere but practiced almost nowhere… sex inequality is diverse empirically, 

ideologically… with some places far worse for women than others, but nowhere is sex equality 

achieved.” 
13

 If equal protection requires women to be “similarly situated,” then the “threshold 

for equal protection scrutiny – (merely) perpetuates social inequality.” 
14

 
 

Characteristics of Oppression and Domination 

Society is defined androcentrically as “male and man defines woman not in herself but 

as relative to him; she is not regarded as an autonomous being… she is the incidental, the 

inessential as opposed to the essential.” 
15 

This social ideology has led to a pattern of oppressive 

behavior toward women. Feminine characteristics associated with caring, compassion, and 

nonviolence have been relegated to lesser importance, while men’s characteristics associated 

with strength and authority have been viewed as social norms. Social institutions have 

reinforced the association of masculinity with authority and dominance, while denigrating 

women’s “characteristics” as weak, undisciplined, trivial and non-essential to the “proper” 

functioning of society, essentially the difference between men’s work and women’s duties. 
16 
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Oppression is a chronic process of domination exerted on a consistent basis that 

subjects one group to another. Power is incremental, while oppression is cumulative. 
17

 Iris 

Young states that oppression consists of “systematic institutional processes which prevent social 

groups from “learning  and using satisfying and expansive skills in socially recognized settings, 

or which inhibit people’s ability to… communicate with others or to express their feelings and 

perspective on social life in contexts where others can listen.” 
18

 Marilyn Frye further notes that 

women’s oppression consists of purposeful actions habituated over time that have reinforced the 

myth of women’s fragility, incapability, unimportance and irrelevancy. 
19

 Allan Johnson 

concludes that the oppression of women and the privilege of men “values and promotes 

dominance and control as ends in themselves.” 
20

 

Oppression, according to Young, is structural, the causes of which “are embedded in 

unquestioned norms, habits, and symbols, in the assumptions underlying institutional rules and 

the collective consequences of following those rules.” 

In this extended structural sense, oppression refers to the vast and deep 

injustices some groups suffer as a consequence of often unconscious 

assumptions and reactions of well-meaning people in ordinary interactions, 

media and cultural stereotypes, and structural features of bureaucratic 

hierarchies and market mechanisms – in short, the normal processes of 

everyday life.  We cannot eliminate this structural oppression by getting rid of 

the rulers or making some new laws, because oppressions are systematically 

reproduced in major economic, political, and cultural institutions. 
21 

 

Young states that oppression involves a “family of concepts and conditions,” which she 

labeled the “Five Faces of Oppression,” consisting of exploitation, marginalization, 

powerlessness, cultural imperialism, and violence. 
22 

Exploitation “occurs through a steady 

process of the transfer of the results of labor of one social group (women) to the benefit of 

another (men).” Marginalization occurs when “women’s energies are expended in jobs (tasks) 

that enhance the status of, please, or comfort others, usually men.” 
23 
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Powerlessness refers to individuals “over whom authority is exercised without their 

exercising it; the powerless are situated so that they must take orders and rarely have the 

opportunity to give them.” 
24 

Cultural imperialism “involves the universalization of a dominant 

group’s experience and culture, and its establishment as the norm.” 
25 

Violence remains a 

critical feature of the overt oppression for women.   

(Women) live with the knowledge that they must fear random, unprovoked 

attacks on their persons or property, which have no motive but to damage, 

humiliate, or destroy the person…. 
26 

Oppression of violence… consists of 

daily knowledge shared by all members of oppressed groups that they are 

liable to violation, solely on account of their group identity. Just living under 

the threat of attack of oneself or family or friends deprives the oppressed of 

freedom and dignity, and needlessly expends their energy.” 
27

   

 

Women have been oppressed on the basis of their gender and indifference to women’s 

mistreatment over time has become accepted societal norm. Marginalizing behaviors practiced 

over generations have led to a distorted view of women as other and indifference to their well-

being and flourishing. When women are demeaned, eroticized, and marginalized, it is easier to 

justify exclusionary or dismissive behavior. Tolerating such behavior provides an implicit 

acceptability of oppression. 
 

Normative Gender Discrimination 

Women have been systematically oppressed for men’s control, pleasure, and political 

purpose. “Women (have been) socially configured as property… specifically for possession and 

use.  Women have been status objects to be acquired and paraded by men to raise their status 

among men, as well as used for labor and breeding and pleasure and ease.” 
28

 Young describes 

women’s oppression as a “systematic and unreciprocated transfer of powers from women to 

men.” 
29

 This characterization, according to Kindlon and Thompson, is far too passive and falls 

short of recognizing the history and cumulative experience of women; rather, men expropriated 

women’s power, their group status, and self-realization. I agree with the stronger emphasis that 
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Kindlon and Thompson place on women’s collective history of domination and exploitation 

extending to the present.  

The collective social history of (women is one of) disempowerment, 

exploitation, and subordination extending to the present.” The choices available 

to women have been limited by a long history of domination that, like other 

oppressions, place real limits on the full realization of women’s equality. 
30

 

 

Women are devalued socially and their secondary status in society has been 

institutionalized as “normative gender discrimination.” Society’s resources – social, material, 

and political – are distributed hierarchically by gender in a manner that is accepted socially and 

tolerated legally. Gender oppression has been internalized to such an extent that it has taken on 

the patina of a “cultural ideology” that is deeply embedded in the fabric of society in both overt 

and symbolic forms. Gender inequality runs so deep in society that it actually appears normal. A 

gender-biased world, according to Johnson, is seen through a “thick ideology of images and 

ideas that mask the reality of gender inequality… (whose) purpose is to perpetuate the status 

quo by making it appear normal and legitimate.” 
31

 

 In the United States, women’s oppression has, for the most part, moved beyond overt 

expressions of demeaning behavior, control, or misogyny. Oppression is now primarily a form 

of cultural imperialism in which society conducts itself, in the normal course, based on the 

“universalization of (men’s) experience and culture, and its establishment as the norm.” As a 

result, women undergo what Young describes as “paradoxical oppression, in that they are 

marked out by stereotypes and at the same time rendered invisible” by the dominant group. 
32

  

Young makes the claim that an oppression of cultural imperialism exists in American 

society today as a matter of “interactive habits, unconscious assumptions and stereotypes, and 

group-related feelings… not in official laws and policies, but in informal… conventional 

practices of everyday interaction.” 
33

 These conventional practices of everyday interaction 

continue, albeit sub rosa, to reinforce the “othering” of women. Young notes that “culturally 

imperialized groups live a subjectively different (life) from that lived by privileged groups, an 
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experience of themselves as split, divided, or their subjectivity as fragile and plural.” 
34

 

Demeaning, marginalizing behavior practiced over generations leads to a distorted view of 

women as objects rather than equals and indifference to their basic health and well-being.  

Contemporary Cultural Oppression 

Women’s oppression has moved past “discursive consciousness” and into the arena of 

public respect (formal and impersonal settings), based on societal commitments to formal 

equality and opportunity. However, today’s cultural imperialism occurs through what Young 

citing Giddens describes as practical consciousness.
 
These are the “mundane contexts of 

interaction – in the gestures, speech, tone of voice, movement, and reaction of others.” These 

are the interactions that oppressed groups experience as “avoidance, expressions of 

nervousness, condescension, and stereotyping.” 
35, 36

 These behaviors, when directed to women, 

reinforce their group identity, their being subject to scrutiny, judgment, marked as women, and 

not taken seriously. 

Women experience contemporary oppression in the “interactive dynamics of desire, the 

pulses of attraction and aversion, and people’s experience of bodies and embodiment.” 
37

 What 

were once acceptable expressions of oppressive behavior have been castigated by law and 

regulation. What remains is an amalgam of subtle mannerisms, code words, and body language 

that assess women on a hierarchical scale through “attributes of a knowing subject and a 

normative gazer.” 
38, 39

  

The subsequent “scaling of bodies” creates a de facto class separation between the 

normative gazer and the socially “othered” individual or group. Women experience continuing 

evaluations of their physical appearance as measures of their class standing and their 

respectability. To the normative gaze of men, and to other women acculturated to body 

profiling, women must prove their respectability and class-worthiness. In U.S. society, “group-
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blind egalitarian truisms of discursive consciousness (have been replaced by) group-focused 

routines of practical consciousness.” 
40

 

As Young points out, “oppression persists in our society partly through interactive 

habits, unconscious assumptions and stereotypes, and group-related feelings of nervousness and 

aversion.” These group oppressions are enacted through “often unreflective speech, bodily 

reactions to others, conventional practices of everyday interaction and evaluation, aesthetic 

judgments, and the jokes, images, and stereotypes pervading the mass media.” 
41

 Even in the 

realm of the informal and the private, these actions are no less oppressive and no less 

detrimental to women’s flourishing.  

Social group difference is still judged as difference. Reason-based legal disapprobation 

of deliberate sexism does not account for the “affective” portion of oppression, namely the sub 

rosa aspects of “gestures, informal remarks, judgments of ugliness, and feelings of discomfort.” 

42
 Young describes oppression as more than official laws, regulations and policies that diminish 

the relevance and opportunities of one group over another; rather, oppression reflects insidious 

attitudes that become incorporated into routine tolerance and acceptance of oppressive gestures 

and actions. Young proposes an approach to justice that goes beyond traditional approaches, 

specifically: 

… a conception of justice that starts from the concept of oppression… it makes 

sense to condemn people for being insensitive, for being unwilling to 

understand and sympathize with the way actions, social practices, and so on 

appear from a different social position… (and) require forward-looking 

remedies of institutions whose unconscious and unintended actions contribute 

to that advantage. 
43 

 

Moral theory must go beyond the confines of deliberate actions to a more expansive 

theory of “people’s unintended or involuntary behavior.” 
44

 I agree with Young that people 

should “take responsibility for their (unintentional oppressive) actions, habits, feelings, 

attitudes, images, and associations.” 
45

 Assuming cultural and moral responsibility for 
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unintended acts that are “pervasive, systemic, mutually generating, and mutually enforcing” has 

the potential for changing individual and societal perceptions and biases about difference. 

Conferred Dominance and Privilege of Institutionalized Oppression 

 Oppression and privilege go hand in hand; one cannot be sustained without the other. 
46 

Privilege occurs when “one group has something of value denied to others.” 
47

 Society’s 

resources and opportunities – social, material, and political – are distributed in a hierarchical 

and stratified manner by gender (and race), providing men (and whites)
*
 with disproportionate 

access to those resources and opportunities. Gender stratification becomes “reproduced and 

modified in key social institutions.” 
48, 49, 50

 that “create gender difference and reproduce 

inequality” 
51

 -- the basis for male privilege. A world that centers attention on men’s results and 

denies the experience of women leaves them devalued and invisible. Privilege is enhanced 

because women are dehumanized by the cumulative denial of their experience. 
52

 

Male (and white) privilege is an “invisible package of unearned assets… (containing) 

special provisions, assurances, tools, maps, guides, codebooks, passports, visas” etc. 
53, 54

 These 

privileges accrue compound benefits over many years, the accumulated privileges of which are 

inherited by future generations. Privileges provide preferential access to those who have them 

and exclude those who do not possess the unearned assets of privilege. 
55 

Institutionalized 

oppression is “unearned (male) power conferred systemically,” resulting in “unearned 

advantage” and “conferred dominance” over women. 
56, 57

 As a learned behavior, conferred 

dominance is both taught actively and assimilated passively through cues from family, school, 

community, and society. Education and enculturation have systematically visualized women’s 

“characteristics” as weak, undisciplined, trivial and non-essential to the proper functioning of 

society – the difference between men’s work and women’s duties. 
58 

Men have inherited “special circumstances and conditions” directly and indirectly 

through the social constructions of privilege. 
59 

As a male, I benefit from special circumstances 
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and conditions relating to occupation, assumed competence, security, access, authority, and 

inconsequentiality, just to name a few. For example, men can be fairly sure of being treated 

preferentially as a male in a job situation; be certain that their views will be taken as 

authoritative by virtue of their responsibilities, speech, and mannerisms; be assured that most 

middle-to-senior academic, business, government, religious, and legislative positions are 

occupied by men; feel assured that they will not generally be harassed, threatened or harmed 

solely by virtue of their gender; be sure that they will not experience derogatory comments, 

innuendoes, or other negative comments based on their gender and body-type; and they can 

remain oblivious to the issues, disadvantages and hopes of women because intentional or 

unwitting ignorance of women’s plight will in no way disadvantage them.  

The Centrality of Privilege 

The very situations that disadvantage women are the assuring and comforting situations 

that help men retain their socially constructed privilege. McIntosh describes men’s centrality as 

a “matrix of (male) privilege, a pattern of assumptions that were passed on to me as a (male).” 
60

 

Men’s advantage in wealth, income, access, work, dignity, safety, health, justice, and quality of 

life define the compounded advantages of their privilege. Men recapitulate the conditions of 

their privilege in ways that encourage the use of “difference to include or exclude, reward or 

punish, credit or discredit, elevate or oppress, value or devalue. 
61

 Men even feel a sense of 

entitlement because they have enjoyed these privileges for so long. 
62, 63

 Men have a measure of 

control over their lives not readily available to women; the privileged “set the conditions for the 

transmission and reproduction of their privilege.” 
64

  

Privilege provides men with the “freedom of confident action” that stems from their 

dominance over women. 
65, 66

 Men’s accomplishments and their transgressions are reported 

regularly in the media – news that speaks to the ethos of manhood – power, success, and 

violence. Sports reinforce male bonding, power, money, and success with virile names and 
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associations with sexual prowess. In the workplace and other corners of society, men are 

privileged by their presumed authority. Women’s appearance and sexual attributes are displayed 

regularly in the media. Women are otherwise left to manage families and their own careers, 

household chores, their pregnancies, childcare in divorce, verbal innuendos, physical violence, 

and various depictions of female domination. 
67 

Cumulative male privilege has become society’s norm, a pattern of thinking, behaving, 

and experiencing solely around a male frame-of-reference. A male-dominant culture is filled 

with images of men in control and men with power that is used to elevate men and diminish 

women. 
68

 Claiming men’s progress as a matter of merit only “mask(s) the existence of systems 

of power,” conferring a measure of invisibility to the “mechanism that makes… oppression 

possible and efficient” and relegates oppression-derived privilege to a level of “what is normal 

in society.” 
69 

 Men often deny that they benefit from privileges that are not afforded to women, that 

these privileges even exist, or that male privilege alone explains “men’s centrality in all of the 

inner sanctums of our most powerful institutions.” 
70

 Men have enjoyed disproportionate 

privilege for so long that their denial has been completely internalized, their disproportionate 

privilege has become unconscious, and their exercise of it has become accepted in society as 

normal behavior. Even being unaware of privilege is privilege in itself; it is the “luxury of 

obliviousness,” the very philosophical definition of “epistemic privilege.” 
71

 Men are taught that 

their privileged lives are “morally neutral, normative… average, and also ideal.” If this were not 

the case, disparities between male and female experience would not exist. 

The Ubiquity of Privilege 

Privilege has become nearly as invisible to men as oppression is visible to women. 
72

 

Culturally-embedded male privileges rob women of their confidence, voice, and humanity, 

furthering the “privileging of male experience and the ‘othering’ of female experience.” The 
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insidious nature of privilege is that society has come to accept a concept where men are held as 

“the human type; woman a sort of accompaniment and subordinate assistant.” 
73

 As a result, 

men don’t need to exclude women consciously if they are not even relevant from the outset.  

 Men’s culturally-embedded privileges, then, become the de facto disadvantages of 

women because men have the confident freedom to choose how they spend the dividends of 

their privileged status. 
74

 They can go through life with the “relative ease” of not being marked 

as a woman and stereotyped as such. 
75

 They can even maintain their privilege without being 

“oppressive and dominating individuals.” 
76

 In the end, it might be easy to disclaim a direct 

individual or group connection with past practices of women’s oppression, but it is quite 

another matter to ignore the unearned cumulative benefits of these practices.  

As a society, we have tended a social landscape where the oppressed and the oppressors 

appear in balanced harmony. Even women themselves eventually internalize oppressive 

attitudes and may promote them actively, contributing further to what Schacht refers to as the 

“patriarchal dividend.” 
77, 78

 Oppression appears as normal and stable because it limits women’s 

options, their confidence, their sense of opportunity, and their imaginations. 
79

  

McIntosh claims that “privilege may confer power, (but) it does not confer moral 

strength.” 
80 

Some aspects of privilege may be desired by women, such as access and 

respectability, but other controlling and authoritative aspects that confer dominance are not 

necessarily beneficial. So it is appropriate to separate the aspects of male privilege that are 

helpful to women and to society as a whole. The survival lessons that women have learned over 

centuries of oppression and domination provide a template for moral growth. Survival under 

oppression requires interconnectedness, not merely individual accomplishment; humility rather 

than the brashness of authority; caring rather than separation; emotional support rather than 

merely rationality. The differences between conferred power and earned strength make the 

discourse about privilege more visible. 
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Economic Intersection of Gender and Class 

Men allot to themselves society’s tasks that are valued more highly by economic and 

cultural criteria, creating one of the most visible aspects of women’s continuing oppression. 

Women earn less than men at all economic levels, despite the fact that women have achieved 

some measure of workplace parity or have been surpassing men in college and graduate degrees 

over the past several decades. Exclusionary practices favor male management advancement and, 

as a result, limit women’s full participation in professional and leadership positions that develop 

strategy, approve budgets, set policy, allocate resources, and oversee governance. 

Men’s overrepresentation in positions that involve authority, policy making, and 

resource allocation and women’s concentration in positions of support, education, and care lead 

to “gender streaming” of women into jobs and professions that are often lower paying and 

limiting in their upward mobility. Not only is access to advancement itself limiting for women, 

but their exclusion means that they do not have sufficient “voice” to influence or change 

policies that would increase their access. Combined control over the process and applicants 

perpetuates male privilege. 

The myth of male meritocracy continues to preclude women from access to positions 

that carry greater authority, status, financial rewards, and the presumed respectability that 

comes with authority. As a result, women remain occupationally class-constrained. The gap in 

women’s pay and position has become less a function of overt discrimination than the result of 

established “norms of society and employers.” Women still work in predominantly gender-

oriented occupations or lower level positions in male-dominated professions, the result of which 

is continuing and immovable pay and position gaps between men and women. Women are 

further penalized by working in more part-time jobs than men, further contributing to the 

overall pay gap between men and women. Women’s oppression and men’s privilege create a 

real economic class barrier.  
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Identity Through the Narratives of Others 

 Another face of oppression is its effect on identity – one facial view is imposed by a 

dominant group and the other self-internalized as the identity assigned by a dominant group. 

Identity is viewed as a complicated interaction between others’ understanding of whom one is 

and their own sense of self. 
81

 As noted in earlier chapters, women “live a subjectively different 

(experience) from that lived by privileged groups, an experience of themselves as split, divided, 

or their subjectivity as fragile and plural.” 
82

 Demeaning, marginalizing behavior practiced by 

men over centuries have led to a distorted, devaluing, and objectified view of women. The 

secondary identity of women in society has become a normative social construct, to which 

many women have acquiesced. 

Women have been viewed by men in demeaning, marginalized, and exclusionary ways, 

resulting in what Nelson describes as damaged identities. Men have not given women full moral 

respect, which “prevents them from occupying valuable social roles or entering into desirable 

relationships that are themselves constitutive of identity... (a) harm (referred to) as deprivation 

of opportunity.” 
83 

When women assimilate or internalize oppressively normative views of their 

capabilities, position, and moral standing, they are subject to a second harm of infiltrated 

consciousness. “Oppression always damages (women’s) identities by depriving them of 

opportunity… (but she is) twice damaged by oppression when she internalizes as a self-

understanding the hateful or dismissive views that other people have of her.” 
84

 Both harms can 

mark women as defective and either limit their opportunities or abrogate their self-respect.
 

External and internalized constructions of women’s oppression occur as narratives that 

are reinforced by oppressive institutions and cultural attitudes. Master narratives constitute 

written, verbal and pictorial stories based on norms set by the dominant group. Master 

narratives are those stories or representations found “lying about in our culture that serve as 

summaries of socially shared understandings … that make sense to our experience … but also 
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justify what we do.” 
85

 They serve to reinforce the belittling biases, innuendoes, unjust 

perceptions, and othering of women.   

The Insurgency of Counterstories 

Men’s oppressive master narratives can be replaced by “identity-constituting 

counterstories.” 
86

 Counterstories provide the opportunity for women (and other oppressed 

groups) to refute and refuse oppressive master narratives. Counterstories deal with both the 

incorrect construction of oppressed identities and with the retelling of a corrected narrative that 

reclaims appropriate “morally relevant” details. Counterstories, by their very nature, can be 

liberating in many ways since they are a proactive form of “resistance to the evil of diminished 

moral agency.” 
87

 Not only can counterstories resist the devaluing narrative of women’s 

oppression, they can also help to reclaim women’s diminished view of their own moral agency, 

essentially a repair of damaged identity.    

Counterstories resist oppressive identities by replacing dominating narratives with a 

corrected version of women’s experience, identity, and moral grounding. The objective is to 

repair damaged identities acquired through oppressive actions with counterstories that 

“command respect.” 
88

 “Counterstories…constitute a revised understanding of a person or social 

group.” They can serve to reject the dominant, subordinating narratives of women’s oppression 

and replacing them with “stories of self-definition.” 
89, 90

 Counterstories essentially redefine 

women’s past which has been actively and passively characterized incorrectly. 
91

  

Through counterstories, women can “reidentify themselves in more respectworthy 

terms.” 
92

 Recapturing respect is perhaps the most important aspect of narrative repair as a 

means to overcome women’s oppression. Narrative repair would allow women to correct or 

rewrite hurtful master narratives from their experience and frame-of-reference. It would not rely 

on men to rewrite the master narrative to which they have actively contributed, passively 

participated, or benefited from the privileges of women’s oppression.  
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Rethinking the Concept of Justice  

The rational “man” has been a commonly accepted basis of traditional justice and moral 

theory – a conception of what was “human, transformative, and progressive.” These were the 

dominant theories and narratives of men in public life and commerce, the very spheres where 

the moral ideas of justice and rights have been played out on a daily basis. Conversely, women 

have been the embodiment of the private sphere, a natural place “where the species is 

reproduced, repetitively replenishing the biological basis of life.” 
93 

The concept of the rational, 

self-willing individual conforming to standards of fairness and impartiality continues to inform 

our view of justice.
 

Male-centric morality theories have been organized around rational principles of justice 

and rights. “Issues of concern to men have been interpreted as general human concerns, whereas 

‘women’s concerns’ have been relegated to a special category and marginalized.” 
94

 

Generalizing men’s reason, rights and justice theories of morality to all of society has virtually 

assured that the constancy of a male-referenced morality perspective would maintain the 

oppression and dominance by continuing to eclipse women’s experience. 
95

  

 Impartial justice has not eliminated women’s oppression. While women’s oppression 

has moved beyond discursive consciousness (through laws and standards for public respect in 

formal and impersonal settings), it is still a significant aspect of the practical consciousness of 

our modern information-intensive culture.
 

These are conventional practices of informal 

everyday sub rosa interactions that are reflected in gestures, speech, tone of voice, movement, 

and reaction of others. These practices continue to devalue women’s group identity and subject 

them to more subtle but equally oppressive scrutiny, judgment, marking, and dismissiveness. I 

agree with Young’s assertion that women’s oppression remains deeply rooted in society. 

“Oppression persists in our society partly through interactive habits, unconscious assumptions 

and stereotypes, and group-related feelings of nervousness and aversion.” 
96
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The de facto class separation (scaling of bodies) still exists between the normative gazer 

and the socially othered individual or group, placing continuing evaluations of women’s 

physical appearance as hierarchical measures of their class standing and respectability. Group-

blind egalitarian consciousness has been replaced by group-focused routines of a more cultural 

nature. Body language, normative gazes, symbols, images, habitual comportments, and 

narratives affect and reinforce women’s inferior standing in American society. Subtle elements 

of contemporary oppression – gaze, images, comportment, stories, and body language – are the 

elements that link the claims of Young, McIntosh, and Nelson. These are routine interactions 

that have significant reinforcing consequences and operate outside the scope of traditional 

justice. 

A Broader Concept of Social Justice 

Young proposes a more comprehensive concept of social justice that links the 

distributive paradigm (goods and services) of traditional justice with a social equality paradigm. 

The social portion of an expanded paradigm focuses on self-respect, opportunity, and 

empowerment through broader decision-making procedures, a socially-oriented distribution of 

tasks, and greater focus on cultural messaging.  

A broader concept of social justice is appealing for several reasons. First of all, 

traditional justice is limited in both scope and effectiveness, while I believe that social justice 

goes beyond the similarly-situated standard of traditional justice and recognizes the equal worth 

of all persons. Secondly, social justice would foster greater decision-making inclusion of 

women and other oppressed groups in issues that are normally determined for them without 

reciprocation.  

Social justice would also recognize the importance of experience, symbols, images, and 

stories of our culture. Of particular note is the potential value of cultural counterstories that go 

beyond the necessary but limiting approaches of trying to deconstruct women’s history. Cultural 
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counterstories have the potential to correct, reposition, and anticipate women’s experience. 

Rather than an agent of oppression, cultural counterstories can be used positively to redefine 

women’s self-identity and the views of others toward them, resulting in increased respect and 

greater influence over decisions that affect their lives.  

Women’s experience has been variously described as culturally attuned, socially 

interconnected, and caring. In my view, these are the characteristics that often inform women’s 

view of life’s essential values. Whether women’s values are a natural orientation in women’s 

lives or, as some authors have suggested, a result of women being scripted culturally over 

millennia, these values are a societal necessity and have the potential to form the basis for a 

distinct moral philosophy centered on care.   

A more encompassing concept of social justice could help facilitate an expansion of our 

existing justice and duty model to include a more integrated social justice, care, and relationship 

model. In the next chapter, I propose a more expansive paradigm that incorporates both social 

justice and an ethic of care, which I believe could represent an integrated set of attitudes and 

virtues that women could bring to build more unified families, communities, and society.         
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CHAPTER 10 

THE ETHIC OF CARE AND MORAL IMPERATIVES 

A small group of thoughtful people could change the world. Indeed, it’s the only thing 

that ever has.  

    -- Margaret Mead 

The Necessity for Care  

Despite advances in both how women define themselves and the advances women have 

made toward equality with men over the past 50 years, most societies remain androcentric, a 

social and cultural view in which “man defines woman not in herself but... as relative to him; 

she is (still) not regarded as an autonomous being… (but rather) inessential as opposed to the 

essential.” 
1
 In the exercise of power over thousands of years, men have co-opted religion, 

material goods and women’s well-being to shape the outcome of history. Men have demeaned, 

eroticized and marginalized women, such that exclusionary or demeaning behavior is easier to 

justify, creating an implicitly acceptable form of systemic gender discrimination.  

As we discussed in previous chapters, even today substantial evidence exists that many 

men still limit women’s access to job opportunities, assume that women are professionally and 

intellectually inferior, view women primarily on the basis of their looks and appearance, 

denigrate women’s orientation toward care and relationships, engage in misogynistic behavior 

towards women, and engage in acts of violence against women at prevalence levels that defy the 

concept of equality for women. In my view, the level of women’s oppression still greatly 

outweighs their progress over the past 50 years. “To the extent that normative philosophy 

ignores these aspects of oppression enacted in practical consciousness and the unconscious… it 

contributes not only little to ending oppression, but also something to the silencing of the 

oppressed.” 
2 

In essence, the treatment of women by men has been a history of social and 

physical antipathy, mistreatment, and oppression. 
 

Men’s resulting cumulative patriarchal privilege continues to prevent women from 

achieving full equality and self-fulfillment. Women remain marginalized, such that their 
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freedom to realize the full possibility of human fulfillment is diminished in the process. In 

essence, “every abrogation of women’s development prevents the achievement of their full 

moral potential.” 
3
 Gender marginalization, in all of its manifestations, has profound negative 

effects on societal development, in effect a moral marginalization that inhibits overall human 

progress – a diminution of human potential that creates a fault line of human progress. 

While men’s patriarchal focus and misogynistic attitudes have left women 

marginalized, I contend that in many ways men have only won a pyrrhic victory. Men may 

appear outwardly victorious, yet their hollow victory has left many of them emotionally limited 

and prisoners to a psychology that values power and control over care and empathy. As 

discussed earlier, men often seem to learn a narrow set of life’s skills, which leads to emotional 

myopia that can often distort men’s perception of emotional cues and cause them to either miss 

or misunderstand the meaning of others’ actions or words. 
4 

Emotional myopia can be a 

significantly limiting feature resulting from boys’ earlier miseducation and men’s misperception 

of the critical requirements necessary to build and sustain healthy relationships.  

Carol Gilligan, through her book In a Different Voice: Psychological Theory and 

Women’s Development, described men’s lives as “cast in terms of individuation and 

achievement,” a process that reprioritized men away from relationships.
 
Conversely, women’s 

lives are often described in terms of “generativity,” a process that emphasizes “responsibility for 

the growth, leadership, and well-being of one’s fellow creatures.” 
5
 Great ideas or distinctive 

activity define men’s self and success. Separately viewed gender scripts lead to a dissonance of 

gendered voices. Too often men hear but they don’t listen. Men grow into their roles of 

“separation as it defines and empowers self.” 
6 

Women want to be heard but there are often 

insufficient listeners. Men and women are like ships passing in the night, only noticed by a 

fading fog horn or a distant ship’s beacon guiding differing gendered scripts. 
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  The assumption that care cannot be fairly incorporated within a justice and equality 

framework presupposes that human interrelationships and connections have little societal value. 

Without a fundamental infusion of care and social justice ethics, we remain at significant risk of 

further political, economic, religious, and ethnic polarization. The absence of women’s voices 

orientated toward care, empathy and connection will do nothing to abate terrorism, wars, and 

violence against women.     

  Gilligan first proposed that an ethic of care was a significant missing link in balancing 

the embedded nature of society’s power and control orientation with women’s orientation 

toward care, compassion, and empathy. 
7
 While I agree with the transformational potential of 

the ethic of care espoused by Gilligan and later reinforced by Held, their views have not always 

been accepted as broadly applicable. Robert Taylor in citing work by Cole and Coultrap-

McQuinn, 
8  

described their belief that a more formulaic view of equity, as opposed to an ethic 

of care, was the only fair solution for broader swaths of society. 

Though (the ethic of care) may work well in the context of private 

relationships, the ethic of care may not be easily applicable to a public arena 

of decision-making. In legislation and social policy, both the size of the 

population involved and the necessity for maintaining equity make it difficult 

to envision how an ethic of care might be fairly applied. 
9 
  

 

  Intransigent perspectives of care and connection as the purview of family, other small 

groups and by inference all women, speak to the embedded nature of traditional justice ethics 

that rely on a presumption of law applied fairly and equally. However, as I have stated 

previously, women are not viewed as “similarly situated” by men. Patriarchy, misogyny, and 

societal tolerance continue to place women at physical, psychological, and societal disadvantage 

both before the law and in their personal relationships. 

 Continuing to frame care as the purview of women and justice as the right and obligation 

of men merely reinforces men’s patriarchal privilege and subsumes the voice of women within 

that social construct. Orme notes that the “association with the practice of caring has required 
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women to honour their duties while denying them their rights: men’s public human rights have 

depended on women bearing an unequal share of care responsibilities.” 
10

 The relationship 

between care and justice, more particularly social justice, should provide the means by which an 

ethic of care can be constructed and social justice can be incorporated. 

  Compounding the problems of embedded patriarchal limitations and the limiting 

application of a traditional justice paradigm, we now live in a world that is becoming more 

focused on self, desensitized to violence, frustrated over economic inequities, destabilized by 

splintering families, and overly influenced by social media.  Narvaez points to declining ethics 

across multiple areas including: status seeking behavior to gain what others’ have; imagination 

being co-opted by constant business-promoted consumer spending; declining trust based on 

desensitization toward violence; and family/neighbor/friend engagement being replaced by 

social media interactions. 
11, 12, 13, 14 

The result has been an increasing separation from 

community, a decline in civility, and a lessoning of our mutual interconnection.  

Moral character development has perhaps never been more challenging in the 

United States. In the electronic-media culture that pervades children’s lives, 

what were considered vices for millennia are touted as virtues. Extended 

families are often spread far and wide; overworked parents are as distracted as 

children by the barrage of information and temping distractions…. (However), 

caring communities with high expectations and involved adults are more 

likely to raise morally engaged citizens. 
15 

  

 Men’s enlightenment is a pressing societal need, a form of gender diversity training, 

which must take place to balance the current androcentric currencies of success (cash, control, 

objects, and power) with women’s currency of community (caring, empathy, compassion, 

relationships, and nonviolence). Boys must be educated and men need to learn that care, 

empathy and compassion are critical life skills and the very essence of human fulfilment. 

Empathy and compassion draw on and mobilize a constellation of character 

traits and excellences – patience; generosity; tender curiosity; humility; and a 

willingness to remain open in our interpretation of situations, to resist imposing 

our own interpretations and agendas on others, to invest the other’s well-being, 

and often to stay the course through rocky terrain. 
16
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Human flourishing requires human connection. Men need to recognize that their inborn 

psychological need for women’s care, empathy and nurturing is a healthy interdependency, not 

a battle against emasculation. As Gilmore suggests, “The need for love, dependency wishes, and 

the longing for comforting are not character flaws; they are… the very basis of sociability and 

the path to fulfillment….” 
17 

Our personal and intimate relationships build upon these needs and 

provide the motivations to understand the character of the other person, a willingness to accept 

vulnerability in a relationship, and whether the other person is trustworthy. Caring, goodwill, 

benevolence, empathy, compassion, commitment, and sensitivity to the feelings of others are all 

necessary characteristics of healthy relationships. 
18

    

Integrating Care, Empathy and Trust 

 The antidote to the inhibition of women’s humanity is an increasing acceptance of the 

benefits of a morality of care with its focus on responsibility and relationships. 
19 

A relational 

moral construct “builds trust and mutual care.” Care and trust sustain each other. Care is a 

fundamental building block of trust, whether through family or community. Caring relations 

between more distant persons allow them to trust one another enough to live in peace and 

respect each other’s rights. 
20

   

Women grow into their roles of “attachment that create and sustain the human 

community.” Women generally define self in terms of relationship, nurturance, responsibility, 

and care. 
21, 22

 In a caring society, women more often focus on the tasks of bringing up and 

educating children, meeting the needs of family and others, accommodating peaceful 

relationships, respecting the environment, and trying to do their best to achieve these goals as 

the central focus of their family and societal focus for which all citizens should be devoted. 
23

 

Caring, trust, and their application to relationships foster hope rather than tolerance, 

and imagination rather than skepticism. With caring relations, we can hope in a future of 

possibilities, and we can trust others for their support and moral guidance. So it is that our 
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moral relations are anchored within the comforts of trust. We seek and need to trust that the 

moral understandings we share with others are indeed worthy and credible understandings of 

how to live; in other words, confidence that the trust we have in others is built on a caring 

mutual concern. 
24

 “That is what it means to be in moral relations with others: we live with 

them and we interact with them in a mode of sometimes confident, but always hopeful, 

expectation; we hopefully expect that we are responsive to and responsible for what our shared 

standards demand.” 
25 

A flourishing society requires that we shift from a rational justice construct and a focus 

on individual psychology to a relational moral construct and a focus on social well-being. We 

need to apply a “relational model of moral agency” to all aspects of society, ranging from 

individual relationships, family, friends, and intimate partners to occupational organizations 

and societal leadership. 
26

 When individuals view themselves as interconnected with others, 

their concern for the well-being of the group will, in turn, inform their own personal moral 

development. 
 

Society needs increasing levels of care, empathy, and compassion. Enhancing the 

influence of women in society’s narratives and leadership would carry with it the potential for 

greater emphasis on relationships, a discernable movement toward an ideal of human 

interconnectedness. “Self and others will be treated as of equal worth, things will be fair in spite 

of differences in power, everyone will be responded to and included, and no one will be left 

alone and hurt.” 
27

 Increasing emphasis on an ethic of care has the potential to move society 

beyond justice limitations toward improved human interconnection. I strongly believe that 

interconnectedness has the potential to not only alter imbalances that exist between men and 

women, but begin to give true meaning to the current parochial view of fairness and equality.  
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The Nature of Care 

 As a guiding value of western civilization, an ethic of justice has focused on moral 

principles that deal with fairness, equality, and individual rights. 
28 

An ethic of justice provides a 

moral foundation upon which individuals, communities and society in general can agree, 

essentially a floor of moral considerations that we should follow to “avoid the injustices of 

assault and disrespect.” 
29 

Justice ethics focus on individual rights and equality through an 

expectation of individual honesty, fairness, benevolence, meeting obligations, and non-

maleficence that extends to our broader societal interactions.  

  The ethics of care and the ethics of social justice are different and more encompassing 

constructs for how we should interact as both autonomous and interconnected humans. Held 

describes the traditional ethics of justice as based on the dominant moral theories that focus on 

self-sufficient independent individuals rather than the ethics of care that focuses on persons as 

relational and interconnected. 
30

 

 
An ethic of justice focuses on questions of fairness, equality, individual 

rights, abstract principles, and the consistent application of them. An ethic of 

care focuses on attentiveness, trust, responsiveness to need, narrative nuance, 

and cultivating caring relations…. Care may thus provide the wider and 

deeper ethics within which justice should be sought.  
31 

 

In a Different Voice, Gilligan proposed an alternative to the “justice orientation”, which 

incorporated a view of relationships emerging from a “care orientation” involving a more 

holistic view of human interactions. Gilligan explained that “women not only define themselves 

in a context of human relationship but also judge themselves in terms of their ability to care.” 
32 

Gilligan further suggested that stereotypes highlighting men’s ability and women’s nurturing 

were out of balance and that an ethic of care really centered “moral development around the 

understanding of responsibility and relationships, just as the conception of morality as fairness 

ties moral development to the understanding of rights and rules.” 
33
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The very nature of morality demands more than the prohibition of harm or other 

“commandments” that proscribe acceptable human behavior; it calls for a more proactive set of 

obligations and responsibilities to self and to others. While men’s concept of morality is 

grounded in rights and justice based on a “logic of equality and reciprocity,” women’s concept 

of morality is more oriented toward care and responsibility based on the primacy of 

relationships. 
34

 In essence, women define a morality of care and responsibility, not a morality 

of justice blinded to differences and need. 
35, 36

  

The ethics of care view people as “relational” rather than as merely self-sufficient 

individuals.. The ethics of care also views people as “relational and interdependent, both 

morally and epistemologically.” 
37, 38

 The ethics of care focuses on, among other values, trust, 

responsiveness, solidarity, mutual concern, and empathy. 
39

 To the ethics of care, our 

embeddedness in familial, social, and historical context is basic. 
40

 Care looks beyond the 

individual to explicitly include family, religion, work, culture, citizenship, and society. Care 

essentially builds on attachments that look beyond self to the interests of others. 

The ethics of care is concern and mutual responsiveness to the needs of all on both a 

personal and wider social level. 
41

 Care has the capacity to shape individuals with even more 

advanced understandings of culture and society and morality. 
42

 When we are concerned with 

the relatedness that constitutes a social group and understand that relatedness is needed to hold 

social groups together, then we should be able to rely on the principles of care as a guide to 

justice and policy. While justice deals with “moral minimums,” care deals with “what is above 

and beyond the floor of duty.” 
43

  

Cornell cites Derrida’s reference to feminine virtues – care, gentleness, and 

appreciation of heterogeneity – in describing democracy as friendship. 
44

 Friendship implies a 

kinship of community such that any representative society that values equality, whether a 

democracy or other representative governing model, will look beyond statutory obligations and 
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the application of rights to a more comprehensive view of community. In a society where 

equality is practiced rather than adjudicated, individual rights will mirror community well-

being. Rather than merely protecting rights, individuals will be viewed in the context of family 

and community for the purpose of fostering rights.  

Under an ethics of care, justice can be used as a means to implement social change, 

rather than a means to perpetuate the historically limited view embodied in the similarly situated 

judicial standard. Care has the potential to inform how justice is applied. Difference would be 

respected, rather than the result of “enforced tolerance.” 
45

 

Instead of seeing the corporate sector, and military strength, and government 

and law as the most important segments of society deserving the highest levels 

of wealth and power, a caring society might see the tasks of bringing up 

children, educating its members, meeting the needs of all, achieving peace and 

treasuring the environment, and doing these in the best way possible to be that 

to which the greatest social efforts of all should be devoted. 
46

   

 

Difference would be more than tolerated; in fact, it would be embraced as a cultural 

value. Over time, long-held views of individual responsibility and rational action would 

expand to incorporate community responsibility and relational action. Informed by a 

morality of care, to be valued as a person would become of value to every person.  
47

 

Transformative Moral Paradigm 

A combined care and social justice morality links women’s view of life’s essential 

values and forms the basis for a more encompassing moral philosophy centered on care and 

broadly implemented social justice. Combining the ethic of care with an ethic of social justice 

goes beyond the similarly-situated standard of traditional justice and recognizes the equal worth 

of all persons. The ethics of social justice and care incorporate women’s socially connected and 

caring orientation and includes additional virtues such as self-respect, sincerity, generosity, and 

trustworthiness.  
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Linking an ethic care with an ethic of social justice would bring women into full 

participation in the community of humanity. Both moralities represent powerful ways of 

viewing human rights and connections beyond the limiting results of patriarchal social 

constructs, essentially what I view as a fusion of social justice and care ethics. Using an 

approach similar to the Circles of Trust and Trustworthiness described in Chapter 7, I propose a 

comparable Circles of Morality, as shown below in Figure 10.1.  

 

Figure 10.1. Circles of Morality incorporating Care Ethics with Social Justice & Virtues 

that builds upon traditional Justice & Duty ethics. 
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 Depicting various moral theories as concentric circles implies that each theory has a 

distinct framework. The placement of each morality circle also suggests a hierarchy of values 

emanating from a common set of core values, with the outermost circle of care values having 

the highest ranking. This context recognizes the ethics of care as a wider framework “within 

which justice and utility and the virtues should be fit.” 
48 

The outer Circles of Morality describe 

an encompassing social construct in which differences in gender, ethnicity, economic and social 

standing are neutralized. 

The Circles of Morality build upon customary and accepted core, universal, justice and 

duty requirements of traditional moral constructs and incorporate two outer circles comprising 

an ethics of social justice and an ethics of care. The five Circles of Morality encompass 

increasing levels of human interactions that build from an inner core morality of do no harm, 

extend to universal ethics that admonish deceit and breaking promises, and extend to traditional 

justice and duty ethics emphasizing individual rights, fairness, and obligations. Traditional 

justice and duty ethics provide foundational requirements for behaviors that foster cohesive 

societies and are reinforced through laws, regulations, rules, enforcement, judicial actions, and 

local customs.  

The core of all philosophical systems is concerned with avoiding and preventing harm. 

Most societies go beyond these minimum prohibitions against harm to encompass religious 

tenets, tradition, and reason within their moral codes. These include breaking no promises and 

no deceiving, values that bring in concepts of cooperation and reciprocity. Moral values that 

include prohibitions against no deceit or broken promises are described by Baier et al as 

universal moral values. 
49

 

Core and universal morals constitute the basic foundation upon which societies function 

today. Beyond these universal moral prohibitions, morals centered on duties and justice define 

concepts of rights and equality. These include prima facie duties of fidelity, obligations and 
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reparations, benevolence, and non-maleficence, as well as normative duties and justice values 

that include honesty, fairness, equality, lawfulness, and individual rights. These are considered 

duties, which represent the fundamental underpinnings of a functioning society. Justice and duty 

define an increasing circle of morals that encompass individual rights and freedoms.  

Men’s view of justice and duty is based on a “logic of equality and reciprocity.” 
50

 Men 

impose a hierarchy of power and rules onto a system of codified values. 
51

 These rights and 

justice values provide the means to limit aggression, secure community safety, and protect 

individual autonomy through reciprocity of non-aggression. While “rules make the community 

safe,” 
52

 rights and justice also provide the means for men to retain power and privilege. 

   The limitations of justice and duty cannot be overstated. Emphasis has been placed 

traditionally on universal moral principles that “free, equal, and autonomous individual persons 

choosing impartially” should agree. 
54

 “Western, post-Enlightenment thought has embraced a 

view of human agency and human self that has underplayed our vulnerability… highlighting 

(instead) self-sufficiency, independence, a capacity for deliberation and rational transcendence 

of emotion – that is, effective self-determination and self-control, grounded in our capacity as 

‘willers’.” 
55

 Rational transcendence does not apply universally, communities and societies have 

become less interconnected, and self-interest has flourished at the expense of an interest in 

others. Society has not been the better for it. 

Virtues comprise positive attributes beyond the circle of justice and duty morals that 

individuals should follow to lead a proactive moral life. Virtues are interwoven into the fabric of 

justice, duties and religious morals as a proactive code of conduct by which western societies 

govern themselves. These include wisdom, courage, self-respect, fortitude, sincerity, 

trustworthiness, generosity, fairness, and temperance. Virtues are proactive moral values in that 

they guide individuals to follow positively-reinforcing behaviors toward others that also 

increase self-worth in the process. Virtue theory focuses on the individual while care theory 
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“focuses on relations between persons, to include trust, mutual responsiveness, and shared 

consideration.” 
56

 The ethics of care is closer to virtue ethics. 
57

  

The outermost circles of care ethics, social justice and virtues define “proactive” 

moralities that speak to self-fulfillment and our interactions with others. Social Justice and 

Virtues comprise positive attributes that individuals should follow to lead a proactive moral life. 

These include wisdom, courage, self-respect, fortitude, sincerity, trustworthiness, generosity, 

fairness, and temperance. Social Justice and Virtues are proactive moral values in that they 

guide individuals to follow positively-reinforcing behaviors toward others that also increase 

self-worth in the process. The characteristics of a Social Justice and Virtues’ morality 

incorporate increased levels of trust, goodwill, and trustworthiness that are essential for our 

highest levels of interpersonal and intimate relationships. When we are in fully-trusting 

relationships, we can look outward positively and in harmony with broader society.    

 Held and others describe the ethics of care as a “distinct ethical outlook” because it deals 

with concern and mutuality of response to others. 
58

 Unlike the focus of justice on a fair solution 

between competing claims, an ethic of care views the needs of others as interrelational. Rather 

than competing, care ethics call for compassion and sensitivity to the needs of others. Care 

focuses on community and connection implied by a shared vision in juxtaposition to the 

primacy of individual rights and the self-interest of traditional justice. 
59 

  

   In my view, an ethic of care is more than incremental moral theory. It is an essential 

missing voice that carries with it the values and hopes of half the world’s population, with the 

potential to eventually add substance to how the tenets of fair and equal should be applied. The 

ethics of care involves a form of moral motivation that extends beyond impartiality and rights 

that are central to the ethics of justice and duty. 
60

 As Simola et al proposed, an ethic of care has 

the potential to “engage with others through shared purpose to transform and elevate people’s 

motivation, conduct and ethical aspirations.” 
61 

The ethic of care focuses on what 
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Maeckelberghe describes as the interdependency and vulnerability of the whole of human 

existence. 
62

 Care should be considered the most encompassing circle of morality because it is 

“based on the deeper reality of human interdependency.” 
63

 In fact, care may be the “most 

deeply fundamental value… within which justice should be sought.” 
64

 
 

Moral Paradigm Shift 

  Until recently, an ethics’ framework of care has been missing from our view of what is 

important (or necessary) for human flourishing because women were essentially excluded from 

the discourse. As a distinct moral philosophy, however, care adds a relational dimension to 

individual virtues and to the fairness of justice principles. Care leads us to contemplate the 

moral implications of our actions and our attitudes, as well as the importance of “cultivating the 

virtues of healthy empathy, sustaining compassion toward others, and joining in the solidarity 

with those in need.” 
65

 

 As their leadership numbers grow, women will hopefully bring their natural orientation 

toward care, empathy and relationships to the organizations that they lead and to their larger 

social community – political, economic, religious, academic, commercial, legal, and 

international – a moral underpinning of care that would guide their social, political, and 

resource decisions. With an increasing emphasis on others, the application of rights and justice 

will become more contextualized and care-influenced, if not actually care-based.  

 Women’s voices and care orientation would instinctively “draw on and mobilize a 

constellation of character traits and excellences – patience; generosity; tender curiosity; 

humility; and a willingness to remain open in (their) interpretation of situations, to resist 

imposing (their) own interpretations and agendas on others, (and) to invest (in) other’s well-

being.” 
66

 When women’s voices come into parity with men, care values will imbue their 

leadership styles, their mission, and their organizing principles.   
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  While care is a distinct moral approach, it is not nor should it be a replacement for other 

moral frameworks. Care builds upon established theories and helps expand the possibilities for 

human progress. So while the ethics of care is distinct, it supplements traditional moral theories 

with the unique perspective and voice of women. Women’s increased emphasis on care will 

create a moral paradigm shift that melds the characteristics of care and social justice into a more 

inclusive approach to rights and equality – an approach to justice and duty that is more 

compassionate and relational in its application. This paradigm shift will occur through a process 

of moral acculturation in which traditional male-centric moral theories will be modified as a 

result of sustained exposure to an ethics of care. 

 Acculturation is a process by which attitudes and behaviors of people from one culture 

become modified over time as a result of sustained contact with a different culture. 
67

 The 

concept of acculturation deals broadly with changes in cultural attitudes. The term 

“acculturation” was first used in anthropology in the late 1800s. 
68

 Acculturation was defined as 

those gradual systematic changes in a culture brought about by another culture that result in an 

increased similarity between the two cultures. The study of acculturation is being used 

increasingly in the social sciences, ethnography, psychology, epidemiology, and public health, 

but has not yet been applied to moral philosophy.
 
 

 Moral acculturation would involve modifying beliefs, behaviors, customs, style, and 

activities such that care and social justice would become infused increasingly into today’s 

predominant justice and duty culture. While the process of acculturation usually encompasses a 

minority group adopting dominant group characteristics, the process can also be reciprocal, 

where the dominant group adopts the characteristics of the minority group. 
69

 In the context of 

adapting to a culture of care and social justice, I propose that women’s increasing parity would 

result more specifically in a phenomenon involving reciprocal moral acculturation, in which 
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women’s minority view of care and connection would have sufficient cultural impact to modify 

established moral beliefs, attitudes, behaviors, and justice values.    

 Whether through a more traditional or reciprocal process, acculturation affects a range of 

behaviors, values, and beliefs, usually accompanied by psychological, somatic, and social 

“acculturative stress.” 
70

 With respect to reciprocal acculturation of care and social justice 

ethics, the male and justice-leaning group would likely feel pressure to adapt and anxious about 

abandoning parts of their culture. As a result, the key to acculturation will require sustained 

contact and influence over time. So while the embedded nature of current hierarchical gender 

arrangements will continue to prevail until women achieve influence and cultural parity, 

women’s increased voice (perhaps even measured using “voice influence scales” analogous to 

acculturation language scales) and sustained influence should result in time toward an 

integration of care and social justice moral philosophies.  

Toward a Humanist Society 

Major shifts in educational, workplace, and ethnic demographics during the 21
st
 century 

will provide the impetus for substantial change toward power sharing in key sectors of society. 

A larger pool of well-educated women will become available to fill leadership positions in a 

more diverse workforce. More women will be available to occupy key leadership positions by 

virtue of pending demographic, educational, and generational shifts. Women will become an 

integral part of the emerging American diversity. Given their differing voices from men, women 

will hopefully bring an altered and more relational orientation to their organizations. 

Increasing leadership parity among men and women will hopefully result in a 

fundamental expansion of society’s existing duty, fairness, and justice model to include a more 

encompassing relationship, empathy, and care model. The resulting transition to parity among 

male and female leaders would have a profound effect on the goals, priorities and policies of 

business, community, political, religious, and academic organizations. Asymmetrical 
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interactions would be taken into consideration so that “differences in power will not be 

pernicious” toward socially-disadvantaged groups. 
71

  

Gilligan describes the need to work toward a “post-conventional metaethical position” 

that breaks away from exploitation, hurt, reprisals, and enforcement against such acts toward a  

mutuality of respect and care. 
72

 Over time, the “center of moral concern” should be care and 

relationships, 
73

 a moral compass directed toward individual in the context of other, not 

separated from other. The result then becomes an internalized awareness of human 

interconnectedness and an expansion of our “moral perspective to encompass a notion of 

‘collective life’.” 
74

 When the center of moral concern includes care, then women’s perspective 

on relationships will be viewed as moral strengths, 
75

 rather than as a failure of moral or 

psychological development. 
76

 

Greater emphasis on an ethics of care will also have a broader societal impact, 

particularly in the context of global differences in “culture, felt identity, resources, and group 

exclusion, the sources of much recent conflict.” 
77

 Cornell suggests that the combination of an 

ethic of care and an ethic of rights could play important roles in the broader context of political 

and societal life, but must be viewed as more than two discrete ethical systems. A separation of 

moral frameworks must be “challenged as we integrate the virtues of the feminine into the very 

definition of civic friendship.” 
78

 Using care as a political and societal concept would provide us 

with additional ways to think politically and strategically. 
79

  

Changing Historical Patriarchal Narratives  

Life’s meaning moves along a learning continuum from instincts to self-awareness that 

intersect as adults when we make individual choices about love, family, friends, work, 

community, character, self-perception, mortality, spirituality, and meaning. Living completely 

requires being able to live freely in the present, to take on self-identity in the context of others, to 

hold onto the oceanic feeling of wholeness with the world, and to continue seeing possibilities. It 
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means that we keep moving toward an existence where we can integrate self, family, community, 

friends, and intimate partners into exploring the meaning of our own existence. We accept our 

trusting relationships, with all of its nuances of history and culture, to understand who we are 

today and what are the future possibilities.  

Narratives have been and will continue to be a principal means by which we connect our 

ontological past with the present. Through stories, art, literature, sermons, news reports and other 

means, our societal values are reaffirmed and modified over time. Narratives of past events serve 

the “diverse functions of philosophy, theology, history, ethics, and entertainment. It serve(s) to 

locate the individual within the concentric circles of the cosmos, nature, the community, and 

family, and it provide(s) a concrete account of what (is) expected of a (person) and what he (or 

she) might expect in that darkness which lies beyond death.” 
80

  

Broad societal narratives have played out through art, literature, monuments and religion 

for five thousand years of western civilization. Collectively, these are the narratives through 

which members of families, communities and broader society learned both aberrant and 

meaningful attitudes, behaviors, and expectations. So many of these narratives over the millennia 

have supported patriarchal attitudes toward women and reinforced men’s expectations that 

women are property, the means to transfer assets from generation-to-generation, and objects of 

desire available for men’s pleasure. More misogynistic expressions of patriarchal narratives in the 

form of sexual, physical and psychological violence against women still continue at high levels.  

Men’s narratives describe a history that has consistently oppressed women, a history of 

men who have and still terrorize women, a legal system that has and continues to marginalize 

women, and a broader society that continues to tolerate violence against women. We live in a 

world where men have enjoyed the privileges of women’s oppression and have lived in blissful 

ignorance of the struggles women face while all of society has failed to intervene. The 
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replacement of men’s power and control narratives with women’s care and social justice 

narratives would be transformational moment in human history. 

Men’s voices continue to speak of control and power, while justice helps ensure the 

equitable distribution of power and control. Men’s voices continue to resonate throughout society 

as the norm and source of their continuing privilege. Men view life through a lens of authority 

and self-empowerment, while women more often view life through a lens of inclusion and 

connection. Women’s voices need  to be heard through narratives that speak of caring, empathy, 

relationships, interconnectedness, and concern for others.  

Male and female voices typically speak of the importance of different truths, 

the former of the role of separation as it defines and empowers the self, the 

latter of the ongoing process of attachment that creates and sustains the 

human community… (women’s) identity is defined in a context of 

relationship and judged by a standard of responsibility and care… morality is 

seen by women as arising from the experience of connection and conceived 

as a problem of inclusion rather than one of balancing claims. 
81

 

 

Gilligan pointed out that “women not only define themselves in a context of human 

relationship but also judge themselves in terms of their ability to care. Women’s place in man’s 

life cycle has been that of nurturer, caretaker and helpmate, the weaver of those networks of 

relationships on which she in turn relies.” 
82 

While Gilligan’s statement may be too overarching, 

the enduring narratives of women’s past and present contributions to society need greater voice. 

Women’s narratives of caring and nurturing throughout history need to be told to offset men’s 

struggles for control, power, and the violence from which we have still not recovered and, in 

fact, remain embedded.  

Overcoming the Past to Live With a Hopeful Future 

 Life is difficult, perplexing, often hostile, but has the potential to be vibrant if we can 

develop meaningful, trusting relationships. As humans, we are an amalgam of hopes, fears, and 

desires, often caught among quandaries of abrogated trust, disappointments, unfulfilled dreams, 

illness, and views of our own mortality. We seek meaning in life through family, friends, intimate 
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relationships, occupation, projects, caretaking, and religion. Each person’s formula for achieving 

happiness and meaning is unique. We seek answers to the mysteries of life and hopefully find 

fulfillment through our closest relationships.  

We find meaning in life through our close friendships and intimate relationships that 

build trust, trustworthiness, and happiness. Walker suggests that “our bonds of trust are moral 

sightlines and lifelines.” 
83 

Trust is based on “normative expectations” that we have of each 

other – the belief that we will be treated by others as we treat them. 
84

 Trust and happiness are 

key features of a life well lived. Robert Waldinger, head of
 
a 75-year human development study 

of male Harvard graduates, reported that the “happiest and healthiest participants in both (young 

and older) groups were the ones that maintained close, intimate relationships.” 
85

  

A 2015 update of the survey showed that the “most important happiness choice is to 

invest in your closest relationship whether it’s a spouse, partner, parent, sibling or friend.” 

Study results indicated that 75 percent of extremely happy people ascribe their happiness to 

their intimate relationships and 77 percent of extremely happy respondents described their 

relationships as very good or the greatest. 
86

 We flourish as self-fulfilled and happy individuals 

when the well-being of others becomes a part of the definition of self. As a society, we flourish 

when we care, trust, connect with others, and act accordingly.   

We are unique as individuals who share common experiences and the legacy of human 

history. We are the primitive and the evolved, the violent and the passive, the erotic and the 

repressed, the primordial and the technologically advanced. We can no more escape the history of 

mankind or the influence of social conditioning than we can separate our childhood from who we 

are as adults.  

Women cannot change the patriarchal past, but can bring care into the future. 

Furthermore, we need both women and men to bring the voice of care and social justice into the 

broader reaches of society; the clarion call must now move forward with a clear ring of humanist 
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morals and ethics. “We come to the fullness of our humanity only in owning and taking 

responsibility for present awareness, as well as for the full measure of our memories and dreams. 

Graceful existence integrates present, past, and future.”  
87

  

Women’s narratives and positive examples of care, empathy and inclusion need 

visibility to demonstrate that they are critical components of human flourishing. As Lawrence 

and Maitlis describe, care narratives unveil an “ontology of possibilities… (through) 

constructing histories of (women’s) sparkling moments, contextualizing (their) struggles, and 

constructing polyphonic future-oriented stories.” 
88 

Women do have sparkling stories to tell, 

they certainly have struggles that should be contextualized, and their future-oriented stories are 

essential if we are to achieve a world free of oppression, divisiveness, and violence against 

women. Trust, equality, care and respect among men and women are the principal humanist 

challenges of the 21
st
 century. 
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